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Pitra Paksha| Mahalaya- Day of Ancestors  

 
 
Pitra Paksha| Mahalaya- Day of Ancestors  
 
Pitra paksh is the time of pitra, It is the time when you can come up from the 
different type of doshas in your kundli or horoscope, pitrapaksha or mahalaya is 
the time when you can do something for your ancestors betterment, this is the 
time when one can get the blessings of pitra or ancestors easily.  
 
Pitrapaksha is the 15 days of pitra. It is said that in these days our ancestors 
come in our home to get something which is offered by us. So if any one want to 
gift something to the ancestors pitra paksha is the right time to do so. Every 
saints and yogis also wait for this time.  
 
No in this universe is deprived of the ancestors blessings in his or her life. 
Ancestors helps us to get success in life. Because of them we are present. Our 
existence is because of them. So it is our duty to do something for our ancestors. 
It is said in our epics that our rituals helps them to go up. We can help our 
ancestors for their upliftment.  
 
Make Your Ancestors or pitra Happy to Live Successful Life:  
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We can't ignore the effects of pitra in our life. What we do is the result of our 
ancesotrs, the success, the wonderful life every thing is because of your 
ancestors blessings.  
If anyone do not remember the ancestors then he or she faces little bit problems 
in life. It is our duty to do special rituals for the happiness of our pitra or 
ancestors.  
 
Tarpan To Live Successful Life: 
As per our epic Tarpanam is the most easy way to make our ancestors happy 
and to get the blessings of ancestors. And if tarpanam is done in the special time 
of mahalaya or pitra pakasha then no one can stop us to get success in life.  
There is one formula of success and i.e. do the right things at right time.  
 
Importance of Pitra Paksha! 
This is very important period when we can do the pitra puja not for our upliftment 
but for our ancestors upliftment too. Our karmas, anusthaans, puja, rituals on 
these days not only give happiness to our ancestors or pitra but also make our 
life better and hurdle free.  
2 types of problems can be eradicated in this mahalya - 
1. The problem of our ancestors due to which they are not getting success in 
their world. 
2. The problem of us due to which we are not growing in our world. 
 
Many types of shanti Puja are done on Pitra Paksha: 
1. Kalsarp shanti puja 
2. Pitra dosha shanti puja. 
3. Pret dosha shanti puja. 
4. Evil eye effects shanti puja. 
5. Black magic shanti puja. 
6. Rog mukti puja. 
7. Rahu shanti puja.  
 
What To Do On Pitra Paksha Days or in Mahalaya? 
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This is very important to do some thing special in the days of pitrapaksha or 
mahalya. I personally request that do the tips and see the result in your personal 
and professional life.  
1. In pitra paksha don't forget to donate a part from your daily lunch and dinner. 
You can give this part to cow, crows and dog. Even you can donate food to 
needy beggar.  
 
2. If your pocket permits then do donate cloths in the name of your ancestors to 
needy persons. 
 
3. If you know tarpan then you must do tarpan to all the 15 days to get the 
blessings of your ancestors.  
 
You can also contact us to do special tarpan for you ancestors. 
 
4. Pitra paksh is very important to remove the pitra dosha from our horoscope or 
kundli for this special puja is needed for which you can contact us.  
 
5. If you recite the Bhagwat gita lessons to your pitra, it will also give benefit to 
you.  
 
6. Daily pray to your ancestors to come at your home and accept your offers and 
bless you to get success in life.  
 
7. Dhuni of kesar or saffron in the south west corner in the name of ancestor is 
also a very good way to get the blessings of ancestors.  
 
8. Take blessings of our elders daily in the morning in pitra paksh.  
 
What Not To Do On Pitra Paksha Days or in Mahalaya? 
1. It is good to not make any physical relation ship during these days. 
2. It is not good to cheat any one on these days. 
3. Don't say any wrong words to our elders on these days.  
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We can also do special rituals for You - 
1. To minimize the effects of pitra dosha in your life. 
2. To minimize the effects of kalsarp dosha in your life.  
3. To remove the marriage problem in life due to pitra dosha. 
4. To remove the professional problems due to pitra dosha. 
5. To remove the personal life problems due to pitra dosha. 
6. To remove the study problem due to pitra dosha. 
 
So be active and do some thing for your upliftment, for your ancestors upliftment 
in the pitra paksh or mahalya.  
 
Consult an Experienced astrologer for the details of your Horosope to suggest 
you better ways to get the benefit in this pitra paksha.  

 
 

Read also  
Pitra dosha calculation in Horoscope 
 
Details of pitra dosha scientifically and spiritually with remedies  
 
 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK 
NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 

Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Horoscope | Janm Patrika | Kundli 
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Guranteed Remedies of Pitra Dosha And Ancestors 
Related Problems 
 
To know about future and to know about own powers and 
the auspicious time of our life Horoscope reading is must. 
In TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA 
GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK NATH ) you will get 
detail analysis of your horoscope. We provide the 
following services related with horoscope: 
 
 
1. Calculation of your Horoscope as per proved astrology 
principles. 
2. Calculation of Mangal Dosha, kalsarp Dosha, Pitra 
Dosh, Vish Dosha and different types of other Dosha and 
their easy remedies. 
3. Detailed and accurate predictions with their remedial 
measures. 
4. Prediction for various astrological yogas. 
5. Calculations on the basis of specific question. 
6. Monthly and Annual Prediction 
7. Calculation of Fortunate and Unfortunate Period of Life. 
8. Matrimonial Match. 
9. Analysis through Numerology for lucky dates, Color, 
lucky names. 
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10. Muhurth for special purposes and day to day activities. 
Note: Calculations are done manually by the experienced 
astrologer.  
 
Consult Now-  
 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Don't Forget To Read About  
 
PitraPaksha or Mahalaya - Day for Ancestors 
Details of Pitra dosha with Remedies  
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Pitra paksh is the time of pitra, It is the time when you can come up from the 
different type of doshas in your kundli or horoscope, pitrapaksha or mahalaya is 
the time when you can do something for your ancestors betterment, this is the 
time when one can get the blessings of pitra or ancestors easily.  
 
Pitrapaksha is the 15 days of pitra. It is said that in these days our ancestors 
come in our home to get something which is offered by us. So if any one want to 
gift something to the ancestors pitra paksha is the right time to do so. Every 
saints and yogis also wait for this time.  
 
No in this universe is deprived of the ancestors blessings in his or her life. 
Ancestors helps us to get success in life. Because of them we are present. Our 
existence is because of them. So it is our duty to do something for our ancestors. 
It is said in our epics that our rituals helps them to go up. We can help our 
ancestors for their upliftment.  
 
Make Your Ancestors or pitra Happy to Live Successful Life:  
We can't ignore the effects of pitra in our life. What we do is the result of our 
ancesotrs, the success, the wonderful life every thing is because of your 
ancestors blessings.  
If anyone do not remember the ancestors then he or she faces little bit problems 
in life. It is our duty to do special rituals for the happiness of our pitra or 
ancestors.  
 
Tarpan To Live Successful Life: 
As per our epic Tarpanam is the most easy way to make our ancestors happy 
and to get the blessings of ancestors. And if tarpanam is done in the special time 
of mahalaya or pitra pakasha then no one can stop us to get success in life.  
There is one formula of success and i.e. do the right things at right time.  
 
Importance of Pitra Paksha! 
This is very important period when we can do the pitra puja not for our upliftment 
but for our ancestors upliftment too. Our karmas, anusthaans, puja, rituals on 
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these days not only give happiness to our ancestors or pitra but also make our 
life better and hurdle free.  
2 types of problems can be eradicated in this mahalya - 
1. The problem of our ancestors due to which they are not getting success in 
their world. 
2. The problem of us due to which we are not growing in our world. 
 
Many types of shanti Puja are done on Pitra Paksha: 
1. Kalsarp shanti puja 
2. Pitra dosha shanti puja. 
3. Pret dosha shanti puja. 
4. Evil eye effects shanti puja. 
5. Black magic shanti puja. 
6. Rog mukti puja. 
7. Rahu shanti puja.  
 
What To Do On Pitra Paksha Days or in Mahalaya? 
This is very important to do some thing special in the days of pitrapaksha or 
mahalya. I personally request that do the tips and see the result in your personal 
and professional life.  
1. In pitra paksha don't forget to donate a part from your daily lunch and dinner. 
You can give this part to cow, crows and dog. Even you can donate food to 
needy beggar.  
 
2. If your pocket permits then do donate cloths in the name of your ancestors to 
needy persons. 
 
3. If you know tarpan then you must do tarpan to all the 15 days to get the 
blessings of your ancestors.  
 
You can also contact us to do special tarpan for you ancestors. 
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4. Pitra paksh is very important to remove the pitra dosha from our horoscope or 
kundli for this special puja is needed for which you can contact us.  
 
5. If you recite the Bhagwat gita lessons to your pitra, it will also give benefit to 
you.  
 
6. Daily pray to your ancestors to come at your home and accept your offers and 
bless you to get success in life.  
 
7. Dhuni of kesar or saffron in the south west corner in the name of ancestor is 
also a very good way to get the blessings of ancestors.  
 
8. Take blessings of our elders daily in the morning in pitra paksh.  
 
What Not To Do On Pitra Paksha Days or in Mahalaya? 
1. It is good to not make any physical relation ship during these days. 
2. It is not good to cheat any one on these days. 
3. Don't say any wrong words to our elders on these days.  
 
We can also do special rituals for You - 
1. To minimize the effects of pitra dosha in your life. 
2. To minimize the effects of kalsarp dosha in your life.  
3. To remove the marriage problem in life due to pitra dosha. 
4. To remove the professional problems due to pitra dosha. 
5. To remove the personal life problems due to pitra dosha. 
6. To remove the study problem due to pitra dosha. 
 
So be active and do some thing for your upliftment, for your ancestors upliftment 
in the pitra paksh or mahalya.  
 
Consult an Experienced astrologer for the details of your Horosope to suggest 
you better ways to get the benefit in this pitra paksha.  
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Read also  
Pitra dosha calculation in Horoscope 
 
Details of pitra dosha scientifically and spiritually with remedies  
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Power of Black Pepper And Astrology 
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Black Pepper Power 

Power of Black Pepper And Astrology, What is Black Pepper?, Advantages 
Of Black Pepper, Percentage of Nutrients, powerful use in Astrology 

Black pepper is very common thing available in almost every kitchens but 
very few of us know the benefits of black peeper. It is used to treat various 
diseases,it is very good for the digestive system also increase the immunity 
power of body, it also helps to remove toxins from the body. 
 
Lets see the advantages of black peeper point by point : 

1) Black pepper helps in digestion and very good for the metabolism. 
 
2) Sweating from the body starts by eating pepper which cools the body and 
helps in fever. 
 
3) Blood circulation gets better if we take black pepper. 
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4) Black pepper is good for Brain too. 
 
5) Tea of Black pepper is very good in cold and cough, viral infections etc. 
 
6) Black pepper gives relief in acidity problem. 
 
Consult For Healthy Life  
 
7) Black pepper is a very good antioxidant. 
 
8) Black pepper acts as an antibacterial. 
 
9) Black pepper is a very good source of Iron and Manganese which is very 
beneficial for the body. 
 
10) Black pepper helps to overcome from sore throat problems. 
 
11) If Black pepper is taken with meals then the body easily absorbs the nutrients 
from the food and thus 
body get all the necessary nutrients properly. 
 
12) Black pepper helps to overcome from tiredness. 
 
13) Black pepper increases the apetite and thus it is very useful for the persons 
suffering from eating 
disorder. 
 
14) Tea of spearmint(pudina) and Black pepperis very beneficial for lungs and 
resperatory grooves it 
helps to remove infections. 
 
15) If 2-3 mashed Black pepper is taken with a spoon of honey with a pinch of 
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turmeric powder, very 
beneficial in cough. 
 
 
As per yunaani thought black peeper is very useful in 
abdominal pain, afara, eye diseases,stroke,toothache. 
 
16) In Common cold take milk with black pepper, If you are suffering from regular 
cold then do this- start taking black pepper from 1 piece and increase it up to 15 
and then also decrease it up to 1, in One month you will get relief very much. 
 
17) If you are suffering from cough then then take half spoon of black pepper 
powder and honey and take it 3-4 times in a day. 
 
18) If You are suffering from Gas problem then in a glass of lemon juice mix half 
spoon of black pepper powder and black salt and take it for a few days , you will 
get relief. 
 
19) If your voice is not clear due to some problem then take black peeper with 
ghee, vocal cord will open also gargle with boil water of black pepper. 
 
20) In skin problem mix black pepper powder with ghee and make paste, Now 
use this paste to cover the shingles, boil, pimples, you will get relief at once. 
 
21) To Increase the eye sight take half spoon of ghee, half spoon of black pepper 
powder and half spoon sugar-candy(Mishri) make paste and take it in the 
morning daily. You will get relief. 
 
22) If you are suffering from gum swelling then boil black pepper in water and 
gargle or rinse with that water. 
 
23) To Increase Memory take 3-4 gram of brahmi leaf and boil it in ghee then mix 
powder of black pepper and sugar in it and take it daily. 
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Astrology Importance of Black Pepper: 
1. You can't believe that black pepper is used to dominate the enemies. 
2. It is used to destroy black magic effects. 
3. It is used in totkay. 
4. Black Pepper if charged with spells then it can do different kinds of work. 
5. In astrology it is used very much to perform subtle activities. 
6. It also saves from negative energies. 
So black pepper is used in a good way in astrology too. It provides solutions of 
many complicated problems but it is used under only proper guidance. 
 
Now See the percentage of Nutrients presents in 
Black pepper : 
 
 
Sno. Nutrients Percentage 
 
1. Manganese 12.0 % 
 
2. Vitamin -K  8.6 % 
 
3. Iron  6.7 % 
 
4. Fibers  4.4 % 
 
5.  Copper  2.5 %  
 
6. Calorie  0.0 % 
 
So the conclusion is that Black pepper is a very good 
antioxidant,antibacterial,antiviral etc. so it is very beneficial from every point of 
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view so start using black pepper in meal and get yourself Healthy and wealthy. 

Consult For Healthy Life  
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How To Live Healthy Life Through Astrology 
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Ayurveda, is literally is the science of logevity. It provides one with good health, 
holistic well-being and natural inner and outer beauty. Each being is unique and 
so is it's experience of existence. what may be beneficial to one may not 
productive to another. It is often observed that foods which are termed as good 
for the body sometimes result in bad effects for some people. 
Here , Ayurveda helps one understand and tune in with oneself physically, 
emotionally and spiritually. Ayurveda is the science of learning about one's own 
body, accepting it with all it's glory and limitations and nurturing it to yield a 
unique process of lifestyle that works just for oneself. Beauty, nowadays is 
associated with outer appearance; an experience to the senses of that which is 
visually appealing. However, Ayurveda does not consider beauty as a cosmetic 
event. It attributes to beauty a grace in posture and movement, vitality, freshness 
and a bright magnetism of being. It also includes good daily care and hygiene. 
Every being has prakruti or nature which is determined at the point of conception 
and attributes to the innermost nature of an individual. The physical body is a 
combination of two kinds substances; The retain able substances or dhatus such 
as plasma, blood muscle, fat bone, bone marrow , nerve and reproductive 
tissues and the non-retain able substances which are the waste products of the 
body. 
As per ayurveda there are three life-giving forces called the Doshas. They are 
VATA, PITTA AND KAPHA.  
VATA(DRY):Vata is a combination of Air and Ether/Space, responsible for all 
movements of the body, mind, and senses. Vata body type characteristics- Thin, 
Light Bone build, Dry Skin, Hair and nails, Think Speak and move quickly, 
Enthusiastic, imaginative, sensitive,not very practical, forgets easily, Prone to 
worry and mood swings, Hates the cold, loves the sun, Tires easily, Hungry 
anytime, No routine, Loves to travel, loves change , loves crunchy an salty 
snacks, Spends money easily. 
PITTA : 
Pitta is a combination of Fire and Water, responsible for heat metabolism, energy 
production and digestive functions of the body. Pitta body type characteristics- 
Medium, athletic build with dark hair and premature graying of hair, fair 
complexioned, penetrations eyes, direct in speech, confident, courageous , 
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aggressive, intelligent, insightful, ambitious, Leader, organizer, idealistic, brain 
stormer, great planner self-disciplined, tendency for anger and criticism, tired by 
excessive heat enjoys physical and mental challenges, hates missing meals 
especially lunch, eats a lot loves spicy , oily food and ice cream, spends on 
luxuries. 
 
KAPHA(HEAVY):Kapha is a combination of earth and water, responsible for 
physical stability. Proper body-type characteristics- square, powerful build, exotic, 
heavy features, lustrous hair,graceful, relaxed, tolerant, compassionate, loyal, 
calm, excellent memory, can be dull, boring,greedy and over possessive, loves 
sleeping, hates uncomfortable surroundings, resist change, reliable workers, 
enjoys gourmet foods and all comforts, like their own home loves sticky, sweet, 
creamy food, builds and invests money well.Now , that you know the basic 
Dosha types, it is not difficult to determine your own body type. Simple note 
which characteristics match yours. However, more often than not a person will 
have characteristics from more than one dosha and it is rare to have one single 
dominant dosha or a mix of all three doshas. It is important to eat according to 
body type /dosha. This ensures a balanced diet. 
AYURVEDIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALL BODY-TYPES :  
1) VATA :Vata people have unpredictable appetites and are often lactose 
intolerant. Things To Remember : Warm foods are best. Avoid variety at one 
meal. Go simple. Over-eating is really bad for vatas. Foods that balance vata are 
sweet, heavy, sour, salty, oily and warm. Eat small meals a day at regular 
intervals with minimum 2 hours between meals. Eat Healthy nourishing 
breakfast. Consume daily 5-6 servings of whole -grains. 1-2 servings of high 
quality protein, 2-3 servings of cooked vegetables and 1 fruit. Drink plenty of 
water. Vata dominance causes irregular digestion. If there are symptoms of 
indigestion. If there are symptoms of indigestion, eat very lightly until sorted. 
Take hot milk at night to help sleep. 
Suggested Food : Brown Rice, Basmati Rice, oats, whole wheat cereals, eggs, 
asparagus(shatawari) found in cold places), carrots, Cucumber(kheera/ kakdi) , 
olives(jaitun), onions(pyaaj),pumpkin(kaddu), cheese, curd or yoghurt(dahi), ice 
cream, bananas, lemon, etc. 
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2) PITTA :Pitta people have a strong appetite so if they go hungry, they are 
prone to anger and irritation. Things To Remember : It is best to avoid salt. Late 
night eating is also harmful. Avoid eating fresh fruits and Vegetables in the 
evening. Foods that balance pitta are sweet, astringent(kasela), bitter(kadwa ), 
cool, heavy and dry. Eat smaller frequent meals with at least a 4 hours gap 
between meals. Eat a light breakfast and go for an early lunch. Drink liquid 
moderately preferably more post workout. 
Eat 4-5 servings of whole grains, 1.5 to 2 servings of high quality protein, 3-4 
servings of vegetables and 2 or more fruits. 
Suggested foods : Include Barley(jau) , basmati rice, wheat, any 
beans(phaliyaan) except red lentil(lal masoor) and egg whites, bitter vegetables 
such as broccoli, mushroom, sweet potato etc. 
3) KAPHA :Things To Remember - 
Kapha people are best to avoid eating too frequently. Eat high quality of foods. 
Low fat, low salt and high fiber foods are desirable. They can skip early morning 
breakfast and go for eating between 10 AM to 6PM. Foods that balance are 
pungent(teekha), light , dry, astringent(kasela), bitter(kadwa) and hot. Take a 
gentle walk after eating will cause weight gain. Eat thrice a day with at least a 5 
hour gap. Take only liquids for breakfast such as juice or tea. Eat better during 
meals. Eat 3-4 servings of whole grains, 2 servings of high quality, low fat 
protein, 4-5 servings of vegetables and 1 fruit. Golden rule for kapha is drink only 
when thirsty and eat only when hungry. 
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Juices For Health 

As Per Ayurveda 6 Juices In Body, Benefits of Juices In Body, Defects In 
Consuming Excess Juices, Astrology For Health 
 
As per Ayurveda Sour,sweet,salty,spicy,pungent,Ksela, these 6 types of juices 
are very important for the body. More or less of these juices put adverse effect on 
the body by making him uncomfortable or give birth to new diseases. so to keep 
the body healthy it is good to take these juices properly and in a balance way. 
 
These 6 types of juices are present in different types of food like sweet in Sugar, 
sour in Lemon and Amchoor, salty in Salt, spicy in black pepper, pungent in 
Neem and bitter gourd(karela). Astringency(kashaay) in Amla. These 6 juices are 
as important for the body as the vitamins. But we ignore these juices which 
causes different types of diseases in our body. Ayurveda Maharshi said that by 
using these 6 juices properly we can get a healthy body with a healthy mind. 

Consult For Astro Advice To Maintain Good Health 
 
So if we understand the benefit and effect of these juices we will start using 
these. Now read carefully the power of These Juices : 
 
1) Sweet Juice :  
 
i) Beneficial for Heart and Memory. 
 
ii) Beneficial for Voice and Throat. 
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iii) Beneficial for Pregnant lady. 
 
iv) Helpful when water is unable to satisfy the thirst. 
 
Main sources : sugar, molasses, etc. 
 
2) Acid Juice :  
 
i) Generate interest in food. 
 
ii) The mind gets fresh and cheerful. 
 
iii) Opens the apetite, digestion get fine, and urinary problems gets away. 
 
iv) Heart gets strong. 
 
Main Sources : Lemon, orange, amchoor, pomegranate, tamarind etc. 
 
3) Salty Juice : 
 
i) Increase appetite and keep the digestion good. 
 
ii) Fix the constipation. 
 
iii) Removes Phlegm from the lungs. 
Main Sources : Black salt, sea salt, rock salt etc. 
 
4) Bitter Juice : 
 
i) Purify the Mouth. 
ii) Increase the appetite. 
iii) kills the insects. 
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iv) Removes the complaint of frequent urination. 
v) Makes the Heart to function smoothly. 
Main Sources : black pepper, ginger, garlic, ajwaayin etc. 
 
5) Pungent Juice : 
 
i) Increase appetite, kills germs of stomach. 
ii) Increase the resistance power of body to fight disease. 
ii) Purify the blood. 
iv) Decrease the sweat, helps in itching and irritation. 
 
Main Sources : bitter gourd, neem, chiretta, gnat(gnat.) 
 
Consult For Astro Advice To Maintain Good Health 
 
6) Astringent(kashaay) Juice : 
i) Dangerous for Heart. 
ii) cool the phelgm. 
iii) Helps to join the bone. 
iv) fills up the wound quickly. 
v) Helps in problem of frequent urination. 
 
Main Sources : Amla, Myrrh(harad), Bahera 
 
Defects in Consuming More These Juices : 
 
1) Sweet Juice :  
Obesity, laziness, dreams come, heaviness in body, constipation, stomach 
worms etc. 
 
2) Acid Juice :  
Taming to be, more thirst, body dysfunction, wound maturation, throat and chest 
irritation. 
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3) Salty Juice : 
Premature falling of teeth, Impotency, blood related problems, hair fall, 
Hypertention etc. 
 
4) Bitter Juice : 
Weakness, Dizziness, irritation, impotency, more thirst, syncope etc. 
 
5) Pungent Juice : 
Rustiness in body, weakness, air related problem, dry mouth. 
 
6) Astringent(kashaay) Juice : 
Darkening of body, tiredness, thirst, paralysis, urinary problem, stiffness, etc. 
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Tea For Success As Per 
Astrology 

Astrology Importance of Tea, Power of tea, Health and tea, How tea affect 
our life, Some facts about Tea, How to use tea for planetary peace. 
 
Daily 1 cup of tea is a not only good to be active but also save us from Heart 
attack. This report is given by International Stroke Conference. This is said in the 
conference that Tea can minimize the stroke rate up-to 21%. Tea also protects 
our heart from many other problems. 
 
Astrology Importance of Tea: 
1. Tea represents the Saturn planet and thus it is very beneficial for the persons 
having positive Saturn in horoscope. 
2. If the Saturn is malefic in horoscope then it is good to offer tea to others like as 
friends, relatives, beggars etc. It will minimizes the negative impacts of Shani in 
life. 
3. Keep tea in a bag in Friday night and donate it in any temple if the Saturn is 
not generating good impact in horoscope. 
4. Tea without Milk is a very good to use in day to day life. 
5. If Saturn is good in horoscope or kundli and by luck if it is the master of 
Income place or profit place then the person can earn huge money from tea 
business. 
6. You can increase the power of Saturn by using the tea in a very specific 
manner daily. 

Some Facts Of Tea Cleared In The Research By American Heart 
Association: 
1. 6 cup of tea every day can decrease the heart problems about 36 %. 
2. Every day 3 to 4 cup of tea decrease the rate of death upto 45 %. 
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3. Flavonoids present in Tea has anti inflammatory and antioxidant properties. 
These 2 things protects the hearts from various diseases. Tea also minimize the 
cholesterol in the body.  
4. I cup of tea has 150 to 200 gram of Flavonoids. 
5. 2 Cup of tea has about 5% of antioxidants which we get from 2 bowl of 
vegetables. 
 
Do You Know that : 
1. Tea without milk is very helpful in cancer treatment. 
2. Milk decrease the activity of antioxidant. Decrease the amount of calcium from 
sugar and thus increase the weight. Acidity may also increase.  
3. Tea without milk contains theaflavin which helps in destroying cancer cells. 
Black tea is very good in cancer healing. 
4. 2 to 3 cup of tea is enough to prevent cancer. 
5. 2 cup of tea by women minimize the possibility of cancer up-to 36 %.  
6. Tea also helps in Arthritis. As per the research, possibility of arthritis minimizes 
up-to 60% in females who intake tea . 
7. 70% of the tea production is consumed in our country. 
8. Kenya and Srilanka export about 95% of the tea production. 
9. China is in No.1 position in tea production and India is in 2nd number. 
10. In India 800 gram tea is consumed by a single person, in Britain 2 kilogram is 
consumed by a single person and in Srilanka and Pakistan 1 kilo gram is 
consumed. 
 
use tea to increase your planetary power, use tea to get a proper health, use tea 
to get rid of from health problems and planetary problems.  
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Astrology Remedies 
Of Headache 

Headache reasons and Remedies, types of headache, astrology reasons of 
headache, solutions through astrology and alternative medicines, tips to 
over come from headache. 
 
Generally everyone has headache some times in life. Many has the problem of 
headache daily but don't know the reasons.  
 
Important Points About Headache: 
1. 75% have headache for a moment. 
2. 50% struggles with serious headache. 
3. 25% face the serious headache again and again. 
4. 12% has migraine problem. 
5. 4% are suffering from daily headache problem. 
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Types of Headache: 
 
1. Headache Due to Tension: 
This is the most common type of headache and is due to tension and due to 
keep the neck in a single position for long time. The Remedy of this headache is 
easy and don't need to go to doctor always. 
 
2. Migraine: 
This is also a type of headache which harasses a person regularly after a certain 
interval. This may be due to tension and due to weakness. 
 
3. Pain of Sinus:  
Due to sinus also headache happens.  
 
4. Cluster Headache: 
In this type of headache Pain feels in forehead and area nearby eyes which 
remain from 20 minutes up to 2 hours. Water comes out from eyes and nose 
become closed in cluster headache.  
 
5. Daily Serious Headache: 
This can be happen due to regular medicine use. This is actually a migraine.  
 
Astrology Reasons of Headache: 
By studying the birth chart we can easily find that why the person is suffering 
from headache problem, which planets are affecting the mind, what to do to over 
come from headache, Which gems stones is suitable, which pooja is good etc. 
 
1. If the lagna is weak then it is very possible that the person will suffer from 
headache problem. 
2. If the master of first house is malefic then also it is possible that the person will 
suffer from headache problem. 
3. It is also seen that during the mahadasha of malefic or negative planet person 
suffers from the headache problem. 
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4. Some times due to black magic impact also the person suffers from headache 
problem. 
 
Astrology Remedies of Headache: 
After reading the horoscope it is possible to use the astrology medicines to over 
come from the headache problems like as- 
1. If the lagna is weak then it is good to wear the proper gems stone to give 
power to the mind. 
2. If any malefic planet is going on in mahadasha or pratyantar and due to that 
the person is suffering from headache then by using proper daan of planetary 
things it is possible to over come from the headache problems. 
3. Special planetary process is also a good way to make our life headache free. 
4. Some time if any black magic impact is there then it is good to use proper 
utara under proper guidance and then wear a proper and powerful kawach on 
auspicious day and time. 

Some Easy Remedies of Headache: 
1. Take Rest for some time  
2. Use Ice where headache is going on. 
3. Light Exercise 
4. Nutritious meal 
5. Intake sufficient water 
6. Massage on Pressure or acupressure point 
7. Bath with warm water. 
8. To Eat in a short interval 
 
Note: If you are suffering from long period then it is good to consult a good 
consultant. In Homeopath, Ayurveda and Naturopathy you will find good 
medicines for Headache problem.  
 

You can also consult Online by sending your details 
of headache to dr.rupnathji@gmail.com  
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Reasons and Remedies 

Cold fever and astrology remedies, Reasons of cold fever, remedies of cold 
fever through power of astrology, tips to cure cold fever. Headache or 
Migraine Reasons and Remedies through astrology.  
 
Cold Fever Symptoms and Reasons of Cold Fever: 
This is a fever when come shows the symptoms of shivering with very high fever. 
This is actually a dangerous form of malaria The main reason of this disease is 
not taking the treatment of malaria properly.  
Another reason of this problem is lack of hemoglobin in the body. In spite of this 
cold fever also seen as a initial symptoms in the diseases like cancer, ads, T.B 
etc. It is better to take proper remedy soon.  
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Astrology Reasons of Cold Fever: 
If the moon or lagna is weak in any horoscope, kundli or birth chart then there is 
a very chance that the person will affected from this disease. The malefic effect 
of sun and mars also create environment to have this cold fever disease. Jupiter 
in 6th, 8th and 12th house is also responsible to generate this type of disease.  
 
 
Symptoms of Headache or Migraine: 
Headache is a very general problem which is generate by different type s of 
reasons in daily life like anxiety, pollution, weakness, depression, very hard work, 
not having proper sleep, working in sunlight, not having proper meal on time etc.  
 
If proper care is not taken timely then it convert into migraine. Person gets 
headache in a particular interval, on a specific side or part and some time on 
special time.  
 
Remedies of Cold Fever and Headache Through Astrology: 
If a person is suffering from cold fever always then it is better to get proper 
analysis of his birth chart, kundli or horoscope and then proceed for proper 
remedies. 
1. Through special process to cool down the malefic planets will make the life 
healthy.  
2. By wearing special stones under proper guidance is good. 
3. By doing special homa time to time will also reform the environment to be 
healthy.  
4. By doing proper meditation with special commitment is good.  
5. There are several yantras if installed and regular chanting will be done then it 
will help a lot to over come from various diseases.  
6. Chanting of special mantras also generate power to fight with the germs of 
cold fever and Headache or migraine.  
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7. In this diseases some suggest to wear pearl, coral or emerald but in my 
research i have found that it is not good to wear these gems stone with proper 
analysis.  
 

So do consult an experience astrologer before 
wearing any gems stone.  
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Astrology for Diseases 

Importance of Health In Life, Yogas Which Makes a Person Ill, Yogas 
Related with Sores or Wound and Ulcers, Vagina(janendriya) Diseases and 
Astrology , Venereal Diseases(Gupt Rog) and Astrology : How And Why ?, 
Psychiatry : Mental Ailment(Mano Rog)  

Health is very important in Life, you can enjoy the evanescent life only if your 

health is good. Through astrology horoscope we can also know the health of any 
person. Different planets have different impact on us. We are affected by the 
energy of different planets and so we can also get the knowledge of planetary 
energy effects on us through astrology horoscope. A life with good health reveal 
a truth that destiny has kept us free from one curse.Disease is such a curse 
which is endured by the one but whole family is affected.  

It is also a truth that if any person keep balance in diet and ethical considerations 
then malefic effects of planets automatically gets minimized and with this if 
proper actions are taken to avoid the malefic effects of planets then disaster can 
be minimized upto a great extent. 
Diseases can be studied with the help of 6th place, death is studied with the help 
of 8th place.If any planets are present in Trik place i.e. 6th, 8th and 12th then bad 
effects are realized of that place. 
 
 
 
Let's study some Important yogas whcih keeps a person ill : 
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1) If master of 11th place is weak and sits in 6th place then person becomes ill in 
his life. 
 
2) If Saturn is with sin planets or is viewd by sin planets and is present in 5th, 9th 
and 12th place then also health problem persist. 
 
3) If master of 8th place sits in any trik place i.e. 6th, 8th and 12th place then also 
person suffers in life due to health. 
 
4) If Master of lagna is weak, and saturn and mars is sits in 8th place together 
and sun is present in 12th place then also person is affected by diseases. 
 
5) When master of 11th place resides in 6th place, it also reprents that person is 
affected by health problems. 
 
Get the Details of Your Horoscope NOW 
 
Yogas Related with Sores or Wound and Ulcers : 
 
1) If the master of 6th place is with moon resides in lagna or 8th place in 
horoscope then mouth and palate(talu) is affected by wound or boil. 

 

Wound and Ulcer Astrology 

 
2) If master of 6th place with mars, sun, mercury, jupiter, venus, saturn,Rahu and 
ketu resides in 8th place then gradually wound or boil happens in neck,head,near 
by eyes, abdomen,legs and face. 
 
Click For The Horoscope Details 
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Vagina(janendriya) Diseases and Astrology : 
Astrology also helps great to find the planetary reasons of Diseases related to 
Vagina. Following are the reasons of this type of problems : 
1) If Sun resides in lagna and mars resides in 7th place then person may suffer 
with sugar in urine disease. 
 
2) When Mars is present in 10th place and saturn is with him or is viewed by 
saturn then vagina diseases takes place. 
 
3) If sun, venus and saturn resides in 5th place. 
 
4) In case if venus is of Neech i.e. negative in horoscope or kundli or sits with 
enemy zodiac sign or resides with sin planets or viewed by negative planets then 
semen related problems arises. 
 
5) In 2nd,6th,8th and 12th place moon,mars and saturn resides in any places or 
in all the four places gradually then also arises vagina diseases. 
 
6) If 6th and 7th place is present with many sin planets. 
 
To Get Rid off The Diseases Click Here  
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Venereal Diseases(Gupt Rog) and Astrology : How 
And Why ? : 
Following are the Main Planetary reasons of this type of problems - 
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1) If Weak Jupiter resides in expenses place i.e. 12th place then genitalia 
disorder may takes place. 
 
2) When master of 6th place, Mercury and Mars sits together in any place. If 
these 3 planets sits together in 7th place then definitely person suffers from 
venereal diseases. 
 
3) When 8th place is with sin planets and also viewed by sin planets. 
 
4) Master of lagna with mercury and mars when persist with leo zodiac sign sits 
in 4th or 12th place then anus related problems arise, but lagna must be Taurus 
or Virgo. 
 
 
Psychiatry : Mental Ailment(Mano Rog): 
 
Mental problems is also becoming the rapidly growing problem of this digital 
world.Let's see the reason of these problems in astrology horoscope or kundli. 
Epilepsy(mirgi) and Histeria also comes in mental problems - 
1) When moon resides with rahu(gragon's head). 
 
2) If Moon with venus present in any center place and many sin planets resides 
in 8th place. 
 
3) If Rahu(Dragon's head) resides in lagna and moon presentin 6th place or if 
sun, moon,mars sits together in 8th place. 
 
4) When saturn and mars sits together in 6th and 8th place. 

To Get The Details of Your Horoscope or Kundli Click 
Here 
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Diet As Per Blood Group 

Diet As per Blood Group And Astrology Food, Blood Group and Diet, what 
to take as per Blood Group, How to develop power by taking diet as per 
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blood group, How to save our self from the malefic effects of planets by 
using best astrology foods.  
 
For instance you will be surprised by hearing about diet as per the blood group 
but Researches has revealed a truth that if diet is taken as per the blood group 
then it will help to maintain the good health. Dietitians agree with this concept 
that different types of food suitable for different type of blood group. some food is 
good for 'O' group, some food is good for 'AB' group etc. So if we include the 
following foods as per the blood group then we will definitely be benefited. Let's 
see What type of food is beneficial for different blood groups people.  

Types of Blood Group : 
Blood groups are divided into 4 categories 
1) 'O' 
2) 'A' 
3) 'B' 
4) 'AB' 

• 'O' Blood Group :People with 'O' blood group must take high protein 
foods but avoid the milk and products related with milk. 

• 'A' Group : To be vegetarian is good for this group people. Preference 
must be given to green vegetables, cereals, beans, fruits, dry fruits etc.  

• 'B' Group : Every thing is suitable for B group people. They can take 
anything but in control. But is good to avoid preserved foods and Gobhi, 
mustard, masooor daal, Til etc or take in occasionally.  

• 'AB' Group : People with this group must take every thing in mixed and in 
controlled way. Vegetables, carbohydrates, curd, milk,cereals etc suits 
them very much. But they should avoid Maize or Makka.  

Astrology Food: 
Food as per astrology is a very strange question but this is a very important topic, 
generally we are not able to understand this topic but in this article i am going to 
reveal this truth that yes food can also change your life. Food can also give you 
power, food can also bring happiness in your life.  
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Let me prove all this thing with example that how food represent the 
astrology activities in life.  
Suppose if the mercury is creating in your life and you are taking the green 
vegetable much in life than it may be possible that it will increase the problems in 
life. 
If the moon is generating malefic effects and a person uses the white foods much 
in daily life than it may ruin the life.  
If there is chandra grahan yoga in horoscope or birth chart then it is told that don't 
use milk in the night time because it will form poison and it is seen with the 
persons.  
 
You might have observed that some foods creates problems after inhaling to you 
only but the same food is acting as a power food for other why it is so. Because 
of planetary powers in your horoscope.  
So astrology and food has very close relationship. Planets have their impacts on 
every thing in this universe. So to live a successful life it is good to take care 
every incidents minutely and then behave as per the planetary positions.  
 
Some times person suffers from chronic diseases because of in-taking food 
which is not supporting to him or her.  
If you are suffering from problems then do observe your diet too.  
If you have any health problem then do observe your food.  
Use the food as per astrology and then you will be able to make your life healthy, 
wealthy and powerful. 
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How to Increase Eye Sight or how to get rid of the spectacles ? A common 
question in the mind of every one who is suffering from the problems of eye sight 
or vision. In this article you will get the remedies  
to increase the eye sight. 
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What can be done so that there will be no use of glasses in life and if it is then 
what to do so that glasses can be off and the eyesight increases.  
 
 
 
Lets see point by point to take care of our eyes : 
 
1) To increase the eye sight Try to Walk on Green grass without sleeper in the 
morning for about half an hour. 
 
2) Take a fresh glass of Carrot juice in the morning it is very beneficial to 
increase the eye sight. 
 

 

Food to increase eye sight 

3) Give proper exercise to eyes by rounding it in all direction smoothly for a 
minute, keep your eyes closed and sleep for about 2 minute to give rest to your 
eyes in every 3 to 4 hours. 
 
4) If you are using computer or tv for long time it may affect your eyes so try to 
use antiglare screen to save your eyes from the harmful rays. 
 
5) Don't look the sun directly it may affect the retina. 
 
6) Use Almond Oil to massage your head helps it To increase the eye sight. 
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Get Astro Solutions To Increase Vision 
 
7) Go for a regular eye checkup. 
 
8) At the initial time of pregnancy mother has to keep more precaution in meal, 
any carelessness in taking meal will affect the eyesight of child baby. 
 
9) Make the baby habitual to take the natural green vegetables so that proper 
nutrients goes into the body. 
 
10) Seasonal Fruits and Vegetables are very important to keep the eyes good. 
 
11) Regular Milk is also very good for Eyes. 
 
12) Number of eyes can be controlled by using antioxidants. 
 
13) Diabetics can control their number by controlling their sugar level. 
 
14) If you use acupressure points daily then it is also very effective practice to 
increase the eye sight. 
 
15) Take half spoon of ghee, half spoon of black pepper powder and half spoon 
Sugar-candy(Mishri) make paste and take it in the morning daily. Using Daily you 
will find good result 
 
Astrology Reasons of Weak Vision: 
By studying the horoscope it is possible to know the planetary reasons of eye 
sight problems. The 2nd and 12 houses of horoscope represent the eye sight. If 
these houses are affected badly then it is very possible that the person will suffer 
from impact of eye sight problems.  
Sun and Moon are also very responsible for eye sight. Any problem to these 
planet may arise the vision problems.  
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Remedies of Eye Sight Problems Through Astrology: 
Astrology also helps great to overcome from eye sight problem. First of all it is 
necessary to check the horoscope and from the ways of astrology and occult 
sciences it is possible to over come from this problem. 
1. Proper gems stones helps to increase eye sight. 
2. Proper daan of planetary things are also a very good way to minimize the 
impacts of malefic planets affecting the eye sight. 
3. Use of special anusthaan or rituals also helpful. 
4. Use of occult science ways will also help you a lot.  
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Constipation Reasons and Remedies 

What is Constipation ?, Reasons of Constipation, Effects of constipation, 
How To free from constipation?, Free tips to over come from constipation, 
How Astrology Help in constipation, houses of kundli responsible for 
constipation. 

Constipation is the most rapidly growing problem of this world.In every family 

we can find the patient of constipation. Constipation problem includes the 
problem related to indigestion of food. 
Stomach is a miraculous store room gifted by god to us. Most of the chemical 
reaction to keep the body healthy takes place here. Stomach is also the root 
cause of many complicated diseases too. If we take food when we are hungry 
then digestive system the food is digested and the required elements are 
absorbed from the food and keep the body fit, but when excess food is taken or 
improper food is taken then it leads to constipation, acidity, non appetite etc.With 
this very spicy , pickles, acidic things also put adverse effect on digestive system. 
Constipation is not only itself a disease but it gives birth to many diseases in the 
body. Stomach contains the small intestine, large intestine, liver, kidneys etc. If 
Improper or faulty, or incorrect food is taken for long time then it make the 
appetite so weak that digestive system is not able to digest the small quantity of 
food. 
 
Now Let's see the Reasons of constipation :1) Over Eating 
2) Irregular eating habits 3) Eating very acidic food 4) Eating very oily food 5) 
Eating very spicy food 6) Lack of Physical Work 7) Lack of Exercise 8) Eating 
when there is no hunger 9) Not taking food on hunger 
 
Effects Of Constipation : 
1) Feeling of Jactitation (baichaini) 
2) Loss of appetite 
3) Do not get in the mood to work properly 
4) Unwanted fear 
5) Many types of diseases also comes in existence like piles, fistula, acidity, 
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ulcers etc. 
6) Not able to enjoy the life 
 
Power points To Overcome From Constipation : 
1) 1 glass warm water + 1 spoon fresh lime juice + i spoon ginger juice +2 spoon 
honey, mix all these and take it, gives relief in constipation. 
 
2) Do 1 day fast and take 5 leaf of tulsi and 10 black pepper. you will get instant 
relief. 
 
3) In acidity case take 1/4 spoon soda + lemon juice + fresh water. 
 
4) 1 spoon of cumin seed(ajwaaeen) powder with lemon juice will give you relief 
in acidity. 
 
5) Ginger juice + lemon juice and rock salt if taken before meal will give relief 
from gas. 
 
6) In constipation if 2 guava is taken then give relief easily. 
 
7) 1 or 2 apple empty stomach in the morning is also a very good dose of 
constipation. 
 
8) At night take 1 glass of water with 2 spoon of honey. 
 
9) Take 10 raisins(munakka) and keep it in water for the night and take it in the 
morning empty stomach. 
 
10) 2 oranges in the morning is also very helpful in constipation. 
 
11) Strip of wet soil if put on stomach for about 45 minute is also very helpful. 
 
12) Do the meal by chewing it properly. 
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Special Formula For Constipation : 
In the evening do this for 7 days the see the miracle- Take a dry coconut and 20 
gram of raisins(kishmish) and take it by chewing it smoothly. You will find a 
tremendous change in your digestion power. 

 
How Astrology Help In Constipation ? 

Indian astrology helps you a lot to overcome from this problem. It is proved in 
astrology that constipation problem takes place due to the malefic effect of a 
particular planet in the horoscope. So if studied properly then we will get very 
good result by following some principles of astrology in life.  
1. Generally 6th, 7th and 8th house is studied deeply to find the main reasons of 
constipation. 
2. If the above house are generating malefic impacts in horoscope then problems 
related to constipation arises. 
3. While treating constipation through astrology it is necessary to use the proper 
gems stones and start proper daan of planetary things in proper time. 
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constipation. 
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Obesity Reasons and Remedies, Disadvantages of Obesity ?, How 
Astrology Help to get rid of Obesity, Reasons And Remedies Free, obesity 
?, How to Overcome From Obesity?, How To Reduce Weight?, Reasons of 
Obesity, What is obesity ?, Planets responsible for fat, astrology remedies 
of fat, Free Powerful remedies of obesity. 

Obesity is the mother of many diseases, and it is the rapidly growing problem of 

this fast food world. Not only elders but children are also suffering from obesity 
now a days.Now the question is why obesity takes place? what are the reason of 
obesity? and how to reduce weight?  
Excess Weight of body and continuously increasing of weight is called obesity. 
Fat increases in the body very much which leads to obesity and many diseases.  
Reasons Of obesity : 
1) Irregularity of Meal 
2) Lack of exercise  
3) Stress  
4) Fast Food  
5) Lack of Hard physical work 
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1) Food : High calorie food are the main reason of obesity, Fast food is another 
important factor. Normal person needs 1500 to 2100 calorie but due to taste we 
take 3000 to 4000 calorie food. due to this the excess calorie get deposited in the 
body in the form of fats and leads to obesity.  
2) Lack of Exercise : It is another important factor, Body needs proper exercise 
to be fit, it not only keep fit but also burns the extra calorie and keep us away 
from obesity and many diseases.  
3) Stress: It is also a great reason of obesity stress leads to the dis functioning of 
different systems in the body for e.g.digestive system, respiratory system and 
thus become a big reason of obesity. 
4) Fast Food: has great calorie and are heavy to digest but due to lack of time 
and taste too we are becoming habitual of fast food which is dangerous for the 
human life. 
5) Lack of Hard physical work: In this digital era everyone is working mindly not 
physically due to which our calorie are not burning properly and become the main 
reason of obesity. 
 
Reduce Your Weight ! A New Approach- Know This  
 
 

Disadvantages of Obesity : 

 
1) Obesity is the mother of many diseases like diabetes, High Blood pressure, 
heart problems, Knee pain, back pain, paralysis etc. Obese lives 25 to 30% less 
of their whole life. 
2) Due to obesity work load increases in the body parts due to which they easily 
gets weak and suffers.  
3) Obese people feel awkward in the society. 
4) They have to sacrifice from their many desires.  
5) Their very personal life i.e. sexual life also gets affected due to problems in the 
body. 
6) They live in fear always.  
7) sometimes inferiority complex comes which lead to depression. 
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Remedies of Obesity :  
1) Exercise : Proper exercise is very good remedy of obesity. By this calorie can 
be easily burnt.It is good to increase the time of exercise slowly. Blood circulation 
increases during exercise due to which foreign bodies gets out from the body. 4 
to 5 km walking daily is a very good exercise. 
 
2) Naturopathy is again a very safe method to overcome from obesity. It includes 
steam bath, Strip of soil, kati bath, sun bath, massage,etc. These should be done 
in proper guidance. 
3) Decrease the protein rich food from your meal. 
4) Decrease the amount of salt from your meal. 
5) Decrease the amount of sugar from your meal. 
6) Use proper vegetables, fruits. 
7) Try to take raisins, dates and honey. 
8) Some special prescription of natural supplements will also help you a lot. 
 
Some Power points : 
1) Avoid Junk Food like Chips, chocolate, pizza, Berger, pastry, etc, These 
contains sugar, fats and carbohydrates in excess which is dangerous for health. 
Use fresh vegetables and fruits in place of junk foods. 
 
2) Avoid Cold drinks as they contains high calorie. When you feel thirsty don't 
take cold drink contains soda, use coconut water, water or chaach which is good 
for health. You can also take lemon water. 
 
3) Swimming and Walking is a very good way to burn excess calorie. Daily 
swimming and walking minimize the chance of Stroke, Heart attack,Asthma etc. 
 
4) Daily in the morning take a glass of warm water with fresh lemon juice and 
Honey to overcome from obesity. 
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5) Give importance to Nutritious snacks in your meal for e.g. curd, fruits, salad, 
chaach, etc. 
 
6) Try to use stairs in your office in place of lift. 
 
7) Avoid using alcohol and cigarette. 
 
8) Food contains omega3 fatty acid increases the metabolism of body which burn 
the calorie of body and is good for health. So it. 
 
9) In dinner try to avoid high calorie food. 
 
Astrology and Obesity: 
Obesity is becoming a common problem in these days of fast food and while 
analyzing the horoscope of a obese person i have found many things but here for 
knowledge i am providing some points related to horoscope and planetary 
positions. 
1. If the Jupiter is creating over power in horoscope then the person become of 
addict of over eating and this creates the obesity problem.  
2. In the same way Good Mars power also lead to obesity.  
3. If the 6th , 7th and 8th house are generating malefic effects then also it 
becomes one of reason of fat or obesity.  
 
Astrology Remedies Of Fat or Obesity: 
1. After analysis of kundli or horoscope we will be able to wear good gems stone 
rings which will help to over come from fat problem.  
2. The ring of Ranga is also helpful to over come from fat problem. 
3. If the daan of particular things are done properly in a specific way then also it 
helps to over come from the obesity. 
4.  
Astrologer also help you to overcome from this problem by studying your 
horoscope. There are some planets which are responsible for obesity, so by 
following some particular gems or ritual we will also get a right way. 
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Obesity is creating depression : find the natural ways 
to overcome from this problem 
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Astrology for Diseases 

Importance of Health In Life, Yogas Which Makes a Person Ill, Yogas 
Related with Sores or Wound and Ulcers, Vagina(janendriya) Diseases and 
Astrology , Venereal Diseases(Gupt Rog) and Astrology : How And Why ?, 
Psychiatry : Mental Ailment(Mano Rog)  

Health is very important in Life, you can enjoy the evanescent life only if your 

health is good. Through astrology horoscope we can also know the health of any 
person. Different planets have different impact on us. We are affected by the 
energy of different planets and so we can also get the knowledge of planetary 
energy effects on us through astrology horoscope. A life with good health reveal 
a truth that destiny has kept us free from one curse.Disease is such a curse 
which is endured by the one but whole family is affected.  

It is also a truth that if any person keep balance in diet and ethical considerations 
then malefic effects of planets automatically gets minimized and with this if 
proper actions are taken to avoid the malefic effects of planets then disaster can 
be minimized upto a great extent. 
Diseases can be studied with the help of 6th place, death is studied with the help 
of 8th place.If any planets are present in Trik place i.e. 6th, 8th and 12th then bad 
effects are realized of that place. 
 
 
 
Let's study some Important yogas whcih keeps a person ill : 
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1) If master of 11th place is weak and sits in 6th place then person becomes ill in 
his life. 
 
2) If Saturn is with sin planets or is viewd by sin planets and is present in 5th, 9th 
and 12th place then also health problem persist. 
 
3) If master of 8th place sits in any trik place i.e. 6th, 8th and 12th place then also 
person suffers in life due to health. 
 
4) If Master of lagna is weak, and saturn and mars is sits in 8th place together 
and sun is present in 12th place then also person is affected by diseases. 
 
5) When master of 11th place resides in 6th place, it also reprents that person is 
affected by health problems. 
 
Get the Details of Your Horoscope NOW 
 
Yogas Related with Sores or Wound and Ulcers : 
 
1) If the master of 6th place is with moon resides in lagna or 8th place in 
horoscope then mouth and palate(talu) is affected by wound or boil. 

 

Wound and Ulcer Astrology 

 
2) If master of 6th place with mars, sun, mercury, jupiter, venus, saturn,Rahu and 
ketu resides in 8th place then gradually wound or boil happens in neck,head,near 
by eyes, abdomen,legs and face. 
 
Click For The Horoscope Details 
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Vagina(janendriya) Diseases and Astrology : 
Astrology also helps great to find the planetary reasons of Diseases related to 
Vagina. Following are the reasons of this type of problems : 
1) If Sun resides in lagna and mars resides in 7th place then person may suffer 
with sugar in urine disease. 
 
2) When Mars is present in 10th place and saturn is with him or is viewed by 
saturn then vagina diseases takes place. 
 
3) If sun, venus and saturn resides in 5th place. 
 
4) In case if venus is of Neech i.e. negative in horoscope or kundli or sits with 
enemy zodiac sign or resides with sin planets or viewed by negative planets then 
semen related problems arises. 
 
5) In 2nd,6th,8th and 12th place moon,mars and saturn resides in any places or 
in all the four places gradually then also arises vagina diseases. 
 
6) If 6th and 7th place is present with many sin planets. 
 
To Get Rid off The Diseases Click Here  
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Venereal Diseases(Gupt Rog) and Astrology : How 
And Why ? : 
Following are the Main Planetary reasons of this type of problems - 
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1) If Weak Jupiter resides in expenses place i.e. 12th place then genitalia 
disorder may takes place. 
 
2) When master of 6th place, Mercury and Mars sits together in any place. If 
these 3 planets sits together in 7th place then definitely person suffers from 
venereal diseases. 
 
3) When 8th place is with sin planets and also viewed by sin planets. 
 
4) Master of lagna with mercury and mars when persist with leo zodiac sign sits 
in 4th or 12th place then anus related problems arise, but lagna must be Taurus 
or Virgo. 
 
 
Psychiatry : Mental Ailment(Mano Rog): 
 
Mental problems is also becoming the rapidly growing problem of this digital 
world.Let's see the reason of these problems in astrology horoscope or kundli. 
Epilepsy(mirgi) and Histeria also comes in mental problems - 
1) When moon resides with rahu(gragon's head). 
 
2) If Moon with venus present in any center place and many sin planets resides 
in 8th place. 
 
3) If Rahu(Dragon's head) resides in lagna and moon presentin 6th place or if 
sun, moon,mars sits together in 8th place. 
 
4) When saturn and mars sits together in 6th and 8th place. 

To Get The Details of Your Horoscope or Kundli Click 
Here 
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Many times questions related to loose weight is asked from me like as how to 
reduce fat through astrology ways, is there any easy method to loose weight. 
 
Fat or obesity is very dangerous for health, it is the root cause of many chronic 
diseases. So it is better to do something soon to reduce fat. There are many 
types of program run by different experts to reduce fat. But here in this article i 
am going to share the easiest astrology way to reduce fat.  
 
There is a special ring which is made by lead and if it is worn on auspicious day 
then it shows a magical effects in fat reducing. But it should be made very 
carefully. Purity must be taken while making this ring.  
 
Benefit of Lead ring also known as raange ki 
angoothi: 
It reduces fat. 
It helps to make digestion ok.  
It helps to take out poision from body. 
 
Precaution To Be Taken While wearing Lead 
Ring(Raange ki Angoothi): 
1. It must be prepared on auspicious day.  
2. It must be worn on auspicious day.  
3. If it is charged properly then it also protects from negative energy so it is better 
to wear a charged ring. 
 
If you want to change your life, if you want to live a healthy life, if you are 
suffering from fat, if obesity is creating problem in your life to live a fresh life then 
lead ring will help you a lot. 
 
Some Special Things About This Ring: 
It is not expensive. 
It is made easily. 
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No extra care needed to maintain this ring. 
It is made for thumb. 
 
So if you want ring to loose weight then just take our consultancy and order for 
this ring. Ring for healthy life.  
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Solution of Fat Problems 
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reduce fat, easy way to reduce fat, astrology ring to reduce fat. 
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Lemon Tea Benefits and Preparation 

What is Lemon Tea, How to Make Lemon Tea, Benefits Of Lemon Tea 

Lemon Tea is a very Healthy drinks which has benefits only, so if it is used daily 
in our routine life then we will definitely be benefited by getting healthy and 
wealthy mind and body. Lemon tea works as a natural antiseptic and can be 
used as an alternate of Tea, Coffee and Soda. It is totally a Healthy drink and is 
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used now a days by knowledgeable.If we use Lemon tea daily in the morning, it 
will not only remove your constipation but also energize you for the whole day. 
 
 
Let's See The Benefit Of Lemon Tea Point By Point : 
 
1) Blood Cleansing :  
Due to foreign elements many types of diseases take birth in our body. Lemon 
tea is a perfect drink which removes these foreign elements from our body and 
keeps us healthy. 
 
2) Mental Energy : 
Lemon Tea is a good blood purifier which keeps our body fit and makes us 
energetic. Because of this we become more efficient in our daily life. 
 
3) Healthy Skin : 
By demolishing the foreign elements in the body possibility of cancer gets 
minimized and the antioxidants present in the lemon tea helps to keep our skins 
healthy and also increase the glow of skin. 
 
4)Healthy Digestive System : 
Lemon Tea increase the efficiency of digestive system and thus you may save 
from many problems related to the digestive system for e.g. constipation, acidity, 
Loss of appetite etc. 
 
5)Antiseptic : 
Due to Antibacterial and Anti viral quality of lemon tea, it is a very good 
antiseptic. If you are suffering form regular cold problem then ,by using lemon tea 
regularly you will overcome from this problem. 
 
How To Make Lemon Tea ? 
There are many ways to make lemon tea : 
Ist Method : 
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Ingredients : 2 cup of water,1 tea spoon tea, 1/2 cup lemon juice, sugar as per 
your taste. 
Method : Put water in vessel and start boiling it by pouring the lemon juice and 
tea powder,add sugar and Lemon tea is ready.Start Sipping it. 
 
2nd Method : 
Ingredients : 2 cup of water,1 tea spoon tea, 1/2 cup lemon juice, sugar as per 
your taste. 
Method : In the boiling water add 2 spoon of sugar and add tea and wait for 3 
minutes after turning off the flame so that to let the brew(kada) ready,Now take it 
in a cup or glass and squeeze 5- 6 drops of lemon juice in it, and your lemon tea 
is ready to intake.Start sipping it. 
For better result take it empty stomach in the morning. 
 
Don't Think, Start It Now For Healthy and Wealthy 
Life......... 
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Power of Black Pepper and Astrology 
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What is gupt rog?, Effects of Gupt rog, Some important points related with 
gupt rog, Some important questions related with gupt rog, Astrology 
aspect of gupt rog, Remedies of Gupt Rog Through Astrology, Remedies of 
Gupt Rog through Alternative Medicines. 
 
Gupt rog is a very personal problem of men and women which they generally 
unable to discuss with any one. But gupt rog may not be underestimate. It may 
become serious problem which even destroy your life too. So gupt rog must be 
treated well. You must not shy while talking about your gupt rog to your 
consultant.  
 
 
What is Gupt Rog? 
Every disease which is related with your very personal organs generally taken in 
the category of gupt rog. But it also include the sex problems.  
 
Effects of Gupt Rog? 
If any person is suffering from the gupt rog then he or she not only ruin his own 
life but also destroy his or her family life too. It also seems that the person who is 
suffering from gupt rog is unable to work smoothly in office or business or in his 
or her working place.  
 
Some effects of Gupt rog which is seen generally in patients are- 
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1) Married life become hell due to gupt rog. 
2) Person suffers from inferiority complex. 
3) He or she try to live ascetic life because of gupt rog. 
4) A special type of fear always reside in the person suffering from gupt rog.  
5) Gradually he or she surrounded by depression. 
 
So gupt rog not only disturb our personal life but it ruin our professional life too. 
Some times this types of patients try to make sucide attempts too. So never 
underestimate any type of very personal problem or gupt rog. Discuss it with your 
consultant. 
 
Some Important Points: 
1. Sex is the most important part of life.  
2. Sexual disorder is becoming the most emerging problem in these days of fast 
food and fast life.  
3. Gupt rog includes the problems related to reproductive system, psychology 
thinking related to sex, non cooperative behavior of partner during sleeping 
together.  
4. Gupt rog spoiled the family life of a person.  
 
Some Important Questions related to gupt rog: 
How to increase Semen?  
How to increase the ejaculation time? 
How to overcome from impotency? 
How to make the semen heavy? 
What is the treatment of lighter semen? 
How to increase the size of penis? 
What is the remedy of night fall? 
How to overcome from Itching in very personal organs? 
Reluctance towards sex! What is the remedy? 
 
Astrology Aspect of Gupt Rog- 
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In astrology it is said that every problem is due to the malefic effects of some 
planets. So if you want to get rid off from your problems then it better to go for 
astrology remedies too. Let's see how astrology helps to diagnose the gupt rog. 
 
In our horoscope 7th and 8th place are resposible for very personal problems or 
gupt rog or sexual problems.  
The venus is the main planet which is responsible for your very personal life. 
Now if the 7th or 8th place of horoscope is affected badly by any planets then 
definitely the person will face problem related to sexual life.  
If venus is negative in this area then also person will face the gup rog. It is also 
seen many times that if there is a combination of negative planets in the 7th and 
8th place then also person suffers from gupt rog. 
 
So if anyone is facing the problem of gupt rog then he or she must consult 
an astrologer to get relief completely.  
 
Remedies of Gupt Rog Through Astrology: 
If you are suffering from gupt rog, if you are suffering from sexual problem, if you 
are not happy in your marriage life then don't ignore this problem as it may ruin 
your whole life. An experienced astrologer will help you a lot to over come from 
this problem.  
There are many ways to over come from the above problems like as- 
1. By wearing a siddha rog nivaran kawach. 
2. By special anusthaan to get rid off from the malefic effects of negative planets. 
3. By installing some powerful siddha yantras to get rid off from the gupt rog 
problems. 
4. Special combination of gems stones to give you power. 
 
So Contact Now For Gupt Rog Consultation........ 
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Remedies of Gupt Rog through Alternative Medicines: 
Alternative medicines are the best way to get rid off from the gupt rog naturally. 
There are natural ways and medicines are present which can easily give relief 
from the differnt types of gupt rog.  
 
Alternative medicines has the medicines of pre ejaculation, impotency, night fall, 
sexual weakness etc. 
So it is necessary to consult an experienced consultant who can make you 
strong to enjoy your very personal life.  
Consult Now....... 
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Our Specialty: 
1. We keep your data total confidential. 
2. We give you genuine consultancy depends upon your need. 
3. We use natural way to heal you. 
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4. There will be no side effect of our medicines in long term too.  
5. We understand the importance of personal life. 
6. We respect your feelings. 
 
Read More About: 
Health Astrology - Some Yogas Related To Health 
Diseases Reasons and Astrology Remedies 
Impotency Reasons and Remedies 
What is gupt rog?, Effects of Gupt rog, Some important points relted with 
gupt rog, Some important questions related with gupt rog, strology aspect 
of gupt rog, Remedies of Gupt Rog Through Astrology, Remedies of Gupt 
Rog through Alternative Medicines. 
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Anemia and Astrology: 
Due to lack of iron in body anemia arises. In this disease red blood cells are 
affected in blood. In females the menstruation is also an important reason of 
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anemia. Some times in accidents blood loss become one of the reason of 
anemia. The lack of vitamin B and Folic acid also brings anemia. 
Fade skin and tiredness, phobia, dullness are the main symptoms of anemic 
patients. 
 
Astrology View on anemia: 
If the trikon places are empty then chances of this disease arises. When sun and 
Saturn generates malefic effects and digestive system gets damaged then also 
this type of problem arises. When rahu present in horoscope with Taurus, Leo 
and Aquarious then the chances of being anemic arises.  
When Jupiter present in Leo zodiac sign, Mars present in 6th, 8th or 12th place 
or mars is present of cancer and also if moon present in 6th place then also 
anemia arises.  
 
Remedies of anemia: 
Some times by using iron kada, coral, yellow sapphire gives benefit but before 
wearing it is good to consult any experienced astrologer.  

 
 
Appendicitis and Astrology: 
In this pain in stomach is felt by victim. At the last stage some times it blast in 
stomach and patient loses life. It is good to proceed for operation if detected.  
 
Astrology view: 
Mars is the main reason of this problem. If mars is malefic in the horoscope, 
Saturn is present of virgo,libra or Scorpio If rahu and mangal/mars is together in 
horoscope. In all the above condition there is a very chance of a person to be 
suffered with appendicitis problem.  
 

 
Allergy and Astrology: 
Almost every person suffers from any kind of allergy in life. In this person faces 
problem when come in contact with a particular thing.  
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Astrology view: 
If Moon, Jupiter and sun is very malefic, Moon is very strong but present with 
rahu or shani, malefic Mars is present then there is very chance of allergy.  
 
Remedies: 
By analyzing the horoscope it is better to wear the gems stone to protect our self 
from allergy.  
 

 
Eczema and Astrology: 
In this disease victim feels burning sensation on skin, there is a intense itching 
too. Due to regular itching wound arises. It is better to start the medication as 
soon as it is detected otherwise it affects the near by skin too.  
 
Astrology view: 
This type of disease happens when mars is very malefic in horoscope. Some 
times when sun and mars sits together then also this disease happens. Venus 
actually represents the skin and when it is affected badly by mars or Jupiter then 
it arises the eczema or skin diseases of various types.  
 
Remedies: 
So proper grah shanti and wearing the right gems stones after proper analysis of 
horoscope, kundli or birth chart is good.  
 

 
Phlebitis or Shiroshoth and Astrology: 
In this disease person feels inflammation in blood cells. It also arises due to 
blockage in artries. In this disease generally leg is affected. swollen seen on skin.  
 
Astrology View: 
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If Venus is present of Aquarius and sun, mars is looking to it then there is a very 
chance of this disease. Only after minute analysis it is good to wear any gems 
stone. 
 

 
Polio and Astrology: 
Polio is a dangerous disease which affect any child. A small mistake will make a 
child handicap for life long. Government has taken good action to root out the 
polio completely from Country.  
In this disease attack is done on spinal cord due to which any part of body get 
affected. the vaccine is a good way to protect the child from this disease.  
 
Astrology view For Polio: 
Saturn is the main factor of this disease. If the moon is affected by Saturn or 
moon is viewed by 3 or 4 malefic planets then chances of polio increases.  
The weak moon, rahu, ketu also increases the chances of polio.  
 
Remedies: 
If after analysis yellow sapphire, blue sapphire or neelam is suitable then it will 
protect the child from this disease.  

 
 
Syphilis And Astrology: 
This is a sexual disease or venereal disease and is a very dangerous If any one 
make sexual relation with this type of person then it spreads. The child can have 
this from mother during pregnancy. So proper treatment is good. 
 
Astrology View for syphilis: 
7th and 8th place of horoscope or kundli or birth chart represent the sexual 
organs. If in any of this place Venus or mars is affected badly then this type of 
problem may arise.  
 
Remedies: 
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So proper remedies must be taken to cool down the malefic planets and to give 
power to the positive planets.  
 

 
Colitis and Astrology: 
The main reason of this disease is the increase of acid in intestines. Due to this 
intense pain is felt by the patient. A special type of germs attacked in the 
intestine. Vomiting and fever is seen. poisonous food and polluted water are the 
main reason of this disease.  
 
Astrology view for Colitis: 
The presence of malefic sun increases the chances of colitis. If in 6th and 8th 
place saturn and mars sits together, 6th place is viewed by malefic planets or 
12th place is also disturbed than there is a very chance of colitis.  
 
Remedies through astrology: 
In this case it is good to proceed for surya shanti or ritual to cool down the sun 
first then do necessary ritual to minimize the impacts of other malefic planets.  

 
AIDS And Astrology: 
A very-very dangerous disease is HIV AIDS which finish the life. The treatment of 
this disease is not easy. The patient become weak very much. Fever and sweat 
goes on continuously.  
This causes from infected blood, improper relation with street-walker or 
prostitute, in-taking drugs.  
 
Astrology View for HIV AIDS: 
If Venus or mars is present of Taurus or Scorpio zodiac sign and if they are 
affected by Saturn or Rahu then there is a very chance of this disease by having 
improper sexual relations.  
 
Astrology remedies of AIDS: 
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Since this disease is very critical so very minute analysis is needed to go for any 
remedial action. SO it is good to take proper consultancy from an experienced 
astrologer and then proceed for remedies.  
 
So i have cleared here the astrology reasons of many diseases but this is not 
enough, there are many factors which has to be analysed before reaching to any 
conclusion. So it is good to consult to get proper remedies.  
 
If you or your love one is affected by any chronic diseases and if you want 
astrology remedies or solutions from occult science then You are 
WELCOME to our Online Sai Shree Parascience Research Center. Here you 
can get perfect solutions of your diseases and proper guidance to perform 
the rituals etc to heal your self.  
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In this disease small stones form in gall bladder which are the result of lime and 
cholesterol in the body. At initial level it is very difficult to predict this problem of 
stone. when this problem increases then person feel pain and vomiting starts. 
Swollen also seen in gall bladder and digestion power lost. Generally operation is 
used to cure this disease.  
 
Astrology Reasons of Stone Problem: 
If the lagna or seventh place is affected by malefic planet then this problem of 
stone arises in life. Saturn of cancer and if planets are present with Capricorn 
and if sun is present of Libra and if planets are present with Aquarius then 
chances of stone problems increases.  
Less water intake is also a reason of this problem. Not having proper physical 
exercises is also a reason of this problem.  
Some times it is seen that after operation again stones forms. this is because of 
planetary positions so it is necessary to get proper analysis of kundli, horoscope 
or birth chart. After that proceed for proper remedy which will give benefit to the 
victim.  
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Impact of Stone Problems in Life: 
1. Due to this person is unable to do the personal work properly.  
2. It also affect the professional life.  
3. It arise a feeling of depression some times.  
4. Weakness comes. 
5. Person some times fear to eat and go outside.  
 
Remedies of Stone Problems: 
1. Gems stones are used but only after proper analysis.  
2. It is good to go for toilet just after having meal.  
3. In Homeopathy and ayurvedic or in alternative medicines there are good 
medicines to over come from this problem. 
4. Some times proper pranayam or breathing in a scientific way will give 
tremendous result to cure this stone problem.  
 
So don't worry if you are suffering from stone problem or your any relative 
or friend is suffering from stone problem just consult and know the real 
astrology reasons of your problems and move in right direction to get right 
benefit.  
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Throat Ache: 
In our throat tube or breathing tube there are very small fleshy clots or muscular 
clots present which are a part of our body immunity system. These are very 
important as they stop the germs to go inside through nose. In children this type 
of diseases seen very much. During cold in children the clots become swollen. 
Ear closed. Children gets problem in hearing, smelling power also gets affected, 
Meal doesn't get any taste. So it is very necessary to take proper treatment if 
problem increases.  
 
Astrology Reasons of Throat Ache: 
1. Persons having zodiac sign Taurus Libra, Scorpio are generally affected with 
this problem if mars come in go-char.  
2. If Decendent mercury and Venus is present and 7th place is affected by 
malefic planets then also this type of problems persist. 
3. If birth chart has full mangal gosha or malefic mars then also person suffers 
from throat ache. 
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Remedies of Throat Ache: 
After proper analysis of birth chart it is possible to find the right remedy but some 
times the followinf remdies are used - 
1. Spell rituals to cool down the malefic planets will give benefit to the victim.  
2. Right gems stone as per the current position of the birth chart, horoscope or 
kundli is good.  
3. Special rog nivaran kawach or water is good.  
4. With medicines if right ways of astrology or occult science is used then 
intensity of result will increase.  
 
Mumps: 
This happens when swollen comes in red glands. At initial level swollen seen 
under ear. Person feels difficulty in eating, swallowing, biting etc. Within 9 or 10 
days it gets ok automatically. In case of complication it is good to consult 
specialist.  
 
Astrology Reasons of Mumps Problem: 
Malefic mars is the main cause of this mumps. If mars is present with libra then 
there is a very chance of having this type of problem. 2nd and 8th place of birth 
chart is also responsible if these 2 places are affected with malefic planets then 
also mumps arise.  
 
Solution of Mumps Through Astrology: 
Although this diseases gets ok with in a few days but if it affect mainly the proper 
analysis is necessary of birth chart, kundli or horoscope and then in many ways it 
can be cured.  
1. Spell rituals to cool down the malefic planets will give benefit to the victim.  
2. Right gems stone as per the current position of the birth chart, horoscope or 
kundli is good.  
3. Special rog nivaran kawach or water is good.  
4. With medicines if right ways of astrology or occult science is used then 
intensity of result will increase.  
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This acne problems or pimples problems generally happens in youth time. At this 
time vast chemical changes takes place in body due to which acne and pimples 
takes place. The substance known as sebum which come out from white gland is 
the main cause of this disease. Due to over substance the face become more 
greasy and thus dust, soil and other pollutant gets stick with the grease and 
cause acne, pimples etc. 
 
Astrology Reasons of Acne or pimples: 
The persons with zodiac sign Aries and Scorpio are mainly affected by acne or 
pimples. If affected Venus and ketu enters in Aries, Libra and Capricorn then also 
this type of problems arises.  
 
Remedies: 
1. Some times silver ring is good to minimize the effects of pimples and acne.  
2. other gems stones and rituals are also used but only after proper analysis of 
birth chart or kundli or horoscope we can decide what to do best for this. 
3. It is better to not eat oily food, fast food. 
4. Protection from sunlight is also necessary at this time.  
5. It is good to wash face 3 to 5 times in a day with good face wash.  
 
Acne And Teeth Problems Reasons And Remedies through Astrology, 
Solutions of Blood disorders through astrology, Mouth Problems-Gums 
and Teeth problems Reasons and Remedies, Disease and astrology, 
Accident and Sprain, Astrology Reasons and Remedies. 
 
Mouth Problems-Gums and Teeth problems Reasons and Remedies: 
Due to pyria swelling come in gums and teeth become weak. Burning sensation 
or irritation is felt by the sufferer, the root of teeth become weak and it becomes 
the reasons of teeth fall.  
The main reason of teeth problem is not taking care of them properly. Due to this 
plack formand thus bacteria starts their work. During brush time some times 
blood comes out as the gums become weak and swelling is there.  
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Astrology reasons of Mouth problems: 
If the Venus or mars is descendant or malefic then person suffers from many 
types of teeth problems. Virgo ascendant and malefic Jupiter, moon or mars in 
lagna also cause mouth problems.  
 
Remedies of Mouth problems: 
In this some times moon stones is preferred, sometimes offering of some planets 
is preferred etc. Depend upon conditions of planets in kundli or birth chart 
remedies varies.  
 
Acne And Teeth Problems Reasons And Remedies through Astrology, 
Solutions of Blood disorders through astrology, Mouth Problems-Gums 
and Teeth problems Reasons and Remedies, Disease and astrology, 
Accident and Sprain, Astrology Reasons and Remedies. 
 
Accident and Sprain, Astrology Reasons and Remedies: 
Hardly there may be any person who has not hurt any time. But there are many 
person and children who often fall down with out any reason during playing, 
during walking, during work etc. So it is necessary to take proper remedy for 
these types of persons. 
 
Astrology reasons of sprain and accidents: 
This happens with generally char lagna persons. Another yoga known as 
angarak yoga if it is in horoscope or birth chart then also persons faces accidents 
in life oftentimes The combination of rahu and mangal i.e. rahu and mars arise 
circumstances of accidents.  
If there is Saturn in lagna it may cause falling yoga from height and if Mars is 
there and malefic it may make a yoga of head hurt.  
If Saturn and sun present in 5th place or Saturn and Mars is there then also hurt 
due to fight is possible.  
 
Remedies : 
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Some times special process to cool down the mars will be recommended, some 
times offering of moon stone is recommended, some times special kawach will 
be recommended to minimize the malefic effects of sprain and accidents.  
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How to cure diseases through astrology, Reasons and remedies of 
diseases through astrology, Gems stones in treatment of various diseases, 
Pooja for curing diseases, rituals to cure diseases, Tips of astrology to 
cure diseases, Occult Sciences and Diseases Remedies.  
 
Diseases are a curse in life, no disease is small or big. It is a special condition of 
body which affect the physical and mental powers of a person hardly. So if 
proper treatment is not taken in time then a small disease may become chronic 
and some time it changes into incurable diseases.  
 
In my astrology profession i have come across with many patient who are 
suffering from different types of problems and with proper guidance they have got 
the benefit of astrology science to cure themselves.  
 
 
 
There will not be an exaggeration if I say that astrology has proved its power to 
cure many chronic diseases through its special ways. In treatment Gems stones, 
rituals of different types, yangna, hawan, spells or mantra chanting, special 
meditation, jhada or utara are used. These are the ways of occult sciences.  
 
Whether a person believe or not but people are getting the benefits of these 
divine occult sciences and are making themselves better and better. Occult 
sciences open the way to get the ultimate success in life.  
 
"Every thing is not defined in destiny there are some thing which can be 
achieved by taking right action at right time. " 
 
"If everything would have been destined then God God did not teach his 
disciples to pray" 
 
Occult science will be of no use if they are unable to cure the sufferers. But no it 
is not happening, there is an existence of divine lore, there is a power behind 
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every spell or mantra, there is a power with every process of tantra, Every gems 
stones work, Every prayer do work but there is a need of passion to feel the 
power of these occult sciences.  
 
Human life is such a boon. Every thing is possible in this life. Human can make 
his destiny through good works he can change the life with his full efforts, he can 
get all the divine powers which a person read or listen only in fairy tales.  
 
Human being can fulfill the dreams what ever it is but the only thing is that 
passion is needed and right move in proper guidance.  
 
Any way here we are talking about- is it possible to cure diseases with 
astrology ways?, Is it possible to predict the reasons of diseases just by 
analyzing the birth chart?, is is possible to cure the chronic diseases with 
the help of astrology, gems stones, pooja, rituals, anusthaan, yagna, utara, 
jhada etc.  
 
My answer is "YES",it is possible to cure any diseases through astrology ways or 
occult science ways the only thing is proper analysis of diseases and minute 
analysis of birth chart by an experiences astrologer. Another important thing is 
the passion of patient to be ok soon. These all things will make a person ok soon. 
 
"This is very ridiculous that in the absence of right knowledge people pay 
to the doctor for expensive treatment but they go to astrologer to get the 
grace only. They don't try to understand the science of planets and even 
they don't believe on the astrologers that they will really do something 
special for the patient." 
 
But the reality is that if with the medicines patient if follow the tips of an 
experienced astrologer then miraculous changes will be seen in life.  
So don't worry if you don't have trust on astrology, don't worry if you are suffering 
from any diseases by reading the article you will automatically come to know that 
yes astrology will definitely work to provide the benefit to patients.  
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Astrology can give the way to success.  
 
Many types of astrology treatment is possible for different types of 
physical and mental problems like as- 
Malaria, Headache, Loss of gums, Accidents, sprain, strain, throat ache, 
mumps, anemia, appendix stone problems, allergy, eczema irritation, 
cough and cold, intestinal catarrh high Blood pressure, low blood 
pressure, paralysis, loo, influenza, nimonia, hysteria hernia, teeth problem, 
liver problem, diabetes, skin problems, impotency, insomnia, cancer, 
peptic ulcer, typhoid, jaundice, asthma, baldness, Memory loss, Progeny 
problem etc.  
 
Through Gems it is possible to generate power to fight with differnt types of 
germs. Through yagna it is possible to kill the germs of different types, through 
tantra process it is possible to over come from different types of negative 
energies.  
 
Do you know that in our epics it is cleared that 
disease not only come in our life because of any type 
of pollution but it is the result of many types of 
different reasons - 
1. Our past life karmas or action.  
2. Black magic is also responsible for many types of diseases in life.  
3. Negative energies are also responsible for many types of disease in life.  
4. Evil eye effects are also responsible for many types of health problems in life.  
5. There may be any vastu problems.  
6. There may be any energy loss problems etc.  
 
So first of all it is very necessary to know the real reasons of health problems in 
life then only it is possible to get rid off the problems.  
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There are many cases around us from which we can know that some times just 
by doing a jhada or utara person gets ok, medicines started working and so on.  
By doing a specific pooja patient gets benefit and so on.  
Some patients become ok just by wearing a gem stone etc.  
 
So astrology is not a joke if proper actions are taken under guidance of 
competent astrologer then you can rock in this world.  
 
I hope many things has been clear before you but this is not enough be continue 
with this article to know reasons of various diseases and their treatments through 
astrology and occult science ways.  
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Impotency reasons and remedies, astrology reasons of impotency, What is 
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astrology, alternative medicines and occult sciences, best ways to remove 
impotency, planetary combinations responsible for impotency. 
 
A very rapidly growing problem of this digital era is the problem of impotency. 
Due to the fast life and money oriented mind people are not able to give proper 
attention towards health and this lead to impotence. So it is very necessary to 
take proper measures to make our self physically strong as well as mentally 
strong to enjoy this life completely.  
 
Many times questions related to impotency asked from me that whether astrology 
helps to know about the impotency reasons and if it is possible to have solutions. 
'Yes' astrology reveals every thing of this life so we can also know about the 
planetary positions which provide impacts on impotency. In this article i am 
providing the reasons and remedies through astrology, and alternative ways.  
 
If you want natural power then read this article. 
If you want to heal your self through astrology then read this article on impotency.  
If you want to make your self strong from within then read this article to power 
your self.  
If you want to enjoy your very personal life then read this article on impotence. 
 
What is Impotency? 
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First of all it is necessary to understand the meaning of impotency. It is the 
weakness of a person due to which person (male or female) is unable to enjoy 
the sexual relation. It also means lack of power or strength to make satisfactory 
physical relation with opposite sex. Infertility also takes place due to this. Lack of 
vigor also takes place due to impotency, Erection problem also happens. 
 
Premature ejaculation also shows the lack of power in body and mind.  
 
How Impotency Takes Place: 
There are many reasons of impotency.  
1. some have this problem right from birth. 
2. Some suffers from this problem due to wrong habits in young age. 
3. Some suffers due to not giving proper attention on food and exercises. 
4. Some suffers due to change of planetary positions in horoscope. 
5. With the age also this problem arises to many ones. 
6. Sometimes it happens due to weak mental power. 
 
Some General Causes of Sexual Impotency: 
1. Too much use of alcohol make the nerves weak and therefore a strong cause 
of sexual impotency.  
2. Over sex practice for long period is a very important reason of impotency. 
Over use of sex organ is actually the misuse of power.  
3. Paralysis attack is another important cause, due to this the organ stop 
working. 
4. Diabetes is also a very important reason of impotency or weakness. Due to 
this disease the nerves become weak and deprive the person from sexual 
contact. 
5. Depression and frustration also makes the nerves weak. 
6. Drugs, smoking etc are also very much responsible for the sexual impotency.  
 
Astrology Reasons of Impotency: 
1. 6th, 7th and 8th houses of horoscope are very important to study the 
impotency problem.  
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2. If Malefic Venus is present in 7th house then it may create problem in sexual 
life.  
3. If Jupiter, Mercury and Venus are present in 8th house together and 
generating malefic effects then it may arise chances of infertility. 
4. Saturn and Mars in 7th house or 5th house also cause infertility problem. 
5. The combination of Venus and Mars in 6th, 7th or 8th houses also cause 
sexual problems.  
6. If Mangal or Mars of Libra is present in 6th, 7th or 8th house then it increases 
the chances of sexual life problems.  
7. Combination of Rahu and Mars or rahu and Venus also gives indication of 
sexual diseases. 
 
Now let's understand which activities and organs are 
governed by which planets: 
1. Sun puts impact on vigor. It also control the metabolism.  
2. Through Moon we are able to find the mental power, pregnancy in females, 
females monthly cycle, blood, lymph etc.  
3. Venereal diseases, metabolism, illness weakness are governed by Mars. 
4. Mercury represent the mental power of a person to control the sex organs. 
5. Sexual desire, sexual activities, reproduction organs are governed by Venus. 
6. Through Saturn we are able to predict about metabolic activities of body, 
toxins in body, dull function of organs, chronic diseases etc. 
 
How to Treat Sexual Impotency? 
Sexual activities comes under the basic need of human being and it is very 
important part of life. Dis-satisfactory sexual life lead to many diseases. So it is 
very necessary to take powerful steps to maintain our sexual power and to keep 
our body and mind healthy. 
Now i am providing some powerful ways to over come from the Sexual 
impotency. It will help to make you strong and make you comfortable to enjoy the 
sexual life. 
1. In-taking 2 or 3 garlic daily is a good way to increase power within.  
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2. Having betel daily in the evening after dinner will also help you to increase 
your sexual power. 
3. If you use white onion daily with meal it will increase the power of your sexual 
organs. 
4. Having Banana with milk in the morning is also a powerful formula to increase 
power. 
5. Have dry fruits daily.  
6. If you want perfect result with diet then do order for the Powerful sex oil now. If 
you massage with this natural sex power oil then you will get tremendous result. 
 
Astrology Treatment of Sexual Impotency: 
AS planets are fully responsible for the happenings in life so it is must to take 
proper astrology measures to treat impotency.  
1. If any malefic planets is creating problems then it is good to proceed for the 
shanti process. 
2. By having combination of gems stones will give tremendous result to increase 
the sexual power. 
3. Sex enhancer ring is also good for for that first it is necessary to check the 
horoscope in detail. For that contact now. 
4. Meditation to increase sex power is a very powerful way to increase power 
naturally.  
5. Special breathing technique is also a good way to increase power. 
 
So enjoy sexual life completely by taking consultancy with astroshree. Don't 
loose your hope, make your night and life smooth by consulting the best 
astrologer online. Total privacy of data. So don't worry and discuss your sexual 
problem openly and get the best remedy to make your personal life happier. 
100% assured treatment of sexual problems through astrology, alternative 
medicines and natural ways. 
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improve sexual relation, Formula to enjoy married life, How to improve love 
relation, Tips to improve sexual relation.  
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Generally people think that astrology helps only to root out the financial or 
spiritual problems but it is not so. Astrology and other spiritual lore are able to 
solve any type of problems of life.  
 
Sexual satisfaction is the basic need of a person, it is a biological need a person. 
It is a way to live a healthy life. It is also found that if a person is sexually satisfied 
then he does the daily routine work more promptly. So we can't ignore the 
problem of sexual dissatisfaction.  
 
If you are not enjoying your sexual life.  
If you are not enjoying your personal life.  
If your partner is not cooperating you in enjoying your sexual life.  
If you or your partner is week.  
If you want to make yourself strong to enjoy life.  
If you want unforgettable moment of life. 
Increase your stamina naturally.  
Impotency problem and solution. 
Then you must consult the only love astrologer, the trusted astrologer, the 
reliable astrologer, the personal astrologer. A consultant who is known for his 
real advice.  
His one consultancy will change your life. 
 
100% privacy is maintained of your data.  
 
Solution of Night fall 
Remedies of prior ejaculation.  
Make yourself your partner hot. 
 
 
Don't worry to ask about your any type of sexual problems.  
 
You will get solutions through powerful astrology tips.  
Solutions of sex problems by special totkay.  
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Remedies of sex problems by Distance Healing.  
Solutions of sex problems by special vashikaran process.  
Remedies of sex problems by spell or mantra.  
Solutions by Real gems stones. 
Remedies of sex problems by powerful Taabiz.  
solution of sex problems by yantra.  
Treatment through alternative medicines.  
Powerful remedies of Impotency.  
 
Why To crave if there is solution of problems. Don't hesitate, don't shy, don't 
delay if you are suffering from any type of sex problems. 
 
Take our online consultancy to improve your sex power. 
 
The best sex astrologer who provide online guidance to the client world wide.  
 
Make your love life fruitful, make your married life fruitful, Keep your marriage life 
alive by sex consultancy.  
 
Consult Now via email: TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI 
PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK 
NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
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If a person is physically fit and mentally sound then no one stop him or her to live 

a satisfactory life.But in this digital era this is not so easy. corporate pressure as 
well as family pressure always ready in front of us to dominate. Work load and 
hurry to achieve the goal as soon as possible has totally ruined the personal life 
of person.Because of which body is getting weak, stamina has decreased, 
Diseases surrounded us and life is getting lost. 

So now it has become very much necessary that we must do something which 
keeps us energize and fresh so that we may enjoy our life satisfactorily. Sexual 
satisfaction is very essential part of our life but we shy to share our weakness 
with every one because it is also a very personal part of our life.In the absence of 
knowledge we use some products available in the market which gives us instant 
energy but they are very dangerous for the health in long run. But very few of us 
know how to increase sex power safely and naturally which not only satisfy the 
sexual life but also increase the efficiency of your working and thus lead to a 
successful life. 
 
Astrology Reasons For Happy and Unhappy Married 
Life: 
Do you know that by reading horoscope we can easily predict how our marriage 
life will be, how our sexual life will be and what to do to make our married life 
successful. 

• If the Venus is powerful and positive in horoscope then it make the 
personal life smooth. 

• If the 7th house is powerful and is govern by positive planets then also the 
person is able to enjoy his or her married life fully.  

• If 7th place is viewed by good planet then also it enhances the chances to 
enjoy the very personal life.  

• If the happiness place is also powerful and positive then no doubt the 
person can enjoy the married life fully without any obstacles. 
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Ways To Increase Body Power | Sex Power : 
Due to the lack of knowledge and irregular routine of meal and work we generally 
loose our mental and physical power which leads to Moroseness, anger, 
weakness, Laziness, aversion from the very personal life which includes our 
friends, boy friends, girl friends, wife etc.We also don't make serious effort to 
overcome from this problem as we think that it will take time and also very 
lengthy process.  
But friends there is no basis of this thought, this only shows the lack of 
knowledge. Remember there is no problem in this world which has no solutions. 
Now let's see how by doing very simple changes in life we can energized 
ourselves, increase our stamina, become fresh and cool always and thus 
increase our positive Ora, increase our body power and sex power as well. 
Steps To Energize | Few Simple Ways Will Change 
Your Life and Night Too : 
 
1) Take Banana and Milk In Your Break fast, It is a good source of energy which 
will not only keep you slim and fit but also increase your mind power and make 
you active.You can also take banana shake but try to avoid sugar.Instead of it 
use Mishri or sugar candy which is a natural source of sweet. 
 
2) If you prefer egg then it is also good source of energy but beware that excess 
egg will make constipation which leads to malaise(uneasiness) and disturb your 
personal and professional life. So take it in limit.Eat for health not for taste only. 
 
3) Garlic or Lehsun which is a good source of energy. Garlic has some special 
type of chemical in it which gives power to the nerves which leads to a healthy 
body and mind. So use Garlic in your food or you can also take a raw garlic by 
consulting your doctor or knowledgeable. 
 
4) No Smoking, As it doesn't have a single benefit except excitement to the 
nerves and thus makes you weaker and weaker as you become habitual of using 
it. If you are already become addict or smoking then try to leave this habit slowly 
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by decreasing the number of cigarettes or cigars etc.You can also take some 
supplements by consulting your physician or knowledgeable. 
 
5) Taking wine in excess also leads to addiction. As it relax you for sometime but 
it is not a permanent remedy of your any problem. So use it occasionally but in 
limit so that it may be beneficial for you. If you will take it heavily then it makes 
your nerves weaker which lead to dissatisfied personal and professional life. 
 
6) Do Exercise Regularly Not for hours but gives at least half an hour daily which 
will increase your stamina, energy level and of course your performance too. You 
can also do it in your room for e.g. you can start with rope jumping, and dips and 
after some days start running for 10 minutes only. 
 
7) Black Gram is also a very good source of power as you know horses are very 
powerful, they eat black gram. so if you need horse power then black gram will 
help you a lot. Don't do any extra effort to use it, just include it in your meal menu 
and you will get the benefit easily or you can also take in the morning breakfast. 
 
8) Yoga is also very beneficial to increase the elasticity of body parts and relax 
your mind and body. Get some small tips to include it in your daily life. 
 
9) Keep Your self cool i.e. don't be angry in trifles or small issues of office and 
home. It burns your energy and make you weaker in long run by generating 
diseases like Blood pressure, heart problems etc and again it will become 
another factor to ruin your personal and professional life. 
 
10) Ginseng : Ginseng is a very powerful source of energy Regular taking the 
supplement of ginseng will make you fresh and energetic. 
 
11) Intoxication or Narcotism : 
I am taking this point separately because generally we think that intoxication 
related to wine, cigarette and other drugs only but this is a wrong concept. you 
could have noticed that some are habitual of eating sweet , some are habitual of 
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eating namkeen, some are habitual of eating continuously , All this types of 
activities are also come in intoxication as they are not natural process and lead to 
the weakness of nerves. So be careful of your habits and reform it wherever it is 
necessary to get good physical and mental power. 
 

Now We will Learn About Some Special 
Sex Enhancer Food :  

 
1) Chocolates :  
Chocolates gives a feeling of good, increase the feeling of love,creates an 
environment of love. So it is used mostly to seduce the opposite sex.  
 
2) Coffee :  
Coffee is also a great product which act as a sex simulator increase stamina, 
energy and performance too. 1 cup of coffee can change your night. 
 
3)Betel : 
If you are suffering from early ejaculation then a better before going to bed will 
help you a lot.It will also increase the brightness of your face, freshness and very 
helpful for your digestive system too.  
 
4) A very important principle to be healthy is don't make sexual contact every 
day. It is dangerous for your mental and physical power. 
 
5) A very sensitive principle is Just take care of your partner to enjoy your Life 
satisfactorily. 
 

Only Three Formula Will Change Your 
Night : 

These 3 Steps will make you healthy life long and also very good to increase the 
caliber Use It daily without any doubt . 
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1) Take 1 piece of almond, cashew nut, date, fig, and put it in a big cup of water 
for the whole night. In the morning take each item separately and bite them at 
least 25 times and then drink the left water empty stomach. After 30 to 45 
minutes take other snacks or your breakfast. You will find a tremendous change 
in your physical and mental power. This will be beneficial in early ejaculation and 
gives power to your nerves. 
 
2) Another important step for a healthy night is try to take a glass of milk with a 
crushed cardamon (ilaychi) and use Mishri instead of sugar before going to bed. 
 
3) Take a betel After dinner. 
 
 
Power points(Acupressure) Points To Increase The 
Body Power : 
In the natural techniques to increase the power acupressure is again a very 
important, by this method you can easily get power just by pressing some points 
of body.  
Press by thumb the surrounding areas of - palms, both sides of ankles, both 
Wrists. This pumping will release the blocked energy in any internal organs of the 
body like heart, lungs,stomach, kidneys,pancreas, liver etc. and thus leads to 
proper functioning of these organs which leads to freshness, energetic and 
powerful. Keep precaution to to use this method empty stomach or 1 and half 
hour after meal. 
 
 
Astro and Vastu Principle For Your Satisfactory Night 
: 
1) Remember one thing that energy of your room is very important so get your 
room checked and try to apply the principles of vastu in your very personal room. 
 
2) Gems Stones are very important to increase the physical and mental power so 
get your horoscope checked and get your Lucky gems Know for a luxury life. 
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Feel The Power of Astrology. Ways To 
Increase Power 

 
 
I hope this article will help you a lot and definitely you will get the optimum from 
the mystery revealed in this article for a healthy night and a healthy life.  
 
Read More About: 
Remedies of Disturbed Marriage Life 
Marriage Life Problems and Powerful Remedies 
How To Remove Marriage Life Hurdles After Marriage? 
Impotency Reasons and Remedies 
Formula for Happy Married Life,How to increase Body or sex power, 
stamina, How To be Physically fit and mentally sound, Steps To Change 
Your Night and Life, Secrets of Happy Personal Life, Sex enhancer food, 
acupressure points to increase power.  
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How To Improve Sex Life Through Astrology ? 
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BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Astrology For Sex Life 

How to improve sex life through astrology, How astrology helps to make 
very personal life hot, What to do to improve sexual life, Totka to improve 
sexual relations, best astrology tips to improve physical relations, 
Astrology ways to improve marriage life, Yoga for better sex life, Gems for 
better Sex life, Pooja, Vashikaran For fantastic sex life, Totka to improve 
sex life, Sex and love life, Advantages of healthy sexual relations, 
Disadvantages of Unhealthy physical relations.  
 
So Want to improve sexual relations, want to enjoy physical relations completely 
in a better way, Astrology will help you to do this process safe and securely. An 
experience astrologer is able to provide you the tips or ways to make good 
relations with partner with out having any side effects.  
 
This is not bad to think about improving sexual relations because this is the 
biological need of human being. In broad sense this is the biological need of 
every living being. Satisfactory sexual relations not only make you healthy but 
also makes your life more powerful than ever.  
 
Disadvantages of Unhealthy Sexual Relations: 
During research and talking to many of my clients i have found that if a person is 
not satisfied in making healthy sexual relations then it generate many types of 
negative impact in life like as- 
1. Flicking of mind in negative direction. 
2. The feeling of lust does not allow a person to do the daily routine life in a better 
way. 
3. This is also a reason of mental tension. 
4. Some times due to pressure person is unable to differentiate between love and 
lust. 
5. Person become short tempered. 
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6. Some times the nature of person who is not having healthy sexual relations 
become harsh, stern, rigid. 
 
 
What Are The Benefits of Better Sexual Relations or 
Advantages of Healthy Sexy Relations: 
1. It is good for healthy life.  
2. Satisfactory sexual relation is good to make a person cool.  
3. If sex is done properly in a good environment it activate a special gland in 
human body which is helps to increase the beauty of body.  
4. Healthy sex helps a person to do the daily life activities in a healthy manner.  
5. It helps a person to do the professional work more effectively.  
6. It helps to makes a person fresh.  
7. During making physical relations fats of body also reduces.  
 

Requirement to make healthy relations: 

Only a healthy body and healthy mind can make healthy sexual relations, healthy 
physical relations. So if you have this you can make your marriage life better. But 
sometimes in spite of having this person is unable to make relations so in that 
case proper consultation is needed. Only an experienced astrologer can make 
you strong through safe and secure ways.  
 
Importance of Love In Making Healthy Relations: 
Keep in mind always i am talking about healthy sexual relationship, it is possible 
only and only if both the partner has good feeling for the partner in heart. If the 
feeling generate from heart it will change your life other wise your dreams to 
make healthy physical relation will not be fulfilled. So make real love relation first 
with the partner. Don't be hurry, don't be impatient, don't be hasty.  
 
Astrology Ways For Better Relationships: 
It is better to use any remedies only after proper consultation. For this horoscope 
is checked of partners. Then only proper astro treatment is possible. For 
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Knowledge i am providing you some special ways of making sexual relations 
better and healthy through astrology- 
1. Special kama deva saadhna is good for this.  
2. If there is any malefic effects of any planets then and because of that couples 
are unable to have good relations then it is Good to proceed for special ritual to 
cool down the negative planets which will open the way of success.  
3. Shukra Vashikaran Prayoga is also very effective.  
4. Special pendent to increase the love between the partners. 
5. Special vashikaran ways to increase the hypnotic power of body.  
6. Special Gems stone combination to win the heart of partner.  
7. Special Yantra, tabij are there to make realtions better. 
8. There are special pooja or rituals which helps couples to make relations better.  
 
Some other important ways to make healthy relations: 
1. Do yogic practices to make your body parts powerful like deep breathing, 
pranayaam, parwatasan, halasan in proper guidance etc.  
2. Do physical exercise for healthy body. 
3. Omit smoking, alcohol or any kind of drugs etc.  
4. Avoid spicy meal.  
5. Take precaution to make your digestive system ok.  
6. Take whole body massage therapy twice in month.  
7. Eat healthy to be healthy. 
8. Take dinner before sunset. 
9. Avoid fast food in the night at least.  
10. Always do the sex in good environment.Any type of pollution, disturbance, 
phobia is not good for healthy relations.  
 
Remember only healthy body and mind can able to make healthy sexual 
relations. Human life is a boon use it don't ruin this life. Make your life better with 
astrology, Make your marriage life with power of astrology, Consult best 
astrologer to make your very personal life beautiful, easy going. By adopting 
proper method we can make heaven in our home.  
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Here in TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI 
PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK 
NATH ) complete solution in provided online. This is a 
perfect place for online astrology consultancy and 
distance healing. We maintain privacy. No data of any 
one is used for marketing purpose. Contact Now 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
Powerful Remedies of Sexual Problems 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Make Relationships Better With Astrology 

Read More On: 
Sexual tendencies as per Mars positinos in Horoscope or kundli or birth chart.  
How To Improve Sexual Relations |Powerful Tips 
Sex and Zodiac Signs 
Best Astrology Solutions For Sexual Life 
Sex and Astrology 
Vashikaran Hypnotism, sammohan For Success 
How To Increase Seducing Power Through Astrology? 
Make Women Want You Through Power of Astrology 
Impotency Reasons and Remedies 
How to improve sex life through astrology, How astrology helps to make 
very personal life hot, What to do to improve sexual life, Totka to improve 
sexual relations, best astrology tips to improve physical relations, 
Astrology ways to improve marriage life, Yoga for better sex life, Gems for 
better Sex life, Pooja, Vashikaran For fantastic sex life, Totka to improve 
sex life, Sex and love life, Advantages of healthy sexual relations, 
Disadvantages of Unhealthy physical relations. 

Alexander WalterMarch 25, 2013 at 11:31 AM 
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There is no doubt that astrology can help you to improve sexual life, 
you just need to do it the right way. 
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Add commentLoad more... 

 

Rudraksha Therapy - Solutions of All problems 

 

Rudraksha Therapy 

Rudraksha Therapy - Solutions of All problems, Types of Rudraksha, 
Benefits of rudraksha. Get original rudraksha, Get siddha rudraksha 
 
Rudraksha is the great gift of Lord Shiva to the world. As per Indian mythology 
Rudraksha came in existence because of Lord Shiva tears. It can be a solution of 
all your problems. 
 
There are many benefits of Rudraksha: 
1. It has great power to store positive energy.  
2. Rudraksha has tremendous healing power.  
3. It can protect you from the malefic effects of planets.  
4. Rudraksha do not make any harm to it's wearer. 
5. Rudraksha trees are available in different part of worlds like as Assam, Nepal, 
Indonesia etc.  
6. It has the great power to control the mind that's why saints and yogis wear it.  
7. If Rudraksha is charged with sacred mantras then it also protects the person 
from evil eye effects, black magic.  
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Types of Rudraksha: 
Rudraksha are of different types and they are differentiate by their lines which is 
present over the rudraksha. 
For e.g. if any rudraksha has 1 line then it is called One Mukhi Rudraksha, If any 
rudraksha has 2 lines then it is called Two Mukhi Rudraksha and so on. Different 
type of Rudraksha has different type of power and characteristics.  
 
Now We will see the the different types of Rudraksha: 
1 Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This rudraksha is very-very rare and has magical effect. If any one have this one 
mukhi rudraksha then he or she will get every thing in life easily because of it's 
power. Nothing is impossible for a person who have this one mukhi rudraksha.  
Some important things about 1 Mukhi Rudraksha- 
A. It is able to bring luxury, name, fame,power, confidence as well as spiritual 
power too. 
B. It can develop leadership quality in the wearer.  
C. It also prevents from many diseases.  
D. The One Mukhi Rudraksha is very-very rare and not easily available. 
 
2. Two Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This rudraksha has 2 lines on its surface. Some special characteristics are : 
A) It protects the person from the bad effects of moon.  
B) It helps in progeny. 
C) It is able to fulfill the materialistic desires of person.  
D) It also has effects on left eye, left kidney, intestines etc. 
 
3) Three Mukhi Rudraksha- 
If any rudraksha has 3 lines on its surface then it is called 3 mukhi rudraksha. It 
has good healing power. 
Some important features are: 
A) It act as a purifier. 
B) It gives physical power, strength. 
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C) It has a very good healing power. 
D) It protects from the ill effects of sins. 
E) It generates wisdom. 
F) It generates concentration on the subject.  
G) The wearer of 3 mukhi rudraksha gets success in his or her efforts.  
 
4) Four Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This is a source of positive energy. Some important powers of 4 mukhi rudraksha 
are- 
A) It is able to increase the meditation power. 
B) It enhances the positive thinking. 
C) It is able to enhance the confidence and thus increase the public speaking 
power, work efficiency 
D) It also increase the sexual power of a person.  
E) It is able to increase the structural thinking.  
So to have a very attractive personality you must have this rudraksha. 

 

Powerful Rudraksha For success 

 
5) Five Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This is the most common rudraksha and is available in abundance.  
It is able to keep you health. 
It is able to control the 5 negative power of personality i.e. kama(Lust), 
krodh(Anger), moha(Attachment), ahankar(Ego), lobha(Greed).  
It also cures many diseases like acidity, gas, eczema, stress etc.  
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6) Six Mukhi Rudraksha- 
It is very good for the education and career success. It can fulfill your dream to 
have a luxurious life. This rudraksha will increase love, attraction, creativity to the 
wearer. It also help to overcome from the diseases realted to nose, eyes, sex 
organs, bladder, kidneys etc. 
 
7. Seven Mukhi Rudraksha- 
If you want peace, pleasure, happiness, success smoothly then you should have 
this rudraksha. This rudraksha also prevent persons from the diseases related to 
cough, cold, Tuberculosis, pyorrhea, brocchitis etc.  
 
8. Eight Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This rudraksha is also known as will power enhancer but positively. It helps to get 
rid off from ego, pride and vanity. Stomach and Insomnia problem can also be 
cured with the help of 8 mukhi rudraksha. It increase the feeling of equality and 
thus help to live a satisfactory life.  
 
9. Nine Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This represent the goddess Shakti i.e. Maa Durga. It is very helpful to increase 
self confidence, removing fear, increasing focus etc. The problem related to lung, 
bowel, skin, etc can be cured with the help of 9 mukhi rudraksha.  
It balance the energy in the body to live a healthy and wealthy life. It also protects 
from evil eye effects, black magic etc.  
 
10. Ten Mukhi Rudraksha-  
If you want to get the grace of God Narayana then 10 mukhi rudraksha is best for 
you. It is a kawach for the person who are passing from though time. It protects 
from the black magic, evil eye effects and negative energy. It is a good tool to get 
protection from enemies. 
If you want to move in spiritual field then this 10 mukhi rudraksha is very helpful 
for you.  
 
11. Eleven Mukhi Rudraksha- 
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Do you want to enhance your cleverness? 
Do you want to enhance your Wisdom? 
Do you want to enhance your decisive power? 
Do you want to enhance your learning power? 
Do you want to over come from the evil effects of shani dev ? then 11 mukhi 
rudraksha is good for you.  
It also increase the confidence. It is panacea of all problems. 
 
12. Twelve Mukhi Rudraksha- 
If you want success in administration field then this rudraksha will help you a lot. 
It increases motivation and also open the way to enjoy the materialistic pleasure. 
It also helps to get rid off from bone diseases, osteoporosis, rickets etc.  
It enhances to leadership qualities in the wearer.  
 
13. Thirteen Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This rudraksha is good for the person who want to engage in fulfilling 
materialistic desires, the evanescent desires.  
This is also good for the person who want salvation thus it enhances the spiritual 
growth. If you want to maintain good mind and body then 13 mukhi rudraksha is 
good for them.  
 
14. Fourteen Mukhi Rudraksha- 
Want to activate your 6th sense, Want to probe into the future, want to enhance 
the decisive power, want to over come from worries, miseries and other 
problems, want salvation then 14 mukhi rudraksha is good for you.  
It also control Blood pressure, diabeties, skin problems. Sexual problems can 
also be minimized from this rudraksha. It also protects from the negative effects 
of saturn.  
 
15. Fifteen Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This is again a very rare rudraksha and if any one has this then he or she can get 
every thing in life. Dharm, Arth kama, moksha can be easily attained with this 
rudraksha.  
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So Rudraksha are very important and this is the natural way to enhance the 
visible and invisible powers. 
But remember to wear only charged Rudraksha which is a magical rudraksha for 
success.  
 
You can contact for the rudraksha Therapy...... 

 

Rudraksha Consultancy 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
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Rudraksha Therapy - Solutions of All problems, Types of Rudraksha, 
Benefits of rudraksha. Get original rudraksha, Get siddha rudraksha 
 
Rudraksha is the great gift of Lord Shiva to the world. As per Indian mythology 
Rudraksha came in existence because of Lord Shiva tears. It can be a solution of 
all your problems. 
 
There are many benefits of Rudraksha: 
1. It has great power to store positive energy.  
2. Rudraksha has tremendous healing power.  
3. It can protect you from the malefic effects of planets.  
4. Rudraksha do not make any harm to it's wearer. 
5. Rudraksha trees are available in different part of worlds like as Assam, Nepal, 
Indonesia etc.  
6. It has the great power to control the mind that's why saints and yogis wear it.  
7. If Rudraksha is charged with sacred mantras then it also protects the person 
from evil eye effects, black magic.  
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Types of Rudraksha: 
Rudraksha are of different types and they are differentiate by their lines which is 
present over the rudraksha. 
For e.g. if any rudraksha has 1 line then it is called One Mukhi Rudraksha, If any 
rudraksha has 2 lines then it is called Two Mukhi Rudraksha and so on. Different 
type of Rudraksha has different type of power and characteristics.  
 
Now We will see the the different types of Rudraksha: 
1 Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This rudraksha is very-very rare and has magical effect. If any one have this one 
mukhi rudraksha then he or she will get every thing in life easily because of it's 
power. Nothing is impossible for a person who have this one mukhi rudraksha.  
Some important things about 1 Mukhi Rudraksha- 
A. It is able to bring luxury, name, fame,power, confidence as well as spiritual 
power too. 
B. It can develop leadership quality in the wearer.  
C. It also prevents from many diseases.  
D. The One Mukhi Rudraksha is very-very rare and not easily available. 
 
2. Two Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This rudraksha has 2 lines on its surface. Some special characteristics are : 
A) It protects the person from the bad effects of moon.  
B) It helps in progeny. 
C) It is able to fulfill the materialistic desires of person.  
D) It also has effects on left eye, left kidney, intestines etc. 
 
3) Three Mukhi Rudraksha- 
If any rudraksha has 3 lines on its surface then it is called 3 mukhi rudraksha. It 
has good healing power. 
Some important features are: 
A) It act as a purifier. 
B) It gives physical power, strength. 
C) It has a very good healing power. 
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D) It protects from the ill effects of sins. 
E) It generates wisdom. 
F) It generates concentration on the subject.  
G) The wearer of 3 mukhi rudraksha gets success in his or her efforts.  
 
4) Four Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This is a source of positive energy. Some important powers of 4 mukhi rudraksha 
are- 
A) It is able to increase the meditation power. 
B) It enhances the positive thinking. 
C) It is able to enhance the confidence and thus increase the public speaking 
power, work efficiency 
D) It also increase the sexual power of a person.  
E) It is able to increase the structural thinking.  
So to have a very attractive personality you must have this rudraksha. 

 

Powerful Rudraksha For success 

 
5) Five Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This is the most common rudraksha and is available in abundance.  
It is able to keep you health. 
It is able to control the 5 negative power of personality i.e. kama(Lust), 
krodh(Anger), moha(Attachment), ahankar(Ego), lobha(Greed).  
It also cures many diseases like acidity, gas, eczema, stress etc.  
 
6) Six Mukhi Rudraksha- 
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It is very good for the education and career success. It can fulfill your dream to 
have a luxurious life. This rudraksha will increase love, attraction, creativity to the 
wearer. It also help to overcome from the diseases realted to nose, eyes, sex 
organs, bladder, kidneys etc. 
 
7. Seven Mukhi Rudraksha- 
If you want peace, pleasure, happiness, success smoothly then you should have 
this rudraksha. This rudraksha also prevent persons from the diseases related to 
cough, cold, Tuberculosis, pyorrhea, brocchitis etc.  
 
8. Eight Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This rudraksha is also known as will power enhancer but positively. It helps to get 
rid off from ego, pride and vanity. Stomach and Insomnia problem can also be 
cured with the help of 8 mukhi rudraksha. It increase the feeling of equality and 
thus help to live a satisfactory life.  
 
9. Nine Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This represent the goddess Shakti i.e. Maa Durga. It is very helpful to increase 
self confidence, removing fear, increasing focus etc. The problem related to lung, 
bowel, skin, etc can be cured with the help of 9 mukhi rudraksha.  
It balance the energy in the body to live a healthy and wealthy life. It also protects 
from evil eye effects, black magic etc.  
 
10. Ten Mukhi Rudraksha-  
If you want to get the grace of God Narayana then 10 mukhi rudraksha is best for 
you. It is a kawach for the person who are passing from though time. It protects 
from the black magic, evil eye effects and negative energy. It is a good tool to get 
protection from enemies. 
If you want to move in spiritual field then this 10 mukhi rudraksha is very helpful 
for you.  
 
11. Eleven Mukhi Rudraksha- 
Do you want to enhance your cleverness? 
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Do you want to enhance your Wisdom? 
Do you want to enhance your decisive power? 
Do you want to enhance your learning power? 
Do you want to over come from the evil effects of shani dev ? then 11 mukhi 
rudraksha is good for you.  
It also increase the confidence. It is panacea of all problems. 
 
12. Twelve Mukhi Rudraksha- 
If you want success in administration field then this rudraksha will help you a lot. 
It increases motivation and also open the way to enjoy the materialistic pleasure. 
It also helps to get rid off from bone diseases, osteoporosis, rickets etc.  
It enhances to leadership qualities in the wearer.  
 
13. Thirteen Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This rudraksha is good for the person who want to engage in fulfilling 
materialistic desires, the evanescent desires.  
This is also good for the person who want salvation thus it enhances the spiritual 
growth. If you want to maintain good mind and body then 13 mukhi rudraksha is 
good for them.  
 
14. Fourteen Mukhi Rudraksha- 
Want to activate your 6th sense, Want to probe into the future, want to enhance 
the decisive power, want to over come from worries, miseries and other 
problems, want salvation then 14 mukhi rudraksha is good for you.  
It also control Blood pressure, diabeties, skin problems. Sexual problems can 
also be minimized from this rudraksha. It also protects from the negative effects 
of saturn.  
 
15. Fifteen Mukhi Rudraksha- 
This is again a very rare rudraksha and if any one has this then he or she can get 
every thing in life. Dharm, Arth kama, moksha can be easily attained with this 
rudraksha.  
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So Rudraksha are very important and this is the natural way to enhance the 
visible and invisible powers. 
But remember to wear only charged Rudraksha which is a magical rudraksha for 
success.  
 
You can contact for the rudraksha Therapy...... 
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Rudraksha For meditation, Rudraksha For worldly success, Rudraksha For 
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Sexual tendencies as per mars positions in horoscope, know the sexual 
powers of persons as per the mars positions, How to check Sexual power 
of a person as per horoscope, How to enhance sexual power. 
 
Sexual power is must to live a successful marriage life or to enjoy the very 
personal life. Now the question is how to detect our own sexual power of other 
sexual power as per astrology. So here i am revealing the way to detect the 
sexual power of a person through astrology.  
Mars is planet which generally shows the power of a person and it is very 
important planet which helps us to decide the sexual power of a person. The 
power of person vary and it depends upon the position of mars in our horoscope 
or kundli.  
 
Let's see them one by one: 
 
1. When Mars or Mangal sits in 1st place of Horoscope: 
Then it makes the life full of energy, enthusiasm. This shows the great power to 
make strong physical relationship. Some times it is difficult satisfy this type of 
person. Honestly the partner can enjoy sexual life with him easily and live a good 
life with fun too.  
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2. If Mangal or Mars resides in 2nd House of Horoscope or Kundli: 
This shows a boorish or undefined sexual power. Person sometimes become 
vulgar sometimes curde. He or she is unable to show the exact feeling related to 
sexual relationship.  
 
3. Mars or Mangal in Third House: 
This shows a courageous heart and mind to have a healthy sex relation. But this 
type of person are also unable to disclose the real feelings in front of partner. 
 
4. Sex Tendencies When Mars is present in 4th place of kundli or 
horoscope: 
This shows greatly involve in sex relationship, They want to immerse in sex and 
are really selfish while maintaining the sexual relationships. They want to involve 
deeply with the partner.  
 
5. Mars or Mangal in 5th House of horoscope: 
Use the sex relation intellectually. Neither too excited nor less. They try to 
understand the situation and then involve in relation.  
 
6. Magal in 6th House: 
Not interested passionately. They take it just as a need of daily life. So as per 
enjoyment it is not possible to involve too much with these type of person.  
 
Sexual tendencies as per mars positions in horoscope, know the sexual 
powers of persons as per the mars positions, How to check Sexual power 
of a person as per horoscope, How to enhance sexual power. 
 
7. Seventh House and Mangal or mars: 
These persons are romantic, funny and very much interested in sexual life. They 
are sex demanding too. They feel very much comfort while engage in sexual 
relationship.  
 
8. Mars Or Mangal in 8th House: 
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The native want to involve greatly in sexual relation, they become aggressive 
sometime while making sex relation. they want cooperation from partner too. 
Sometimes become selfish in making relations. 
 
9. Mars in Destiny place or 9th House of Horoscope or Kundli: 
From the point of view of sex these persons are balanced. They understand the 
need and act like that. They don't want to be overwhelmed in sex matter.  
 
10. If Mangal or Mrs is in 10th House: 
The native is highly involved in sex matter. They want to involve greatly in sexual 
relations and ever ready for this.  
 
11. Eleventh house And Effect of Mars in Sex relations: 
they are not able to show the feelings in front of partner but want to involve. It is 
easy to satisfy this type persons. They are conscious about health.  
 
12. Mars or Mangal in 12th House: 
They want to enjoy the sex in any case. They can even made expenses to enjoy 
the sexual life. They don't care about the feeling of partner they just want to 
involve and enjoy the moment. They are selfish too in making sex relations.  
 
Very Important Note: 
The result may vary as per the power and state of Mars.  
Also while doing prediction it is also checked that with which planet or zodiac 
sign mars is sitting.  
So never do prediction only by reading the above article. Minute study is needed 
to know exact sexual tendencies or power of person.  
 
Don't Worry if you are having problem in making satisfactory sexual 
relation with your partner. One consultancy will change your Life. Just Get 
in touch Now - 
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Sexual tendencies as per mars positions in horoscope, know the sexual 
powers of persons as per the mars positions, How to check Sexual power 
of a person as per horoscope, How to enhance sexual power. 
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We can easily predict a person through zodiac signs. Persons zodiac signs is a 
best way to understand the sexual power of a person. Identify sex power with the 
help of zodiac signs.  
 
ARIES and Sexual powers: 
These persons are very aggressive in sexual relations. For them sex is a hunt.  
They are very powerful and fearless. 
Aries people are bold lovers. 
They have good stamina and also in search of strong partner to make good 
relationship.  
They are in search of open minded lover.  
They may be true lover and good partner.  
Sometimes they suffers because of their over powers.  
Aries persons also have good physical power. They are able to satisfy their 
partner always and in long run.  
 
TAURUS AND sexual Capabilities: 
Taurus persons are very entertaining.  
They create the environment of fun at the sex time. 
Partner can enjoy the sexual time with the Taurus persons.  
Taurus persons need clean environment to enjoy the sexual relationship.  
They are very enthusiastic and funny too.  
They want to create a very different environment to enjoy the sexual life.  
If they get proper and clean environment they can rock and make the partner 
satisfy. 
 
 
Sex and zodiac Signs, Sex and astrology, How to predict the sexual mood 
and power of a person through astrology, Remedies of sexual problems 
through astrology. 
Remedies of over excitement, Remedies of no excitement, Remedies of 
impotency. 

GEMINI And Power of Sex: 
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They have very good sex power and are able to stimulate better than other 
zodiac signs. 
They always search a true partner to make relation. 
They take sexual relationship as a game. Some times because of making better 
they suffer a lot.  
 
CANCER and sexual power: 
They are not very active in sexual life. 
Cancer persons need proper environment and boost to enter in sexual life.  
If they warm up they can rock in sexual relationships.  
In spite of being not active they are able to fulfill the sexual needs of partners 
efficiently. 
 
LEO and Sex Power: 
They are very dominating.  
Leo persons are full of excitement. They always lead and have capabilities to 
satisfy the partner. 
They don't shy to seduce the partner. 
They want to enjoy the sexual life fully and openly without any disturbance.  
The relationship with the Leo persons is full of excitement. 
 
VIRGO and seducing power: 
They are a great lover, emotional and sensitive. 
They try to maintained the feelings of partner. 
They want perfection and make their bed room also perfect with designing and 
decoration. 
They are very minded in making sexual relations.  
They can do everything to fulfill the desires of a persons.  
 

Sex and zodiac Signs, Sex and astrology, How to predict the sexual mood 
and power of a person through astrology, Remedies of sexual problems 
through astrology. 
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Remedies of over excitement, Remedies of no excitement, Remedies of 
impotency. 

LIBRA and Sex Power: 
They are very passionate lover and they also want the right partner. 
I have also analyzed that they are aggressive, they are brave. 
They are master in seducing the opposite sex.  
They are master in making the bedroom environment.  
Libra persons know that how to play the sex game.  
 
SCORPIO and power of Sex relations: 
Some mysterious type of feelings seen while making sexual relationship with the 
scorpio persons. 
They are some times hyper.  
But one thing about them is they want to make physical relationship daily.  
They have over energy and if use the power in right way they can rock.  
 
SAGITTARIUS and Physical Enjoyment: 
They are not emotional in sexual relation. 
They just take it as a fun.  
Sagittarius persons are always hot and ready to make physical relation. 
They may be good lover.  
They don't shy enjoy the relations even in the public place too.  
They make environment with snacks, drinks etc. 
They are very intelligent to to do any work cleverly.  
 
CAPRICORN and Sexual Life: 
They are very silent lover but very active in making sex with partner.  
They want to be at the top in making good relation.  
They want strong partner.  
They are in search of attractive partner. 
They are in search of partner who can understand their feelings.  
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Sex and zodiac Signs, Sex and astrology, How to predict the sexual mood 
and power of a person through astrology, Remedies of sexual problems 
through astrology. 
Remedies of over excitement, Remedies of no excitement, Remedies of 
impotency. 

AQUARIUS AND Sex Life: 
They are very true relation maker. For them sex is something more than fun and 
passing time.  
They also share their problems, feelings on the bed too.  
They give true love to their partner.  
They try to give real satisfaction to their partner.  
 
PISCES and Sex power: 
They are very excited for making sexual relations.  
They are also interested in making change in partner always.  
They are ready to enjoy the full night always.  
They know how to please the partner and thus they can make a good 
environment to enjoy the sexual life.  
 
 
Very special thing to keep in mind before finalizing the view: 
The symptoms and results may vary due to change in planetary powers. So 
before taking any decision it is better to consult an experienced astrologer who 
can guide you better.  
Also if there is any problem in sexual life you can contact to get perfect solutions.  
Get Solutions of sexual problems, Side effects free, Powerful Solutions of Sexual 
dissatisfaction.  
 
Contact The Best Sex Consultant and Astrologer For 
Your Very Personal Problems  

 Zodiac signs and sexrelations 
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Sex is the most important part of human life. Marriage life is incomplete in 
absence of satisfactory sexual life. Love life is also not complete in the absence 
of sexual life. It is the biological need of human being.  
But due to some problems there are many persons who are not able to enjoy the 
very personal life i.e. sexual life. Astrology clears you that what is the real cause 
of sexual problems and how to live a real sexual life.  
Sex and astrology For Success 
 
Unfortunately due to shyness people don't want to discuss their sexual problems 
with any one. But don't ignore your problems as you will not get another life to 
reform your life.  
 
Some Important questions: 
1. Why it is happen that 1 person is having good relations with opposite sex but 
other is not having that in spite of having good health, face cut, monetary power 
etc.  
 
2. Why it is happened that 1 boy has many girl friends but other has not.  
 
3. why a girl has many boy friends but other has not.  
 
4. Why some couples enjoys their life but other not.  
 
5. Why some couples are not satisfied with the live in relations.  
 
6. How to enjoy the life with partner successfully.  
 
Sex and Astrology, How to know the sex power of different zodiac signs, 
What to do to increase sex power, how to make love life stronger through 
astrology. 
 
7. How Astrology helps to over come from the problems of dissatisfied personal 
life.  
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8. What are the poojas or rituals to make personal life better.  
 
9. What Gems stones will give power.  
 
10. How to Increase the internal power of body through astrology.  
 
11. How to control premature ejaculation. 
 
12. What are the remedies of wet dreams.  
 
Sex and astrology For Success 
 
13. How astrology helps to satisfy our partner? 
 
14. Is color of a person really matters in having good sexual relation.  
 
15. Is it good to have proper knowledge before getting involved in sexual relation. 
 
Now astrology will show you the right path to make your life better. Astrologer 
can guide you better to enjoy your life. You can get the side effects free remedies 
through astrology.  
You can overcome from depression only through astrology. Now this is the time 
to take step to make your life better.  
 
Sex and Astrology, How to know the sex power of different zodiac signs, 
What to do to increase sex power, how to make love life stronger through 
astrology. 
 
100% result oriented process and remedies through an experienced 
astrologer.  
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In this competitive age Relationships are become complex. People are in search 
of true relationships but every one is not lucky to get a single true relation ship. 
Disloyalty, Deception are very common in these days and due to this we need a 
strong solution, we need a perfect solution. 
It is a fact that the mysterious science of vashikaran has the power to provide a 
good relationship and love if it is used very carefully and systematically. 
Astroshree provides a services realated to Tantra, Mantra, Yantra solutions with 
powerful vashikaran service, Black magic remedies, Yagna, Hypnotism science 
etc. 
 
Real Vashikaran Expert,Vashikaran Mantra, Vashikarna Specialist, Vashikaran 
Totkay or vashikaran Totkays, Vashiakaran Tilak, Vashikara Pooja, Vashikaran 
Yantra, Vashikaran Prayer, Vashikaran Taabij, Protection From Negative 
Vahsikaran. 
 
Astroshree has opens the door of mysterious science of vashikaran for the 
people who are suffering in life because of any type of deception or disloyalty 
from the opposite sex. We provide perfect vashikaran service all over the world. 
Only one consultancy can change your life.  
 
Astroshree assure that we don't use the negative vashikaran practice to harm 
any one or to destroy anyone. We don't use vashikaran for any bad intention.  
 
We also want to say that Don't use the vashikaran practice without proper 
gudance because it is not as simple as it is provided in different types of books in 
the market.  
Vashikarna is a very mysterious science and it is used only in a specific manner 
with proper things if want real success.  
 
We provide very effective services related to 
Vashikaran which will not harm anyone but only make 
the life smooth and successful: 
Vashikaran service to get the love back in life.  
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Vashikarna service to get rid off from unwanted person in life.  
Vashikaran Mantra 
Vashikarna Specialist 
Vashikaran Totkey or vashikaran Totkays 
Vashiakaran Tilak 
Vashikara Pooja 
Vashikaran Yantra 
Vashikaran Prayer 
Vashikaran Taabij 
Protection From Negative Vahsikaran. 
Vashikaran to make impression in society.  
Vashikaran to open the earning source to make strong financial power. 
Vashikaran protection from enemy.  
 
Attraction vashikarn Mantra, Attraction spells, Sammohan mantra, Money 
attraction spells, Money vashikaran Mantra, kala jaadu protection mantra, Enemy 
protection spells, Black magic protection spells, Online Trusted vashikaran 
service provider.  
 
Make your life smooth with the use of vashikaran.  
Make your married life successful with the use of vashikaran. 
Make your professional life successful with vashikaran spells.  
Get business success with the use of vahsikaran spells.  
Get your love life successful with the use of vashikaran spells.  
Vashikaran or hypnotism is a way or tool which can increase the hypnotic power 
in our personality and open the way of success. 
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How to increase seducing power through astrology, Safest way to increase 
seducing power, Tips to increasing seducing power from within, gems 
stone to increase seducing power, Mind power to increase seducing power. 
 
What is seducing power? 
Actually this is the power of women to attract men to make sexual relation. But as 
per my experience this is only one face of truth actually men are also engage in 
this matter. It is because the need. Every one want to enjoy the physical relation 
in this life and seducing is the method to excite the opposite sex to make relation. 
So it is done by both male and female. 
Many persons are unable to seduce opposite sex in spite of having good physic. 
It is because seducing is an art and it is done from within. 
 
In this article i am going to clear that how through astrology we will be able to 
know that a person has good seducing power and how to develop a smart 
seducing power through the ways of astrology. I think this is total a new subject 
for my blog readers but i am not joking. As i said earlier in my articles that 
Astrology is a very miraculous science and it reveals any thing of life. So it is 
possible to know the seducing power of any person through astrology principles 
and through occult sciences it is possible to increase the seducing power of both 
male and females. 
 
Let's begin with the study of birth chart or horoscope 
or kundli: 
1. Suppose if any one has good mercury in Ist house or lagna then it is sure that 
the person has good seducing power. 
 
2. With the Mercury if Venus is also generating positive power then this 
combination makes a person master in seducing. 
 
3. If mars is making relation with Venus in Ist house or 7th house then also the 
person has good seducing power but some times the person become negative 
while doing so. The nonsuccessive may lead to tempered. 
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4. If the Saturn and Venus is combining in 7th house or lagna or in happiness 
place then also the person has seducing power but some times he or she may 
use the negative powers. 
 
5. The Mercury if present in lagna or 7th house of good power then also don't 
worry it will make your life enjoyable. 
 
6. Any negative or malefic planets in lagna or 7th or 8th place makes the power 
negative and some time keep the person deprived from this seducing power. 
 
7. The weak lagna and marriage place also makes a person deprived of having 
good seducing power. 
 
Why is the Need of This Power? 
To make the marriage life or very personal life successful it is necessary that 
couple must know the ways of seducing. Because only to make sexual relation is 
not enough but to make it thrive with the use of mind will give you the real 
satisfaction. So it is very necessary to have good seducing power to enjoy the 
very personal life or marriage life. 
 
If you don't have this power then you are lacking something in life. 
 
Being as astrologer i got daily many cases in which the breakup takes place 
because the partner is not satisfying the feeling of partner. So if you are facing 
any problem in personal life then you must consult a good astrologer who can 
guide you to Ask Some questions From Yourself and if the answer is in 'YES' 
then there is no problem but if you are in doubt then do consult now for proper 
guidance. 

• Do I have good seducing power? 
• Do I am able to satisfy my partner? 
• Is my partner is satisfied from me? 
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• Am I able to fulfill the physical and emotional need of my partner? 
• Am I able to enjoy the night life with my partner? 

 
Now let's Move To Know Some Ways To Increase Our 
Seducing Power? 
1. If your mind is not working properly to generate art then it is necessary to give 
power to the mind by wearing proper gems stones. 
 
2. Some times due to impact of negativity also the mind is unable to seduce 
properly in that case it is good to do some special process of utara to remove 
negative energies. 
 
3. If due to any physical weaknesses you are unable to work out properly then it 
is good to use the alternative medicines with proper astrology medicines too. For 
this consult now. 
 
4. If you are unable to know the problems in your personality then don't worry just 
consult and know the right way to make your personal life smooth. 
 
5. If due to mental pressure you are unable to enjoy your marriage life then do 
wear proper gems stone to enrich your mind which will increase the capacity of 
your mind to handle the situations and thus you are able to enjoy your married 
life too. 
 
6. If any malefic planet or negative planet is creating problem in your seducing 
power then it is good to proceed for grah shanti or special process to cool down 
the negative planets. 
 
7. Power of self hypnosis if you don't know then learn in know which will make 
you strong to develop your power from within. 
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There are various types of other methods of occult sciences which if used 
properly then you are also able to increase your mind power safely. 

Contact To Get the Right Way For You 
To Increase Your Seducing Power 
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Tips To Impress Women 

 
Make Women Want You, how to develop personality to attract females, how 
astrology helps to develop our hypnotic personality to attract females, How 
to find in horoscope that a person has a good hypnotic power to attract 
females?, power of Venus. 
 
The hidden desire of every male is to make positive impacts in the mind of 
females. Some has good power from the birth to attract females easily. Some 
find difficulty in doing this and due to this some enters in depression state during 
college time.  
Here in this article i am revealing the powerful ways to knows our own hypnotic 
power through astrology and the ways to develop the hypnotic power to attract 
females.  
 
Planet Responsible For Attraction: 
Venus is the planet which if powerful and present in right house than no doubt 
that the person has good power to attract females.  
 
Now let's see some impacts of Venus in personal life- 
1. If Venus is present in ascendant state and is the master of Ist house, 
Happiness house, Marriage house or destiny house then the person is very lucky 
and he can easily attract the females without any much effort in positive way. 
 
2. If the Venus is present is of enemy or descendant in horoscope then the 
person find difficulty in make in relations with good females.  
 
3. If Venus is making any relation with mars and present in 7th place then the 
person is able to make many relations.  
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4. If this Venus is positive but weak in horoscope then it makes situations that the 
person always crave for making relation with females but not get desired 
satisfaction. 
 
5. If the Venus is the master of happiness place and it is positive in kundli or 
horoscope then the person will get good response from the female side.  
 
6. The presence of positive Venus in lagna makes the person very sound in 
terms of females.  
 
Although Venus is very important to make relations with females but there are 
other circumstances which also create impacts in personal life.  
 
If the Virgo is present in Lagna or Ist house then the person also get power to 
attract girls easily. These types of persons are very close to females psychology.  
 
Jupiter if present in powerful state in horoscope or kundli then also it generate 
good hypnotic power in personality but it doesn't allow the person to make 
relations as much.  
 
What to do if there is no power of Venus and Other 
Planets in Horoscope: 
It's a very important question that how to develop a hypnotic personality to attract 
females. In this context i want to say that to know the right remedy it is very 
necessary that first of all you should consult a good astrologer who can tell you 
what to do. For sake of knowledge i am providing you some ways to attract 
females- 
 
1. If the Venus is weak but positive then in that case by using proper gems stone 
in auspicious time it is possible to increase the power.  
 
2. If you really want to increase the power from the inside then i want to suggest 
you to learn the self hypnosis which will change your very personal life. 
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3. If any planet is creating problem then it is good to do specific ritual to cool that 
planet. 
 
4. There are some special tabij which generate a divine rays in body to attract 
females.  
 
5. There are some special pendents which also helps in increasing the 
confidence level to attract females.  
 
6. Use the Meditation way in a special way to increase your hypnotic power to 
attract females. 
 
So there are various ways to get success in personal life but i suggest you not to 
use the negative ways to fulfill your desire otherwise it may destroy your whole 
life.  
Enjoy life but in positive ways. 
 
Contact know to make your dream life true with 
astrology power and occult science powers. 
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Powerful ways to make women want You 
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Make Women Want You, how to develop personality to attract females, how 
astrology helps to develop our hypnotic personality to attract females, How 
to find in horoscope that a person has a good hypnotic power to attract 
females?, power of Venus. 
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Satisfy your partner with 
Astrology 

How astrology helps to satisfy partner, what to do to satisfy male partner, 
what to do to satisfy female partner, How to make married life smooth and 
powerful, how to enjoy the live in relation in a better way. 
 
Life is very important and every one is trying to live a better life with his partner. 
But unfortunately it is not possible by every one. Because some thing happens 
which is not expected by us. Why unexpected happened is a mystery for those 
who don't know the astrology science. Astrology has the answer of every 
question like what has happened and why. What to do to over come from the 
problems.  
However here we are taking the subject How astrology helps to satisfy partner, 
what to do to satisfy male partner, what to do to satisfy female partner, How to 
make married life smooth and powerful, how to enjoy the live in relation in a 
better way. 
 

• If you think that your partner is not satisfied with you.  
• If you feel that you are weak in comparison of you partner.  
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• If you think that you are dominated by your partner every time.  
• If you think that you are unable to get the cooperation from your partner in 

night.  
• If you think that every effort of you is failed in maintaining the relation with 

partner.  

 
 
Don't worry! it happens only because of the game of destiny, it happens because 
of the planetary positions, it happens because of the malefic effects of planets in 
our life, It may happens because of evil eye effects, It may happen because of 
black magic done by very close member.  
 
Through astrology science and paranormal ways it is possible to find the exact 
reasons of the problems and than only it is possible to minimize the problems.  
 
Reasons of Dissatisfaction: 
Normally we can say that if we are unable to satisfy our partner then we are not 
having the power on our power place, marriage place and destiny place in the 
horoscope or kundli.  

• It may be possible that mars and Venus are not supporting us. 
• It may be possible that they are weak in our horoscope. 
• It is possible that our happiness place is disturbed.  
• It is possible that the happiness place, partner place, destiny place is 

viewed by negative planets.  
• Some times it may be possible that you are unable to understand the 

feelings of your partner.  
• Some times due to some internal problems it is also possible that you are 

not getting cooperation from your partner or it may be possible that you are 
unable to disclose you problems before your partner.  

• There may be some type of fear which is causing the distance between 
you and your beloved.  

• There may be some kind of pressure on him or her. 
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So there may be several reasons for dissatisfaction. The only thing is to predict 
the reasons and then take the necessary steps to rectify the problems.  
 
What are the ways to improve relations with the partner? 
So if you are agree that there is some problem with you partner. It is good to 
accept the reality, this is the first step on the way of success.  
You will definitely get successful life, you will definitely get cooperation from your 
partner, you will definitely make your personal moment memorable, you will 
definitely make your sexual life interesting.  
 
After detecting the problem there are various ways to 
rectify the problems like as - 
1. Through vedic pooja it is possible.  
2. Through tantrik pooja it is possible. 
3. By using the correct gem stone it is also possible to make changes in life.  
4. By using the homeo treatment it is also possible to make every thing ok in 
personal life.  
5. Some times it is necessary to use the vashikaran process to control the mind 
of partner.  
6. Some special totkays are also usable in making relation ship better.  
 
Only an experienced astrologer, best astrologer will guide you better to make 
your life wonderful, fruitful. Get full guidance life long for better life.  
One consultancy will change your life.  
 
Our special technique: 
You will get remedies after analysis of you horoscope minutely by Dr. Om 
Prakash the famous online astrologer and spiritual healer, distance healer. We 
use very safe and secure method to heal and to make every thing ok. No side 
effects will be seen in present in long run.  
Click to consult for you any internal matters......... 
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So don't worry about any problems Now you will get the solution of problems 
easily like as -How astrology helps to satisfy partner, what to do to satisfy male 
partner, what to do to satisfy female partner, How to make married life smooth 
and powerful, how to enjoy the live in relation in a better way. 
 
 
Read More About: 
Sex And Astrology 
Astro remedies to prevent break up 
How to Control Mind  
How To Increase Seducing Power Through Astrology? 
Make Women Want You Through Power of Astrology 
How astrology helps to satisfy partner, what to do to satisfy male partner, 
what to do to satisfy female partner, How to make married life smooth and 
powerful, how to enjoy the live in relation in a better way. 
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How to improve sex life through astrology, How astrology helps to make 
very personal life hot, What to do to improve sexual life, Totka to improve 
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sexual relations, best astrology tips to improve physical relations, 
Astrology ways to improve marriage life, Yoga for better sex life, Gems for 
better Sex life, Pooja, Vashikaran For fantastic sex life, Totka to improve 
sex life, Sex and love life, Advantages of healthy sexual relations, 
Disadvantages of Unhealthy physical relations.  
 
So Want to improve sexual relations, want to enjoy physical relations completely 
in a better way, Astrology will help you to do this process safe and securely. An 
experience astrologer is able to provide you the tips or ways to make good 
relations with partner with out having any side effects.  
 
This is not bad to think about improving sexual relations because this is the 
biological need of human being. In broad sense this is the biological need of 
every living being. Satisfactory sexual relations not only make you healthy but 
also makes your life more powerful than ever.  
 
Disadvantages of Unhealthy Sexual Relations: 
During research and talking to many of my clients i have found that if a person is 
not satisfied in making healthy sexual relations then it generate many types of 
negative impact in life like as- 
1. Flicking of mind in negative direction. 
2. The feeling of lust does not allow a person to do the daily routine life in a better 
way. 
3. This is also a reason of mental tension. 
4. Some times due to pressure person is unable to differentiate between love and 
lust. 
5. Person become short tempered. 
6. Some times the nature of person who is not having healthy sexual relations 
become harsh, stern, rigid. 
 
 
What Are The Benefits of Better Sexual Relations or 
Advantages of Healthy Sexy Relations: 
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1. It is good for healthy life.  
2. Satisfactory sexual relation is good to make a person cool.  
3. If sex is done properly in a good environment it activate a special gland in 
human body which is helps to increase the beauty of body.  
4. Healthy sex helps a person to do the daily life activities in a healthy manner.  
5. It helps a person to do the professional work more effectively.  
6. It helps to makes a person fresh.  
7. During making physical relations fats of body also reduces.  
 

Requirement to make healthy relations: 

Only a healthy body and healthy mind can make healthy sexual relations, healthy 
physical relations. So if you have this you can make your marriage life better. But 
sometimes in spite of having this person is unable to make relations so in that 
case proper consultation is needed. Only an experienced astrologer can make 
you strong through safe and secure ways.  
 
Importance of Love In Making Healthy Relations: 
Keep in mind always i am talking about healthy sexual relationship, it is possible 
only and only if both the partner has good feeling for the partner in heart. If the 
feeling generate from heart it will change your life other wise your dreams to 
make healthy physical relation will not be fulfilled. So make real love relation first 
with the partner. Don't be hurry, don't be impatient, don't be hasty.  
 
Astrology Ways For Better Relationships: 
It is better to use any remedies only after proper consultation. For this horoscope 
is checked of partners. Then only proper astro treatment is possible. For 
Knowledge i am providing you some special ways of making sexual relations 
better and healthy through astrology- 
1. Special kama deva saadhna is good for this.  
2. If there is any malefic effects of any planets then and because of that couples 
are unable to have good relations then it is Good to proceed for special ritual to 
cool down the negative planets which will open the way of success.  
3. Shukra Vashikaran Prayoga is also very effective.  
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4. Special pendent to increase the love between the partners. 
5. Special vashikaran ways to increase the hypnotic power of body.  
6. Special Gems stone combination to win the heart of partner.  
7. Special Yantra, tabij are there to make realtions better. 
8. There are special pooja or rituals which helps couples to make relations better.  
 
Some other important ways to make healthy relations: 
1. Do yogic practices to make your body parts powerful like deep breathing, 
pranayaam, parwatasan, halasan in proper guidance etc.  
2. Do physical exercise for healthy body. 
3. Omit smoking, alcohol or any kind of drugs etc.  
4. Avoid spicy meal.  
5. Take precaution to make your digestive system ok.  
6. Take whole body massage therapy twice in month.  
7. Eat healthy to be healthy. 
8. Take dinner before sunset. 
9. Avoid fast food in the night at least.  
10. Always do the sex in good environment.Any type of pollution, disturbance, 
phobia is not good for healthy relations.  
 
Remember only healthy body and mind can able to make healthy sexual 
relations. Human life is a boon use it don't ruin this life. Make your life better with 
astrology, Make your marriage life with power of astrology, Consult best 
astrologer to make your very personal life beautiful, easy going. By adopting 
proper method we can make heaven in our home.  
 
Here in astroshree complete solution in provided 
online. This is a perfect place for online astrology 
consultancy and distance healing. We maintain 
privacy. No data of any one is used for marketing 
purpose. Contact Now 
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Best astrology solutions for sex life, How to gain sex power to live a perfect 
marriage life, Houses responsible for sex life, Planet responsible for sex 
life, Tips to increase physical power to enjoy sex life.  
 
Personal life is very important for any one in this earth. A satisfied personal life 
will make a person life heaven but any type of disturbance in personal life will 
make the life hell. It is found that if a person is sexually unsatisfied then it's bad 
impacts seen in social and professional life too.  
 
 
There are many types of ill effects seen in personality of a person who is 
sexually dissatisfied: 
A) The person present in a doubtful state always.  
B) A special type of phobia always be with the person.  
C) The mind of a dissatisfied person always fickle. 
D) Due to loose of focus person some times looses the jobs and business too.  
E) Many times it is also seen that a person becomes mentally sick.  
F) The family life gets disturbed.  
 
So there are many types of problems which comes before a person who is not 
satisfied from his sex life. In this case astrology will help a person very much. As i 
told many times that astrology is a very good science which helps a person in 
many ways and in every field.  
 
Let's understand that how a person sexual power can 
be predicted: 
1. The 7th and 8th place of a horoscope or kundli is responsible for the inner 
organs. If in these place any malefic impacts are generating then it is possible 
that a person will face a sexual problems in life.  
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2. The lagna represent the mind of a person and if this place is also affected 
badly then also it is possible that a person personal life will be ruined through 
wrong thoughts. 
3. If the happiness place of a person is affected by negative planets then it is also 
possible that a person will be dissatisfied from his personal life.  
4. If the master of 7th and 8th place of horoscope is in malefic positions and 
sitting in lagna or destiny place then also it is possible that the person will face 
problems related to sex.  
5. Any type of grahan yoga forming in internal organs place will make a person 
weak. 
6. The combination of venus and mars in 7th and 8th place sometimes make a 
person weak and dissatisfied in sexual life.  
 
So these are some reasons which are responsible for the dissatisfied sexual life. 
So if you are facing any problem in sexual life and if you want a perfect solutions 
through astrology then don't worry just consult and get the way of success.  
 
The human life is very important and it is our right to enjoy every moment of this 
life. So do the best possible effort to live a smooth and perfect life. Make your life 
wonderful through astrology, Make your married life smooth with the help of 
astrology, make your sexual life powerful and full of zeal with the help of 
astrology. 
 
How astrology help to solve the sexual cases: 
This is a very important question which asked many times from the honorable 
visitors of my blog and i just wan to say that human life is controlled by planets so 
if it is possible to know the reasons of problems throug astrology then it is also 
possible to solve the problems with the powerful methods of astrology.  
 
1. There are gems stones available which if used properly can increase the 
power of a person and a person can enjoy the sexual life.  
 
2. There are some special rituals which if done properly can increase the power.  
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3. There are some safe practices of yoga which if done properly then also it is 
possible to enjoy the sexual life.  
 
So don't worry if you want to win the heart of your partner, don't worry if you want 
to enjoy your personal life fully, don't worry if you are facing any problem in 
sexual life.  
One consultancy will change your life and night too. Use the astrology science to 
make your self strong.  
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India is a great in its spiritual lores and the vedic astrology has proved its power 
in different aspects of life. Mahurat is one of the important part of astrology in 
which it is found that what is the best time to do a specific work. For different type 
of work different type of yogas are there.  
In this article i am going to tell you about some special mahurat or auspicious 
time for auspicious work. 
 
What are the Benefits of Auspicious Time or Special Mahurat? 
It is said that if we perform any task in good time or special time or auspicious 
time then it will make a very positive impact in our life. It will help to make our life 
prosperous. Due to the power of auspicious time the chances to get success in 
any work increases.  
 
Panchang: 
Panchang shows the details related to day, tithi, date, yoga, karan, nakshatra 
and the auspicious time to start any new work or to do any specific work. There 
are many types of yoga like sarwarth siddhi yoga, amrit siddhi yoga, pushya yoga 
etc which are very important to get success in life or in any work. These all 
mahurat or yogas are clearly published in panchang.  
 
Let's understand Some Important Yogas: 
1. Sarwarth Siddhi Yoga or Mahurat: 
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If this yoga is formed on shukla paksha and on thursday or friday then it is very 
good. On this yoga you can start any work. It is formed with a special 
combination of day,nakshatra etc.  
 
2. Amrit Siddhi Yoga: 
This is also a very good yoga from the point of view of starting any new work or 
to start any treatment or taking medicines.  
 
 
3. Guru Pushya Yoga: 
When pushya naksatra falls on thursday then this yoga form. This is a very 
strong and auspicious time to do many types of good work. Many Types of good 
works are possible on this auspicious guru pushya like as Jewelry purchasing, 
shifting in new house, starting a new business etc. If this mahurat falls on shula 
paksh then its importance increases too much.  
 
4. Ravi Pushya Mahurat:  
When pushya nakshatra falls on sunday then ravi pushya yoga forms which is 
also very important. If this yoga comes on shukla paksha then no doubt devotee 
can get tremendous result of his good works done on this mahurat.  
 
 
What is Choghadiya? 
Every day there are some specific period in which if work is done then person will 
thrive in his life. These times of daily are called the choghadiya.  
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Types of Gems Stones: 
Before telling you about sub gems let me clear you about types of gems stones. 
Actually the gems stones are divided into 3 categories as per their origin. They 
are- 
1. Stone Gems comes from rocks, bank of rivers etc for e.g. diamond, ruby etc.  
2. Zoological gems comes from animals like as coral, pearl etc.  
3. Flora gems comes from plants like Kaharwa etc.  
 
Generally people knows about some famous gems stones only but here i am 
going to provide you the knowledge of about 84 different types of sub gems 
which are also available in market but due to lack of knowledge people are 
unable to use it.  
 
1. Ruby or manik 
2. Diamond or heera 
3. Emerald or panna 
4. Blue sapphire or neelam 
5. Pearl or moti 
6. cat's eye or lehsunia 
7. coral or munga 
8. Yellow sapphire or pukhraj 
9. Onyx or Gomed 
10. Agate or Laldi pinkish in color. 
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11. Sanbor gem is a green color stone having brown line on it.  
12. Jajemani gem brownish color stone with line over it.  
13. Alemani gem is a brown stone with a line.  
14. Sulemani gem is a black stone with white line.  
15. Durrenafaz is like a raw paddy. 
16. Bansi is of light green color.  
17. Pitoniya is a green color stone with red dot.  
18. Margaj is just like a emerald or panna.  
19. Beruj or aquamarine stone.  
20. Lili looks like blue sapphire but not that exactly.  
21. Sindooriya stone. 
22. Maknatees is present in smoky white color.  
23. Mariyam is with white polished stone.  
24. Firoja or Turquoise is of sky blue color.  
25. Ameni stone is of red color. 
26. Jabarjad stone.  
27. Opel available in different colors. 
28. Turmali is just like pukhraaj and available in 5 colors.  
29. Narm stone has yellowish red.  
30. Sunela smoky yellow.  
31. Dhunela- a slightly different from sunela. 
32. Katela  
33. Sitara is like a golden dot. 
34. Isphatik stone is present in white color but transperant.  
35. Godant is like a cow teeth.  
36. Naamda is like red color ink. 
37. Ludhia is red like manjeeth.  
38. Haalan is like a beige pink.  
39. Sijri is a white stone with blak tree shadow.  
40. Muwenjf stone has white color with hair lines.  
41. Kaharwaa available in different color.  
42. Jharnaa 
43. Sange Bansri 
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44. Daantla is like a shankh or conch shell. 
45. Makdi 
46. Sankhiyan is just like conch shell. 
47. Gudri  
48. Kaansla is available in greeen and white color.  
49. Jifri is in greeen and sky blue color.  
50. Hadid is having brownish color with black color.  
51. Hawas stone is available in golden and green color.  
52. Singli stone is having black and red colors mix. 
53. Dedi is in black color.  
54. Hakik available in different colors.  
55. Gowri used to weigh gems.  
56. Seepa used in making statues.  
57. Seemak stone available in red, yellow, dusty, white. some has pink dots. 
58. Moosa is used to make Mortar or Kharal.  
59. Tursawa Pinkish color.  
60. Ahwa stone is of pink color and a dot.  
61. Lajawart in red color and having a golden dot.  
62. Kuduet is available in black color and having yellow dots.  
63. Awri stone is present in black color and having golden shine.  
64. Chiti 
65. Sangesam is like color of grapes, camphor white.  
66. Maarwar gem stone.  
67. Laus stone is of smoky color.  
68. Danafirang is like pistachios color.  
69. Kasauti is of black color.  
70. Darchana  
71. Hwmikul-wahar 
72. Panghat.  
73. Aamliya 
74. Door  
75. Tilewar stone is of black color with yellow dots.  
76. Khara  
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77. Seerkhedi 
78. jahrimora  
79. Raaw 
80. Sohan Makkhi is of blue color 
81. Hajrate Ud  
82. Surma is of black color.  
83. Paijahar stone is of bamboo color.  
84 Paras stone is used to make gold.  
 
The sub gems stones are also original and are available from stones, different 
types of animals or plants and minerals. For e.g. Laajward, Firoja or turquoise etc 
are available from minerals and shankh available from conch shell and Kaharwaa 
comes from plant.  
 
Fake Gems Truth: 
Actually fake gems are made with the thick glass. These are used to make 
costume jewelries. The fake gems looks greater than true gems but not works as 
per them.  
 
Fabricated gems are also used in these days in which more than one gems are 
combined together to increase beauty.  
 
Artificial Gems Stones: 
Artificial gems stones are not comes naturally, they are made in factory and 
laboratory. In this digital age artificial gems stones are present in abundance. It is 
not easy to differentiate between artificial and original because they looks just 
like same. Only experienced jeweler is able to tell you about this.  

 
 
Read More On: 
World of Gems Stones 
Lucky Gems Stones For Success 
Astrology and Gems Stones 
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Best Gems Stones For Success 
 
Sub Gems stones, Types of Gems, 84 types of sub gems stones, Artificial 
gems stones, how to find that a gem stone is artificial, Best online 
astrologer for gems consultancy, Truth of Artificial gems stones.  
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World of Gems Stones, Gems and Planets relations, Bible of gems stones, 
Metals as per the planets, Gems stones for protection, gems stones for 
luck, Gems stones for different zodiac signs, powers of gems stones, 
Gems stones for money, gems stones to attract some one, gems stones for 
education, gems stones to get success in exams, gems stones for 
marriage, gems stones for Aries, gems stones for Taurus, gems stones for 
Gemini, best astrologer for gems consultancy, gems stones for cancer, 
gems stones for Leo gems stones for Virgo gems stones for Libra Best 
online astrologer, gems stones for Scorpio, gems stones for Sagittarius, 
gems stones Capricorn, gems stones for Aquarious, gems stones for 
Pisces, Why To wear Gems stones, How to wear gems stones, How to 
activate gems stones, Vedic astrologer, How gems stones become shield?, 
Read about 84 types of sub gems stones and artificial Gems stones. 
 
Gems and planets are very related to each other. Planets present in our solar 
system imitates rays in this universe and all the things are affected with these 
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rays. The light which comes from these planets are seems to be white but they 
are having 7 colors. It can be seen in the the rainy days as rain bow.  
 
Gems are very specific types of stones which works with these rays much more 
than other things that's why a person feels changes in short period of time after 
having it in fingers or wearing it in neck as a pendent. Gems stones stores the 
energy well and then transfer it to the wearer. The cost of the stones depends 
upon the quality, better stones can store more energy and thus give more benefit 
to the user.  
 
You might have noticed in the day to day life that due to lack of nutrition person 
become ill and doctor advice to take a specific nutrition to get well. In the same 
way weakest planets in horoscope create problems in the life and also the 
malefic or negative planets in horoscope also creates problem in life. Gems 
stones helps to over come from the planetary problems easily. If any planet is 
weak in the horoscope and due to this the person is not getting success then it is 
suggested to wear that gems stones so that it will increase the energy of that 
planet. 
For e.g. if the Jupiter is weak in any one's kundli or horoscope then Yellow 
sapphire is suggested. It absorbs the yellow rays and transfer in body due to 
which the person will get the power of Jupiter and the success way gets open.  
some times combination of gems are also used for different types of reasons and 
different types of problem solutions.  
 
Now let's see the which are the gems stones for 
different planets: 
 
1. Ruby(Manik) is the gems of planet Sun.  
2. Pearl(Moti) is the gems of planet Moon.  
3. Coral(Munga) is the gems of planet Mars.  
4. Emerald(Panna) is the gems of planet Mercury.  
5. Yellow sapphire(Pukhraaj) is the gems of planet Jupiter.  
6. Diamond(Heera) is the gems of planet Venus. 
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7. Blue sapphire(Neelam) is the gems of planet Saturn.  
8. Onyx(Gomed) is the gem of Rahu.  
9. Cat's eye(Lehsunia) is the gem of Ketu.  
 
Now See the list of Metals which represent the 
Planets: 
1. Sun = Gold 
2. Moon = Silver 
3. Mars = Gold and Copper 
4. Mercury = Gold and brass 
5. Jupiter = Silver 
6. Venus = Silver 
7. Saturn = Iron and Lead 
8. Rahu = Alloy or 5 Metals(Panchdhatu) 
9. Ketu = Alloy or 5 Metals(Panchdhatu) 
 
What is PanchDhatu? 
It is an alloy which is made by using 5 important metals and those are Gold, 
Silver, Copper, Lead and Iron. Rings are also made of panchdhatu and are very 
useful in solving different types of problems.  
 
Favourable and Unfavourable Gems: 
In todays life people use to wear many rings at once some wear 10 rings at a 
time and also wear some pendents of different kinds. But it is very necessary to 
know about which gems stones are friends and which are enemies. If a person 
uses the mismatch gems stones at a time then many serious problems arises in 
life related to health and wealth. Because of this reason i am providing the details 
here so that you may know which gems are supporting for each other.  
 
1. Ruby or Manikya: 
This is a gem of sun and is used to increase the power of sun or surya in 
horoscope. 
Friends gems stones of Ruby - Pearl, coral and Yellow Sapphire. 
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Enemies of Ruby : Diamond and Blue Sapphire. 
Neutral gem with Ruby : Emerald 
 
2. Pearl or Moti: 
This is used to increase the power of Moon in horoscope.  
Friends of Pearl: Ruby and Emerald. 
Enemies of Pearl: Diamond and Coral. 
Neutral gem with pearl: No gems stone is neutral with pearl.  
 
3. Coral or Munga: 
This is used to increase the power of Mars in horoscope or kundli.  
Friends of Coral: Ruby, Pearl and Yellow sapphire. 
Enemies of Coral: Emerald. 
Neutral Gems with Coral: Diamond and Blue Sapphire.  
 
4. Emerald or Panna: 
It is used to increase the power of Mercury in horoscope or kundli.  
Friends of Emerald: Ruby and Diamond. 
Enemies of Emerald: Pearl. 
Neutral Gem with Emerald: Coral and Yellow sapphire.  
 
5. Diamond or Heera: 
Friends of Diamond: Emerald and Blue Sapphire. 
Enemies of Diamond: Ruby and pearl. 
Neutral Gems with Diamond: Coral and Yellow Sapphire. 
 
6. Blue Sapphire or Neelam:  
It is used to increase the power of Saturn or shani in life.  
Friends of Blue sapphire: Emerald and Diamond. 
Enemies of Blue Sapphire: Ruby and Pearl. 
Neutral gems with blue sapphire: Yellow sapphire.  
 
7. Onyx or Gomed: 
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Onyx is used to increase the power of Rahu.  
Friends of Onyx : Emerald, blue sapphire or diamond. 
Enemies of Onyx: Ruby and Pearl. 
Neutral gem with Onyx: Coral and yellow Sapphire. 
 
8. Cat's Eye or Lehsuniya: 
Cat's eye is used to increase the power of Ketu.  
Friends of Ketu: emerald, Diamond and blue sapphire. 
Enemies of Ketu: Ruby and Pearl. 
Neutral gem with Ketu: Coral and yellow sapphire. 
 
Which Gem Stone To Wear and How: 
This is a very important question that which gems stone to wear. Here i am giving 
you my view as per my experience. There are actually many ways through which 
it is possible to know which gems stone is good for us like as- 
Gems stones can be worn as per the Hindi Months.  
Gems stones can be worn as per the English. 
Gems stones can be worn as per the zodiac signs. 
Gems stones as per western cultures. 
 
Note: So it is very necessary to consult an experienced astrologer before using 
best gems stones. AS the gems stone puts impact in our whole life so it is not 
good to use any gem stone just for sake. They have the power to change the 
whole life.  
 
It is a medium of getting vast energy in a systematic way.  
 
Methods To Wear Any Gem Stone Ring: 
People generally use to wear any ring simply after having it but this is not good. 
In our epic a systematic process is given through which if any gem stone ring is 
worn then the person gets tremendous benefit. Before wearing any gem stone it 
is good to make it charge with special spell or mantra. For this the spell is 
chanted in a specific numbers of time with correct pronunciation then proper 
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hawan, tarpan, daan etc are done then only it is good to wear any gem stone. 
Actually the gem stones passes from many places and many hands so it is very 
necessary to purify it before wearing it and by using mantra or spell it is powered 
so that the person will get the divine energy power too.  
That's why it is good to consult an good astrologer who will help you to perform 
the charging activity.  
Also there are vedic and tantrik ways to charge any gem stone. Only the knower 
can tell you which is good for you.  
By charging any gems stone with spells or mantra it becomes a shield and 
protect the person from negative energies too.  
 
Read about 84 types of sub gems stones and artificial Gems stones. 
 
Gems has shown their importance to solve many types of professional and 
personal life problems like as job problems, marriage problems, education 
problems, Love problems. If a proper gems stone is worn in auspicious time then 
no doubt it will change the life of a person.  
It is because celebrities wears gems stones, scholars wears gems stones. For 
the decades astrologers are working for the upliftment of human life with the help 
of gems stones.  
 
If you want to know which gem stone is best for you then do contact and 
also you can order for different type of gems stone. 
Consult now and order now 
 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
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 Powerful Gems Stones For Success 

Best Gems Stone For Success, What gems stones will give power to us, 
How to gems stones help us to increase our hypnotic power, How to get 
success through gems stones. 
 
The above are very important questions in life. Success is very important in life 
and every one of us want success in every part of life. But this is not possible by 
every one but it does not means that it is very difficult to get success in every 
segment of life.  
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There are various ways through which we can open our success way. There are 
various methods of astrology through which we can find the right way to get 
success in life.  
Gems are one of the way to make the things done in life easily. Gems have 
special power which increases the deficient power in body and make it strong to 
do the desired work. If gems are charged properly then miraculous effects are 
seen in life. So don't worry if you are puzzled in life, don't worry if you are 
suffering from any thing, don't worry if you are not able to get the right way in 
your life.  
One consultancy will change your life.  
 
There are various types of gems stones are available 
in Market which have different powers and belongs to 
different planets too.  

• Ruby is a stone which is used to increase the power of Sun.  
• Pearl is a stone which is used to increase the power of Moon.  
• Coral gem is used to increase the power of Mars.  
• Emerald is used to increase the power of Mercury.  
• Yellow Sapphire is for Jupiter.  
• Diamond represent the Venus and is very good to increase the power of 

Venus planet.  
• Blue Sapphire or neelam is used for Saturn power.  
• Cat's eye ring is used to get power of Rahu. 
• Onyx is used for Ketu.  

But this is not easy to decide which gem stone is good for us. It need proper 
study of horoscope or kundli and then only it is possible to find out what is good 
for us.  
 
It is not advised to wear any gem stone just for the hobby or sake. As every gem 
stone has specific type of energy so it is very risky to use any gem stone without 
proper guidance.  
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Some important Facts related to Gems stones: 
1. Gems stones are able to give power to the wearer.  
2. These are used to increase the power of a particular planet in the body.  
3. It can make any planet strong in our life.  
4. If Gem stone ring is charged with specific mantra or spell then miraculous 
effects are seen in life.  
5. Charged rings of gems stones are also work as a kawach or shield. 
6. Combination of gems stones are also used to make life better.  
7. Rings of gems stones are made with specific metal for better result.  
 
Through minute analysis of horoscope or kundli we can know which metal is 
used to make the ring of gem stone and therefore it is very necessary to get the 
horoscope checked.  
 
If there is no horoscope then also it is possible to find the correct gems stones. In 
that case palmistry is used or symptoms analysis is used. For that you have to 
consult. Some questions will be asked to you and then it will be decided what is 
best for you.  
Without hesitation, without doubt, without any negative thinking Use the stones to 
get success in your over all life. 
Contact Now...... 

 Real Gems Stones For Success 
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Gems stones and Astrology 
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How To Remove Doshas of Horoscope or kundli after marriage? 
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Kids astrology 

 
Child astrology, kids astrology, how to plan future of child, how astrology 
helps to enhance children career, what gems stones helps to develop a 
child growth?, which spell or mantra is good for child?, how to know the 
interest of child through astrology?, Tips for child growth, how to develop 
personality of a child, Some totkays to protect children from evil eye 
effects, Planets and child astrology, Zodiac signs and child astrology. 
 
Parents are very sensitive for their children even i am myself very attached with 
my daughter. Children gives a reason to live. Their smile, mischief, naughtiness 
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makes our life cheerful. Attachment with children makes us to think about their 
real development.  
 
In this article i am focusing mainly on the over all development of a child or kids 
through astrology ways. If think that astrology can help you a lot to develop your 
children then this article will help you. If you think that any occult science will help 
you to make the life of your child better than this article will help you, If you are in 
search of a astrologer who can guide you better for kids development then you 
are at right place.  
 
Through astrology you are able to know everything about your child like as 
education, marriage life, career field, interest, financial positions, health etc. Not 
only this you can easily know the hurdles present in the development of your 
child and then we can easily find the solutions too with astrology and occult 
sciences.  
Astrology has proved its power in solving many kids cases. If this subject or lore 
is used properly then no doubt we can secure your kids future, we can make 
bright future of our children. 
 
People generally used astrology when they grow up but here i want to suggest 
that if the proper ways are used right from birth then it is easy to root out the 
major problem of life. Intelligent parents take care of their child right from the 
birth.  
 
Remember one thing that if the crops are nurtured well right from the sowing time 
then they provide ripe fruits in abundance, in the same way if the children are 
nurtured properly then you are able to develop their physical power, mental 
power, spiritual power in a good way.  
 
In this competitive age it is not easy to survive so we have to work in a smart way 
to develop our children. So work smartly to make child strong and smarter. Being 
a good parents it is your duty to show right path to your children so that they will 
get over all success in life.  
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Astrology helps to develop talents of kids, astrology helps to develop the physical 
power, astrology helps to enhance the personality, it helps to increase the power 
of mind, astrology helps to make your child smarter. 
 
Planets and Child Astrology: 
1. The Sun and Child astrology: 
It is the identity of father, soul, master, authority. The study of sun in child 
horoscope reveal the perception of kid for the given subjects. It also shows the 
leadership qulity, the imagination power, dynamic personality. 
 
2. The Moon and kid astrology: 
It represent the mother and by study of moon in horoscope or birth chart we are 
able to know the childhood life, relationship with mother, any blessings from 
home goddess, etc. 
 
3. The Mars and Child astrology: 
It shows the energy of the child, it shows the anger, thinking, mood, sports,etc. A 
positive mars is able to give a good power in child while a negative mars may 
generate many problems in life.  
 
4. The Mercury and Kids astrology: 
It shows the mental power of a person, the cleverness, relation with brother and 
sisters. Mercury put impacts in thoughts, ideas, mental process, communication, 
presentation way etc.  
 
5. The Jupiter and Kids astrology: 
it represent the philosophy, religion, education, grace, ethics etc. It shows that 
how the child will make relations with the masters. How the child will get 
knowledge and of what level. 
 
6. The Venus and Child astrology: 
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This planet shows the personal life and the way child enjoy his life, the life with 
opposite sex etc. The study of this planet shows the way of love, values in life, 
caring nature etc. Over power of Venus makes the child pompous. But the good 
Venus makes a person passionate about love, beauty, group activity, enjoying 
life.  
 
7. The Saturn and Child astrology: 
It is related with laws, rules, materialistic world, behavior property, services or 
business etc. A great changes a child faces at the time of Saturn Mahadasha or 
antardasha. 
 
8. The Rahu, Ketu and Kids astrology: 
If we want to know about the invention, innovation, insight, divine powers then 
the study of rahu and ketu is very helpful.  
 
The Zodiac Signs and Child Astrology: 
 
Zodiac signs in chart makes a very great impact in personality of a child. Lets see 
some of the impacts of zodiac signs in kids life.  
 
1. Aries is the sign of the pioneer and leader. Aries tends to provoke a response 
from the surroundings, from others. The house with the Aries cusp shows you in 
what area of life your child is most apt to be assertive, and even a bit impulsive. It 
also affect the following characteristics anger, aggression, conceit, ego. 
 
2. Taurus energy is stable. Here is where your child is likely to be resourceful, 
where talent may lie! She could perhaps make money from the issues related to 
this house. Taurus is the way we "have" things, how we possess and acquire 
things. The house cusp can tell you where the child might need to learn the 
lessons of obedience or non-attachment. 
 
3. Gemini is concerned with connections and communication of all kinds; letters, 
wires, telephones, voice, thoughts, writing, and mental processes in general.  
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4. Cancer in kundli is the mother of the zodiac, always making a home, protecting 
and providing for others. The house with Cancer on the cusp is where your child 
is likely to look for security. The child could be particularly sensitive to the issues 
of that house. 
 
5. Leo energy is good for creativity, expressions, arts etc. 
 
6. Virgo in child birth chart is precise, always separating what is worthwhile and 
worth. These type of child are very intelligent and know how to get the work 
done.  
 
7. Libra in kids horoscope is always facilitating and responsive, assuming the 
appropriate reaction or response to any question or statement. This is certainly 
the social sign, par excellence. Libra can tie in the theme of beauty and 
diplomacy into the affairs of the house whose cusp it is on. 
 
8. Scorpio in child horoscope is the most dynamically creative sign. Intense, 
passionate, and very personal, Scorpio rushes past superficiality and right to the 
heart of any matter. Scorpio realitis related to sex, death, regeneration and 
resources we share with others.  
 
9. Sagittarius in horoscope is associated with religion, philosophy and travel.  
 
10. Capricorn in kundli is the business energy of the zodiac. These children are 
clear-headed and have practical insight, this sign takes a distanced perspective, 
a cool appraisal. 
 
11.Aquarius in child birth chart is the sign of brotherly love. Aquarius child's are 
futuristic, prophetic, communal. The focus is on the goal, and the goal is for the 
many, not the few. This sign tends toward independence.  
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12. In the horoscope of a child Pisces is said to be related to the past, to 
memories and to karma. Pisces pertains to "hidden enemies" and also to 
illumination. The affairs of the house with Pisces on the cusp may signal an area 
of vulnerability in the chart, where your child could be subject to illusion, or where 
she could be particularly sensitive, intuitive and image (i.e. Pisces on the 7th 
house cusp could indicate disappointments in relationships, perhaps due to a 
tendency to attract unstable partners.  
 
So child astrology is very important from the point of view of complete 
development of a child or kid. So if you want to know complete details about your 
child then do contact through email and know the following important things of 
your child: 
Destiny of child or kid. 
Problematic planets in child horoscope. 
Remedies of problems  
Effective spell for development. 
Career Way. 
How to develop real personality of child through astrology. 
Some totkay to protect from Evil eye effects. 
 
Contact Now For Details analysis of Your Kid - 
 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
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Over all guidance for child development 

 
Read More On: 
How to Control Children? 
Progeny Problems and Solutions 
Education Consultancy 
Astrology Ways To Develop Intelligence 
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Child astrology, kids astrology, how to plan future of child, how astrology 
helps to enhance children career, what gems stones helps to develop a 
child growth?, which spell or mantra is good for child?, how to know the 
interest of child through astrology?, Tips for child growth, how to develop 
personality of a child, Some totkays to protect children from evil eye 
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Reason of Success 

Numerology Reasons of success of Google, LinkedIn twitter, Facebook 
Why the social networking sites are so much popular, how numerology 
shows the success history of social networking sites, Numerology for 
success, Astrology gossips, Astrology of Google, astrology  
 
of twitter, astrology of LinkedIn, astrology of twitter, Lucky number of Google, 
twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook. 
 
Every one in this world are now familiar with Google, LinkedIn twitter and 
Facebook These sites has made their unique identity in a very few time. I am 
going to reveal the power of astrology and numerology for these sites. Here you 
will know that why these sites has got so much popularity, here you will come to 
know that how if a planet support any one then success comes from all 
directions. Here you will be compelled to know the powers of planets.  
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First of all lets see the numerology of Google.com 
 
GOOGLE + COM 
3+7+7+3+3+5 + 3+7+4 
28+14 
1+5 
6 
 
Launched Date of Google is 4-09-1998 
4+9+27 
40 
4 
 
Details: 
Number 6 represent the planet Venus and Number 4 represent the planet Rahu. 
Now as per astrology when a person has the power of Venus then he or she is 
able to make positive impacts on every one. The same this is happening with 
Google. If you see the logo of Google then also you will find that designers have 
maintained it by using good color combination which also increasing the power of 
Venus. And no other search engine has taken the place of Google.  
 
Number 4 represent the Rahu and if any one has the power of rahu i.e. if rahu is 
positive in horoscope then the person will get the power from subtle energies too. 
Here the Google is also getting power of Rahu and thus it is not possible to 
dominate it in any case.  
 

 
 
Now Lets See the Case of Facebook.com: 
 
Facebook+com 
81352772+5 
35+5 
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40 
4 
 
launched Date: 4-02-2004 
4+2+6 
12 
3 
 
Details: 
Number 4 represent the rahu and thus due to the positive power of rahu face 
book has got tremendous success in web world. In spite of many legal cases 
face book is continuously competing the other social networking sites. There is 
some special power which is supporting the face book owner due to the power of 
rahu. 
 
Number 3 represent the Jupiter. In astrology it is said that if Jupiter is strong in 
horoscope then the person can rock in this world. The same thing is happening 
with Facebook too. Jupiter is continuously supporting this site to do more and 
more in this digital world.  
 

 
 
Now Case of Linkedin.com: 
 
LinkedIn.com 
31525415+5 
8+5 
13 
4 
 
launched date: 5-05-2003 
5+5+5 
15 
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Details: 
The caseo of Linked in is also like Google the Number 4 and 6 are supporting 
and due to this Rahu and Venus is giving power to Linkedin.com. Due to the 
power of above planet it has developed a good professional network. 
 

 
 
Twitter Numerology: 
 
Twitter.com 
4614452+5 
26+5 
8+5 
13 
4 
 
Launched Date: 
15-07-2006 
6+7+8 
21 
3 
 
Details :  
Just like face book twitter is supported by 3 and 4 number i.e. by Jupiter and 
Rahu.  
 

 
 
Very Special Things About Google, Facebook, Twitter 
and Linked Astrology: 
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If we carefully study the numbers of all the above eminent sites then we found 
one thing common and i.e. the number 4. 
Let me clear you this. Number 4 represent Rahu. This is the planet of 
extraordinary powers, this is the planet of magical power, Rahu is the planet of 
invisible powers. 
 
Rahu if positive then it makes a person Brilliant,futuristic, good sense, keen 
observation skills, something different, helpful. And if we see the above sites 
these all have these qualities. So here it is proved that planets definitely work. If 
any one knows that which planet is supporting in his life then by using the powers 
of that planets it is possible to get tremendous success in this competitive age. 
 
Contact to know about your success reasons 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Best Guidance Through Astrology and Occult Sciences 

 
Read More on: 
Numerology Consultancy 
Free Numerology 
Know About Prediction Sciences 
Numerology Reasons of success of Google, LinkedIn twitter, Facebook 
Why the social networking sites are so much popular, how numerology 
shows the success history of social networking sites, Numerology for 
success, Astrology gossips, Astrology of Google, astrology  
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Vashikaran For Success 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
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What is Vashikaran, Why To Use Vashikaran Mantra? When To USe 
Vashikaran Mantra? Ways of Vashikaran, Precations in doing Vashikaran 
Saadhnaa, Vashikaran mantras, Trusted Vashikaran Services. 
Vashikaran Spell | Vashikaran For Success 

Do Feel that No body cares about your points ?, Do You always feel depressed 
?, Your Thoughts always ignored, If this is the problem you are facing in life then 
you must do the vashikaran practice which will not only gives you hypnotic power 
but make you fully confident and successful person in life. 
 
 
What is Vashiakran ? 
Vashikaran is a way to generate a hypnotic power in body parts so that people 
give attention to us. While doing vashikaran practice we start emerging special 
rays from the body parts or we can say that we create a very powerful and 
positive ora around us because of which people impressed from us.This lore is 
practiced from the ancient times to get success in life. 
 
 
Vashikaran is a part of astrology and is performed by the expert to fulfill the 
desired wish. Vashikaran is a process to get the desired thing near by. It is done 
by using vashikaran mantra in a special manner. 
Vashikaran is used to attract someone and to make our life more fruitful. It is 
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used for different puposes like as- 
Vashikaran to attract husband or boy friend. 
Vashikaran to attract wife or girl friend. 
Vashikaran to make relation better with some one. 
Vashikaran to improve the business. 
Vashikaran to make better relation with the immediate boss and colleagues. 
With the vashikaran mantra other things are also used like as Gadgets for 
vashikaran, vashikaran yantras, amulet to attract etc. 
 
You can get vashikaran services from the renowned astrologer of India, the 
trusted vashikaran specialist from India. You will get the proper guidance to use 
the vashikaran process safely to fulfill your wish. Powerful vashikaran 
anushthaans are also done for success by astroshree. 
 
Nothing is impossible in this life. You are born to achieve the overall success in 
life i.e. success in love, business, service, Money. The 4 aspects of life is 
Dharma, Artha, kama and moksha i.e. salvation is the right of every human 
being but it needs hard practice. Through vashikaran you can get every thing in 
life and get success in every part of life. 

When To use Vashikaran ? 
Vashikaran is a very mysterious lore which is very much beneficial for the person 
1) who are getting depressed in life. 
 
2) Who are not getting promotion in life inspite of having good knowledge and 
caliber. 
 
3) Who Want their lost back. 
 
4) Who Want to develop their personality. 
 
5) Who Want to make a special place in society. 
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6) Who Want to get success in life. 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Online Vashikaran Services 

 
Ways of Vashikaran : 
Vashikaran is a very mysterious lore used for the decades to get success in life, 
It is not an easy task so it is very good to do this practice under the guidance of 
any competent knowledgeable. There are various ways of Vashikaran which is 
used by different types of practitioner. 
1) Vashikaran through Meditation process. 
 
2) Vashikaran through Mantra. 
 
3) Vashikaran Through Yantra. 
 
4) Vashiakran Through Totkay. 
 
5) Vashikaran Through rituals or anusthaans. 
 
6) Vashikaran Through Tantra. 
 
7) Vashikaran Through Gem Stones. 
 
8) Vashikaran Through Special Metalic Rings. 

To get the best way for us we must consult someone and do the practice as well 
under his or her guidance for better result. 
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Precautions While doing Vashikaran 
Saadhnaa ? 

1) Celibacy is very important. 
2) Don't think negative during practice time. 
3) Have faith on your master. 
4) Keep purity of your dress and practice place and meal. 
5) Control your temper. 
6) Don't ever use this lore to harm anyone other wise your life will be affected. 

 

Increase Your Hypnotic power 

 
Special Mantra For Vashikaran : 
 

1) ॐ क्ल� ंकृष्णाय नमः  
 

2) ॐ नमो नारायणाय सवर्लोकान मम वश्य कुरु कुरु स्वाहा  
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Vashikaran Yantra 

 

What is Vashikaran, Why To Use Vashikaran Mantra? When To USe 
Vashikaran Mantra? Ways of Vashikaran, Precations in doing Vashikaran 
Saadhnaa, Vashikaran mantras. 
 
Read more About Vashikaran|Sammohan| Hypnotism 
Vashikaran Tabiz 
 
 
Special Services provided by the renowned astrologer 
Related to Vashikaran are: 

• Vashikaran of ex love. 
• Vashikaran by tantra methods. 
• How to control love through vashikaran process. 
• How To getrid off from vashikaran? 
• How to get success in love marriage. 
• Love Problem solutions by special lores. 
• How to solve divorce problem? 
• How to get back the lost love? 
• Astrology remedies of love problems. 
• How to control husband through vashikaran,sammohan or hypnotism. 
• How to control wife through vashikaran,sammohan or hypnotism. 
• Ways to make our love life successful. 
• Guranteed solutions of Black magic. 
• kala jadu solutions, kalajadu remedies. 
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• Intercast love marriage problem and solution.  
• Lucky number to win the world.  
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Read more About 
Vashikaran|Sammohan| Hypnotism 
Vashikaran Products For Success 
Vashikaran Tabiz 
Real Vashikaran yantra 
Vashikaran Spell | Vashikaran For Success 
Hypnosis Wikipedia 
How To Become Beautiful Through Astrology? 
Vashikaran For Business 
Vashikaran To control children 
Marriage Life Problems and Instant Solutions Online 
What is Vashikaran, Why To Use Vashikaran Mantra? When To USe 
Vashikaran Mantra? Ways of Vashikaran, Precations in doing Vashikaran 
Saadhnaa, Vashikaran mantras, Trusted Vashikaran Services. 
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Vashikaran Tabiz| Locket For Attraction 
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Vashikaran Tabiz for attraction, Vashikaran Locket for attraction, Vashikaran 
Yantra for attraction.  
 
Vashikaran is a very divine process of miraculous science in which by using 
special mantra and process attraction is done to make relationship better.  
 
There are many type of processes for vashikaran like vashikaran by yantra, 
vashikaran by mantra,vashikaran by totkay etc.  
But here we will see the power of vashikaran tabiz. 
 
Benefits of Vashikaran Tabiz: 
1. Vashikaran tabiz is a best tool to attract some one whether love, clients, 
friends etc.  
2. Vashikaran tabiz is in pendent form which you can wear easily in your neck. 
3. It can be kept in pocket too.  
4. Special mantras are used to make this tabiz specially for attraction.  
5. There is no side effects of this tabiz. 
6. It is a light weight and are available for different purpose. 
 
How Vashikaran Tabiz Work? 
As I have cleared above that vashikaran is a science. This siddha vashikaran 
Tabiz and the rays of the person both meet and generate tremendous and 
powerful rays which affect the person and start attracting him or her. 
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So don't worry if you want to attract some one. Just contact and get your 
vashikaran tabiz. 
 
Why To get Vashikaran Tabiz From Us? 
1. Every case is studied personally.  
2. Detail study is done then I find the right way for vashikaran for a particular 
person. 
3. Scientific approach is used to do the vashikaran process for fast result.  
4. Very easy process to book for your Vashikaran Tabiz. 
5. You can clear your doubt by calling us. 
6. 365 X 7 Days Services. 
7. Vashikaran tabiz is sent via courier. 
8. You can also use our distance healing services. 
9. Personal guidance is given to use this tabiz in a better way.  
 
So contact Now For Siddha Vashikaran Tabiz  
 

Must Read About- 
Vashikaran| Hypnotism| Attraction|Sammohan 
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Vashikaran Products 
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What are vashikaran products?, Why to use vashikaran products?, How to 
make vashikaran products?, Vashikaran Products, vashikaran tilak, 
vashikarna kalash, vashikaran yantra, vashikaran indrajaal, vashikaran 
hathajodi, vashikaran kaudi, vashikaran itra, vashikaran rudraksh, 
vashikaran gutika,Vashikaran Coconut, Things used in vashikaran, 
Vashikaran spells, The divine products for vashikaran. 
 
Vashikaran products are special charged things which are use to attract or 
control the desired person male or female, child, teenagers, adolescence, adults, 
aged etc. These products are used in a special way so that the person will give 
attention to the person who want. These products are boon for the human being 
and are used to get success in life. If anyone used these products carefully and 
intellectually then no doubts that dharma, artha, kama and moksha will come 
easily. 
 
Some Important Facts Regarding Vashikaran 
Products:  
1. These Products are very rare and are charged only under auspicious time. 
2. If anyone use it in negative way then it may destroy the person and family. 
3. It is must to take care these products very much. A small impurity will make 
these products powerless. 
4. It is necessary to keep in mind the principles of using these products. 
5. Pure heart persons are able to digest the power of these products. 
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6. It is possible to increase our own hypnotic power with these products.  
7. If proper practice is done with these products then no doubts the person will 
win the world. 
8. Any type of mishandling may lead to loss of health and wealth.  
9. These are powerful source of energies but it is good to maintain privacy. 
 
Why To Use Vashikaran Products? 
This is a very important question and in this regard i want to say that vashikaran 
products gives power to get success in desired field. So if any one is not getting 
the desired result in spite of regular hard work then it is good to consult and get 
the perfect solutions through vashikaran products and vashikaran process. 
For e.g. suppose if any one is running a shop and has good stuff and variety but 
visitors are not satisfied then it is because of some negative energy so in that 
case if the owner of shop use the vashikaran products properly under proper 
guidance then no doubts benefits will be seen. 
If enemy is creating problems continuously without any reason then it is good to 
use these products to change the mind of enemy. 
If Partner is not showing interest then also it is good to use these products.  
If our qualities are ignored regularly then also it is good to use these products. 
If the life is getting hell due to unwanted hurdles then also it is good to use these 
products for bright future. 
 
Is it good to use the vashikaran: 
I am providing you my own view on this question. If you are using the vashikaran 
with white magic then there is no problem.  
But i am not in favor of using black magic for vashikaran because it has strong 
negative impacts in long run. If anyone is using black magic for vashikaran then it 
will ruin the future. 
Here in astroshree I don't use any type of black magic.  
 
Now lets have some knowledge about these products: 
 
1. Vashikaran Yantra: 
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It is a very powerful yantra to attract any person or thing. If a charged Siddha 
yantra is installed and proper practice is done then no doubt person is able to get 
desired person or thing in life. It is charged during special time or auspicious time 
like as navratri, grahan time, pushya yoga etc. There are many auspicious time 
which comes every month on which it is possible to make these yantra.  
 
2. Vashikaran Kalash:  
It is a very strong kalash in which many siddha or charged things are put and 
installed in house, business place etc to increase the sales and power. It is use 
to attract the positive energies which will lead to prosperity and success. This 
kalash is made of silver, gold or copper. 
 
3. Vashikaran Hathhajodi: 
It is a special type of herb which if kept after charging will provide you everything. 
Original Hattha jodi is very rare. I have seen people are selling fake hathhajodi in 
market. And also it is very necessary to keep the siddha hatthajodi otherwise it is 
of no use.  
 
4. Vashikaran Tilak: 
It is a very mysterious powerful way to increase the hypnotic power. Special 
products are used with special spells to make vashikaran tilak and if a person 
use this tilak daily before going out then people who see will come closer. It is 
way to put positive impacts on other.  
 
5. Vashikaran Itra:  
It is a special type of itra which is charged by using vashikaran spell. If anyone 
smell this then he or she may divert towards the person.  
 
6. Vashikaran rudraksh: 
rudraksh has special power to store positive energies so it is used easily to 
increase the hypnotic power. By proper analysis of birth details i provide the 
original vashikaran rudraksha for success.  
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7. Vashikaran Indrajaal: 
It is a very miraculous powerful thing which if kept in house, business place, 
temple etc then it attract the prosperity, power. It opens the way of success. 
 
8. Vashikaran Gutika: 
It is a special type of gutika and is used to perform different type of utara and to 
cut the black magic. If used properly then increase the hypnotic power of the 
person who keeps it. 
 
9. Vashikaran Coconut: 
Coconuts are also a good source of energy and is used in tantra. There are 
different types of coconuts are there and used for different purposes. Vashikaran 
coconut are used to attract money, fame, prosperity etc. Also they are used for 
different types of utara. 
 
So Vashikaran products are very powerful things which are used to get success 
in this physical world soon. But as i said it is very dangerous to use these 
products by using black magic or kala jaadu. It will ruin the family.  
 
If you are interested in any of these products then decide your aim and ask for 
proper guidance. You will get original vashikaran products charged with special 
spells and good mantra.Get overall success with positive powers. 
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Vashikaran Power for success 

 
Read More: 
Vashikaran For Success 
Hypnotism, Sammohan for Success 
 
What are vashikaran products?, Why to use vashikaran products?, How to 
make vashikaran products?, Vashikaran Products, vashikaran tilak, 
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vashikarna kalash, vashikaran yantra, vashikaran indrajaal, vashikaran 
hathajodi, vashikaran kaudi, vashikaran itra, vashikaran rudraksh, 
vashikaran gutika,Vashikaran Coconut, Things used in vashikaran, 
Vashikaran spells, The divine products for vashikaran. 
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How To Remove Doshas After Marriage? Marriage Problems and 
Remedies 
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How to Remove Doshas After  
Marriage 

 
How to remove doshas after marriage? Is it possible to remove doshas of 
kundli, horoscope or birth chart after marriage?, Tips for better marriage 
life, Powerful ways of astrology for better marriage life, Use of vashikaran 
to make better marriage life, use of occult science for better marriage life.  
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
 
Marriage is a very big and very important decision of a life. If a person get good 
partner then no doubt his or her life will become heaven but if it is not so then it is 
also possible that life become hell.  
 
Many times it is asked from me that whether it is possible to remove doshas of 
kundli after marriage. My answer is yes it is possible to minimize the doshas of 
kundli or horoscope after marriage if it is not done earlier.  
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Some important problems which comes before me after marriage due to 
doshas or problem in birthchart: 
1. Even after love marriage couples get apart soon due to unclear reasons.  
2. Quarell start between couple just after marriage.  
3. Some times due to some family member problems arises between husband 
and wife.  
4. Some time it is seen that due to doshas in kundli or horoscope one of the 
partner suffers from any chronic disease.  
5. Some time it is seen that due to doshas in birth chart any third person comes 
in life and life gets disturbed.  
6. Due to divorce yoga in birth chart it is seen that just after few days of marriage 
one of the partner proceed for divorce.  
7. Some times dissatisfaction arises in making relation too. 
8. Some time progeny problems arises due to doshas in kundli or horoscope or 
birth chart.  
9. Even due to weak planets evil eye effects comes in life and ruin the marriage 
life.  
 
So there are too many cases daily comes to me and i found the reason that they 
have not taken the proper remedies before marriage and due to that they faces 
too much problems in their marriage life.  
 
If any one is facing problem in marriage life then it is the first step that he or she 
should consult an experienced astrologer who can provide the right solutions to 
make the personal life smooth.  
 
How to remove doshas after marriage? Is it possible to remove doshas of 
kundli, horoscope or birth chart after marriage?, Tips for better marriage 
life, Powerful ways of astrology for better marriage life, Use of vashikaran 
to make better marriage life, use of occult science for better marriage life.  
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There are various types of doshas which disturbs the life for your 
knowledge i am giving here some: 
1. Naadi Dosha is seen in many couples horoscope, due to this marriage life gets 
disturbed.  
2. Some time due to high manglik yoga problems arises in marriage life.  
3. Due to the impact of malefic effects in marriage place of horoscope, person 
faces problems in marriage life.  
4. Some time due to grahan yoga also it is possible that marriage life gets fade.  
5. Some times due to weak planets also couples faces problems in personal life.  
6. Some times it is seen that by wearing wrong gems stones also problems 
arises in marriage life. 
7. Due to kalsarpa dosha also marriage life gets disturbed. 
8. Due to pitra dosha also it is seen that couples faces different types of 
problems in marriage life.  
9. Due to grahan yoga also problems arises in marriage life.  
 
So there are many reasons of problems in marriage life which can be got by 
proper study of horoscope. Depend upon the type of doshas there are various 
ways to get rid off from the problems. 
 
Some important ways of removing doshas after marriage: 
1. There are vedic poojas which if done properly will minimize the effects of 
negative planets in life.  
2. There are tantrik poojas which are very powerful to save personal life.  
3. There are some totkas which if used properly under guidance then also good 
results will come.  
4. There are Gems stones which if used properly then it makes our marriage life 
smooth.  
5. Some divine siddha yantras are also present if installed properly then it 
generate good impact in life.  
6. In some difficult cases Vashikaran is also used to control the negative mind of 
partner.  
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So don't worry if you are facing problems due to doshas in kundli, Don't worry if 
you are facing problem in personal life due to evil eye effects or black magic 
effects. There is a solution of every problem the main thing is that we need only 
proper guidance to move out of the problems.  
 
Consult now to remove doshas after marriage--------- 
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Powerful Doshas Removing Ways After Marriage 

 
 
Read More On- 
Manglik Dosha impact and Remedies 
Use of Vashikaran to Solve marriage problems 
Kalsarpa yoga Impacts and Remedies 
Use of Siddha Yantra To Solve Problems 
Best Gems Stones For Success 
Learn Self-Hypnosis For Success 
Marriage Life Problems and Instant Solutions Online 
Tips For Happy Married Life 
How to remove doshas after marriage? Is it possible to remove doshas of 
kundli, horoscope or birth chart after marriage?, Tips for better marriage 
life, Powerful ways of astrology for better marriage life, Use of vashikaran 
to make better marriage life, use of occult science for better marriage life.  
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Remedies Of Disturbed Marriage Life 
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Remedies of disturbed marriage life, how to solve problem of marriage life 
with astrology, what are the ways of occult science to solve the marriage 
problems, how to over come from problems of marriage life? 
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So you want remedies of marriage life problems, do you want to make your 
marriage life smooth?, do you want to live a happy marriage life? then you are at 
right place. Here you will get the reasons of your problems in marriage life and 
also get the best solutions of your problems. 
 
There are many reasons of disturbed marriage life like 
as- 
1. some times due to not giving proper attention personal life gets disturbed. 
2. Some times due to planetary problems marriage life gets disturbed. 
3. Some times due to comes in contact with black magic marriage life gets 
ruined. 
4. Evil eye effect is also responsible for marriage life problems. 
5. Due to the jealous nature of any family member also the personal life gets 
disturbed. 
6. Due to financial problems also life suffers. 
7. Due to greedy nature and careless nature also one of the partner suffers a lot. 
8. Some times due to conceit also problems arises in family life. 
 
So there are various reasons of problems in marriage life and it is good to take 
proper remedies as soon as possible. Astrology is a great science through which 
it is possible to find out what exactly is the reason of problems and then it is 
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possible to do the right action to sort out the problems. 
 
If the marriage life is disturbed due to malefic effects of planets then it is good to 
proceed for graha shanti process. 
If there is any black magic effects then it is good to proceed for tantrik remedies 
to solve the disturbed marriage life. 
If any other person male or female is disturbing then also there are proper ways 
to proceed to over come from such problems. 
Some times due to kaalsarap yoga, pitra dosha, grahan yoga, manglik dosha etc 
also the marriage life gets disturbed so it is good to first consult an experience 
astrologer and then proceed for proper remedies.  
Yantra, mantra and tantra provides good ways to solve any problems of marriage 
life, the only thing is we must show our trust to occult sciences to get the best 
results. 
 
 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
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Remedies of disturbed marriage life, how to solve problem of marriage life 
with astrology, what are the ways of occult science to solve the marriage 
problems, how to over come from problems of marriage life? 
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Vashikaran,hypnotism or sammohan for business, Problems of business 
with solutions through vashikaran or hypnotism or sammohan, hypnotism 
or sammohan, vashikaran for shop, How to use vashikaran to increase 
customers, Vashikaran For Money How to increase business through 
astrology, Totkay to increase business.  
 
Business is a part of our livelihood, It is seen mainly in world that one shop is full 
of buyers while other is empty. Many businessmen are earning more than 
sufficient but other one are even not able to rotate their business. So why this is 
happened?. 
 
 
Many types of business problems comes to me like as- 
1. Sudden business slack. 
2. Suddenly customers are getting away.  
3. Loss in business.  
4. Customer are not satisfied with the service.  
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5. A strange type of phobia in business owner.  
6. Black magic impact in business.  
7. Evil eye effects in business.  
8. Loss of power in the business owner.  
9. Instability in business in spite of doing hard work.  
 
Astrology reasons of business problems, Special 
reasons of business problems: 
Astrology is a great science and if kundli is studied properly the it can be easily 
predicted that why a person is not getting success in business, why the business 
is not thriving?, Some times through paranormal ways it is needed to find the 
right cause of business problems.  
1. Mind place, Profit place, Earning place, working place, destiny place, 7th place 
is studied properly while predicting business positions.  
2. Different types of planets puts different impact on business. So only after 
proper analysis it is good to say any thing like as which planet is generating 
which type of effects.  
3. Some times due to black magic done by opponent business go down.  
4. Some times due to evil eye effects business go down.  
5. Due to weak planetary power business not thrive.  
6. Some time partner horoscope also not support due to which business go 
down.  
7. There may be any vastu defects on the business place.  
 
So there are several reasons but what is the actual cause can be cleared only 
after proper analysis through astrology and paranormal ways.  
 
Remedies of Business problems through astrology 
and Vashikaran: 
If proper analysis is done then it is possible to rectify the problems through 
powerful ways of vashikaran and astrology.  
1. There are vashikaran yantra which if installed will attract customers.  
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2. There are some vashikaran totkay which if done properly in shop then 
customers gets satisfied and thus help in generating more customers.  
3. There are vashikaran pooja which help to increase customers.  
4. There are vashikaran prayog to increase business.  
5. Through astrology it is also possible to increase business.  
6. By using proper gems stone business enhancement is possible.  
7. By using proper daan it is also possible to increase business.  
8. By worshiping proper god or goddess it is also possible to increase business.  
9. By rectifying the vastu dosha it is also possible to give power to business.  
 
Do don't worry if you are facing problems in business, don't worry if your 
business is not thriving, don't worry if your business is affected by any type of 
black magic, evil eye effects.  

Just contact the best astrologer and occult science 
researcher NOW for best business consultancy.... 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 

DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 

Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
Business Enhancement Tips 

Read More On: 
How to Control Children through vashikaran? 
Vashikaran For Succcess 
Power of Vashikaran 
 
Vashikaran,hypnotism or sammohan for business, Problems of business 
with solutions through vashikaran or hypnotism or sammohan, hypnotism 
or sammohan, vashikaran for shop, How to use vashikaran to increase 
customers, Vashikaran For Money How to increase business through 
astrology, Totkay to increase business.  

Timothi February 12, 2013 at 6:42 AM 

dear sir my names are Kachope jOHN bOSCO FROM UGANDA. 
MY MAJOR REASON OF CONTACTING YOU IS I WANT TO 
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KNOW HOW MY LUCK IS. 
I WAS TOLD I WAS BORN ON 30/NOVEMBER/1982 

Reply 
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February 12, 2013 at 11:09 PM 

Dear,please visit my http://www.tantrik-astrologer.in 
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reasons of misbehavior of children, How to control daughter or son so that 
they can behave positively, Ways to control the minds of children, Totkay 
to control children, Astrology ways to control children, Powerful ways to 
make our children positive.  
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In life many times different types of problems comes for which we need to take 
some special remedial measures. One of the major problem in current era is the 
problem of children behavior. 
A) Some times daughter is not behaving positively. 
B) Son is not obeying parents. 
C) They moves on wrong direction. 
D) Some times they become addict of wrong things.  
E) Due to wrong circle children take negative steps. 
F) Some times daughter or son take step for love marriage which is actually a 
infatuation. 
G) Some times daughter or son not take interest in studies.  
H) Some times they don't take steps to make a good career etc.  
 
So there are a lot of problems in this society which comes daily to me. Now the 
question is why children not obey their parents?, why they not follow the 
principles told by parents?, why they take wrong decision? 
 
Astrology Reasons: 
A very common answer of above question is the 'Generation Gap'. But this is not 
the proper way to solve any problem. If our children are going in negative 
direction then it is our responsibility to guide them to move in a right direction. But 
it is not an easy task. Hard effort is needed to do so. And sometime in spite of 
doing every effort we are unable to make them convince.  
Why a person faces problems from children side? Here i am going to clear the 
astrology views then i will show the way to over come from this problem. 
 
In our Horoscope, kundli or birth chart the 5 place represent the children. So to 
predict about the happiness from children this house is analyzed properly.  
If this house is affected badly then definitely the person will suffer from his or her 
children.  
If this house is seen by malefic planets then also person will face the problems 
from children.  
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If the master of this house is negative or malefic in horoscope, birth chart or 
kundli then also the person will suffer a lot from children.  
Some times due to negative energy effects children starts behaving badly. 
There are many other reasons too which can be find out by proper analysis of 
kundli or horoscope. 
 
How to Control Children? Remedies through 
astrology, Remedies through vashikaran Process: 
1. After proper analysis it is possible to find the correct solutions from different 
ways of occult sciences.  
2. Suppose if due to any malefic planets any one is not getting support from 
children then by doing the shanti process of that planet it is possible to minimize 
the children problems.  
3. By wearing proper gems stones it is possible to increase positive powers in 
our body so that the children may obey parents.  
4. By using special processes of vashikaran it is also possible to control children.  
5. There are various totkay but it is very necessary to take advice from an 
experienced astrologer who can guide you better to move on this way.  
6. There are special types of utara through which we can protect our children 
from negative energies.  
 
AS children are our life, they are a part of our life, Every one want to make best 
for the children. So it is good to take the help of astrology to do something better 
for children.  
 
You can easily get guidance from best astrologer.  
You can easily get guidance from best vashikaran astrologer.  
You can easily get the ways to control your children from world best online 
astrologer. 
Contact now  

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
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Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
Children controlling tips 

Read More on: 
Astrology guidance for Child development 
Vashikaran For Success 
Power of Hypnosis or vashikaran or sammohan 
Vashikaran For Business 
Vashikaran To control children 
 
Vashikaran, hypnotism or sammohan For Daughter or son, Astrology 
reasons of misbehavior of children, How to control daughter or son so that 
they can behave positively, Ways to control the minds of children, Totkay 
to control children, Astrology ways to control children, Powerful ways to 
make our children positive.  
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Vashikaran yantra Facts 

 
Vashikaran Yantra, Vashikaran Saadhna, Vashikaran Practice, Facts about 
vashikaran Yantra, How to get vashikaran yantra, Process of Vashikaran 
Practice with vashikaran Yantra, How to charge vashikaran yantra?, Who 
can use vashikaran yantra? 
 
Vashikaran is a process to attract some one, it is a process to generate the 
positive feelings in any one mind. When this process is used negatively, one can 
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compel any one to do the desired things. When vashikaran process is done to 
control the enemy or negative minded person, there is no problem but when it is 
used for destruction process then the user may get many side effects.  
Vashikaran process is not so much easy so it is necessary to have proper 
knowledge of processes before starting this saadhna.  
 
Who are eligible to use vashikaran process? 
1. A lady who is tortured without any reason.  
2. A responsible person who is not getting enough return in business to nurture 
his or her family. 
3. A person who is suffering from enemy problem without any reason. 
4. The real tantrik uses this process to attract some special energies to get 
knowledge to move forward in spiritual path.  
5. The person whose luck is not supporting in any way. 
 
It is said in our epic that if you are using any mysterious lore for worldly fulfilling 
then it is not ok. But if any one is using this to remove the obstacles of spiritual 
path then there is no wrong.  
 
In this article i am going to clear about the vashikaran yantra, It's power, it's 
effects etc.  
 
Vashikaran yantra: 
Vashikaran yantra is a special designed yantra in bhoj patra, copper, silver or 
gold which is mainly used to perform the vashikaran processes. For different 
types of vashikaran saadhna or processes, different types of vashikaran yantra is 
used.  
 
There are many types of vashikaran yantra like as- 
1. Numerical vashikaran yantra. 
2. Special designed vashikaran yantra. 
3. A special photo vashikaran yantra i.e. vashikaran yantra having a special type 
of figure. 
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As per the financial power of practitioner he or she 
can use the vashikaran yantra of different elements 
like as- 
 
1. Bhoj patra vashikaran yantra - It is used for the decades and is said to be the 
sacred yantra.  
 
2. Gold Vashikaran Yantra - This is very powerful as gold is treated as purest 
metal. If gold yantra is charged then its effects is long lasting.  
 
3. Silver Vashikaran yantra - This is again a very pure and powerful yantra. 
Vashikaran yantra are also made on silver as per the need. 
 
4. Copper Vashikaran yantra- This is used for short period of time and it is 
necessary to charge it time to time.  
 
How to Active any Vashikaran Yantra: 
There is a specific process to charge any vashikaran yantra. For knowledge i am 
providing here some details- 
1. First the vashikaran yantra is made in auspicious time with some auspicious 
person and in auspicious metal or bhojpatra.  
2. Then on a auspicious date and time the saadhna is started to charge the 
yantra.  
3. In this saadhna the first process is to pure the yantra from negative energy. 
4. After purification special mantra is chanted before the yantra with offering 
some particular things in holy fire as per the demand of spell and power. 
5. Pranprathista is also done with this in which the yantra is activated through 
special spells.  
6. Brahmin bhoj and daan is also done in a specific way. All this is necessary to 
activate any vashikaran yantra.  
 
Use of Vashikaran yantra: 
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There are many uses of vashikaran Yantra like as- 
1. Vashikaran yantra is used to attract money. 
2. Vashikaran yantra is used to attract good luck. 
3. Vashikaran yantra is used to attract opposite sex. 
4. Vashikaran yantra is used to make positive impacts on other minds. 
5. Vashikaran yantra is used to dominate enemy mind also.  
6. It is used to attract customers and clients.  
7. Vashikaran yantra is used to increase the hypnotic power of any specific 
place. 
8. It is used to increase the personality hypnotic power. 
9. It is used to attract prosperity. 
 
So there are many good uses of this yantra but it is very necessary to use it in a 
good way and properly. Any mishandling will lead to loss.  
If customers are not getting satisfied, if the clients are not giving proper 
response, if prosperity is leaving our life, if our hypnotic power is decreasing then 
it is good to get a charged vashikaran yantra and thrive in a better way.  
 
 
How To Get a Vashikaran yantra? 
If you think you are in need then do send the following information in my email-
consultomprakash@gmail.com to more about this. 
Send your name, your problem, For how many time you are facing problem, are 
you able to chant the mantra which will be provided with the charged vashikaran 
yantra. For more information to send details visit my contact us and payment 
page.  
 
Make your life powerful with vashikaran yantra. 
Make your life peaceful with vashikaran yantra. 
Make Your life smooth with vashikaran yantra. 
Make your life easy with vashikaran yantra.  
Make your life successful with vashikaran yantra. 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
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Real Vashikaran Expert, Vashikaran To Fulfill Wish, Vashikaran Mantra, 
Vashikarna Specialist, Vashikaran Totkay or vashikaran Totkays, 
Vashiakaran Tilak, Vashikara Pooja or Worship, Vashikaran Yantra, 
Vashikaran Prayer, Vashikaran Taabij, Protection From Negative 
Vahsikaran. 
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In this competitive age Relationships are become complex. People are in search 
of true relationships but every one is not lucky to get a single true relation ship. 
Disloyalty, Deception are very common in these days and due to this we need a 
strong solution, we need a perfect solution. 
It is a fact that the mysterious science of vashikaran has the power to provide a 
good relationship and love if it is used very carefully and systematically. 
Astroshree provides a services realated to Tantra, Mantra, Yantra solutions with 
powerful vashikaran service, Black magic remedies, Yagna, Hypnotism science 
etc. 
 
Real Vashikaran Expert,Vashikaran Mantra, Vashikarna Specialist, Vashikaran 
Totkay or vashikaran Totkays, Vashiakaran Tilak, Vashikara Pooja, Vashikaran 
Yantra, Vashikaran Prayer, Vashikaran Taabij, Protection From Negative 
Vahsikaran. 
 
Astroshree has opens the door of mysterious science of vashikaran for the 
people who are suffering in life because of any type of deception or disloyalty 
from the opposite sex. We provide perfect vashikaran service all over the world. 
Only one consultancy can change your life.  
 
Astroshree assure that we don't use the negative vashikaran practice to harm 
any one or to destroy anyone. We don't use vashikaran for any bad intention.  
 
We also want to say that Don't use the vashikaran practice without proper 
gudance because it is not as simple as it is provided in different types of books in 
the market.  
Vashikarna is a very mysterious science and it is used only in a specific manner 
with proper things if want real success.  
 
We provide very effective services related to 
Vashikaran which will not harm anyone but only make 
the life smooth and successful: 
Vashikaran service to get the love back in life.  
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Vashikarna service to get rid off from unwanted person in life.  
Vashikaran Mantra 
Vashikarna Specialist 
Vashikaran Totkey or vashikaran Totkays 
Vashiakaran Tilak 
Vashikara Pooja 
Vashikaran Yantra 
Vashikaran Prayer 
Vashikaran Taabij 
Protection From Negative Vahsikaran. 
Vashikaran to make impression in society.  
Vashikaran to open the earning source to make strong financial power. 
Vashikaran protection from enemy.  
 
Attraction vashikarn Mantra, Attraction spells, Sammohan mantra, Money 
attraction spells, Money vashikaran Mantra, kala jaadu protection mantra, Enemy 
protection spells, Black magic protection spells, Online Trusted vashikaran 
service provider.  
 
Make your life smooth with the use of vashikaran.  
Make your married life successful with the use of vashikaran. 
Make your professional life successful with vashikaran spells.  
Get business success with the use of vahsikaran spells.  
Get your love life successful with the use of vashikaran spells.  
Vashikaran or hypnotism is a way or tool which can increase the hypnotic power 
in our personality and open the way of success. 
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Science of Vashikaran, My Personal Experiences with Hypnosis, Is 
Hypnosis possible now, different Hypnosis ways, Use of hypnosis, proof of 
hypnosis.  
 
As per the research i can say that hypnosis is a specific state of a person in 
which concentration is done on specific thing.  
In hypnotism instructions are given by a master and with these instruction the 
person is able to focus on only an specific target subject. 
 
There are many benefits of Hypnosis as per Wikipedia 
too : 
1. It is a way to get complete relaxation. 
2. it is also used in entertainment by magicians.  
3. Through hypnotism a person is able to focus on a specific subject deeply.  
4. It is used in medical field and many types of problem are minimized with 
Hypnosis like as anxiety, abnormal behavior, negative behavior, lack of 
confidence etc.  
5. In psychotherapy it is used with the name hypnotherapy.  
6. National Institutes of health has declared in 1996 that Hypnosis is very 
effective in reducing pain in cancer patients.  
 
Let's Understand some Terms of Hypnosis: 
A) Self Hypnosis-  
It means to hypnotize our self with the help of auto suggestions. In this process a 
person give self suggestions to make change in the sub conscious mind which 
makes changes physically in long run. It is helpful in diet management, quitting 
bad habits, stress management etc. It is a best way for self motivation and 
miraculous changes seen on the practitioner.  
 
B) Stage Hypnosis-  
It is done by showmen or magician on stage. This is mainly used for 
entertainment purpose. Tricks also used with this stage hypnosis.  
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My personal Experiences With Hypnosis Science: 
During my researches on hypnosis i have find many interesting things which i 
want to share with my readers. As I use this science to motivate and to make 
positive aura all around. While practicing hypnosis principles i have found that - 
1. Positive thinking is the main core principle to practice this lore.  
2. When i started thinking positive for every incident after some time i have found 
changes that every person is getting peace with me. Any one who came to me or 
talk to me he become positive.  
3. During practice i am also analyzing some important changes in my words that 
no negativity is touching me and because of this my whole life is getting 
changed. I am able to live my life more comfortably.  
4.What i think gets completed in time. Some times surprisingly.  
5. By using the auto suggestions during meditation i have found that it really 
works. I have filled my many loop wholes like fear, unwanted desires, unusual 
thinking etc.  
6. It helps me to concentrate in my works and because of this my clients get 
benefit very much. I am able to understand the problem of my clients minutely. 
Some times i see the things which is beyond imaginations.  
7. My words are become powerful. What i say touch the heart of person.  
 
Science of Hypnosis,Vashikaran or Sammohan: 
It is a process of changing the over all personality of a person. One e.g. will clear 
you every thing what happen if we rub a rope in a stone continuously? It will 
make sign on stone. That happens in hypnosis but in different way.  
Hypnotist give instruction continuously to a person and he started reacting as per 
the instruction. But it is the main thing that the patient must have full confidence 
on the hypnotist otherwise the instruction won't work.  
 
Tantra Vashikaran or Hypnosis or sammohan: 
In India Hypnosis is done with the special type of spells known as vashikarna 
spells in which when a scholar recite the mantra with special imagination to 
attract any one then the deity of spell or mantra do the work to attract that 
person. But here also full concentration is needed. Both the power of deity and 
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person attract the person. This is known as tantra vashikaran and it is also a 
scientific vashikaran. Very hard practice is needed to do this.  
 
Product Hypnosis: 
There are two type of product hypnosis or vashikaran or sammohan- Ist is 
Hypnosis through Product and 2nd is Hypnosis to have some product in life.  
 
Hypnosis through Meditation: 
In this special type of suggestions are given to a person whom we want to attract. 
There is no need to gather any thing to do this. But high meditation is needed. 
Again a very hard practice is needed to do this type of hypnosis or vashikaran or 
sammohan.  
 
In India there are many persons who are masters of this divine lore and use this 
power to understand the subtle world.  
I must say that if a person do the practice of hypnosis then his or her life will 
become full of positive powers. He or she is able to get any thing in this life. But 
only thing is that practice under keen guidance of a competent person and with 
positive attitude.  
 
A very Good Thought For Self Motivation: 
"IT FEEL GOOD TO STAND ON THE GROUND AND WATCH UP HIGH AT 
YOUR AIM. BUT IT FEELS GREAT WHEN YOU STAND UP HIGH AND 
OTHERS WATCH YOU AS THEIR AIM"  
 
"Don't be a part of Mob if you want to do some thing special. Just be a 
LION and make your own way. Don't wait for the opportunities just take a 
step to create opportunities."  
 
Since Wikipedia doesn't say any thing about tantra hypnosis or vashikaran but 
here i have given some little bit information for the knowledge seekers.  

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
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email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
Hypnosis for success 

 
 
Read More on: 
What is Hypnosis or Vashikaran or sammohan? 
Is vashikaran Possible? 
Astrology Wikipedia 
 
Hypnosis wikipedia, ,Power of Hypnosis, sammohan or vashikaran, Truth 
of Hypnosis through wikipedia, sammohan or vashikaran through 
wikipedia,Science of Vashikaran, My Personal Experiences with Hypnosis, 
Is Hypnosis possible now, different Hypnosis ways, Use of hypnosis, proof 
of hypnosis.  
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How To Become Beautiful Through Astrology? 
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Astrology For Natural Beauty 

How To Become Beautiful Through Astrology, How to get natural beauty, 
how to increase the hypnotic power, Tips to increase beauty naturally and 
through the ways of astrology, Power of occult science to increase beauty, 
Best Astrology Tips.  
 
Do you have a wish to Become the most beautiful lady? 
Do you want to make a very positive impression before any one? 
Do you want to make you first impression powerful? 
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Do you want natural beauty? 
Are you fed up off using the cosmetics? 
 
Don't worry astrology will help you a lot to gain your beauty, Through the ways of 
astrology it is possible to increase the beauty easily without any side effects.  
 
Beauty and astrology have a great relation.  
 
Through astrology it is possible to know why a person is loosing beauty? 
Through astrology we can know Why the health is not developing as per the 
expectation?  
By suing the natural ways of astrology we can easily maintain our beauty and 
also increase it.  
 
But the question is how it is possible ! So here is the 
answer- 
1. First of all the horoscope is analyzed to find out whether the lady has the 
proper power of the planet related to beauty of not.  
2. It will also be find out which planet is affecting badly and generating the 
negative impact to loose the beauty.  
3. Why pimples are not getting away in-spite of using medicines and other proper 
treatment? 
4. Why weakness is not recovering? 
5. Which planet is dominating to not get proper impression among friends, office, 
society etc.  
6. After proper analysis then it is find out which Gems stone is better for you.  
7. Some times combinations of gems stone is needed which can be cleared only 
after proper analysis of horoscope, kundli or birth chart.  
8. Some chanting specific spell or mantra can be also helpful. 
9. There are special type of meditation process through which you can easily get 
everlasting beauty. 
10. There are special rings if made with special astrology principles then it will 
positively change the personality.  
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So don;t worry about your health and beauty, Don't worry if your health is not 
getting ok, don't worry if you are unable to find out the right solutions of your 
beauty problems. One consultancy will change your life.  
 
Get beauty through astrology powers, get over all development through 
astrology ways, Get brain development, get figure development, get body 
development through occult sciences.  
Contact Now For Beauty Tips Through Astrology..... 
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Best Ways To Increase Beauty naturally 

Read More on- 
How To Increase Personality Through Vashikaran? 
Moles Astrology to Know Personality 
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Marriage Life Problems And Powerful Remedies 
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Solutions of Marriage Life Problems 

Marriage problems and powerful remedies, best astrologer for marriage 
problems, best solutions of after marriage problems, What are the reasons 
of after marriage problems, What are the solutions of marriage problems 
through occult sciences?, Tips to make marriage life smooth.  
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It is said that marriage is the biggest gambling in this world. 2 unknown persons 
hand over there every thing to each other only after spending some times with 
each other or even just having some times with each other in case of arrange 
marriage.  
 
some problems in marriage life is a part of life but if the problems increases day 
by day in spite of handling it carefully then it means that there is something 
special power is working behind it. There are many reasons of marriage 
problems like as due to change in planetary positions couples gets dissatisfied, 
some times due to negative energy impacts it also happens.  
 
Some times happy couples take step for divorce because of evil eye effects. 
 
To sort out the marriage problems very deep analysis is needed of husband and 
wife. It is a very serious matter because marriage is life, our partner is our life. So 
you need the best astrologer to know the best solution of your marriage 
problems.  
 
Daily i got many cases from the world over regarding problems in marriage and 
after marriage.  
 
Some of the main reasons in after marriage life is due 
to the following: 
1. Some times the bride is facing problems from the in-laws side. Mother in law 
try to interfere in every matters due to which contradiction arise in couples.  
 
2. Some times due to misunderstandings in one of the mind fighting starts 
between husband and wife.  
 
3. Some times due to not giving proper attention to partner also create problems 
in marriage life.  
 
4. Some times due to official pressure also disturbance arises in marriage life.  
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5. Some times due to malefic planets positions in marriage place, problems 
arises after marriage life.  
 
6. Due to black magic done by very near by person also problems arises after 
marriage. 
 
7. Due to evil eye effects it is also possible that the couple gets separated.  
 
8. Due to greedy nature of one of the partner which comes out after marriage is 
also one of the reason of after marriage life problem.  
 
9. Progeny problem is also one of the major reason of separation.  
 
10. High mangal dosha(Malefic Mars Effect) is also one of the major reasons of 
after marriage life problems.  
 
11. High pitra dosha(Problems due to ancestors soul) is also a reasons of family 
problems.  
 
12. Vastu dosha(Problem in Structural Science) is also responsible for the after 
marriage life problems.  
 
So there are many reasons of after marriage life problems. So before going for 
any remedies it is very necessary to find the right reasons of after marriage life 
problems then only it is possible to find the right solutions. 
 
Planets always make impact on our life so if proper attention is not given on 
pooja, wearing gems stones, grah shanti then there is very possibility of after 
marriage life problems.  
 
Marriage problems and powerful remedies, best astrologer for marriage 
problems, best solutions of after marriage problems, What are the reasons 
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of after marriage problems, What are the solutions of marriage problems 
through occult sciences?, Tips to make marriage life smooth.  
 
If you are facing some of the important problems then 
go through the following links : 
 
If Divorce case is arising then go here to know about Divorce Reasons and 
Remedies. 
 
If progeny problem is arising then go here to Know More About Reasons and 
Remedies of Kids Problems. 
 
If black magic is creating problem in your life then go here to know about How to 
Protect From Black Magic. 
 
If any third person is trying to make hurdles in your life then Read Here for more 
details and solutions.... 
 
If there is a breakup problem read here for more details On Break Up Reasons 
and Remedies. 
 
If there is a planetary problems then Read More Here For Powerful Solutions To 
Minimize The Negative Impact of Plantes. 
 
If you want solution of unmatched Horoscope or kundli or birth chart then go here 
to know the solutions through Astrology For Unmatched Kundli Solutions. 
 
If mangal dosha is creating problem then go here to know more about Impact of 
Mars and Solutions Through Astrology. 
 
Remedies of Marriage Life problems: 
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So there is no problem in this world without any solution but the main thing is that 
we should follow the right path to reach at the destination. If proper guidance will 
be given to you then definitely you will get success in this life.  
There is a solution of marriage problems and after marriage problems through 
Siddha yantras, Pooja or siddha anusthaan, Gems stones.  
Some difficult cases can be solved by using the Tantra practice or special 
totkays. But before using them it is good to consult properly with the best 
astrologer for marriage problems.  
 
Get the Remedies From the best marriage problem remedial expert. Get the 
Online Consultancy Now 
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Astrology ways to Solve Marriage Life Problems 

Read More On: 
Tips For Happy Married Life 

Marriage problems and powerful remedies, best astrologer for marriage 
problems, best solutions of after marriage problems, What are the reasons 
of after marriage problems, What are the solutions of marriage problems 
through occult sciences?, Tips to make marriage life smooth.  
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Vashikaran Yantra 
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Vashikaran yantra 

Vashikaran Yantra | A device to perform vashikaran or hypnotism or 
Sammohan, Benefit of siddha vashikaran yantra, Success through 
vashikaran yantra 
 
Vashikaran Yantra is a gift to the human being. This is a special designed 
metallic plate which is used during vashikaran process. It is charged with special 
hypnotism spell or mantra. A siddha vashikaran yantra is used to attract the 
desired person, thing, Money etc.  
 
Vashikaran yantra are made on different types of metals like as - Gold, Silver, 
asthdhatu, panchdhatu, Copper, Bhoj patr, crystal etc.  
 
Vashikaran yantra is a special yantra which attract the cosmic energy of the 
universe and generate the rays to attract the desired person, things etc. 
 
Siddha Yantras are also used to bring peaceful environment in home, business 
place. 
Siddha yantras are also used to bring monetary power. 
Siddha yantras are also used to bring prosperity and success.  
Siddh ayantras are also used for protection.  
 
There are different types are available which are used for different purpose. If a 
siddha yantra is installed and regular worship and chant is done then soon the 
devotee will get the desired result.  
 
Vashikaran yantra is specially designed for the attraction or hypnotism purpose. 
It is beneficial for those who want to make any one close to him or her with the 
spell or mantra power.  
 
But be sure to use the activated vashikaran yantra for the best result.  
 
There are different types of yantra are provided by us for different work like as- 
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Vashikaran Yantra To attract the beloved. 
Vashikaran Yantra to attract the customers to increase the business.  
Vashikaran Yantra to make the enemy week so that he or she may not make any 
harm to us.  
Vashikaran yantra to generate prosperity.  
 
Vashikaran Yantra is also known as aakarshan yantra which is used commonly 
to attract the beloved, to attract the desired person, to get back the lost love, to 
get back the lost person etc.  
 
Contact Now For 100% Assured Vashikaran Services. 
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Vashikaran services 

 
Read More About: 
Power of Vashikaran 
What is Vashikaran,  
Real Vashikaran yantra 
Real Vashikaran Expert 
Vashikaran To Fulfill Wish 
Vashikaran Mantra 
Vashikarna Specialist 
Vashikaran Totkay or vashikaran Totkays 
Vashiakaran Tilak, Vashikara Pooja or Worship 
Vashikaran Yantra 
Vashikaran Yantra | A device to perform vashikaran or hypnotism or 
Sammohan, Benefit of siddha vashikaran yantra, Success through 
vashikaran yantra 
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Mangal Dosha Impact and Remedies 

 
 
Manglik pooja- Remedies of Manglik Dosha, Effects of Manglik dosha  
 
It is also called 'KUJA DOSHA' and has very powerful impact on the person life. It 
is formed when mangal or mars is present in 4th, 7th, 8th or 12th house in the 
lagna kundli or horoscope.  
Manglik factor is considered in marriage mainly.  
In spite of having good points in match making if there is manglik dosha in 
horoscope then consultant do not advice to go for marriage as it will generate 
many serious problems in personal life.  
 
 
Effects of Manglik Dosha: 
Mars or mangal is a very powerful planet and also related with the power of a 
person. And this is a science that extra power makes a person ill. Same is the 
case with Manglik persons. Let's see some effects of Mangal Dosha- 
a) Delay in marriage. 
b) Prolems in Marriage life. 
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c) Struggle in attaining a balance life. 
d) Divorce may be possible. 
e) Death of Life partner is also possible. 
f) Problems in having child. 
g) Unsatisfactory growth in Job, profession or career. 
h) Short tempered 
i) Depression 
 
Remedies or Solution of Manglik Dosha: 
1. If a manglik person marry with manglik partner then then their prolems get 
minimized. 
2. Reciting the mantra of related god is good. 
3. Daan is also a remedy but this is my personal research that don't start daan 
without consulting an experienced astrologer. 
4. Siddha Mangal shanti pooja is very good for this for which you can contact us.  
5. Installation of siddha mangal yantra or wearing a mangal dosh nivaran tabij is 
also very helpful. 
6. Special Sarwarist nivaran prayog is a very powerful remedy. You can contact 
for any remedy. 
 
So don't ignore the mangal dosha because life will not come again. To enjoy this 
life in this birth it is necessary to take the corrective measures to solve our 
problems. Lead a happy and prosperous life. 
 
Before going to take any remedial action Do consult---- 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
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Don't Forget Read on - 
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How To Remove Doshas of Horoscope or kundli after marriage? 
Remedies Of Disturbed Marriage Life 
Astrology Remedies of Girls Marriage Problems 
Marriage Life Problems and Instant Solutions Online 
Nakshatra Shanti Pooja 
Mangal Dosha Impact and Remedies 
Mool Shanti Pooja 
Shani Sade Sati Shanti Pooja 
Chandal Yog shanti Pooja 
Grahan Dosha Shanit Pooja 
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Types of Siddha Yantras With Effects and Power- Tools For Success  

 

Powerful Siddh Yantra 
For Sucess 
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Different Types of Siddha Yantras and their Powers, Types of Siddha 
Yantras With Effects and Power- Tools For Success , Shree yantra, 
kaalsarp yantra, mahamrityunjay yantra, vyapaar vriddhi yantra, sammohan 
yantra, vashikaran yantra, kuber yantra 
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In the previous article Siddha Yantra For Success- Effects and Power, we have 
already read about what are siddha yantras and what are the benefits of siddha 
yantras. In this article we will find out some important and popular sidddha 
yantras for success.  
These siddha yantras are popular for the decades to get success in physical and 
spiritual world. So read about these yantras and find out which yantra is best for 
you.  
Siddha yantras can be used for the rectification of vastu problems, planetary 
problems, astrology problems, black magic problems. It can be used to get power 
from the different god and goddess. So for over all development Siddha yantras 
are very useful. 
The best way to understand the power of siddha yantra is by installing it 
properly in proper time.  
 
Here are the list of some powerful siddha yantras For 
Success- 
 
SHREE YANTRA- 
As it's name shows that this is the best yantra to attract the shree i.e. wealth, 
money and the grace of goddess laxmi. If any one regular worship shree yantra 
then definitely health and wealth will reside in him or her home for ever. It also 
provide peace in the family.  
Shree yantra has tremendous power to bring the health, wealth and prosperity to 
it's user. Shree are available in different metals like as copper, silver, gold and 
even isphatik or crystal and bhojpatra shree yantra are also available.  
By consulting an experienced astrologer you can find the best shree yantra for 
you which will open the way of your success.  
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
KALSARP YANTRA: 
A yantra to get rid off from the problem of kaalsarpdosha. This yantra is able to 
protect you from the evil effects of kaalsarp dosha. 
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This dosha makes the life full of struggle and due to this person don't get the real 
benefit of the work. So it is good for the persons suffering from kaalsarp dosha to 
install a Siddha kaalsarp yantra. This yantra will minimize the effects of kaalsarp 
dosha and open the way of success.  
 
BAGLAMUKHI YANTRA: 
If you are engaged in any legal case or if you are hurt by enemy in this 
competition age then Baglamukhi yantra is good for you. It is also good if you are 
suffering from black magics or any other type of evil eye effects. If it is installed in 
vehicle it will protect from accidents.  
 
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
KUBER YANTRA: 
Kuber is the lord of Monetary power, if you get the grace of lord kuber then you 
will get the money from all the sides. Kuber yantra is the most powerful yantra to 
attract the money. If you want to become financially powerful, if you want to have 
money power, if you want to enjoy all the luxuries of life then you must install the 
Siddha Kuber yantra in your business place, money places, cash box, office etc. 
This yantra are charged on deepawali, dushera, navratri, grahan etc.Kuber 
yantra is very effective for financial power.  
I suggest to install this yantra at your office, cash box, industry, factory, business 
place, home etc.  
 
VASHIKARAN YANTRA: 
Vashikaran yantra is very useful for the person who want to get their love back or 
who want to get success in love. This yanra is one of the miracle of indian 
science. It is a science that energy imitates from the lover's mind contineously 
and if this vashikaran yantra is used by the lover with a special process to attract 
the opposite sex then difinitely he or she will get success.  
If you love someone deeply, if you don't want to live without your love, if you don't 
want to live without your life parner then you can use this siddha vashikaran 
yantra.  
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Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
VAASTU YANTRA: 
If there is vastu dosha in your premises, if you and your family are facing 
problems due to vastu defects, if you are facing business problems due to vastu 
defects, if you are facing health and wealth problem due to vastu defects then 
this yantra will help you a lot.  
You can use vaastu yantra in your home, office, building, specific room, plot etc 
to rectify the vaastu defects. 
Depend upon the circumstances and need vaastu yantra is buried under the 
earth with proper ritual and in proper time and tithi or date. 
 
MANGAL YANTRA:  
If you are suffering from the malefic effects of mars or if you want to increase the 
power of mars or mangal, if you want to over come from the marriage problems 
due to mars planet or mangal, if you are facing accidents, injuries very shortly 
then siddha mangal yantra is good for you.  
This yantra has also shown it good effects to the patients of high blood pressure, 
it also helps to get rid off from abortion problems, it is also helpful in paralysis etc. 
 
VYAPAARVRIDDHI YANTRA: 
If any one is engaged in business and want to increase the business better then 
vyapaarvriddhi yantra will help a lot.  
It is also helpful to get job. This yantra brings both wealth with happiness. This 
yantra boost your business miraculously. It also helps to regain the business 
loss. This yantra increases the opportunities in business.  
 
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
MAHAMRITYUNJAY YANTRA: 
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If you want to get the grace of lord shiva- the lord of kaal, the lord of time then 
mahamrityunjay yantra is good. This yantra can help you to get rid off from the 
fear of unusual death, illness.  
Mahamrityunjay yantra will bring health-wealth, fame-happiness in your family.  
This yantra has magical effects in curing diseases. If it is worshiped with proper 
mantra then the devotee will definitely get the blessings of lord shiva.  
 
KAMA YANTRA(To Enjoy the after marriage life): 
If you want to fulfill your very personal desire i.e. after marriage desire, If you 
want to live in good physical relation with your life partner, if you want to 
overcome from your physical weakness then this kama yantra will help you a lot. 
You can easily increase your internal power with this kama yantra. You can also 
get this yantra in tabij form.  
 
KARYA SIDDHI YANTRA: 
If you want to get success in any specific work, if you want confidence to get 
success in any special work then this karyan siddhi yantra will help you a lot.  
It protects the user from the invisible negative energy which try to create 
obstacles in work.  
Karya siddhi yantra is again a miracle of indian science.  
 
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
BAAL GOPAL YANTRA: 
If you are facing progeny problem, if you are facing problem of children, if you are 
facing abortion problem then baal gopal yantra will help you a lot.  
This yantra will fulfill the wish to have baby. So if you want to complete your 
family life without any problem then you have to use this magical baal gopal 
yantra.  
 
NAVGRAH YANTRA: 
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If you want to get grace of 9 planets, if you want to get the power of 9 planets 
then navgrah yantra is very powerful and this will bless you with health, wealth 
and prosperity.  
It is good to install this yantra if most of the planets in our horoscope are 
generating malefic effects. Navgrah yantra has all the nine yantra i.e. surya 
yantra, chandra yantra, mangal yantra, budh yantra, guru yantra, shukra yantra, 
shani yantra, rahu yantra and ketu yantra.  
 
So by having the knowledge of these yantras i hope that you have understood 
many important things related to siddha yantras. So you can use these yantra 
with trust to get the best result.  
 
Don't forget to consult an experienced Astrologer or knower of yantra and 
use always charged or siddha yantra for success. 
 
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
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Best Money Protection Tips By Best Astrologer 
 
Different Types of Siddha Yantras and their Powers, Types of Siddha 
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kaalsarp yantra, mahamrityunjay yantra, vyapaar vriddhi yantra, sammohan 
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Tutorial of Self ypnosis 

Self hypnosis For Complete Development, What is Self 
hypnosis?,Understand Subconscious Mind, What is the need of self 
hypnosis, Power of Self hypnosis, benefit of Self Hypnosis, Self hypnosis 
for success in personal and professional life, On line course on self 
hypnosis, Lear by Your self, Easy way to learn self hypnosis, Best tutorial 
to learn self hypnosis, Step by step process to get success in self 
hypnosis, Best Way to Increase Mind Power, On line course on self 
hypnosis.  
 
Every one want success, Almost every one want to live a smooth life with his or 
her family members, colleagues, friends. Name , fame, monetary power is the 
wish of almost every one. But very few of us has achieved all the desired things 
in life. It is not because of destiny but due to unaware of the right way to achieve 
all those thigs.  
Nothing is impossible in this life but the only need is passion and the best try to 
get what we want.  
 
It is said by a scholar that "If every thing is destined then God 
didn't teach the devotees to pray".  
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It means that it is not good to sit just by trusting on destiny. If we want something 
then we have to put our full effort to get that thing. Human has the power to 
create his own destiny or fate. Human can do any thing if take vow.  
There are many spiritual lore through which human can get divine power to 
perform any task.  
 
One of the great Saint says that "Wake up and keep striving to achieve our 
objectives". Every great men who has seen the truth suggest us to work 
continuously to get success. Human life is a boon and every seconds of this life 
is very important. If we use our auspicious time intelligently then no doubt we can 
be in the list of super successful persons.  
 
I have used the word 'Super Successful person' Intentionally because as to show 
the importance of successful in this life. It is our right to achieve the Dharma, 
Artha, kama, Moksha in this life and every tools are present in this world to get all 
those things.  
 
I must say that the reason of failure in life is not destiny but the ignorance, 
unawareness, idleness, carelessness etc. Because god has given the same 
power, time to every one. God is giving grace to everyone just like as sun is 
giving energy equally to every one without any discrimination.  
 
So If you want SUCCESS in life, if you want to be an important figure in society, 
if you want to be an powerful personality in this life, if you want to be the richest 
person in this world, if you want to be the 'super successful person' then don't 
worry. There is a way to achieve the success easily. There is a way to make our 
self strong, there is a way to make our self smart, there is a way to make our self 
beautiful, there is a way to generate hypnotic power.  
 
Here i am revealing the the mystery of success. This article is for those who are 
committed to get success any how but only through positive means, This way is 
for those who want to attain the real success in life, This article is for those who 
want to develop their own power to beat the world, This way is for those who 
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believe in action, this divine science is for those who want to achieve success 
through smart way. This article is for those who want to see the miracle of self 
hypnosis or self vashikaran or self sammohan.  
 
Isn't it a very exciting world for you 'self hypnosis or self 
vashikaran or self sammohan'. 
 
YES ! 
 
We can develop your own power without any external pooja with the help of self 
hypnosis technique. 
We can develop your own rocking personality with self vashikaran process. 
We can achieve your goal in desired time with the help of self sammohan way. 
We can fulfill your wishes as per committed time.  
We can have the name, fame, money, power as per the wish.  
We will be able to enjoy the whole life. 
We will be able to enjoy the every part of life.  
 
It is not hyperbolic if i say that this is not a dream. People are using this powerful 
way of self hypnosis to live life smoothly and easily. The great sages of great 
India has already proved this technique. So don' take it lightly and don't try to 
underestimate this subject if you want success really.  
 
Again i just want to say that if you are thinking that it is very difficult to do the 
process of self hypnosis then you are wrong. It is not difficult and there is no 
need to give much time to practice this.  
 
The Concept of Self Hypnosis: 
A very important question many times asked from me that - will it really happens, 
is it possible to get power from our self, is it possible to get every thing just by 
following the self hypnosis method.  
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And i always said to every seeker that Yes it is possible to activate your own 
power with the help of self hypnosis way. Any one can get desired job with the 
help of self vashikaran process.  
I have taught this self hypnosis way to many of my friends and followers who are 
in these days successfully working in their own area. some are businessmen, 
some are in jobs but now they have understood the power of own, They have 
understood the power of self hypnosis.  
There is a power within every one and if proper practice is done then any one 
can use that power to perform any task. It is also said that "Where there is a will 
there is a way".  
You have often found that when you want to do something passionately you find 
the way to do that work. Even a child when want a toy and his parents told him 
that if you get this percentage you will get this toy. And after that the child work 
hard to get that percentage so that to get that toy. This all happens because of 
self hypnosis but we avoid these e.g. from our life. 
 
What is Self Hypnosis? 
Self hypnosis is actually a process to control our own self. It is a process to 
control our own mind, our own senses in a perfect way.  
A very easy technique is used to do this process and that is self suggestions and 
some special excercises. 
 
"SELF HYPNOSIS OR SELF VASHIKARAN OR SELF SAMMOHAN" is a great 
way to make our self strong in every aspect. It is a great science to power our 
self. Through self hypnosis you can become powerful from within. No external 
forces are needed to heal you.  
 
Subconscious Mind: 
This is a power generator place. It is a very powerful place and if any thing will 
reach to this subconscious mind then mind can find the way to achieve that. 
So through self hypnosis we just deal with our subconscious mind. Very hard 
practice is needed to reach to the subconscious mind. But if once you are able to 
deal with this subtle mind then no doubt you can do any thing in this life.  
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Benefits and Power of Self Hypnosis: 
1. By practicing this lore a person is able to become cool in every circumstances.  
2. He or she can develop own personality in a very systematic way.  
3. 6th sense can be developed with the help of this way.  
4. You can gain divine power within to fulfill your wishes.  
5. Confidence level can be increased easily. 
6. You can develop your multitasking ability which can open your way to get 
success.  
7. You can be a rocking personality in this world.  
8. You can get name, fame, money, power in your targeted time.  
9. You will come to know about your own wonderful powers.  
To read more about benefits of self-Hypnosis go here...... 
 
What You need to learn this wonderful technique? 
1. The foremost thing which is needed to learn this self hypnosis is passion. 
2. Confidence to win your own self.  
3. Proper practice of lessons. 
4. No alcohol, no smoking. 
5. To be in touch with your master. 
6. Following Instructions as it is.  
7. No fighting with any one during the practice.  
8. Total positive thinking. 
9. No vulgar movies and scene during practice time period. I am not denying 
about mischiefing but vulgar activities ruin our mind.  
There is 100% guarantee of success if you follow the instruction as it is. 
Actual results may vary from person to person due to difference in 
potentials and practice time. 
 
So are you ready to boom your life....... 
Are you ready to enter into the world of hypnosis.............. 
Are you ready to know your own divine powers and caliber .............. 
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Increase your efficiency, increase your creativity, increase your success 
time............ 

With my Self-Hypnosis Course.  

 
About this special Online course on self-hypnosis: 
1. This course is designed specially for every one by keeping in mind the 
different age groups.  
2. You can easily learn this course online.  
3. Proper guidance will be given to you during any difficulties in practice through 
email and on special case through phone. 
4. You will feel the power of practice from the very day of starting.  
5. No negative effects of this lore.  
6. Easy way to understand each and every step. 
 
And This is not enough----- 
When you will be selected to do this course then you will also get the following 
benefits - 
1. You will get proper analysis of your horoscope and remedies of any problem 
present in your kundli or birth chart.  
2. You will get the guidance what gems stone to wear to increase your powers. 
3. You will get the guidance about different types of powerful rituals to get power.  
So we will not leave a single space to go up in this life.  
 
Send Your Queries To consultomprakash@gmail.com 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Self Hypnosis For Success 

 
Read More On: 
Benefits of Self-Hypnosis 
How To Empower Our Personality? 
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Inner Awakening For Real Success 
Power of Mind 
Chanakya Niti For Success 
How To Be a Successful Manager? 
How To Be a successful Teacher? 
How to Increase Will Power Through Occult science 
How To Pass Any Competitive Exam Through Astrology Ways? 
How To Meditate For Vashikaran? 
Self Hypnosis And Sex Power 
How To Activate 3rd EYE? 
Learn Self-Hypnosis For Success 
How to get desired Job through self-Hypnosis or vashikaran? 
Depressions Solutions through Self-hypnosis 
How to get Highest Positions Through Astrology Ways? 
How To Make Your Presence Felt Through Astrology? 
 
Self hypnosis For Complete Development, What is Self 
hypnosis?,Understand Subconscious Mind, What is the need of self 
hypnosis, Power of Self hypnosis, benefit of Self Hypnosis, Self hypnosis 
for success in personal and professional life, Online course on self 
hypnosis, Lear by Your self, Easy way to learn self hypnosis, Best tutorial 
to learn self hypnosis, Step by step process to get success in self 
hypnosis, Best Way to Increase Mind Power, Online course on self 
hypnosis.  

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK 
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email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 

Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Business And Black Magic 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
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Impact of Black Magic On Business  

 
Business and black magic, impacts of black magic on business, symptoms 
of black magic on any business, remedies of business failure due to black 
magic, Siddha yantras to protect business from black magic, totkays to 
secure business, tips to protect business from black magic, Powerful 
solutions of black magic to protect business. 
 
Use of black magic in business in this competitive age is getting common day by 
day. This negative use of science is used by the persons who are jealous of 
other growth. The user of black magic don't know the side effects of this black 
science. The victim of black magic is unable to grow and business gets locked 
suddenly. So it is very necessary to protect our business from black magic and if 
it is done then do remedy as soon as possible.  
 
Business Risk ! From Whom? 
This is a very important question that from whom you have to take care of your 
business. If we find the answer of this question then it would be easy to mover 
further. 
1. The Competitors- Competition is good but some persons want to win in any 
case and this feelings insist them to use the black magic to dominate the other's 
business. 
 
2. The Negative minded persons who like to embarrass others- There are some 
person who don't like the happiness of others and for this they use the negative 
science to embarrass just for sake. 
 
3. The negative energies which increases in some special time period- In some 
special time of amavas or no moon night the power of negative energies 
increases and on that time some business owners suffers. 
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4. The evil eye effects- This is a very common problem in this world, there are 
various persons enters in our business premises some of them are not of good 
mind and energies. In this world there are many persons who if see you with 
wrong intention just finish your business. This type of effect is called evil eye 
effects. WE have to protect our business from this evil eye effects. 
 
5. The totkay which others do to harm others- Many persons do the totkay and 
put it in the intersection of 4 roads if by mistake a business men get in touch with 
it then he or she suffers. So we have to take precaution. 
 
6. The totkay which others do to enhance their life- There are some totkay which 
are done for life enhancement but it affects the life of others if get in touch. 
 
What are the symptoms of black magic on any business? 
How to know that our business is suffering from black magic the negative use of 
occult science is a very important question.  
 
Let's see some important symptoms which the owner 
of the business feels due to black magic- 
1. The business gets blocked it is due to the process of "vyaapaar bandh". 
2. The customers don't want to stay in business premises. 
3. Continuously headache in the mind of business owner or the persons who are 
present in the business premises. 
4. Regular fall in business. 
5. Strange smell in the business premises. 
6. Frightening dreams. 
7. Strange type of fear in the mind of business owner or the sales persons.  
8. Switching of sales staff rapidly.  
9. Dissatisfaction in the mind of customers.  
10. Abnormal behavior of business owner. 
11. Finding some tantrik items in the business premises like as bones, sindoor, 
lemon, black sesame, chilly etc.  
12. Sudden accidents. 
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What To Do To Protect Our Business Premises From Black Magic? 
If you think that you have danger from your competitors then it is better to use the 
precautionary measures which will not only protect you but also enhance your 
business.Astrology and occult sciences provide great ways and tools to protect 
our self from black magic and negative energies. 
 
1. Install a siddha mahakali yantra in the business premises. Where to install this 
yantra depends upon the circumstances for this you have to discuss the matter 
with an experienced consultant. 
 
2. There are some totkay which if done properly and the things are kept in our 
cash box then also the business thrives. 
 
3. Use of lemon and chilly on every Tuesday and on Saturday in business 
premises also protect the business from evil eye effects. 
 
4. Use of holy fire (Hawan) in the business premises in every couple of months is 
also beneficial. 
 
5. Sprinkle the holy water in the business premises at-least once in a week also 
remove the negative energies.  
 
6. Use of Alum in proper place also protect from negative energies.  
 
7. Use of holy ash in business premises also protect the area from black magic.  
 
8. Use of 'gomutra' is also beneficial. 
 
9. Siddha Shree yantra is also a good solution of black magic problems. 
 
With this it is also good for the business owner to wear some special siddha 
kawach to protect him self or her self.  
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There are many other ways which is not possible to disclose here but by 
discussing the case you can get them. 
 
Some Important Tips To Protect Business From Black 
Magic: 
1. If you think that any type of strange thing is happened then do the utara with 
lemon at once. 
2. Try to bring any holy person in your business premises, with their power many 
negativity automatically leave the place.  
3. Try to do hawan timely in your business premises.  
4. Bring the sindoor of Hanumanji on auspicious day and make swastik on the 
entrance. 
5. Don't forget to change the lemon and chilly on every Saturday or Tuesday.  
6. If you find any unwanted things in your business area then do consult any 
experienced astrologer for remedies. 
 
So protect your business from black magic, protect your self from black magic, 
protect your family from black magic with powerful solutions provided by 
astroshree.  
 
If you are facing any business problems due to black magic then consult now. If 
you are a victim of black magic then do consult for powerful solutions.  
email: dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
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Perfect Solutions of Black Magic 

 
Read More On: 
Black Magic Effects and Remedies 
Protection From Evil Eye Effects 
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How To Get rid of from Black Magic? 
Utara Of Black Magic 
How To Destroy Black Magic Effects? 
Ancient Powerful Remedies of Black Magic 
Reasons of Unwanted Happenings In Life 
 
Business and black magic, impacts of black magic on business, symptoms 
of black magic on any business, remedies of business failure due to black 
magic, Siddha yantras to protect business from black magic, totkays to 
secure business, tips to protect business from black magic, Powerful 
solutions of black magic to protect business. 
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Black Magic Effects And Remedies 

 

Black Magic Effects 
and Remedies 

Black magic effects, types and remedies, Black magic remedy through 
gems, black magic remedy through utara, black magic remedy through 
totkays, How to Cut Black magic? 
 
Are you suffering from black magic, are you suffering from unusual incidents with 
you in daily life, are you not getting well in spite of taking medicines, are you hit 
hardly by malefic effects of planets?  
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Do you want to get rid of your problems? Do you want to live a better life?, Do 
you want to come out of your problems then Astroshree is the right place. Here 
you will get the solutions of your problems.  
In this age of competition people are ready to anything for success. Because of 
the negative competition in the market, because of the feeling to present 
ourselves superior people are using black magic.  
 
People are using black magic to get success in different types of work like- 
 
1. Black magic to kill enemy. 
2. Black magic to get the property. 
3. Black magic to get the love. 
4. Black magic to create impression in work. 
5. Black magic to get money from any where.  
6. Black magic to harass some one because of jealousy etc. 
7. Black magic to hypnotize any boy or girl for specific work. 
8. Black magic to get powers. 
9. Black magic to win election.  
 
There are many types of problems arises on victims of black magic like as - 
a) Mental problems arises suddenly in family. 
b) Financial crisis arises in family at once. 
c) Health problems without any reasons. 
d) Different types of physical problems without any reasons. 
e) Business problems of different types.  
f) Increase of debt In spite of doing hard work. 
 
If you are suffering from black magic then don't wait 
for time. Just contact now to get solutions from  
Black magic Remedial expert, Best black magic solution 
provider, Trusted black magic remedies provider. You will 
get 100% solution of black magic. You will get result 
oriented solution of black magic.  
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100% Result Oriented Vashikaran Process by vashikaran 
specialist. 
You will get 
Solution of Pregnancy Problem. 
Solution of Unemployment Problem. 
Solution of Chronic diseases. 
Solution of Foreign Tour. 
Solution of Negative energy. 
Remedies of Marriage problems. 
Remove Your Grah kalesh. 
Open your ways to get money from all directions. 
Way to live a successful life. 
Remedies to win court case. 
Ways to dominate your competitors. 
Increase love in couples. 
Solution of Health Issues. 
Powerful solutions of Love affairs. 
Way to control your boss. 
Ways to clear debt or loan. 
Ways to bring prosperity in Business. 
Solution to get money back from relatives. 
Black magic protection Kawach. 
Ways to Get away from fear or Phobia. 
Solution to save from accident. 

 Jyotish To Remove Black magic 
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Black Magic Effects and Powerful Remedies 
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Learn Free About Black Magic Remedies 
Powerful and Perfect Remedies of Black Magic 
Utara or Jhada of Black Magic 
How To Getrid off from Black Magic? 
Protection From Evil Eye Effects 
How To Destroy Black Magic Effects? 
Best Money Protection Tips By Best Astrologer 
Impact of Black Magic On Business and Remedies 
Ancient Powerful Remedies of Black Magic 
Astrology Remedies of Black Magic 
Best Ways of astrology and occult sciences to over come from Stress, fear and 
Negative thinking 

Black magic effects, types and remedies, Black magic remedy through 
gems, black magic remedy through utara, black magic remedy through 
totkays, How to Cut Black magic? 
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Remedies of Black Magic or Utara of Black Magic 

 

Utara of Black Magic 

Remedies of Black Magic or Utara of Black Magic, Black magic effects and 
Remedies, Remedies of Black magic through gems, remedies of black 
magic through totkays  
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Black magic has the power to destroy our life, Black magic has the power to 
destroy our family, black magic has the power to destroy our social life, personal 
life and professional life. SO Beware of the persons who are doing this types of 
negative rituals. 
 
Although this is a very bad practice to use black magic to harm any one but some 
greedy persons are using this for money and showy status.  
 
If you are affected by black magic then do not wait just immediately go for 
remedies, contact your consultant or any experienced black magic healer who 
can guide you better.  
 
Here I am providing some ways to get rid of black magic but it is better to 
consult before doing anything.  
 
1. Through special charged gems stone it is possible to protect a person or family 
from black magic. For this the gems stone is charged with specific mantras and 
then utara is done and then the gems stone is provided to the persons as a 
kawach.  
 
Contact Now to get Your black magic protector. 
 
2. Through Siddha Mahakali yanatra and tabij it is possible to protect ourself, 
home, and business premises. 
 
3. Through special types of utara with lemon and coconut, egg, coal, nonveg etc. 
 
4. By using special types of charged oil- This is not a simple oil but is charged 
with special tantrik mantras to protect the victims.  
 
5. Through special types of tabij. 
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There are various ways to getrid off from negative effects of black magic. Here in 
Astroshree you will get proper guidance for your black magic problems. It is a 
truth that Don't delay if you are suffering from any type of unexpected problem in 
life. It may be due to black magic.  
 
Get solution of your black magic problems now........ 
 
 

 Solution of Black magic Through utara 
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Learn Free About Black Magic Remedies 
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How To Destroy Black Magic Effects? 
Impact of Black Magic On Business and Remedies 
 
Remedies of Black Magic or Utara of Black Magic, Black magic effects and 
Remedies, Remedies of Black magic through gems, remedies of black 
magic through totkays 
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How To Get Rid Off From Black Magic ? Instantly 
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How To Save From Black Magic 
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How To Get Rid Off From Black Magic, How to protect business from 
negative energy and black magic, How To Protect from bad effects of black 
Magic, protect premises and family from black magic, 

Black Magic is a very Harmful process done by some Tantrik to destroy any 

person, place or thing. that's why people afraid of this. Very selfish persons use 
black magic to get success in life. In todays era due to media and other medium 
of publication many person come to know about this black magic and negative 
totkas. Due to cut throat competition everyone want to get success any how 
which has become a major reason of using black magic. 
Now the important question comes in mind how to detect a black magic? So 
some common symptoms to recognize if someone has done black magic are 
given below : 
 
1) Eyes Become Aggressive. 
2) Person start abusing sometimes. 
3) Behaviour of a person changes suddenly. 
4) Sometimes voice of a person change. 
5) Sometimes strange type of smell emanates from the person affected by black 
magic. 
6) Smell of stale meat comes from the mouth of person sometimes. 
7) Suicide tendency activated in a person suddenly. 
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Simple But Effective Totkays |Flicks |Empiricism  
 
If Black magic is done on the Business then following 
effects seen : 
1) Business gets slacked without any reason. 
2) Customer or clients shifts. 
3) Master of business also fees some type of negativity in the business place. 
4) Sometimes hadache started on reaching at business place. 
5) A special type of negative smells eamanates from the business place. 
6) Loss increases day by day. 
 
If Black Magic is done on any family then following 
symptoms are seen : 
1) Family members gets away from each other. 
2) Unusual quarrell found in the family. 
3) Feeling of jealousy arise in members. 
4) Everyone wants to go away from each other. 
 
Remedies of Black Magic : 
Black magic is such a ritual which destroy a person, family or business if proper 
action not done at right time at right place. 
There are many ways through which we can protect our self from black magic : 
1) Through mantra prayog 
2) Through Yantra Prayog 
3) Through Tabiz or amulet 
4) Through special type of utara. 
5) Through special type of Tantra prayog 
 
Before the right way do consult any poper consultant.  
 
If you feel you are suffering from any type of Black Magic and want to get rid off 
from the evil effects then do CONTACT NOW. 
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Destroy Impacts of Black Magic 
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How To Destroy Black Magic Effects?, What are the ways to destroy black 
magic?, How to know black magic is done? Safe and Secure ways to over 
come from black magic, Why Black Magic is used? Things used in black 
magics, Powerful remedies of black magic. 
 
Black magic is the use of occult science in negative direction. Black magic is 
done by destructive minded persons to destroy any opponent or to get work done 
from any one for only own benefit. It is a very dangerous way to get work done. 
Person if use black magic may get very negative impact in long run. I have seen 
many person in my life and some of them has shared their views with me that 
due to black magic their family is finished. Some are suffering from many types of 
diseases and their life is null in present.  
So it is very dangerous but victims of black magics also suffers a lot so it is very 
necessary to protect our self from any type of black magic.  
 
First of all it is very necessary to find out that whether 
there is any black magic or not: 
I am clearing here some symptoms which will help you to know that is there any 
black magic problem or not. Although effects are not same every time. Effects of 
black magic are different depend upon the type of attack. But for knowledge i am 
sharing some effects- 
1. Abnormal behavior of a person.  
2. Accidents of family members without any reasons.  
3. unwanted diseases and some times it is not possible to detect the reasons of 
diseases.  
4. Presence of hair continuously in meal.  
5. Attack by crow, snake, cruel dog etc in dreams or in physical world.  
6. Nightmares of negative energies.  
7. Unwanted phobia 24 hours.  
8. Feeling of something is with us always. 
9. Strange smell. 
10. Business fall suddenly.  
11. Some times death by unwanted reasons.  
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12. Sudden pain on any part of body and incurable pain.  
 
The above are some of the symptoms which is generally seen on the victims of 
black magic. If it is confirmed that a person or any family is affected with black 
magic then it is very necessary to take the remedial action as soon as possible.  
 
Many things are used in black magics like as: 
1. Meat of different animal.  
2. Lemon 
3. Pumpkin 
4. Brinjal 
5. Black pepper 
6. Al-pins 
7. Dolls 
8. Wax 
9. cloths of different types 
10. special gems stones  
11. special yantra 
12. Kaudi 
13. clam-shell or kaudi 
14. Conch or shankh 
15. yellow mustard 
16. White mustard 
17. Toilets of different types  
18. Kumbh etc 
19. Soil of different types like soil of cremation ground, soil of feet etc.  
20. Menstruation cloth  
21 Bones of different types 
22. Coal  
23. Black magic can be done by using spell or mantra in food too.  
24. Betel and betel nut etc 
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So there is not a limited thing used in black magic. So only an experienced 
astrologer who know about this can predict whether there is any black magic 
effects or not.  
So diagnosis is very necessary in this type of cases.  
 
How To Destroy Black Magic Effects?, What are the ways to destroy black 
magic?, How to know black magic is done? Safe and Secure ways to over 
come from black magic, Why Black Magic is used? Things used in black 
magics, Powerful remedies of black magic. 
Why Black Magic is Used? 
It is used for different types of works to defeat the opponent like as - 
1. People use black magic to destroy the opponent.  
2. People use black magic to destroy anyone business.  
3. People use black magic to destroy any family so that to get the property, 
money etc.  
4. Unfortunately in today's time some person this black powers to seduce 
opposite sex too.  
5. It is also used to make the competitor weak.  
6. Special persons use this power to get the physical luxurious things easily.  
 
Note: But Wait It is a very Dangerous thing and if some one use this 
lore for any process. It is confirmed that he or she will suffer a lot. So 
Its my humble request to all my dear friends to not motivate any one to go 
for this type of process and if any one is doing this ask him or her to not to 
do so.  
 
Remedies of Black Magic: 
Black magic remedies are not simple. Continuous process is done some times to 
protect the victim or victim family. Here for knowledge purpose i am providing 
some ways which is used to protect the victim of black magic.  
1. Utara or jhada with spell or mantra and different things and on auspicious day 
is done to protect the person, place or thing from black magic negative effects. 
2. Some special type of anusthaans are needed some times for protection.  
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3. Some times special kawach are used of Hanumanji, Narsinghji or mahakali.  
4. Some special devices or yantra are there which if installed after proper 
charging then they work as a kawach and protect the person, family, house, 
factory, business premises etc.  
5. There are special mantra or spell which protect person from negative energies.  
 
Remedies are there of every problem but the main thing is that guidance of 
competent person is necessary and if you do the process under keen guidance 
of an experienced astrologer or any consultant then success is definitely 
possible.  
 
Don't worry if you are trapped by any black magic, don't worry if you are 
suffering from any negativity, don't worry if your any relative, friend, 
neighbor is suffering from any type of black magic. Take proper guidance 
and come out of it. 
 
"Right Move At Right Place And on Right Time Is The 
Key To Success" 
 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Real Solutions of Black Magic 

 
 
 
Read More On: 
Black Magic Effects and Powerful Remedies 
Learn Free About Black Magic Remedies 
Powerful and Perfect Remedies of Black Magic 
Utara or Jhada of Black Magic 
How To Getrid off from Black Magic? 
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Protection From Evil Eye Effects 
Impact of Black Magic On Business and Remedies 
 
How To Destroy Black Magic Effects?, What are the ways to destroy black 
magic?, How to know black magic is done? Safe and Secure ways to over 
come from black magic, Why Black Magic is used? Things used in black 
magics, Powerful remedies of black magic. 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK 

NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 

Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Numerology Consultancy 

 

Power of Numerology 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Numerology Consultancy, Numerology services, magics of numbers 

Numerology helps you a lot to come out of your problems like debt, business 

loss, career problem, destiny problem, personal problem etc.  
A good number can change your life. 
By consulting a numerologist you can find the following benefits : 
1. You can know your lucky number or bhagyank. 
2. You can change your name to get success in life. 
3. You can get rid off debts by knowing your lucky names through numerology. 
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4. You can keep the name of your business as per your lucky number to get 
success. 
5. You can find lucky dates to start new work.  
6. You can know that who can favor you and who can harm you.  
 
Read more on Numerology free 
 
Consult Now For Numerology  

 Numerology for Success 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
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Free Numerology 

 

Numerology For All 

What is Numerology?, Table of Numbers And Planets, Table of Weak Day 
And Number, Effects Of Different Numbers 

Numerology is a science of numbers, Every number represent a particular 

planet and thus have different types of qualities as per the planet.In Numerology 
we complete date of birth is important to predict a person also to get the 
complete analysis complete date of birth with name is needed. In numerology 
science . 
we can also check the name wheather it is good for us or not. 
There is a question arises in everyone minds that is numerology work ? Is it 
correct ? Is it good to use the numerology principle in life ? 
 
let's understand the answer of this question with an e.g. of our life. We have 
many times seen that a particular date and day is good for us. some says that on 
6th, 15th and 24th of every month is good for me, some says that 1st of every 
month is good for me etc.So the question is that why a particular day and date is 
good, the answer is simple, Researches proved that numerology works. We have 
also seen that many persons are changing names as per the numerology and 
success comes in their life,it also prove that numerology works.  
Before moving further lets study which number represents which planets and day 
of week. 
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Table of Numbers and Planets : 
 
Planets  Number 
 
Sun or Surya  1 
 
Moon or chandra  2  
 
Jupiter or guru  3 
 
Dragon's Head or Rahu  4 
 
Mercury or Budh  5 
 
Venus or shukra  6 
 
Dragon's Tail or ketu  7 
 
Saturn or Shani  8 
 
Mars or Mangal  9 
 
Your Horoscope Details Here.. 
 
Table of Week Day and Numbers 
 
Week Day  Number 
 
Sunday or ravivar  1 
 
Monday or Somwar  2 
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Tuesday or Mangalwar  9 
 
Wednesday or Budhwar  5 
 
Thursday or guruwar  3 
 
Friday or Shukrawaar  6 
 
Saturday or Shaniwaar  8 
 
Effects of Numbers : 
There us no doubts that the universe is mainly affected by 9 planets therefore our 
calculations are also depends upon 9 numbers. All other numbers are 
combinatios of these 9 numbers. We can get any number by adding combination 
of number and that is called the basic number(mool ank) in numerology. for e.g. if 
we  
 
have no. 90102 then by adding all the numbers 9+0+1+0+2we get 3. 
 
Now Lets's study about all the 9 Numbers in Detail. 
 
1) Number 1(ONE): 
Number one represent sun. This number is the basis of all the number and life. 
This number represent the  
person orginality and positive works. The person who have impact of number 1 in 
their life are very real  
and positive, they always want to discover something in their life.these persons 
are determined and persistent. 
Person take birth in 1, 10, 19, 29 have the above quality.These persons are very 
ambitious, they don't like  
any hurdle in their work, they always want to be at the top no matters which type 
of work they are doing or  
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we can say that they want to be the head always, they want to have respect in 
society and people obey them. 
 
Auspicious Day - Sunday and Monday. 
 
Auspicious Color - Golden, yellow,copper color. 
 
Auspicious Gems - Topaz or yellow sapphire. 
 
Auspicious Metal - Gold and copper. 
 
Your Horoscope Details Here.. 
 
2) Number 2(TWO): 

The master of number two is moon and represent the soft nature. Number 1 and 
2 are opposite in nature but  
their impact suits each other that's why they become good associate of each 
other.  
Person having impact of number 2 are Gentle, imaginative, artistic, romantic, 
mentally strong but not physically.  
 
Auspicious Day : Sunday , Monday and Friday 
 
Auspicious Dates : 2,11,20,29 
 
Auspicious color : light colors, cream color 
 
Auspicious Gems : Pearl 
 
3) Number 3(THREE): 
The master of number 3 is jupiter.Jupiter is very important planet in astrology and 
numerology. They are  
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amibintious don't like to work under anyone, their ambition is success and wish 
that other work under them.  
They obey the orders of senior by their own wish but also want from others to 
obey them.Thery are very reliable and have the administrative power.  
The loop whole of their nature is that they become dictator sometime to follow 
their rules and regulations  
even they don't like quarrel. They are very conscious of self-respect. 
Auspicious day - Thursday, Tuesday 
 
Auspicious Dates - 3,12,21,30, are better and 6,9,15, 18,24 and 27 are good. 
 
Auspicious color - Yellow, Red 
 
Auspicious Gems - yellow Saphire 
 
4) Number 4(FOUR) : 
The master of number 4 is urenus or rahu. this number makes a person different 
from other, their views are different from other persons, they are affected by 
hidden enemies in life due to their nature of discussion. 
Generally they behave opposite from rules and regulations, if on their hand they 
change the culture of society. They keep teh reformatory views. 
They don't want to save money and also not a successful persons in life. Their 
main problem is that they are emotional and mind very quickly, they like to live 
alone,they have very less friends but these types of persons are devoted to their 
friends. 
 
Auspicious dates : 4,13,22 and 31 
 
Auspicious color : Blue color and light colors. 
 
Auspicious Gems : Gomed or onyx 
 
Your Horoscope Details Here.. 
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5) Number 5(FIVE): 
The Number 5 is linked with mercury. It's nature is very playful,frisky.This type of 
persons are very active but they feel tention always. They take decision 
immediately, excited towards any work,don't like the works which takes much 
time to complete, they need result shortly, they have the caliber to earn from their 
innovative ideas, they may be god gambler, they are able to take business risk of 
any kind, they are not affected by anything for long time. Misfortune does not 
stay with them for long time. One very important thing is that positive minded 
persons of number 5 are very positive but negative minded persons are so 
negative that no one can change their mind easily. Frustration comes in their life 
easily. 
 
Auspicious Day : Wednesday and friday 
 
Auspicious Dates : 5,14,23 
 
Auspicious color : Bright colors, green color, light brown color 
 
Auspicious Gems : Emerald 
 
 
6) NuMber 6(SIX): 
The master of number 6 is venus. persons having the effect of 6 number are very 
attractive, they have the art to attract other. Persons who like them also adore 
them. They behave like a slave whom they love. This doesn't mean that they 
have much sexual feeling for all but they know the real meaning of love. They 
love beauty, music and arts.  
Rich people who have impact of number 6 in their life spend on arts and artist 
generously.  
 
Auspicious Dates: 3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30 
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Auspicious Days : Tuesday, thursday, friday 
 
Auspicious Gems : Diamond, Firoja 

7) Number 7(SEVEN) : 
The master of number 7 is neptune or ketu. This type of persons like travelling, 
changes. they are frustrated from themselves and are angry.they alos love 
reading books on travelling and thus they have the knowledge of many things. 
This type of persons are also good writer,artist,poet and have a special type of 
philosphy view in their thinking. They don't have attachment with the worldly 
things and are good donar. 
They also have interest in paranormal science, tantra, also have intuition power. 
Due to these things they have good impact on other. 
 
Auspicious day : 7,16,25 
 
Auspicious Gems : Lehsuniya, Moon stone 
 
8) Number 8(EIGHT) : 
Saturn is the master of number 8. Because of misunderstanding this type of 
persons feel alone in life. They are of very determined nature and live a very 
important life. This type of persons are very lucky for others. They have 
sympathy for every one but do not reveal their feelings, so they are in nature 
introvert. Either they are very successful or not get success in whole life.From 
one side where their life is indulge with problems, disturbances, Their thought are 
affected by philosophy, spiritualism, tantra. They don't get the proper rewards of 
their work in whole life.  
 
Auspicious Dates : 8,17,26 
 
Auspicious Day : Saturday 
 
Auspicious Gems : Neelam, blue sapphire 
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Your Horoscope Details Here.. 
 
9) Number 9(NINE) : 
The master of numbr 9 is mars. perons having effect of number 9 have full of 
struggle in whole life. Due to their determined nature they become successful. 
they are very enthusiastic, have the ability to become a good soldier, want to be 
a leader in their field, have lot of energy. they don't like any type of criticism, they 
have all the means to complete any work but due to non cooperation from the 
colleagues become disappointed.  
 
Auspicious Day : Tuesday 
 
Auspicious Dates : 3,6,12,15,21,24 and 30 
 
Auspicious Gems : Coral or munga, red garnet 
 
Read More on: 
Reasons of Success Through Numerology of Social Sites 
Sciences for Prediction 
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And Number, Effects Of Different Numbers  
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Predictions Science-Astrology,Numerology, Chinese Astrology, Tarot 
Cards, Palmistry 

 

Sciences of Predictions 

Sciences of Predictions, Numerology, Chinese Astrology, Tarot Cards, 
Palmistry, Zodiac Signs 

We are the youth of digital era or we can say we are the people of 21st Century. 
We don't have and orthodox thinking; neither do we have a dogmatic approach 
towards life. We don't believe that stars or a heavenly body determines our 
future. It's us, who live in the present and create our own beautiful future. We try 
to see life above all superstitions and wrong customs. But yes, we sometimes 
peep ina news paper now and then or in magazines just to know what our 
hosroscope says or sometimes only to see the lucky number and lucky colour of 
the day. And what's wrong? After all we are human beings, who are always 
curious to know the future beforehand. Plus this is also science. Astrology is the 
science of predictions. If you seriously don't believe in the aforementioned 
statements then here follows the evident that proves it: An app in facebook build 
by kudos limited called Astrology have 5,800,800 monthly active users 
worldwide. Another famous app is Daily Horoscope, It has around 7,700,00 
monthly active users. And on ecan find thousands of such apps with 
astronomical numbers of users. And if only india is considered then please 
remember the fact that india is next after USA and Brazil with more than 45.9 
million users of facebook. 76% of them are youth of age group of 18-34 years. 
hence proves! 
Get The Details of Your Horoscope Now  
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Many ancient cultures attached importance to astronomical events and complex 
systems of astrology were developed by the indians, chinese and Mayans. 
Among Indo-European peoples, astrology has ben dated to the third millennium 
BC. With roots in calendrical systems used to predict seasonal shifts, it was used 
to inerpret celestical cycles as signs of divine communications. Around 2100 
years ago astrology spread to the eastern Mediterranean and became popular in 
Egypt . It was there that the system was modified into what is regarded as the 
Greek style of asstrology essentially the root of the modern style of astrology. 
During the Dark and middle ages, astrology was taken up enthusiastically by 
islamic scholars, who kept alive much of the art and knowledge of ancient 
Greece. It was subsequently adopted by Renaissance figures including 
Copernicus, Newton and Galileo, whose study of it helped to develop the modern 
science of astronomy. It was only at the end of the 17th century that new 
astronomical concepts began to damage the credibility of astrology. Is this 
prediction of science or is this science of prediction? 
 
Astrology Horoscope: Important yogas : Read your 
own horoscope or kundli - 
SOME INTERESTING FACTS : 
wAS Paul the octopus and astrologer? Can a parrot predict your future? Well the 
answers may vary . Undoubtedly you would be at the least familiar with the 
numerous ways to know your future. Let's know something extra that you might 
not know about them: 
 
NUMEROLOGY : 
There are many numerology systems which assign numerical value to the letters 
of an alphabet. Some try to convert letters to numbers and add them up, others 
try to assign properties and descriptions to each number. So not only your birth 
date decides your number but your name too.And not just these, the numbers in 
your address help determine the energy that surrounds you and the people you 
live with. Some astrologers even believe that each number from 0-9 is ruled by a 
celestial body inour solar system.  
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CHINESE ASTROLOGY : 
it is a common misconception that the 12 animan zodiacs assigned by year are 
the only signs, and many western descriptions of chinese astrology draw solely 
on this system. In fact, there are also aimal signs assigned by month, day and 
hours of the day. The combination of one's birth year, month day and hour are a 
part of the 4 pillars of chinese astrology which determine one's fate. The chinese 
new year is based on the cycle of the moon. It falls between min january to mid 
february. Year 2012 saw chinese new year on 23 january and the next year it is 
going to come on february 10. 
 
ZODIAC SIGNS : 
Do you think you have mixed traits of 2 sign? If you were born on the first or last 
day of a sun sign, in astrological tems you were born on a cusp. If that's the case 
, you will probably benefit from reading your own sun sign. For e.g. if your birth 
date is 22 december , your sun sign is capricorn, so stick to capricorn 
predictions. the doubt that youare a mcix of signs is amyth as the position of sun 
can only be in one sighn at a time but the other traits can be due to influence of 
moon signs and ancestral signs in the birth chart.  
 
TAROT CARDS : 
Tarot card were initially used as playing cards. They later become associated 
with mysticism and magic. From the late 18th century until the present time the 
tarot has also found use by mstics and occultists in efforts at divination or as a 
map of mental and spiritual pathways. Although each card reflects some core 
truth, thinking that each tarot card is always read the same way is a 
misconception. What one sees in the card is always read the same way is a 
misconception. Wha one sees in the card is also a reflection of his physical, 
mental, emotional and spiritual state at that time which keeps on changing. It is 
one of the few ways to develop one's spiritual and intuitive capabilities.  
 
PALMISTRY : 
Palmistry is no more a mysterious word. It is among one of the techniques that 
originated in india and is very commonly practices. now a days a new branch 
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known as geometrical palmistry has been added to it. Geometrical palmistry is 
the study of figures found in hand. This deals with the inclusive study of all the 
advantages and disadvantages of the numerous signs foud in hand. There are 
many other geometrical figures on the hand besides lines like the cross triangle, 
and circle, which point towards the nature of the person and references to likely 
future events. 
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Solutions of progeny problems 

Progeny problem and solutions through astrology and occult science, 
Reasons of progeny problems or baby problems or kids problems, 
Solutions of black magic on Womb through tantra, astrology solutions of 
not having child, What to do to stop miscarriage, Tips to get a healthy and 
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wealthy child, How to protect womb from any black magic, How to protect 
womb from evil eye effects, Remedies of Sterile.  
 
Progeny problem is a very big problems with the married couples. There are 
many cases in which in spite of having good physical power and having all the 
capabilities couples are not having kids which is necessary to make a complete 
family.  
 
Because of this many types of feeling arises in mind. Some females also go in 
depression due to not having kids. Woman is said to be incomplete without 
having kid. Many types of humiliating words are heard by a woman if not having 
baby in proper time. 
 
Couples do every possible thing to get a baby. But some times every effort gets 
failed. They spend even lakhs of funds just to get a good child. In that case many 
cases has been solved by using the occult science like astrology, vastu, tantra 
etc.  
 
Now the question is that what are the reasons of 
progeny problem or kids problem: 
Here i am clearing all the astrology reasons and other reasons of not having child 
in proper time. Hope this will clear your doubts and help you a lot to over come 
from your progeny problems. 
1. If in horoscope the progeny place is affected badly then it is very possible that 
the couple will face the problems of not having child.  
2. If the child place is affected by malefic planets in both husband and wife 
horoscope, kundli or birth chart then it is very difficult for the couple to have a kid.  
3. Some times due to grahan dosha it is also possible that couple faces problem 
in having good child.  
4. some times due to the planetary problem handicap child take birth and the 
parents suffers life long.  
5. If the progeny place is viewed by malefic planets than also it is possible that 
the couple face this type of problem.  
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6. Many times due to destructive minded person also it is found that the Womb is 
tied by using tantra due to which even a healthy female not able to give birth.  
7. Sometimes due to weak planetary power female is unable to conceive 
properly.  
8. Evil eye effects also put impacts in persons life and create problem in having a 
kid.  
9. Sometimes it is possible that progeny place is ok. But Due to present planetary 
movements the progeny place is affected.  
10. Some times heavy pitra dosha creates obstacles to have a good child.  
11. Some times special type of kaalsarpa dosha also create impacts in progeny 
place.  
12. Negative energies in vastu also create problems in having child.  
 
So there are many reasons of progeny problems. But the main thing is that which 
is the main reasons in your life can be said only after proper analysis. 
 
Progeny problem and solutions through astrology and occult science, 
Reasons of progeny problems or baby problems or kids problems, 
Solutions of black magic on Womb through tantra, astrology solutions of 
not having child, What to do to stop miscarriage, Tips to get a healthy and 
wealthy child, How to protect womb from any black magic, How to protect 
womb from evil eye effects, Remedies of Sterile.  
 
Effects on Couples Of Not Having Child In Proper 
Time: 
Family members, neighbors and close relatives always ask about the kid to the 
couples which is some times creates different types of impacts in mind. 
Some times family members and close relative use humiliating words for the 
female generally.  
some times the couple enter in depression due to not having kid in proper time.  
some times due to mental pressure male or female suffering from diseases.  
Some times divorce is also seen due to not having child in proper time.  
Couples may enter in adverse situation due to not having a kid in time.  
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Couple feel awkward while entering in any social gathering.  
 
So there are many problems faces by the couples by not having child in proper 
time.  
 
But remember that Nothing is impossible in this world. So don't worry if you are 
facing problem in having kid, don't worry if you are having miscarriage problem, 
don't worry if you think that your womb is affected by any type of black magic or 
evil eye effect.  
There is a solution of every problem in this world. The only thing is that you 
should consult good astrologer and follow the every instruction given to you.  
 
Remedies of Progeny Problems: 
Solutions of progeny problem is possible after proper analysis of horoscope, 
kundli or birth chart. The solutions depend upon the type of problem detected. 
Here for knowledge i am providing you some ways through which it is possible to 
sort out the progeny problems.  
1. Progeny yagya is a good way to pray to have a good child. It is done from the 
ancient time by kings and honorable persons to have a good and healthy baby.  
 
2. If pitra doshs is affecting then pitra shanti yagya will give benefit if done on 
auspicious day.  
 
3. If the couple is affected by black magic then it is must to do special utara 
properly through tantra ways.  
 
4. Some times by installing siddha yantra is also helpful to have a healthy child.  
 
5. There are special totkay which if done properly on auspicious makes chance 
to have a healthy baby.  
 
6. The Pooja of Kuldevi, kuldevta, kulbhairav is also a good way to help your self.  
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Some Precaution To Be Taken By Pregnant Lady To 
Protect Their Womb From Black Magic: 
If any one is facing miscarriage problem then she must take the following 
precaution in daily life like as- 
1. Please don't discuss about your pregnancy every where.  
2. Don't go out side during amavas or no moon day, in death.  
3. Don't cross from any chouraha i.e. the place where the intersection point of 4 
cross road.  
4. Always wear a kawach of hanumanji to protect your womb.  
5. Eat healthy, read healthy books. 
6. Avoid horror films or serials.  
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Astrology and Intelligence 

 
Astrology tips for intelligence, best tips to increase intelligence, How 
astrology helps to increase intelligence, gems stone to increase 
intelligence, how to make our mind sharp to get success in every field 
through astrology?, Key formula for a successful life. 
 
Astrology is the subject which if used properly then we can rock in this world, we 
are able to know our ins and out, we are able to move securely. Intelligence is 
the power through which it is possible to get success in desired field, if any one 
want to prove his or her power in any desired field then intelligence is the main 
quality, if we want name, fame, honour respect in this society then intelligence is 
the core quality which we need. 
 
But this core quality can't be easily developed. Hard practice, passionate work 
and practice is necessary, experiences also helps a lot develop the intelligence. 
Above all astrology helps from the within to develop the intelligence. That's why 
scholars from the decades use this science to develop the extra ordinary 
intelligence.  
 
Benefit Of Intelligence: 
We are able to take quick decision. 
We can develop our grasping power. 
We are able to show our positive impacts in group. 
We are able to get success in every field.  
Life become easy by having intelligence. 
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How To Know Our Own Intelligence Through 
Horoscope? 
Now let's understand how to know that our intelligence is good as per astrology. 
So if we want to know about our own intelligence then we have to check our 
horoscope in different ways- 
1. The Ist house represent the mind and if this house is good and powerful then it 
supports to develop good intelligence. 
2. If the Mind place is govern by powerful and positive Mercury then also the 
person is quite good intelligent. 
3. If the Jupiter is supporting the mind place then also the person is an intelligent. 
4. If the mind place is viewed by positive planets then also it increases the 
intelligence. 
5. If good yoga of astrology is forming in horoscope like as budhaditya yoga, 
gajkesari yoga, raj yoga then also the person become intelligent. 
There are many other ways to know about the intelligence. 
 
What To Do As Per Astrology To Develop 
Intelligence? 
Above i have cleared about how to find about our own intelligence. Now i am 
telling about how to develop intelligence to get success through astrology. Before 
adopting any way it is good to consult. 
1. Check the mind place and check the power of planet their and if the master of 
Ist house is positive but weak then it is good to wear good quality gem stone to 
gain power of that planet to increase intelligence. 
 
2. It is also seen that How the Mind place is viewed by other planets and then to 
decide which gems stone is good to increase intelligence. 
 
3. If the important beneficiary yoga are formed but weak then we can wear gems 
stones as per yoga. 
 
4. Special Zodiac rings are also very helpful to increase intelligence.  
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5. Some time special pendent also become very useful. 
 
6. Ring of Luck is also helpful to increase the Intelligence. 
 
Note: 
Some time it also happens that due to the impact of negative energies person is 
unable to use the intelligence in that case special rituals, totkay is used to over 
come from problems. 
 
So don't worry about your intelligence, consult now and get the best ways for 
successful life. Get the best gems stones for intelligence, get the best 
consultancy for intelligence.  
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Types of Gems Stones: 
Before telling you about sub gems let me clear you about types of gems stones. 
Actually the gems stones are divided into 3 categories as per their origin. They 
are- 
1. Stone Gems comes from rocks, bank of rivers etc for e.g. diamond, ruby etc.  
2. Zoological gems comes from animals like as coral, pearl etc.  
3. Flora gems comes from plants like Kaharwa etc.  
 
Generally people knows about some famous gems stones only but here i am 
going to provide you the knowledge of about 84 different types of sub gems 
which are also available in market but due to lack of knowledge people are 
unable to use it.  
 
1. Ruby or manik 
2. Diamond or heera 
3. Emerald or panna 
4. Blue sapphire or neelam 
5. Pearl or moti 
6. cat's eye or lehsunia 
7. coral or munga 
8. Yellow sapphire or pukhraj 
9. Onyx or Gomed 
10. Agate or Laldi pinkish in color. 
11. Sanbor gem is a green color stone having brown line on it.  
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12. Jajemani gem brownish color stone with line over it.  
13. Alemani gem is a brown stone with a line.  
14. Sulemani gem is a black stone with white line.  
15. Durrenafaz is like a raw paddy. 
16. Bansi is of light green color.  
17. Pitoniya is a green color stone with red dot.  
18. Margaj is just like a emerald or panna.  
19. Beruj or aquamarine stone.  
20. Lili looks like blue sapphire but not that exactly.  
21. Sindooriya stone. 
22. Maknatees is present in smoky white color.  
23. Mariyam is with white polished stone.  
24. Firoja or Turquoise is of sky blue color.  
25. Ameni stone is of red color. 
26. Jabarjad stone.  
27. Opel available in different colors. 
28. Turmali is just like pukhraaj and available in 5 colors.  
29. Narm stone has yellowish red.  
30. Sunela smoky yellow.  
31. Dhunela- a slightly different from sunela. 
32. Katela  
33. Sitara is like a golden dot. 
34. Isphatik stone is present in white color but transperant.  
35. Godant is like a cow teeth.  
36. Naamda is like red color ink. 
37. Ludhia is red like manjeeth.  
38. Haalan is like a beige pink.  
39. Sijri is a white stone with blak tree shadow.  
40. Muwenjf stone has white color with hair lines.  
41. Kaharwaa available in different color.  
42. Jharnaa 
43. Sange Bansri 
44. Daantla is like a shankh or conch shell. 
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45. Makdi 
46. Sankhiyan is just like conch shell. 
47. Gudri  
48. Kaansla is available in greeen and white color.  
49. Jifri is in greeen and sky blue color.  
50. Hadid is having brownish color with black color.  
51. Hawas stone is available in golden and green color.  
52. Singli stone is having black and red colors mix. 
53. Dedi is in black color.  
54. Hakik available in different colors.  
55. Gowri used to weigh gems.  
56. Seepa used in making statues.  
57. Seemak stone available in red, yellow, dusty, white. some has pink dots. 
58. Moosa is used to make Mortar or Kharal.  
59. Tursawa Pinkish color.  
60. Ahwa stone is of pink color and a dot.  
61. Lajawart in red color and having a golden dot.  
62. Kuduet is available in black color and having yellow dots.  
63. Awri stone is present in black color and having golden shine.  
64. Chiti 
65. Sangesam is like color of grapes, camphor white.  
66. Maarwar gem stone.  
67. Laus stone is of smoky color.  
68. Danafirang is like pistachios color.  
69. Kasauti is of black color.  
70. Darchana  
71. Hwmikul-wahar 
72. Panghat.  
73. Aamliya 
74. Door  
75. Tilewar stone is of black color with yellow dots.  
76. Khara  
77. Seerkhedi 
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78. jahrimora  
79. Raaw 
80. Sohan Makkhi is of blue color 
81. Hajrate Ud  
82. Surma is of black color.  
83. Paijahar stone is of bamboo color.  
84 Paras stone is used to make gold.  
 
The sub gems stones are also original and are available from stones, different 
types of animals or plants and minerals. For e.g. Laajward, Firoja or turquoise etc 
are available from minerals and shankh available from conch shell and Kaharwaa 
comes from plant.  
 
Fake Gems Truth: 
Actually fake gems are made with the thick glass. These are used to make 
costume jewelries. The fake gems looks greater than true gems but not works as 
per them.  
 
Fabricated gems are also used in these days in which more than one gems are 
combined together to increase beauty.  
 
Artificial Gems Stones: 
Artificial gems stones are not comes naturally, they are made in factory and 
laboratory. In this digital age artificial gems stones are present in abundance. It is 
not easy to differentiate between artificial and original because they looks just 
like same. Only experienced jeweler is able to tell you about this.  
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Gems and planets are very related to each other. Planets present in our solar 
system imitates rays in this universe and all the things are affected with these 
rays. The light which comes from these planets are seems to be white but they 
are having 7 colors. It can be seen in the the rainy days as rain bow.  
 
Gems are very specific types of stones which works with these rays much more 
than other things that's why a person feels changes in short period of time after 
having it in fingers or wearing it in neck as a pendent. Gems stones stores the 
energy well and then transfer it to the wearer. The cost of the stones depends 
upon the quality, better stones can store more energy and thus give more benefit 
to the user.  
 
You might have noticed in the day to day life that due to lack of nutrition person 
become ill and doctor advice to take a specific nutrition to get well. In the same 
way weakest planets in horoscope create problems in the life and also the 
malefic or negative planets in horoscope also creates problem in life. Gems 
stones helps to over come from the planetary problems easily. If any planet is 
weak in the horoscope and due to this the person is not getting success then it is 
suggested to wear that gems stones so that it will increase the energy of that 
planet. 
For e.g. if the Jupiter is weak in any one's kundli or horoscope then Yellow 
sapphire is suggested. It absorbs the yellow rays and transfer in body due to 
which the person will get the power of Jupiter and the success way gets open.  
some times combination of gems are also used for different types of reasons and 
different types of problem solutions.  
 
Now let's see the which are the gems stones for 
different planets: 
 
1. Ruby(Manik) is the gems of planet Sun.  
2. Pearl(Moti) is the gems of planet Moon.  
3. Coral(Munga) is the gems of planet Mars.  
4. Emerald(Panna) is the gems of planet Mercury.  
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5. Yellow sapphire(Pukhraaj) is the gems of planet Jupiter.  
6. Diamond(Heera) is the gems of planet Venus. 
7. Blue sapphire(Neelam) is the gems of planet Saturn.  
8. Onyx(Gomed) is the gem of Rahu.  
9. Cat's eye(Lehsunia) is the gem of Ketu.  
 
Now See the list of Metals which represent the 
Planets: 
1. Sun = Gold 
2. Moon = Silver 
3. Mars = Gold and Copper 
4. Mercury = Gold and brass 
5. Jupiter = Silver 
6. Venus = Silver 
7. Saturn = Iron and Lead 
8. Rahu = Alloy or 5 Metals(Panchdhatu) 
9. Ketu = Alloy or 5 Metals(Panchdhatu) 
 
What is PanchDhatu? 
It is an alloy which is made by using 5 important metals and those are Gold, 
Silver, Copper, Lead and Iron. Rings are also made of panchdhatu and are very 
useful in solving different types of problems.  
 
Favourable and Unfavourable Gems: 
In todays life people use to wear many rings at once some wear 10 rings at a 
time and also wear some pendents of different kinds. But it is very necessary to 
know about which gems stones are friends and which are enemies. If a person 
uses the mismatch gems stones at a time then many serious problems arises in 
life related to health and wealth. Because of this reason i am providing the details 
here so that you may know which gems are supporting for each other.  
 
1. Ruby or Manikya: 
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This is a gem of sun and is used to increase the power of sun or surya in 
horoscope. 
Friends gems stones of Ruby - Pearl, coral and Yellow Sapphire. 
Enemies of Ruby : Diamond and Blue Sapphire. 
Neutral gem with Ruby : Emerald 
 
2. Pearl or Moti: 
This is used to increase the power of Moon in horoscope.  
Friends of Pearl: Ruby and Emerald. 
Enemies of Pearl: Diamond and Coral. 
Neutral gem with pearl: No gems stone is neutral with pearl.  
 
3. Coral or Munga: 
This is used to increase the power of Mars in horoscope or kundli.  
Friends of Coral: Ruby, Pearl and Yellow sapphire. 
Enemies of Coral: Emerald. 
Neutral Gems with Coral: Diamond and Blue Sapphire.  
 
4. Emerald or Panna: 
It is used to increase the power of Mercury in horoscope or kundli.  
Friends of Emerald: Ruby and Diamond. 
Enemies of Emerald: Pearl. 
Neutral Gem with Emerald: Coral and Yellow sapphire.  
 
5. Diamond or Heera: 
Friends of Diamond: Emerald and Blue Sapphire. 
Enemies of Diamond: Ruby and pearl. 
Neutral Gems with Diamond: Coral and Yellow Sapphire. 
 
6. Blue Sapphire or Neelam:  
It is used to increase the power of Saturn or shani in life.  
Friends of Blue sapphire: Emerald and Diamond. 
Enemies of Blue Sapphire: Ruby and Pearl. 
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Neutral gems with blue sapphire: Yellow sapphire.  
 
7. Onyx or Gomed: 
Onyx is used to increase the power of Rahu.  
Friends of Onyx : Emerald, blue sapphire or diamond. 
Enemies of Onyx: Ruby and Pearl. 
Neutral gem with Onyx: Coral and yellow Sapphire. 
 
8. Cat's Eye or Lehsuniya: 
Cat's eye is used to increase the power of Ketu.  
Friends of Ketu: emerald, Diamond and blue sapphire. 
Enemies of Ketu: Ruby and Pearl. 
Neutral gem with Ketu: Coral and yellow sapphire. 
 
Which Gem Stone To Wear and How: 
This is a very important question that which gems stone to wear. Here i am giving 
you my view as per my experience. There are actually many ways through which 
it is possible to know which gems stone is good for us like as- 
Gems stones can be worn as per the Hindi Months.  
Gems stones can be worn as per the English. 
Gems stones can be worn as per the zodiac signs. 
Gems stones as per western cultures. 
 
Note: So it is very necessary to consult an experienced astrologer before using 
best gems stones. AS the gems stone puts impact in our whole life so it is not 
good to use any gem stone just for sake. They have the power to change the 
whole life.  
 
It is a medium of getting vast energy in a systematic way.  
 
Methods To Wear Any Gem Stone Ring: 
People generally use to wear any ring simply after having it but this is not good. 
In our epic a systematic process is given through which if any gem stone ring is 
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worn then the person gets tremendous benefit. Before wearing any gem stone it 
is good to make it charge with special spell or mantra. For this the spell is 
chanted in a specific numbers of time with correct pronunciation then proper 
hawan, tarpan, daan etc are done then only it is good to wear any gem stone. 
Actually the gem stones passes from many places and many hands so it is very 
necessary to purify it before wearing it and by using mantra or spell it is powered 
so that the person will get the divine energy power too.  
That's why it is good to consult an good astrologer who will help you to perform 
the charging activity.  
Also there are vedic and tantrik ways to charge any gem stone. Only the knower 
can tell you which is good for you.  
By charging any gems stone with spells or mantra it becomes a shield and 
protect the person from negative energies too.  
 
Read about 84 types of sub gems stones and artificial Gems stones. 
 
Gems has shown their importance to solve many types of professional and 
personal life problems like as job problems, marriage problems, education 
problems, Love problems. If a proper gems stone is worn in auspicious time then 
no doubt it will change the life of a person.  
It is because celebrities wears gems stones, scholars wears gems stones. For 
the decades astrologers are working for the upliftment of human life with the help 
of gems stones.  
 
If you want to know which gem stone is best for you then do contact and 
also you can order for different type of gems stone. 
Consult now and order now 
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Lucky Gems Stones For Success 
Gems Stones And Astrology 
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Best Gems Stones For Success 
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Metals as per the planets, Gems stones for protection, gems stones for 
luck, Gems stones for different zodiac signs, powers of gems stones, 
Gems stones for money, gems stones to attract some one, gems stones for 
education, gems stones to get success in exams, gems stones for 
marriage, gems stones for Aries, gems stones for Taurus, gems stones for 
Gemini, best astrologer for gems consultancy, gems stones for cancer, 
gems stones for Leo gems stones for Virgo gems stones for Libra Best 
online astrologer, gems stones for Scorpio, gems stones for Sagittarius, 
gems stones Capricorn, gems stones for Aquarious, gems stones for 
Pisces, Why To wear Gems stones, How to wear gems stones, How to 
activate gems stones, Vedic astrologer, How gems stones become shield?, 
Read about 84 types of sub gems stones and artificial Gems stones. 
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Competitive exams are very important from the point of view of any struggler who 
want to make career in a specific field. A person works very hard to clear any 
competitive exams. But there are many person who in-spite of having good 
command over the subject and in-spite of doing hard work whole the year not 
able to pass the exam. And there are some persons who with out doing any extra 
effort easily get success. Now here the question arises Why?  
 

• Why it happens that a knowledgeable person is unable to pass the 
competitive exams? 

• Why an incompetent person selected? 
• why a person get ill at the time of exam and loose the game? 
• Why a person forget the answers at the main exam time? 
• Why a person deprived of the seat just by only 1 number. 

 
 
Luck is very important in life. If luck favors you then you can kick the king and if 
luck is not with you then in spite of being a king you are unable to perform any 
task. So if you want to get success in competitive exams then you must put some 
efforts in increasing your luck too.  
Think parents are investing a lot of money in coaching, books, laptops, mobiles 
etc. just because they thought that these will help to get success in exam but with 
this if some investment will be done on astrology ways then no doubt the 
chances of success will increase.  
 
Did you ever think that if 2 person got the same number in competitive exam in 
that case why one is selected and not other. The answer is simple, Luck.  
 
Lets understand how through horoscope we can know 
that whether we are able to win the competition exams 
or not. 
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1. If the destiny place is generating good power in horoscope then no doubt the 
person will win the game. 
2. If the master of destiny place is generating good power then also it is a good 
sign of getting the favor or luck. 
3. If during the competition exam time if the mahadasha of any positive planet is 
going on then it also supports the person who is sitting in exam.  
4. If the person has good knowledge but if any malefic planet is going on in 
mahadasha or antar dasha then it creates some obstacles. 
5. If the lagna is supported by any positive planet then it is also very beneficial for 
the person.  
6. If the master of lagna is also very powerful then it also helps the person to do 
the best in competitive exams. 
7. If the 5th place of horoscope is also powerful then also there is good chance 
that the person will get the benefit of his knowledge.  
8. If the master of 5th place is also supporting then it increases the chances of 
win.  
9. If Jupiter, Mercury or any other planet is supporting too much to win the 
competition then no doubt the person will pass in the competition exam.  
 
To the real chances and to to right remedies it is good to analyze the birth chart 
and then take right decision regarding what to do to pass the exam. 
 
Ways To Increase Chances To Pass The Competitive 
Exams: 
To get the right remedy to get through the competitive exam it is very-very 
necessary to analyze the birth chart because the same remedy will not work for 
every one due to difference in planetary positions. If proper analysis is done then 
we can use the following ways to pass the competitive exams. 
1. By using proper gems combination it is possible to increase our luck to get 
success in competitive exams. 
2. By using the self hypnosis method it is possible to increase our mind power to 
clear any exam. 
3. By using proper totkay of occult sciences it is possible to increase our chance. 
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4. There are some powerful rituals which if done properly then it removes the 
hurdles of life and open the way of success. 
5. There are some special kawach which are used to increase our hypnotic 
power to clear the interview or exams. 
So there are various ways to overcome from the fear of competitive exams but 
the main thing is that you must trust on occult sciences and must invest on these 
mysterious lores to develop your career, to develop your life to make your future 
bright. 
 
Use my paid services for proper analysis of horoscope and to get the proper way 
to pass the competitive exams.  
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Gem Stone and Astrology 
Gems Stones are used for the decades to rectify the problems arises by planets. 
No doubt gems stones has changed life of many families so far and are still used 
by people for success. What is that power which makes a gems stone useful for 
the people who use it or wear it. Is it a science or some thing else. Everyone 
wants to know this. In this article we will see the mystery behind the Gems 
stones power.  
 
Every Human being has effects of 12 zodiac signs and 9 planets as per indian or 
vedic astrology. Every particular date, time is attached with a particular zodiac 
sign and planet. The horoscope of a person is made as per the birth time. As per 
the positions of the planets and zodiac signs they become the part of the different 
part of horoscope.  
 
The 12 houses of horoscope are 12 different energy points. Some shows 
negative energies and some shows positive energies in human life. While 
analyzing the horoscope it is checked that what is the degree of planet and how it 
is placed in a particular horoscope or kundli. The planet may be strong or weak in 
any kundli which affects the life of any person. This is the time when a person 
needs Gems stone.  
 
Every Gem stone has different color and quality and thus represent different 
planets of the universe. Now if any planet is weak in the horoscope or kundli then 
it is suggested to the person to wear a particular gems stone so that the person 
will get the power of that planet and get success in life.  
 
How Gems Stones Works? 
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This is not a fake to use gems stones. There is science behind working of gems 
stoes. Every gems stones absorb and transmit energy of different types and 
of different wavelengths which is related with different planet. For e.g. Pearl 
absorb and transmit energy of moon and thus if a person wear it get the energy 
of moon.  
 
Note: Don't wear gems stone carelessly. Only an experienced astrologer can 
tell you which gems stone will suits you better. Right gems stone can make your 
future bright but a wrong gems stone may bring misfortune in your life.  
So Consult seriously before wearing any gems stone and always wear charged 
Gems stone for better result. 

 
Read On: 
 
Sub Gems and Artificial Gems Stones Reality 
World Of Gems Stones 
 
Best Gems stones for Success 
Lucky Gems For Success Power 
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Angarak Yoga Effects and Remedies, What is Angarak yoga, How it 
disturbs our life, why it is dangerous, Vedic remedies of angarak yoga or 
dosha, Powerful tantrik remedies of angarak dosha. 
 
Many times when I say some one that there is a angarka yoga in your horoscope 
or kundli and therefore you are facing such problem person ask what is this. I am 
heard this first time. Is it really affect my life how to overcome from this dosha. So 
to clarify all this things i am writing this article hope this will help you to 
understand this yoga properly and after that you will be able to take step to rectify 
this problem.  
 
 
What is Angarak Yoga or Dosha? 
Angarak yoga is formed when rahu and Mangal sits together in kundli or 
horoscope. This is sometimes shows very dangerous effects in person life.  
 
There are some other combination through which we can find the impact of 
angarak yoga too. By proper analysis only we can find this yoga.  
In my life co coincidentally my 3 friends passes from accidents in which one has 
got injury in hand and other has injury in leg.  
They were in bed for about 3 months. When they came to me and showed their 
horoscope i was surprised that both have angarak yoga in horoscope and in their 
kundli Mars was in power at that time.  
 
One more case has came to me which makes me confident that yes angarak 
yoga has impact. A person came to me before me and shows his horoscope, he 
told me that 2 month later he had an accident. He and his wife were coming from 
a place and on the way suddenly their bike crashed and both were in the state of 
unconsciousness for about half an hour. When they got up they were in hospital. 
He just want to know that why it has happened? How it has happened? 
After minute analysis what i have found is that at that period Mangal was in his 
mahadasha and Rahu came in pratyantar. His gan was also rakshas. Strong 
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angarak yoga was formed in that period and due to negative rahu they came in 
contact with negative energy and they suffered.  
I asked him to go to that place ask some person about that place. He went and 
found that there many persons got down without any reason. some negative 
energy resides their as per localized.  
After that I gave him some utara and ask him to wear a kawach. After that he is 
ok and never faced such type of accident again.  
 
So Many types of impacts are seen by me if person 
has angarak yoga Some of them are: 
1. Anagarak yoga is responsible for the accident. 
2. It is also causes chronic diseases.  
3. Due to this dosha person suffers from evil eye effects.  
4. Black magic also makes impact on the person easily having angarak yoga in 
kundli or horoscope.  
5. Some time this yoga make impact on business. A healthy business get 
collapsed due to negative impact of this yoga.  
6. Some time it is also seen that problem in marriage life come.  
7. Student some times unable to concentrate his or her mind in studies.  
8. Medicines doesn't work on persons.  
9. Person become depressed, short tempered, cantankerous or spiky. 
 
Remedies of Angarak Yoga: 
If we talk about the remedies of angarak yoga i want to say that before going for 
remedies it is better to analyse the horoscope. Because only by minute analysis 
it is possible to find the right solutions. For e.g. suppose if the person is suffering 
form the negative energy then at that time remedies through tantra will be 
required. If the person is suffering from health problem then also it is necessary 
to find the exact reason. 
Some astrologer direct do the rahu shanti or mangal shanti but this is also not 
good. Because it is also necessary to check the position of that planet before 
doing the shanti process.  
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But some common remedies are: 
1. Mangalanist prayoga which is generally used to cool down the malefic effects 
of mangal. 
2. Some time rahu shanti is necessary.  
3. There are special kawach which are necessary to protect the person from 
negative impact of angarak yoga.  
4. There is a special angarak shanti pooja in which special measures are used to 
cool down the malefic planets.  
5. Worship Lord Ganesha to minimize the malefic effects of angarak yoga.  
 
Best Remedies or Best Solution of Angarak Yoga: 
If you really want to know that is there any angarak yoga in your horoscope or 
kundli or not. If you are suffering from the problem of angarak dosha then get the 
best remedies by proper analysis of your birth chart. Powerful solution of angarak 
yoga by best angarak yoga remedial expert.  
 
Feel the power of Astrology. Don't hesitate to contact Now...... 
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Reasons of Unwanted Happening in Life, Astrology Security Systems 
Ways, Siddha yantras, Special Rings, Ta, biz or Amulet, Special Rituals or 
Anusthaans, Vashikaran or Black Magic Protection Yantra or Tabij 
 
In our previous article Astrology protection For over all protection and success 
we have already read about the need of astrology security system, Where to 
need security systems. Now we will see the reasons and the ways of astrology 
security systems. 
 
Reasons of Unwanted Happening in Life: 
There are various reasons of unwanted happenings, accidents, debts, death, 
business loss etc. like as - 
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1. This may happen due to evil eye effects. 
2. Black magic may be responsible for your down fall. 
3. Some special negative Totkay may be responsible for your unhealthy life. 
4. Negative energies may be affecting your personal and professional life badly.  
5. Mahadasha of Negative planets in Horoscope or kundli. 
6. Due to effects of malefic planets in horoscope or kundli. 
 
So this type of reasons are not seen physically but they are present in world and 
are affecting our life.  
 
Astrology Security Systems Ways: 
Astroshree by the continuous research now develops Yantra or device, 
Tabiz(Amulet), Special Rings, Special metallic rings which are helpful to protect 
from various negative energies.  
 
Contact For Protection Yantra, Amulet, Anusthaan 
 
Let's understand where to use which type of protective measures- 
 
A)Siddha yantras-  
If there is any problem in house, factory, industry or premises due to evil eye 
effects, black magic , vastu defects then siddha yantras charged by astroshree 
will help a lot. We make use of tantra to make these yantra super powerful. But 
which type of yantra is beneficial for you will be cleared only by analyzing the 
horoscope or total present situation.  
So contact Now to energize your business place and living place.  
 
B) Special Rings- 
These special rings are designed and provided to the persons who are suffering 
from evil eye effects or black magic continuously. These can be provided to the 
persons who are badly hit by the malefic effects of planets.  
 
C) Tabiz or Amulet: 
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Amulet are specially prepared for those who want personal protection and who 
want continuous growth in personal and professional life. These protect the 
individuals from negative energy and make use of positive energy to boom the 
life.  
 
D) Special Rituals or Anusthaans: 
There are many types of anusthaan also conducted by astroshree which opens 
the way of success.  
 
E) Vashikaran or Black Magic Protection Yantra or Tabij: 
Here in astroshree we also make vashikaran and black magic protection yantra. 
If you think that some one is using evil process to dominate you then you can use 
our special charged yantra, rings or amulet which will sure protect you from any 
negative effects of evils.  
 
So protection is necessary for the smooth running of life and Astroshree is with 
you. Use our protection services to make yourself strong and successful. 
 
Happy and fruitful life........ 
Contact Now to know the best Protection ways for you 
.... 
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How to increase will power, best ways to increase self confidence, gems 
stones to increase will power, pooja to increase confidence, Importance of 
will power to get success, Best tips to increase the will power. 
 
Will power is very important part of our personality. With the help of will power it 
is possible to win the world but due to lack of will power a person is compel to 
live a very common life.  
 
It is also said that "Where there is a will there is a way" 
 
Many times different types of questions are asked to me from different 
people related to will power like as- 
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What is this will power? 
Is it from birth? 
Is it possible to develop a strong will power? 
Do occult science help us to gain a positive will power? 
 
Here i am clearing the answers of these questions. Hope this article will clear 
many things before my honorable visitors.  
 
What is Will Power? 
Will Power is a intrinsic power of a person to do some thing in life or at any 
moment. Let's understand this with an example - suppose if you decided to wake 
up early in the morning but some times you fail and some times you win to do so. 
The time when you win is because of your strong decision which is the will 
power.  
 
What is the Importance of This Will power? 
This is a very important question that why it is important. So let me clear you that 
the successful persons have good will power to win this world. This is the will 
power which compel the person to work hard to make the name, fame, money 
etc. in this life.  
Senses like rest and so they don't allow a person to work easily but due to strong 
will power person is able to do any thing in this life.  
It is due to the will power a person is able to make him self or her self god and it 
is also a medium to make our self demon.  
 
So will power is such a quality in every human being if activated properly can 
change the whole life.  
 
How to increase will power, best ways to increase self confidence, gems 
stones to increase will power, pooja to increase confidence, Importance of 
will power to get success, Best tips to increase the will power. 
 
Is it from Birth? 
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Yes, some persons are born with strong will power but there is need not to worry 
if there is a lack of will power in life. It is possible to develop strong will power 
through various ways of occult science.  
 
 
Astrology and Will Power: 
Through proper analysis it is possible to find out the reasons of weak will power 
in any one. Planets are source of energy and if the planets are in strong positions 
in horoscope, birth chart of kundli then no doubt the person will have good and 
strong will power but in case of weak planetary power or malefic planets in 
horoscope the person is not able to have the real will power to win the world.  
 
So if you are lacking some where, if you are unable to get success, if you are 
unable to take proper decision in life, if you are weakness in doing any work then 
don't worry. Just get the proper analysis of your horoscope and get the best ways 
to increase your will power.  
 
There are various ways to increase sound will power: 
1. By wearing right gems stones it is possible to increase will power.  
2. By using the ways of self-hypnosis technique, it is also possible to develop 
strong will power.  
3. There are various mantras if chant properly you can find good changes in your 
self-confidence.  
4. There are various Yoga practice which can help you to increase will power.  
5. There are special kawach which if a person wear it will increase the will power 
tremendously.  
 
So occult science will help you a lot to increase your will power to get success in 
this world. So have trust on your self and take consultancy to make the life bright. 

 
 
Read More on: 
Self Hypnosis For Strong and positive will power 
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How to be a successful teacher?, how planets affects a teaching 
profession, how to increase the power of planets to be a successful 
teacher, gems stone to be a successful teacher, Misconception about 
astrology and teaching profession. 
 
A teacher is a person who is a creator. A teacher is a king maker, a teacher is a 
politician maker, a teacher is a society maker, a teacher is a public maker, a 
teacher is a maker of nation. This is the importance of a teacher. As a child learn 
many things from the teachers so teachers has the power to make the best 
professionals, social workers, politicians, soldiers, kings etc.  
So it is the duty of persons who are in teaching field that they must give their best 
to be a good teacher. But it is not very easy. Because a teacher has to deal with 
different minded students.  
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Many times we have seen that- 
1. Some teachers are very famous and are dear of students while others are not 
as dear in-spite of having good knowledge and degree.  
 
2. In some teachers' class students learn every thing easily but not with others.  
 
3. Some teachers are able to control students easily but some are fail to do so.  
 
This is because some teachers are familiar with the students psychology and 
they are conversant to handle them. Their planets are also helping them to 
understand the students and to make positive impacts on them easily.  
 
Power of Jupiter or Guru In Making a Good Teacher: 
It is a fact that Jupiter is a planet which is necessary to make a intelligent teacher 
but i want to say that it is not responsible to make a successful teacher! 
In this regard i want to say that Jupiter is a planet which makes a person 
knowledgeable but it will not provide the charming personality. It in-fact makes a 
hypnotic personality, a powerful personality. But it is not enough to deal with 
students.  
 
This is because very knowledgeable teachers are fail to communicate with 
students successfully. 
 
This is the misconception that Jupiter is the only planet which helps to be a good 
teacher. Knowledge is endless. So we have to study every thing in a very 
dynamic way to understand the truth.  
 
Facts To Be a Successful Teacher: 
As i cleared earlier that a teacher has to deal with different types of minds at the 
same time. So i want to say that only a versatile person is able to be a good 
teacher. And may i share a secret that every teacher is versatile the only 
difference is that there is a difference of powers. 
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Over power of Jupiter makes a person egoistic which is a very big hurdle while 
dealing with children or students. So if you think that Jupiter is creating problem 
then it is necessary to take some remedial action to balance the energy.  
 
A knowledgeable person with a diplomatic mind is able to prove his or her 
importance in the field of teaching. 
 
A teacher must be witty, knowledgeable, diplomatic, adjustable, researcher, 
genial. 
 
In one word a teacher must be versatile because teacher is a creator.  
 
So there is a need of balance power of all the planets in a teacher.  
 
So if you want to be a successful teacher, if you want to be a famous teacher, if 
you want to be a rocking teacher then you have to work hard to develop your 
personality as per the need. 
 
Astrology and Teaching Profession: 
Astrology will help a person to be a great teacher. Through proper analysis it is 
possible to know that what are the real obstacles in personality and after that it is 
possible to find a proper solutions through gems stones, rituals or karma-kand, or 
offering things(daan). 
There are special occult science process which if done properly then it will 
increase the desired skills in personality.  
Self-Hypnosis is a good way of meditation to develop the desired skills in 
personality.  
By installing a siddha yantra in house or teaching area it is also possible to 
attract the divine rays which will help a teacher to teach in a better way.  
Special kawach are there to increase the power. 
Special gems stones are used to increase the power of different planets like as 
Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, Mars etc to balance the energy level.  
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So use astrology to make your teaching career strong, use astrology to know the 
hurdles of teaching career, use the astrology to empower your life, use astrology 
to empower your personality.  
 
Great teaching career, bright teaching career with astrology and occult sciences. 
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It's a totally new topic for my honorable visitors but i am sure that all of you will 
get benefit from my this article. This article will open a new way of success 
before you. I am going to reveal a great mystery of how to use the social 
networking sites as per the astrology principles so that it will generate positive 
impact in life.  
Now a days Face book, Linked in, Twitter, Google + etc are thriving very much 
and there are other social networking sites too in which people are busy in 
gossiping and sharing views of different types. Social networking sites are now a 
days a great way of doing business as well as spending our spare time.  
 
But Do you know? 
By using social networking sites in a astrology ways you can get the power of 
planets. 
By using right color combination, right graphics, proper identity in a astrology way 
you can win the heart of people. 
You can open the earning source through social networking sites by following 
some easy principles of astrology science.  
You can make positive impact in the society by using the social networking sites 
in positive manner.  
You can increase the planetary power by following some tricks easily.  
 
So if you want success in personal life, If you want to rock in professional life, if 
you want to be a millionaire, if you want to attract more visitors in your network 
then do ready to know the rules of generating positive powers through astrology. 
 
Some Important Things Which is Generally Done By 
Us: 
1. Some people do not share their identity. 
2. Some make fake profiles on social networking sites.  
3. Some use vulgar languages in social networking sites.  
4. Some are sharing negative types of comments. 
5. some are expressing their disappointments through negative impressions.  
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6. Some shares very negative types of feelings in social profile.  
 
Astrology ways to Use Face Book Positively Astrology ways to use twitter, 
Linked in and other social networking sites. How to generate positive 
impact in life through astrology ways of using social networking sites.  
 
 
Remember some important Points which Will open the 
Way of Success: 
1. Whatever you think will happen in long run.  
2. Social profile or your social area will represent you. If you want to get positive 
environment just share only positive views.  
3. Don't let the people know about your sad moods.  
4. Show your original identity it will make your planetary power strong.  
5. Color combination is very important. ist of all know which by consulting an 
experienced astrologer that which planets are supporting you and as per that use 
the colors in your social profile.  
6. Use some motivating tag line. 
7. Don't use any abusive languages it will destroy your image and it may increase 
the evil powers in your life.  
8. If you show your griefs in social sites then remember you are going to attract 
the negative energy which will make your life more complicated.  
9. Try to be positive, Show your real identity. 
10. Publish your impressive photo with a smiling face which will act as a 
temptation for a new user. Remember there is a problem every where and every 
one wants to share some moments with person who can make their moment 
positive. So by showing your smiling photo is a invitation to join your network 
positively.  
11. Don't use vulgar languages or photos in facebook, linked in, Google+ and 
other social networking sites. It will be the invitation to make link with evils and it 
will minimize the power of your good planets.  
12. Try to share your dream plan or objective in your timeline so that You will be 
in touch with your dreams every time.  
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13. One very important thing is that if you share any dull photos of you or any 
unclear photos it means that you are increasing the impact of rahu or ketu in your 
life, it may increase the grahan yoga in your life. So be clear, be smart and be a 
winner by sharing clear picutures of you or your business.  
14. Always reply positively if some one communicate with you. And if you find 
any thing good likes it and share it. It will increase your creativity, alertness and 
on the astrology point of view you are giving power to your venus, sun, Jupiter 
and thus you are going to open the way of success.  
15. If you share a good things which helps people then be sure that you will get 
good wishes which will may clear many obstacles of your life.  
 
Remember that "agar sab kuch takdir me likha hota to khuda apne bando ko 
dua maangna nahi sikhata".  
There is a great power in graces and blessings. So try to make positive 
environment every where if you want to have positive life, a successful life.  
 
I hope this article will definitely give some benefits to the Facebook users, twitter 
users, linked in users and other social networking users.  
 
The ways i cleared here are simple there is no need to spend extra just you need 
to change the way of using the social networking sites to increase the positive 
powers in your life.  
 
Think Positive and Have Positive........... 
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Makar Sankranti Significance, Importance of Makar sankranti, What to do 
on makarsankranti, How to get astrology power in makar sankranti. 
Totkays for makar sankranti. 
 
Makar sankranti is celebrated in a very huge way in the Great India. This is one 
of the great festival of India. People used to fly kites on this auspicious day. 
Whole the day will enjoyed by every family member in ground or roof in flying 
kites and eating Laddu or Til. But this is not only the importance there is a great 
astrological changes takes place on this day of makar sankranti.  
 
This auspicious day is celebrated in different ways in different states of India like 
as in Tamil Nadu it is called as pongal festival, In Assam this auspicios event is 
celebrated as Bihu, In punjab and Haryana Lohri is celebrated in jubilation or 
carnival.  
 
Some Important Facts Related withMakar Sankranti: 
1. The Sun become Uttarayan on this day.  
2. sun enter in the Capricorn zodiac sign on this makar sankranti.  
3. From Makar sankranti Day time of God started as per Indian epics.  
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4. As per Bhagwat Geeta it is said by Lord krishna that person if died on 
Uttarayan time will get salvation.Due to this reason bhism pitamah a great 
character in Mahabarat left his body in Uttarayan time.  
5. It is also a belief that on this auspicious day of makar sankranti Ganga met 
with ocean following the Bhagirath that's why on this day people use to take bath 
on ganga sagar. 
6. On this day wife pray for the long life of husbands.  
So it is a time of getting grace, blessings, Offering.  
 
Astrology Importance of Makar Sankranti: 
As i cleared above that on this auspicious day sun enter in capricorn. sun is 
taken as the father of saturn and makar is the zodiac sign controlled by saturn, 
so it is said that on this day sun meet his son.  
But this is a very important period to cool down the sun and saturn if it is malefic 
in our horoscope, kundli or birth chart.  
 
What To Do On Makar Sankranti: 
1. Black til with molasses is distributed in temples, to relatives etc.  
It helps to minimizes the bad impacts of sun and saturn in life. 
2. There are many big ritual which can be done on this auspicious day to over 
come from debt problems, to over come from family problems, health problems 
etc.  
3. If Saturn is creating problems in life then on makar sankranti you can do pooja 
for shani Shanti.  
4. If Sun is malefic in your horoscope then on this day you can donate things of 
sun to the needy persons to minimize the negative rays of sun.  
5. It is a great day to start any anusthaan or rituals for success.  
6. It is a day to start karma to attain dharma, artha kama and moksha. 
7. You can do process to get Riligious power.  
8. You can do saadhna on this auspicious makar sankranti to get spiritual power.  
9. You can do pooja to open the way to attract Monetary power in life.  
10. You can take proper step to attain the salvation, the main goal of human life 
as per our epics.  
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Some Totkays To do on Makar Sankranti Which will 
open the way of SUCCESS: 
1. If you fly kite then take kites as per your age for e.g. if you are of 25 years then 
take 25 kites and fly them with joy and let them cut. Think that your all bad luck is 
going away with that kite.  
 
2. You can do tula daan on this day to over come from any difficult period of life 
like as mental problems, health problems, financial problems etc.  
 
3. If you are affecting badly from shanti then take the laddus of gud and til as per 
your age and just move them from head to foot 21 times and then offer them to 
red or black cows. You can also feed fishes on this day. 
 
4. You can book online for Sarwarist Nivaran Prayog on this auspicious day. 
 
5. You can do Rudrabhishek on this day for your upliftment.  
 
6. There are many other ways to do which you can do by taking proper 
consultancy with your consultant.  
 
If you want to do some thing special on this auspicious day of makar 
sankranti then do consult for best astrology advises, easy totkays, to get 
the way of success..... 
 
 
Read More On: 
Navagrah Remedies  
Best Gems Stones For Success 
Special Services of Astrology 
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Astrology For Bloggers, How to get success in blogging industry?, What 
Gems stone will help to get success in blogging?, What are the planets 
which helps to earn from blogging?, Astrology for blogging, Best astrology 
tips to make name, fame, money from blogging.  
 
Blogging is becoming an industry these days. It has become a new source of 
income for the writers. Big celebrities, industries, companies keeps bloggers to 
make their online reputation and they pay a good remuneration to bloggers. 
Blogging is the only means to make reputation in web world. Through this you 
are able to get in touch with the world.  
 
If any one wants to make career in blogging and not get the right opportunity then 
astrology can help him or her easily.  
Through astrology it is possible to find out what are the factors which are creating 
hurdles in making career in blogging industry.  
 
Lets understand the planetary powers needed to get 
success in blogging: 
 
1. If a person has good power of mercury and if it is the master of lagna or 
earning place then the person has a chance to make money from writing.  
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2. If a person has good power of Sun too then definitely he will get success in 
blogging.  
 
3. since in web world the success of a blogger depends upon the visitors which is 
just also like a gambling. So it is seen also that a person having good power of 
rahu and ketu also get success in this industry.  
 
4. If mercury, sun, Jupiter is weak then person writes but he or she is unable to 
cash his or her blog satisfactorily.  
 
5. Mercury if good in horoscope, birth chart or kundli then it supports the blogger 
to interact with the reader of his or her blog dynamically which helps to make 
better relation.  
 
6. If the blogger has good Venus power with mercury then it helps the blogger a 
lot. You want to know how? Venus gives power to make the blog attractive, it 
gives ideas to compel the readers to join the blogger. So Venus is very important.  
 
I have come in contacts with many bloggers and different types of 
problems has been detected by me let's see them- 
1. Some bloggers has good blog but they are not getting good deal to cash their 
blog.  
2. Some bloggers who work for themselves are also not getting success due to 
lack of communication power. 
3. Due to over confidence also some bloggers fails to cash their blogs.  
4. Some are not getting response due to fade presentation.  
 
So if you are a blogger and also facing any difficulties then it's good to consult an 
experienced astrologer who can tell you the ways to attract the luck to get 
success in web world.  
Occult science has the power to open the way of success, Astrology will show 
you the truth and if you take some steps as per the astrology then no doubt you 
will get tremendous success in life.  
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So don't worry if your blog is not working finely, don't worry if you are unable to 
understand the web world, don't worry if you are unable to write fresh articles, 
just Consult and get the right way of success. 
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Sarwarist Nivaran Prayog 

सवार्�रष्ट �नवारण प्रयोग | Solutions of All Problems, Remedy of kaalsarp dosha, 
remedy of pitra dosha, remedy of black magic, remedy of business 
problems, remedy of debt problem, remedy of health problems, remedy of 
marriage problem, How to book for online pooja, How to to book for 
sarwarist nivaran prayog. 

A special anusthaan which is a result of continuous research and i.e. सवार्�रष्ट 

�नवारण प्रयोग | Solutions of All Problems.  

 
For the decades people are facing different types of problems in personal, 
professional and spiritual life. There are different types of remedies for different 
types of problems but sarwarist nivaran prayog is a miraculous anusthaan, a 
powerful anusthaan which presents the remedies of all your problems.  
 
I assure you that this prayog will give you result if you are not getting success in 
your subject. 
 
If you are facing the following problems - 
1. Marriage Problem- then sarwarist prayog will help you. 
2. Business problem- then this prayog will enhance your business. 
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3. Black Magic Problem- then this sarwarist prayog will protect you from the evil 
effects. 
4. Job Problem- then this remedy will open your way to get success. 
5. Health Problem- then this special process will help you to get well soon. 
6. Kaalsarp Dosha - then this sarwarist nivaran prayog will help you to protect 
from the malefic effects of rahu.  
7. Pitra dosha- then this special ritual will save you from the ancestors problems. 
8. Mangal Dosha- then this pooja will minimize the effects of negative mangal.  
9. Debt Problems- then this pooja will open the way to free you from debt. 
 

Special Features of This सवार्�रष्ट �नवारण प्रयोग | 
Sarwarist Nivaran Prayog: 
1. You don't need to present in this prayog physically i.e. physical appearance is 
not needed.  
2. There is no side effects of this prayog. 
3. This prayog is able to rectify your all major problems like marriage problem, 
mangal problem, debt prolem, kaalsarp dosha problem, business problem, job 
problem, black magic problems, evil eye effect problem etc.  
4. This is the most effective process to remove the malefic effects of planets.  
5. This is the most beneficial prayog to get success in the personal, professional 
and spiritual life.  
6. Any one can book for this सवार्�रष्ट �नवारण प्रयोग| sarwarist prayog.  

7. This prayog can be done for any one i.e. child, younger, teenager, adults, 
senior citizens. 
8. You can book this prayog for your love one's too and even for your ancestors 
upliftment. 
9. People from the world are getting benefits from this सवार्�रष्ट �नवारण प्रयोग | 

Sarwarist Nivaran Prayog | Solutions of all Problems. 
 
Special Note:  
There is no need to show your horoscope, palm or anything else. Just Send your 
problems and book for this prayog. 
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What is The Right Time For This Pooja? 
There are many special time on which this pooja will show the great result like. 
1. Navratri- Time to worship the goddess of power. 
2. Grahan time 
3. Amawas 
4. Poornima 
5. Pushya nakshatra etc. 
Depend upon the work this pooja will be done. So by consulting you can get the 
right time for you. 
 

How To Book For This सवार्�रष्ट �नवारण प्रयोग | Sarwarist 
Nivaran Prayog |Solutions of All Problems: 
There is a very simple process to book for this prayog-  
1. First Send your doubts to dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
2. You have to Transfer the dakshina or Processing fees of this pooja in the a/c 
no. given in the website. 
3. You have to send the Name, Father's name, Mother's Name, Gotra, and the 
Latest Photo of the person for whom you want this prayoga. 
4. You will be given a date from which your pooja will be start.  
5. Some special instruction will be mailed to you. 
For Dakshina and any other doubt Do contact us Via 
Email- 
Remember This life is very important and to have a successful life is more 
important. All pooja and prayog will open way to live a successful life. 
So Contact Now ---- 
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Story of ghosts or haunted house always create excitement in our mind. Every 
one like to watch movies and serials related to ghosts because it creates 
sensation, horror, excitement etc. But in real life the person who actually feels the 
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negative energy is not able to share the experience easily. The victim family is 
not able to share the reality easily with every one because common people do 
not believe on their experiences. 
 
In my life i have been pass from many incidents which insist me to write this 
article. Daily i get cases from world over and some of them do not know what is 
happening with them and why. The incidents which actually takes place during 
ghost attacks are simply not explicable and the things are totally new for the 
person who is facing this. So it is very necessary to understand this concept.  
 
Many knowledgeable and literate friends do not believe on this concept that 
ghosts exist. I don't want them to believe on this because it is good that they 
don't believe as they are not affected by this till now and i pray to god that every 
one must be away from this type of negative energies. it is good to not believe on 
invisible energies because it is not possible for everyone to digest the truth 
easily. 
 
This article i am writing for those who actually faces the problems in life due to 
invisible negative energies, this article is for those who are victims of ghost or 
spirits, this article is for those who want to over come from the negative energies, 
this knowledge is for those who want to protect their house from spirits, This 
article is for those who are living a horrified life, read this article with full 
concentration if you or your family is facing abnormal happenings in house.  
 
Some Important Questions And Answers Related To 
Spirits or Ghosts: 
 
Before proceeding further it is very necessary to know clear some answers of the 
questions which generally create confusions in people mind. It will increase your 
belief and also help us to find the right solutions of our problems.  
 
Question No.1: Is ghosts exist or is there any existence of spirits? 
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Answer: yes, there is an existence of spirit or ghosts. They are present ever 
where in this world but the main places of their are Intersection of 4 roads, 
cremation ground area, Cemetery, graveyard, the intersection of 3 roads, 
deserted house etc. Different types of spirits resides in different types of places. 
Just for knowledge i have given here some places which are common.  
 
Question No.2: What is the difference between ghosts or spirits and ancestors? 
Answers: I hope every one wants to know the answer of this question. I am 
giving the answer of this question from Bhagwad Geeta an epic in which lord 
Krishna has given knowledge to his disciple and friend arjuna. Lord Krishna has 
given a very good answer of this question that the souls of our family are known 
as ancestors but the unknown souls create horror and they are taken as ghosts 
or spirits.  
Let me clear this point. suppose if after death of any person in family the soul of 
that member is seen then it will not create fear in mind but if you see any 
unknown soul in your house or with you then this will create fear in your mind.  
 
Question No.3: What are ghosts or spirits? 
Answer: Ghosts or spirits are actually dissatisfied souls. They are not free from 
the temptation of this physical world. Untimely death or premature death also is 
the main reason of becoming ghosts or spirits. These souls are actually strongly 
attached with their house, family members, wealth etc.  
 
Question No.4: Are every ghosts bad or negative? 
Answer: No, every ghosts are not bad. Some spirits are very supportive. There 
are many families and person who are thriving because hey are supported by 
some invisible energies but they are not aware of this. If any positive spirit bless 
any one then no doubt the person will thrive leaps and bounds. The nature of the 
spirits depends upon the the human birth in which they were before leaving the 
body.  
 
Question No.5: Is it possible to release any spirit or ghost from the spirit race? 
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Answer: yes, of course it is possible to free any soul from the ghost or spirit 
race. There are perfect rituals in our epic which if done properly for the upliftment 
of any soul then the soul gets free from any bond. And of course it's a very good 
deed. The person who do rituals for the upliftment of spirits or ghost or ancestors 
gets blessings from those powers and the super power too.  
It is said that if you are capable of doing any good work for any one and if 
you are not doing then you are committing a sin. 
 
What are the Indications that a house is haunted? 
This is a very important question that how to know that a place or house is 
haunted. How to know that there is some problem in any place due to negative 
energies. How to predict any invisible energies in any place. Let me clear some 
happenings which will clear you the impacts of any spirits.  
1. Family members some times hears strange sounds in house.  
2. Sometimes foot steps are heard at the silence time.  
3. Abnormal smell sometimes disturb the life of any member.  
4. some times it is felt that some one is standing near by.  
5. Suffering from diseases without having any genuine or logical reasons.  
6. Some times things are scattered here and there unknowingly.  
7. Fire any where in the house.  
8. Inexplicable phobia. 
9. Problems in every family functions.  
 
Remember houses are not built everyday. It is the result of whole life of a person. 
If the land or house which is bought by anyone is haunted then think what will 
happen to him or her. Hunted house not only disturb the main member but the 
whole family pay whole the life. So it is good to consult any scholar always when 
doing any auspicious work. It is sometimes a bad luck for a family who suffers 
due to spirits but not aware of this.  
 
Haunted house remedies, how to get rid of spirits, ghosts reasons and 
remedies, Some important questions and answers related to spirits or 
ghosts, Effects of ghosts or spirits in house or vastu, how to protect our 
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house from spirits or ghosts, Pooja to over come from ghosts, tantra to 
protect our house, totkay to protect our house, Perfect Remedies of 
haunted house through occult sciences, Unique ways to over come from 
spirits.  
 
 
Effects of Haunted House: 
Haunted house is very dangerous and sometimes ruin the whole family slowly 
and some times at once. The effects depends upon the type of energy residing in 
the house. Let's see some impacts which are seen because of any spirit in any 
house- 
1. Family members suffers from chronic diseases.  
2. Different types of accidents take place in the house spontaneously.  
3. some times fire starts any where in the house.  
4. Sudden death takes place. 
5. Some times particular members starts behaving abnormally like as something 
has entered in his or her body.  
6. Different types of sounds comes from the house. 
7. Things are sometimes falls any where, Things moves automatically.  
8. Nightmares disturbs the family members very much.  
9. The whole family lives with fear.  
 
How To Experience Good Spirits or Ghosts? 
Since i have already told that spirits are good and bad too. So negative spirits 
creates violence but benign ghosts are just opposite of them. They are very good 
and always supports the family members. I am sharing my own experiences on 
how to find that you are supported by any good spirit- 
1. If you feel during worship time that some one has come by you then it may be 
good spirit. One of my friend always told me that while he meditate in his room 
then some times a waves flow and i just open my eyes to see who is there but 
not found any one till now. He is experiencing this till today. When i asked me 
about that i told him that any good spirit comes while you meditate. So don't fear 
and just continue your meditation.  
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2. Some times our work gets done automatically without any hurdles, it may be 
due to good spirits.  
 
3. Some times a very nice fragrance spontaneously arise in room near by, it 
shows that some good energy has entered in your room.  
 
4. Good spirits never do wrong with the family members. They like cleanliness.  
 
5. Some times when any member ask questions to god then the spirit try to clear 
it through different ways. 
 
Don't Be Confused When You Think Your House Is 
Attacked By Any Evils? 
Now i am telling you some ways to do when you think that your house is haunted 
or there are some evils energies in your house. Some times due to some 
physical reasons also some incidents takes place and we think that there are 
ghosts in house.  
 
So do these things for confirmation- 
1. If you are getting sounds then do check the doors and put proper oil on them.  
2. If any smell is disturbing you then do check that whether it is coming from 
outside or not.  
3. Ask yourself that are you not suffering from your own thinking or any 
imagination of ghosts. Sometimes by watching horror serials and by hearing 
stories of ghosts person starts dreaming about that.  
4. Check your all gas connections, light instruments and be assured that they are 
ok.  
5. Clean every room and through the garbage out side.  
 
Remedies of Haunted House: 
The very important topic is solutions of haunted house, how to over come from 
abnormal activities going on in the house, how to protect our house and family 
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members from ghosts attack or spirit attacks. Here i am going to tell you some 
special ways which will definitely help you to protect yourself.  
If you are confirmed that your house is haunted then take the following steps- 
 
1. Be positive and with your full will power ask the energy to leave your house but 
while doing so be polite. Just speak to the energy and say that you are leaving 
here with your family. So just go anywhere else. 
 
2. If you think that the energy is good then ask to not make any noise and live 
there quietly in a particular area. 
 
3. Do the deep cleaning in your house from every corner on Saturday or 
amavasya i.e. on no moon day.  
 
4. Get a crystal charged with special mantras or spells for ghost protection and 
install it in your house or room which is affected.  
 
5. By placing fountains, fish pot etc are also helpful but it is good to consult 
before doing so.  
 
6. Burning camphor in every room while chanting special mantra or spell will also 
free your house from ghosts.  
 
7. Get holy water and sprinkle it in every rooms, roofs etc.  
 
8. Keeping garlic also protects from evils. 
 
9. There are siddha yantras which if installed on auspicious time i.e. on siddha 
muhurth then no doubt it will protect your house from evil energies.  
 
10. There are pendants which if charged if proper spells or mantra then protect 
the wearer. some of the pendents are panchmukhi hanuman pendent, kali 
pendent, Trishakti pendent, special anti ghost protector pendent which is made 
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by special gems and it is charged in a special way. If you want ? 
contact me.  
 
11. There are special spells which if chant properly then negative energies leave 
the place. But it should be done by expert only. 
 
12. Various types of utara are also possible but they must be done under keen 
guidance of expert.  
 
Note: There are Other vary powerful ways of tantra, mantra and yantra 
but it is better to consult before using them.  
 
What Precautions To Be Taken To Protect Our Self To 
Not Get In Touch With Ghosts or Spirits: 
1. While entering in any deserted house first of all do the vastu poojan i.e. use 
holy fire and offer things with special spells which is a signals to the energies to 
leave that place.  
 
2. Be careful while taking house near by cemeteries and graveyard.  
 
3. Don't let your house empty for long days. An empty house is an invitation to 
ghosts or spirits.  
 
4. While buying any old home just inquire thoroughly about it's past and do the 
proper rituals or pooja for the peace of the energies which were there earlier.  
 
5. Take proper measures to remove darkness of your house. Darkness always 
attract negative energies.  
 
6. Sound of Om bell is good. so it is good to ring it daily after daily worship.  
 
7. Don't keep horror images on the wall.  
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8. Do hawan in every 3 months which will increase positive energy in you house 
and protect your house too.  
 
9. Worship Kuldevi or kuldevta always. They will protect you from negative 
energies.  
 
10. On the some specific days do some thing for the upliftment of dissatisfied 
souls which will help you to get blessings of them.  
 
So i think i have told enough on ghosts, spirits and evils. Hope this article will 
help you a lot. But if you are having problems related to this then you are 
welcome to my online consultancy services. I will analyze your problems and 
help you to over come from this with the help of occult sciences.  
Remember this is not a superstitious. Ghosts exists and they show their 
presence. In the absence of proper remedies it is not possible to over come from 
spirits easily.  
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haunted house through occult sciences, Unique ways to over come from 
spirits.  
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I am writing this very important article for the persons who are suffering from 
black magic and for the persons who want to know about the remedies of black 
magic. Also who don't believe in black magic can get very important information 
which compel them to believe in black magic. 
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What do you say if a blind men say to you that there is no morning, the same 

answer will be for the person who don't believe in black magic or evil eye effects 
etc.  
Some one may says that in this age of science and technology there is no 
existence of black magic and evil eye effects but this is no use for the persons 
who is still facing this problem in this scientific age.  
There are some places in Assam, chhatisgarh, Africa and many other part of the 
world where you can see many persons suffering from black magic. So whether 
you believe or not black magic exist and people are doing this to harm others.  
 
Do ever thought why people are using this bad 
practice? 
The answer is simple with the increase of competition, jealousy, temptations, 
hunger to get social and monetary power in life soon people want to adopt the 
short cut way. Black magic is the short cut way to get all the necessary things by 
using evils powers.  
 
Explanation of Black Magic- 
1. Black magic is a process adopt by the people who are negative minded. 
2. This lore is used to harm, kill or to put others in danger.  
3. Jeaslous people use this to ruin the life of competitors. 
4. Some special mantra and yantra are used to do black magic. 
5. There are various names of black magic such as - jaadu tona, kala jadu, 
mooth karni, Voodoo etc.  
6. Some special things which used in black magics are- Lemon, chillies,Black 
turmeric, Kumkum, dolls, pins, ash, coconut, Rai, kaali udat etc. 
 
 
Effects of Black Magic: 
There are many dangerous effects of black magic which ruin the life of a 
persons. Some effects are - 
1. It can destroy the personal life. 
2. It can destroy the professional life. 
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3. It can make a personal paralysed. 
4. It can make a person insane or mad.  
5. It can make a person total handicapped.  
6. Black magic can also kill animals. 
7. It creates Insomnia. 
8. It generate quarreling nature. 
9. Male or female may get hypnotized with this practice for unwanted things.  
10. It can increase financial problems in life.  
11. It can create the feeling of depression. 
 
 
Positive Effect of Black Magic: 
It is not only used to harm a person but it is also used to cure persons suffering 
from black magic. It's a special process which can be either used positively or 
negatively.  
 
Who are affected Mostly? 
The effects of black magic can be easily seen on the persons - 
a) who don't believe in positive energies. 
b) who are addicts of bad habits like smoking, eating un usual things, drinking 
and making illegal physical relation ships.  
 
Some Common Symptoms of Black Magic: 
if a person is suffering form black magic then you can predict by finding some 
common symptoms like as- 
1. Nightmares 
2. Red eyes always or in some particular time. 
3. Not able to do job or business in spite of having good physic. 
4. Frustration without any reason. 
5. Sudden down fall of business. 
6. Amnesia 
7. Dream of falling from height.  
8. Dream of sinking in water.  
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9. Unable to diagnose the problems related to health.  
 
Black Magic Remedies: 
It is very difficult to get the real healer or the person who can save you from this 
black magic. Remedies of black magics are different as per the type of black 
magic but here i am providing some information which can help you to over come 
from this problem.  
 
Effective remedies for Black magic. 
 
A) A very bitter truth regarding Black magic is that it is done mostly by very close 
person or  
 
relative so always be alert if you have doubt on any one.  
 
B) Worship your kuldevi and kuldevta(Family diety). They definitely protect us 
from the evils. 
 
C) Do meditation daily and make your innerself strong.  
 
D) Don't keep any negative feelings in your mind.  
 
E) Avoid using liquor, smoking. 
 
F) Don't eat with the suspicious people. 
 
G) A very special Utara- Take a lemon and put some kumkum on it and move it 
about 21 times from head to feet of the victim and take it to a place where 4 road 
meet and cut it in 4 piece and throw it there or you can also throw it to a dirty 
place or sewer. 
You can do this process on every Amawas or non full moon day. 
 
H) Utara Can also be done with an egg.  
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I) If you find and unwanted materials near your boundary like as lemon, rai, haldi 
nails etc then throw them out immediately.  
 
J) In medicine you can use Homeopathy or other alternative medicines. 
 
K) There are Kawach which is very important for the person who is affected with 
this problem. 
 
L) Another important way to over come from the problem of black magic is to 
consult a right person. Who can guide you better to save your whole life.  
 
M) Our Special Sarwarist Nivaran Prayog is a very powerful 
Anusthaan To Overcome from the problem of Black magic. Read about this here. 
 
Feel Free to Consult For your Black magic problems. I 
assure you to guide better---------- 

 

Solution of black magic 

 
Read More On: 
Black Magic Effects and Powerful Remedies 
Learn Free About Black Magic Remedies 
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Black magic is the use of occult science in negative way. It's effects are 
dangerous and disturb both the personal and professional life.  
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Black magics can be done by using several things likes black magic by dolls, 
black magic by bones, black magic by Cemeteries soil, Lemon, black pepper etc.  
 
Black magic not only ruin the life of victim but also make the family members in 
complex situation. Health loss, Time and Financial loss are the main symptoms 
of black magic.  
 
How to Find That Black Magic is Done? 
Since subtle energies are used to perform this mysterious lore or black magic so 
it needs occult science to find weather black magic has bees used or not. But 
there are some symptoms which increases the probability of black magics like as 
- 
 
1. To have Night mares. 
2. Continuous downfall in health.  
3. Not able to focus on work in spite of having good health.  
4. sudden Loss in Business.  
5. sudden death by accidents or without any logical reason.  
6. Increase of Debt in spite of doing hard work.  
7. sudden change in behavior of any person.  
8. Strange type of smell in working place.  
9. Strange type of smell in home etc.  
 
There are many cases i got daily of black magic. This is just like a virus which 
just try to finish the person, family etc.  
 
So it is necessary to take necessary step to overcome from the black magic 
problems as soon as possible.  
 
A very memorable case -  
A person contacted me via phone that there is some thing wrong happening in 
his family. His mother got paralytic attack, he is suffering from typhoid, his 
brother got an accident. I asked him to send his photographs and other details in 
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mail and after diagnosis i found that the family is entangled in the black magic 
done by his one of the family member just to snatch a property.  
I immediately asked them to do a utara and did a black magic removal 
anusthaan. After 3 days every thing became ok. Gradually their health become 
ok. His mother also overcame from the paralysis.  
 
Contact Best black magic remedial expert, Online solution of black magic, Instant 
solution of witchcraft, Remedies of occultism, World best online consultant to 
protect you from any type of black magic.  
 
I don't use Black Magic to Harm any one.  
 
Things To Remember If There is a Doubt of Black Magic or witchcraft: 
1. Contact as soon as possible to clear your doubts.  
2. Don't wait for the time.  
3. If after taking proper treatment not results are seen that means now you need 
a spiritual healer.  
4. If blood is coming in vomiting then don't wait. This may be the dangereous 
attack of black magic.  
 
Your Can get powerful and perfect solution of black magic problems like as - 
a) If some one has done black magic on your beloved son, daughter, wife, 
husband etc then you can contact for remedies.  
b) Progeny problem, Childless due to black magic.  
c) Financial problem. 
d) Enemy attack problems. 
e) Negative use of vashikaran on your beloved.  
f) Lost love due to any black magic. 
g) Education problem due to occultism.  
h) Business problems due to witchcraft attack.  
 
If you are in problem which is not known to you then don't worry contact now to 
get the best consultancy. I assure you that you will definitely get away from your 
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problems with the help of spiritual science, astrology science, Vashikaran, white 
magic, Good use of spell or mantra, Positive Totkay etc.  
 
We do Black Magic Remedies Through spiritual Fire. 
We do Black Magic Remedies Through Powerful utara.  
Black magic solutions through Yantra, Tabiz, Totkay.  
100% Result oriented Process to remove black magic from life.  
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Remedies of Black Magic or Utara of Black Magic, Black magic effects and 
Remedies, Remedies of Black magic through gems, remedies of black 
magic through totkays  
 
Black magic has the power to destroy our life, Black magic has the power to 
destroy our family, black magic has the power to destroy our social life, personal 
life and professional life. SO Beware of the persons who are doing this types of 
negative rituals. 
 
Although this is a very bad practice to use black magic to harm any one but some 
greedy persons are using this for money and showy status.  
 
If you are affected by black magic then do not wait just immediately go for 
remedies, contact your consultant or any experienced black magic healer who 
can guide you better.  
 
Here I am providing some ways to get rid of black magic but it is better to 
consult before doing anything.  
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1. Through special charged gems stone it is possible to protect a person or family 
from black magic. For this the gems stone is charged with specific mantras and 
then utara is done and then the gems stone is provided to the persons as a 
kawach.  
 
Contact Now to get Your black magic protector. 
 
2. Through Siddha Mahakali yanatra and tabij it is possible to protect ourself, 
home, and business premises. 
 
3. Through special types of utara with lemon and coconut, egg, coal, nonveg etc. 
 
4. By using special types of charged oil- This is not a simple oil but is charged 
with special tantrik mantras to protect the victims.  
 
5. Through special types of tabij. 
 
There are various ways to getrid off from negative effects of black magic. Here in 
Astroshree you will get proper guidance for your black magic problems. It is a 
truth that Don't delay if you are suffering from any type of unexpected problem in 
life. It may be due to black magic.  
 
Get solution of your black magic problems now........ 
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Earlier i have explained about the haunted house remedies. Now i am going to 
clear about the people who are sufferings from the spirits. This is again a very 
important subjects from the point of view of people who are actually suffering 
from evil spirits.  
You have many times found that some persons male or females do abnormal 
types of behavior they are actually not psychic but they are captured by evil 
spirits. There are some spirits which have power to enter in the bodies to fulfill 
their some desires.  
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In India at the time of Navratri the time of shakti aradhna gnerally these scenes 
are easily seen in the temples of goddess chamunda. some persons are found 
moving their heads round and round, some are dancing, some are abusing some 
are sitting quietly These are not normal cases actually these are trapped by 
ghosts or spirits and on these days they shows their power.  
 
If the haunted person is taken to any holy place then he or she generally tried to 
avoid and if forcefully done then the person starts showing their anger by doing 
some abnormal behavior like moving head, abusing, stand firmly etc.  
 
Any one can face this problem like as children, adult, teenagers, aged etc. Some 
times a person lives his full life with ghost but he doesn't know about this.  
 
Let me show you a video of Mehdipur balai arti. This is a very powerful place 
where persons get rid of ghosts by the power of god hanumanji. In this arti video 
you will find that some people are moving abnormally during the arti time. It is 
said that here in mehdipur balaji victims of spirits easily got cured.  
 
 
In India there are many places where medicines of ghosts are given. There are 
many sacred area where just by entering people gets free from evils. There are 
many places where negativity not able to enter in any case due to the purity.  
 
While doing research on haunted people i have found 
the following things: 
1. The people who have rakshas gan as per horoscope or kundli are easily 
trapped by spirits or ghosts or negative energies.  
2. The persons who has weak planetary powers also easily affected by evils.  
3. The people who don't take precaution on eating and drinking alcohol on no 
moon night and some special days also easily trapped by spirits or ghosts.  
4. Black magicians also able to make any person affected by spirits.  
5. The person who don't keep cleanliness in cloths and environment also 
increases the possibility to get trapped by evils.  
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6. cremation ground areas, cemeteries, grave yard etc are the areas of spirits 
and negative energies, those who don't take care while entering on these places 
suffers when luck is not with them.  
 
Let me show you one more video of Bhoot mela i.e. 
fair of spirits or ghosts.  
 
 
How To Decide That A Person is haunted? 
Now i am going to reveal some of the ways and symptoms through which you 
can come to know that the person is trapped by any spirit or ghosts.  
1. If the behavior of any person is changed suddenly then there is a very chance 
that there is an evils attacked.  
2. Now first of all it is good to do some utara and check that any relief is there or 
not.  
3. Consult an astrologer to check is there any mahadasha or dasha of any 
malefic planet is going on or not. Also confirm that what is the gan of the person. 
If all the symptoms indicating negativity then there is vary chance that the person 
is attacked by any spirit. 
4. If the person is demanding for any specific thing at a specific time then also 
there may be a chance of ghost attack.  
5. Some people starts sitting at a particular place in total silent.  
6. Some people talk with some one but for common people there is no one.  
7. Sometimes a very special things happen in which people start believing that 
the person has got any super power and i.e. some ghosts starts predicting the 
future of persons who came near by. When things go right people and family 
members think that yes the person has got some super power but after some 
times it is found that some other power has entered in the body without 
permission.  
 
Those who don't believe on this will definitely believe when i show you a video of 
Jawra. It is a place near Ratlam In Madhya Pradesh. Which is famous for 
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paranormal activities People from around the world come here to get ok from 
ghosts or spirits.  
 
See these 2 videos carefully and try to understand 
what is happening.  
 
Ist Video of Jawra: 
 
 
2nd Video of Jawra in which you will see peple are tied with chains and 
screaming in different ways. Some are laying down, some are doing different 
types of activities.  
 
 
What To Do With Haunted People? 
If you think that any family member is behaving abnormally, if you think that any 
one is victim of ghosts or spirits. If you find that spirit is talking at a particular time 
then do the following things- 
1. Do utara with Lemon in the evening and through it to any chouraha.  
2. Take the person to the temple of lord hanumanji and put the dot of hanumanji 
vermillion or sindoor daily for some days and see the result.  
3. If the soul is talking then ask freely without any fear that what do you want. 
How do you leave this body.  
4. You can politely request first to leave the body at once.  
5. Some times utara with different things are required for which it is good to 
consult experts.  
6. There are some specific tabij of hanumanji, maa kali, lord Narsingh etc which if 
worn after charging then it protect the person from the evils attack.  
7. Try to take the person to Mehdipur Balaji or Jawra or any other place where 
this type of activities are done.  
8. In Ujjain there is a 52 Kund place in Kaliadeh Mahal where also Pooja to 
remove spirits are done on Amavasya.  
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9. If the case is very typical then it is good to consult experts only because some 
ghosts or spirits are very violent.  
So don't worry if you are facing this type of problems just pray to your home god 
and goddess and take the victim to powerful sacred places of hanumanji, dargah 
where you can easily get relief. 
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How To Get Rid Off From Black Magic, How to protect business from 
negative energy and black magic, How To Protect from bad effects of black 
Magic, protect premises and family from black magic, 

Black Magic is a very Harmful process done by some Tantrik to destroy any 

person, place or thing. that's why people afraid of this. Very selfish persons use 
black magic to get success in life. In todays era due to media and other medium 
of publication many person come to know about this black magic and negative 
totkas. Due to cut throat competition everyone want to get success any how 
which has become a major reason of using black magic. 
Now the important question comes in mind how to detect a black magic? So 
some common symptoms to recognize if someone has done black magic are 
given below : 
 
1) Eyes Become Aggressive. 
2) Person start abusing sometimes. 
3) Behaviour of a person changes suddenly. 
4) Sometimes voice of a person change. 
5) Sometimes strange type of smell emanates from the person affected by black 
magic. 
6) Smell of stale meat comes from the mouth of person sometimes. 
7) Suicide tendency activated in a person suddenly. 
 
Simple But Effective Totkays |Flicks |Empiricism  
 
If Black magic is done on the Business then following 
effects seen : 
1) Business gets slacked without any reason. 
2) Customer or clients shifts. 
3) Master of business also fees some type of negativity in the business place. 
4) Sometimes hadache started on reaching at business place. 
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5) A special type of negative smells eamanates from the business place. 
6) Loss increases day by day. 
 
If Black Magic is done on any family then following 
symptoms are seen : 
1) Family members gets away from each other. 
2) Unusual quarrell found in the family. 
3) Feeling of jealousy arise in members. 
4) Everyone wants to go away from each other. 
 
Remedies of Black Magic : 
Black magic is such a ritual which destroy a person, family or business if proper 
action not done at right time at right place. 
There are many ways through which we can protect our self from black magic : 
1) Through mantra prayog 
2) Through Yantra Prayog 
3) Through Tabiz or amulet 
4) Through special type of utara. 
5) Through special type of Tantra prayog 
 
Before the right way do consult any poper consultant.  
 
If you feel you are suffering from any type of Black Magic and want to get rid off 
from the evil effects then do CONTACT NOW. 
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TRUSTED ON-LINE BLACK MAGIC REMEDIES. 
 
In this age of competition person wants to go ahead any how. No matter who is 
suffering and for what, the main thing is success and for this some wicked 
persons, some negative minded persons use the evils power, the black magic. 
These are the dark energies of this universe and are ready to destroy any one. 
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Do you want to know who are using this black magic: 
1. People who are suffering from frustration too much and want to get the work 
done any how use these evil powers for upliftment. 
2. Greedy and selfish people also uses this black magic to fulfil their worldly 
desires. 
3. People who are unable to accept other happiness. 
4. People who are jealous of other success. 
5. People who want to kill the competitors uses black magic. 
6. People who want wealth and desired things any how uses evils energy, dark 
energies etc. 
 
With the increase of digitization the use of black magic has also been increased 
because with the worldly development desires of persons has also increased, 
greed also increased, frustration also increased, jealousy also increased. 
 
Many families are destroyed by this evil lore, daily i got many cases who are 
suffering by some one's black magic impacts. Daily some one is dying due to 
black magic impact. 
 
How To Find That Black Magic is Done? 

• When every effort to solve problem goes fruitless then there may be 
chance of black magic. 

• When the mind of person gets blocked and is unable to take a good 
decision then there may be black magic problem. 

• When fire takes place here and there then it is sure that black magic is 
done. 

• When a intolerable smell is felt then be sure that dark energies has 
surrounded you. 

• When financial loss is not recovering then it may be due to black magic. 
• Sometimes objects flying in house. 
• Sometimes a strange shadow seen due to black magic impact. 
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• Peaceful environment of home goes some where due to black magic. 
• The environment of fear pervades every member of house due to black 

magic. 
• Sometimes any member starts behaving abnormally. 
• Chronic health problem arises in family members due to dark energies 

impact. 
• Accidents and abnormal death also seen due to this havoc effects. 

 
 
With the increase of time the intensity of black magic impacts increases. So 
remedies of black magic is very-very important. If you think that dark energies 
has captured your life then take a step ahead to protect yourself, if you think that 
you evil energies are trying to destroy your life then immediately contact before it 
gets late. 
 
Ancient Remedies of black magic: 
To get ourself and our family members protected from black magic it is 
necessary to take strong and firm step. From the ancient time scholars are using 
the soun ways  
 
to over come from this problem. For knowledge I am providing here. But it is my 
request to do every remedy under keen guidance of consultant. 
 
1. Tantrik remedies are used to destroy black magic. 
2. Siddha mahakali yantra is used for protection. 
3. Siddha bhairav yantra is also used to protect the area from black magic.  
4. Siddha tabij are used to protect our self and family members from black magic. 
5. Holy water is used to protect person, place or thing from black magic. 
6. Siddha ash is also used. 
7. There are spell to overcome from black magic problems. 
8. There are powerful totkay which has to be done on no moon day, grahan yoga 
etc. 
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It is very necessary that you should confirm that you are really affected by black 
magic and then proper remedies must be taken under guidance. 
 
Get remedies of black magic through tantra. 
Get remedies of black magic through mantra or spell. 
Get remedies of black magic through yantra. 
Get remedies of black magic through totkay. 
Get remedies of black magic through ancient powerful ways from the on-line 
black magic remedial specialist. 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Solutions of Black Magic 

 
 
Read More on: 
Astro Remedies of Black Magic 
Black Magic Remedies 
Black Magic Effects and Remedies 
Powerful Solutions of Black Magic 
Perfect And Instant Effects Remedies of Black Magic 
Impact of Black Magic On Business and Remedies 
BLACK MAGIC REMEDIES, DARK ENERGIES SOLUTIONS, REMEDIES OF 
EVIL SPIRITS, HOW TO OVER COME FROM CURSES, HOW TO PROTECT 
OUR SELF AND FAMILY FROM DANGEROUS BLACK MAGIC IMPACTS, 
VARIOUS POWERFUL WAYS TO OVER COME FROM BLACK MAGIC, 
TRUSTED ON-LINE BLACK MAGIC REMEDIES. 
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Astrology Remedies of Black Magic 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
Astrology for Black Magic Protection 

 
Impacts of black magic, effects of black magic on Man, effects of black 
magic on females, impacts of black magic on spiritual people, Precautions 
to save our self from black magic, Astro remedies of black magic, Black 
magic healer, Vedic solution of Black magic. 
 
If your life is getting deteriorated through black magic, if your life is getting ruined 
through black magic, if your life is going to finish by black magic then this article 
is for you. Here you will know the astrology remedy of your black magic 
problems, here you will get the powerful vedic solutions of your evil eye effects 
problems. 
 
How to know that there is a chance to get affected 
through black magic via horoscope? 
It is a fact that if a person is affected through black magic then there may be any 
malefic effects of planets too. Let's see that which type of yoga in horoscope 
leads to black magic impacts- 
1. If there is a grahan yoga in kundli or horoscope or birth chart then there is a 
very chance that the person will face negative energy problems. 
2. If Rahu is malefic then it creates a chance to attract negative energies. 
3. If Saturn is negative in birth chart then also it affect the life with black magic. 
4. The combination of Mars and Sturn also form yoga to affect the life with black 
magic. 
5. Vish yoga also generate chance to disturb the life with black magic or dark 
energies. 
6. Malefic Kalsarp yoga also disturb the life etc. 
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Solutions of Black Magic Through Astrology or Vedic 
astrology: 
1. By doing proper planetary peace of the malefic planet it is possible to get rid of 
black magic. 
2. By installing a good siddha yantra in the affected place it is possible to protect 
the place from black magic. 
3. By doing proper hawan in auspicious time and day it is possible to over come 
from negativ energies. 
4. By wearing a charged kawach we can protect our self. 
5. By doing daan of a particular thing in a particular time and day is good to 
protect our self from black magic effects. 
 
Now let's see some symptoms of black magic: 
Suicide attempts by victim. 
Changes in behaviour. 
Unwanted fear. 
Lack of energy in a healthy environment. 
Blockage of Money. 
Loss in health, wealthy, business. 
Feeling of bonding in body parts. 
Memory loss. 
Hopeless life. 
Nightmares. 
Dark Circles on face. 
Problems in relationship. 
Dream of falling from heights. 
Heavyness in body parts. 
Constant headache. 
Strange smell from body. 
Some times heavy itching in body parts. 
Medicines not work on victim. 
 
Symptoms of Black Magic On Females: 
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Irritation, itching in sex organs. 
Dream of rape. 
Sometimes it is seen that some one is removing cloth. 
Problem in monthly period. 
Unable to conceive i.e. unable to give birth. 
Regular miscarriage in-spite of healthy body and proper treatment. 
 
Spiritual Persons who Practices Daily Some times 
also Face The Problems Of Black Magic: 
1. Attraction towards sexual life. 
2. Attraction towards Non-veg. 
3. Feeling of violence. 
4. Loss of Interest in doing spiritual practices. 
5. Adopting unhealthy environment etc. 
 
It is not possible for any doctor to find the right reasons of problems only a 
spiritual healer can tell you about this. So if any one is affected through this black 
magic then it is must to consult an experienced black magic healer. 
 
Let's see some precautions which will protect you 
from black magic: 
1. Do not intake wine on no moon night and full moon night. 
2. Do not intake non ved on no moon night and full moon night. 
3. Do not eat any thing from unknown person. 
4. Do not eat any thing from a suspected person. 
5. Do not give your very personal information to any one. 
6. Do not give your nails, cloths, sleeper, photos to any suspected person. 
 
Use astrology to know the exact reasons of your problems, get the astrology 
ways to over come from black magic problems, get the powerful remedies of 
black magic from best on line astrologer now. 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
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Guaranteed Solutions of Black Magic 

 
Read More On: 
Ancient Powerful Remedies of Black Magic 
Black Magic Remedies 
Black Magic Effects and Remedies 
Remedies of Black Magic 
Powerful and Perfect Remedies of Black Magic 
 
Impacts of black magic, effects of black magic on Man, effects of black 
magic on females, impacts of black magic on spiritual people, Precautions 
to save our self from black magic, Astro remedies of black magic, Black 
magic healer, Vedic solution of Black magic. 
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Black Magic Effects And Remedies 

 

Black Magic Effects 
and Remedies 

Black magic effects, types and remedies, Black magic remedy through 
gems, black magic remedy through utara, black magic remedy through 
totkays, How to Cut Black magic? 
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Are you suffering from black magic, are you suffering from unusual incidents with 
you in daily life, are you not getting well in spite of taking medicines, are you hit 
hardly by malefic effects of planets?  
Do you want to get rid of your problems? Do you want to live a better life?, Do 
you want to come out of your problems then Astroshree is the right place. Here 
you will get the solutions of your problems.  
In this age of competition people are ready to anything for success. Because of 
the negative competition in the market, because of the feeling to present 
ourselves superior people are using black magic.  
 
People are using black magic to get success in different types of work like- 
 
1. Black magic to kill enemy. 
2. Black magic to get the property. 
3. Black magic to get the love. 
4. Black magic to create impression in work. 
5. Black magic to get money from any where.  
6. Black magic to harass some one because of jealousy etc. 
7. Black magic to hypnotize any boy or girl for specific work. 
8. Black magic to get powers. 
9. Black magic to win election.  
 
There are many types of problems arises on victims of black magic like as - 
a) Mental problems arises suddenly in family. 
b) Financial crisis arises in family at once. 
c) Health problems without any reasons. 
d) Different types of physical problems without any reasons. 
e) Business problems of different types.  
f) Increase of debt In spite of doing hard work. 
 
If you are suffering from black magic then don't wait 
for time. Just contact now to get solutions from  
Black magic Remedial expert, Best black magic solution 
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provider, Trusted black magic remedies provider. You will 
get 100% solution of black magic. You will get result 
oriented solution of black magic.  
 
 
100% Result Oriented Vashikaran Process by vashikaran 
specialist. 
You will get 
Solution of Pregnancy Problem. 
Solution of Unemployment Problem. 
Solution of Chronic diseases. 
Solution of Foreign Tour. 
Solution of Negative energy. 
Remedies of Marriage problems. 
Remove Your Grah kalesh. 
Open your ways to get money from all directions. 
Way to live a successful life. 
Remedies to win court case. 
Ways to dominate your competitors. 
Increase love in couples. 
Solution of Health Issues. 
Powerful solutions of Love affairs. 
Way to control your boss. 
Ways to clear debt or loan. 
Ways to bring prosperity in Business. 
Solution to get money back from relatives. 
Black magic protection Kawach. 
Ways to Get away from fear or Phobia. 
Solution to save from accident. 

 Jyotish To Remove Black magic 
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Read More On: 
Black Magic Effects and Powerful Remedies 
Learn Free About Black Magic Remedies 
Powerful and Perfect Remedies of Black Magic 
Utara or Jhada of Black Magic 
How To Getrid off from Black Magic? 
Protection From Evil Eye Effects 
How To Destroy Black Magic Effects? 
Best Money Protection Tips By Best Astrologer 
Impact of Black Magic On Business and Remedies 
Ancient Powerful Remedies of Black Magic 
Astrology Remedies of Black Magic 
Best Ways of astrology and occult sciences to over come from Stress, fear and 
Negative thinking 

Black magic effects, types and remedies, Black magic remedy through 
gems, black magic remedy through utara, black magic remedy through 
totkays, How to Cut Black magic? 
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Best Horoscope Reader 
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Best Horoscope reader, Kundli reader, birth chart analyzer, Why horoscope 
analysis with astroshree.in, How to get success through astrology?, Why 
To use astrology?, Power of vedic astrology, Method of horoscope 
analysis. 
 
Horoscope reading is not a game. It is a deed of hard practice and experience. It 
is not a fun. People come to an astrologer for solution of problems and thus 
shows great trust on them. So it is very necessary for an astrologer to be calm in 
every situation and make proper analysis of horoscope, birth chart or kundli. 
Dr.Om prakash Bhatnagar is one of the best Indian Astrologer who provide 
online consultancy world wide through email and phone. He is working in the field 
of astrology, vastu, palmistry, Hypnosis, remedies of black magic and negative 
energies for the years and devoted his life to keep alive the spiritual lores of great 
India.  
People from various fields and country contact him for different types of problems 
like as personal life problems, love life problems, marriage life problems, 
education problems, child birth problems or progeny problems, financial 
problems, foreign tour problems, Industrial problems etc and he provides a good 
and easy solutions through is experience and from the ways of occult sciences. 
He is a well educated, highly qualified and experienced best astrologer of great 
India. He is a full time astrologer and make continuous research on occult 
science to keep alive the spiritual lores of India.  
 
Dr.Om Prakash Bhatnagar a famous and experienced astrologer and spiritual 
healer of India understand English and Hindi languages and that's why world 
wide clients are getting benefits from him. His approach is scientific and his 
remedies are also very easy to adopt. He also has a good knowledge of 
palmistry because of which if any person doesn't know his or her birth details 
then consultancy also given by analyzing the palm of person. He is a paid 
astrologer now. Earlier he was giving free consultancies but as per the 
experienced he says that people take astrology as an entertainment so he has 
decided to not give free consultancy to any one know. A real seeker doesn't 
bargain for fees and want real solutions of problems. But the people who don't 
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want to pay fees just want to pass time and waste time of both. Also horoscope 
reading is not an easy task. Full focus is needed with energy and time too.  
 
TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) is an eminent astrologer in social media too like linked in, 
Facebook twitter etc.But He maintain full privacy of clients because he 
understand the meaning of dignity of every one. No data in any case is leaked 
from astroshree.in. People who faces very personal problems contact astrologer 
so it is the main key rule of an astrologer to maintain privacy of clients. By his 
services all over the world online he has proved that he is an international 
astrologer, he is a famous astrologer, he is an online astrologer.  
 
TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) has also studied the tantra and practicing it too. He says that 
tantra has taught him one thing that every thing in this universe has energy in it 
and if you want success in life then you should give respect to every thing.  
 
Positive thinking and honor for every thing is the real way of getting success. 
Tantra process is very useful while dealing with negative energies.  
 
Gems stones therapy is also given in astroshree.in . Gems are the source of 
energies and if any one wear a good gem stone then no doubt he will be able to 
get rid of problems easily. But to find the real gem stone it is very necessary to 
analyze the birth details minutely. TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI 
PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK NATH ) personally 
analyze every horoscope and suggest the best gems stones for success. It is 
seen many times that just by wearing gems stones in auspicious time and date 
and properly charged with sacred mantras gems stones has shown great results 
in solving critical problems of life.  
 
Vedic astrology runs on the time of birth, place of birth and date of birth. If any 
one has the correct time then no doubt vedic astrology is the best way to predict 
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the future and if you come in contact with the best astrologer then no doubt you 
will get the best solutions, best consultancy to move smooth in life.  
 
Now The Question is that Why To Take Consultancy 
From Dr.Rupnathji (www.tantrik-astrologer.in)? 
This is the trusted site for astrologya and occult science. 
TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) himself check every case and guide personally to over come 
from problems. He is not only practicing astrology but also well known 
practitioner of alternative medicines, tantra, mantra and Yantra remedies. By his 
intense research he has found some short and sweet ways to get success in this 
world. He said that it is not necessary that a person who pay much only get relief. 
There are various ways through which it is possible to get rid off the problems 
without much expense.  
TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) is not engage in selling gems stones and yantra for money 
only. Here you can get only charged yantras, kawach,gems stones etc.  
Scientific approach is used to solve cases.  
He also gives importance in developing the internal power so that person get 
over all success from his own power. Nothing is impossible in this life. So it is the 
right of every person to get success in this life. That's why he has also started 
self-hypnosis online class. Here it is taught how to increase the hypnotic power 
and how to develop mind to get the over success.  
Here you will get the desired solutions of black magic problems. Here the occult 
science is not used in negative ways but it is used for the welfare of the society.  
You can also get the solutions of chronic diseases here through astrology, gems, 
tantra, mantra and yantra.  
 
Vedic Astrological Predictions, Online Astrological Predictions, Online Astrology 
Predictions, Online Astrology India, Online Astrologers, Online Astrological 
Readings, Online Astrology, Phone Astrology, Phone Astrology India, Online 
Astro, Phone Astrology Delhi, Phone Astrologers, Best Horoscope reader, Kundli 
reader, birth chart analyzer, Why horoscope analysis with astroshree.in, How to 
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get success through astrology?, Horoscope reader, Horoscope reading through 
vedic astrology principles, Best birth chart reader, best kundli reader, Deep birt 
chart reader, True birth chart reader.Why To use astrology?, Power of vedic 
astrology, Method of horoscope analysis.Phone Astrology, Phone Astrologers 
India, Phone Astrologers Delhi, Phone Astrological Advice, Astrologers Online, 
Astrologers Online India, Astrologers on Phone in India, Astrologers on Phone in 
Delhi, Telephonic Astrology, Telephone Astrology, Telephone Astrology India, 
Telephonic Astrology Consultation, Live astrology, Live Astrology Chat, Live 
Astrology Reading, Online Horoscope Reading, Online Horoscope Prediction, 
Horoscope Reading on Phone, Horoscope Reading by date of birth, horoscope 
interpretation, horoscope analysis. Famous Astrologers in India, Best Astrologers 
in India, Astrologers in India, World Famous Astrologers in India, Good 
Astrologers in India, Indian Astrologers in India, Astrologers in India Delhi,Best 
Vedic Astrologers in India, Top Astrologers in India, Top 10 ten Astrologers in 
India, Top five 5 Astrologers in India, List of Astrologers in India, List of Top 
Astrologers in India, Leading Astrologers in India, Good Astrologers in India, 
Vedic Astrologers in India, Online Astrologers in India, Directory of Astrologers in 
India, Celebrity Astrologers in India, India's Famous Astrologers, India's Top 
Astrologers, tantrik astrologer, vashikaran astrologer, India's Best Astrologers, 
Top Indian Astrologers, Best Indian Astrologers, Famous Indian Astrologers, 
Eminent Astrologers in India, Renowned Astrologers in India, Great Astrologers 
in India, Expert Astrologers in India, Professional Astrologers, Horoscope 
Readers in India, Top Jyotish India, Psychic Reader India, Clairvoyant, Fortune 
Teller India, Future Teller India, Top Most Astrologers in India,Most Famous 
Astrologers in India online astrology consultancy is going on In Whole India like 
as in Andhra Pradesh,Online astrologer of Arunachal Pradesh, Online astrologer 
of Assam, Online astrologer of Bihar, Online astrologer of Chhattisgarh, Online 
astrologer of Goa, Online astrologer of Gujarat, Online astrologer of Haryana, 
Online astrologer of Himachal Pradesh, Online astrologer of Jammu and 
Kashmir, Jharkhand, Online astrologer of Karnataka, Kerala, Online astrologer of 
Madhya Pradesh, Online astrologer of Maharashtra, Manipur, Meghalaya, Online 
astrologer of Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Online astrologer of Punjab, Rajasthan, 
Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Online astrologer of 
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West Bengal. Online astrologer of Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Online 
astrologer of Chandigarh,Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, 
Lakshadweep, Online astrologer of Puducherry.  
 
India is very rich in occult science that's why it is said to be the spiritual master of 
the world. From the decades sages of India are showing the way of success all 
over the world. The real peace is possible only by practicing the spiritual 
sciences. The real work of astrologer is to predict the future and show the right 
path to move and also to show the real goal of life. In www.tantrik-astrologer.in 
you will not only get the astrology guidance but also get the real way of success. 
You will get the knowledge of spiritual sciences for complete development. 
Occult science is a sea which has no end. So when a person dive in this sea he 
is unable to come out of it. It shows a wonderful world of energies.  
 
Why To use Astrology? 
Every thing in this universe has energy and magnetic field so every thing puts 
some impacts on every one. If you are in touch with good people, good things 
then you will feel good. In the same way if you will be with good color, good time, 
good date then no doubt you will get the real success in this life. Through 
astrology it is possible to know that which time will be good to start a new work. 
Through astrology it is possible to know which is the auspicious time to get 
success, through astrology it is possible to know which color is good for us, 
through astrology it is possible to know which work is good for us, through 
astrology it is possible to know which direction is good for us, through astrology it 
is possible to know which gems stone is good for us. So you can't leave 
astrology. Astrology is with every one every time.  
Astrology is said to be the eyes of vedas. We can easily see the future and will 
be able to move as per the vision so as to get success.  
If any one is facing problems in personal life then astrology can clear why it is 
happening, if any one is facing problem in love life then birth chart can show why 
it is happening, if couple is facing progeny problem after marriage then astrologer 
can guide you better. If chronic diseases is not leaving the body the experiences 
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astrologer can tell you what to do. Get the best out of your time, money and life 
with astroshree.in and enjoy the life completely. 
Get the details of horoscope, Know about the ascendent and descendant 
planets, know about the malefic effects of planets, 
 
know about what will happen in life as per current planetary positions, know the 
remedies of shani sadesati, knows the remedies of kalsarp dosha, knows the 
remedies of angarak yoga, know the remedies of chandal dosha, know the 
remedies of kemdrum yoga etc. Get the powerful remedies of every problems 
know. success is justa step away from you. Use your email and phone to contact 
for the best astrology services online. 
 
 
Read More On: 
What is Astrology? 
What is Possible With Self Hypnosis? 
Destiny And Astrology 
Best Astrologer Online 
Philosophy of Destiny With Astrology 
 
Best Horoscope reader, Kundli reader, birth chart analyzer, Why horoscope 
analysis with astroshree.in, How to get success through astrology?, Why 
To use astrology?, Power of vedic astrology, Method of horoscope 
analysis. 
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Find Your Future And Solutions 
Of Problems 
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365 X 7 Days Trusted Astrology Services, Vastu Services, Spiritual Healing 
Services 

 
Our Special Astrology Services For Bright Future 
 
 
100% Result Oriented Remedies/Solutions by Remedial Specialist. 
 
You will get -  
Solution of Pregnancy Problem. 
Solution of Unemployment Problem. 
Solution of Chronic diseases. 
Solution of Foreign Tour. 
solution of Negative energy. 
Remedies of Marriage problems. 
Remove Your grah kalesh. 
Open your ways to get money from all directions. 
Way to live a successful life. 
Remedies to win court case. 
Ways to dominate your competitors. 
Increase love in couples. 
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Solution of Health Issues. 
Power ful solutions of Love affairs. 
Way to control your boss. 
Ways to clear debt or loan. 
Ways to bring prosperity in Business. 
Solution to get money back from relatives. 
Black magic protection Kawach. 
Ways to Get away from fear or Phobia. 
Solution to save from accident. 
 
Read About Best Astrologer  
 
You can contact for following Services : 
 

 
 
1) Astrology Consultancy 
 
2) Vaastu Consultancy 
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3) Palmistry Consultancy 
 
4) Distance Healing 
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5) Mantra Healing(Chikitsa) 
 
6) Tantra Healing(Chikitsa) 

 

 
 
Types of Pujas Performed For Success : 
 
1) Kaalsarp Puja 
 
2) Pitra Dosh Puja 
 
3) Manglik Puja 
 
4) Sade Sati Puja 
 
5) Navagrah Puja 
 
6) ShatruMukti Puja 
 
7) Mahamrityunjay Puja 
 
8) Satyanarayan Puja 
 
9) Sukh-Samriddhi Puja 
 

100% Trusted astrologer of India, Get Satisfactory result in india, Astrology in 
India, Astrology in Andaman Nicobar, Astrology in Port Blair, Astrology in 
kolkatta, Astrology in Hyderabad, Astrology in Andhra Pradesh, Astrology in 
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Arunachal Pradesh, Astrology in Itanagar, Astrology in Guwahti, Astrology in 
Assam, Astrology in Dispur, Astrology in Bihar, Astrology in Patna, Astrology in 
Chandigarh, Astrology in Chhatisgarh, Astrology in Raipur, Astrology in Bilaspur, 
Astrology in Dadra and Nagar haveli, Astrology in silvasa, Astrology in Mumbai, 
Astrology in Daman and Diu, Astrology in Delhi, Astrology in Goa, Astrology in 
Panaji, Astrology in Gujarat, Astrology in Gandhinagar, Astrology in Haryana, 
Astrology in Himachal Pradesh, Astrology in Shimla, Astrology in Jammu 
Kashmir, Astrology in Srinagar, Astrology in Jharkhand, Astrology in Ranchi, 
Astrology in Karnataka. 
Best Astrologer, Famous astrologer, Popular Astrologer, Top Astrologer of India, 
Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic Astrologer of India, 
Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
Best Vashikaran specialist, Famous Vashikaran Specialist, Popular Hypnotist, 
Top Vashikaran Specialist of India, Best Indian Astrologer, Best Sammohan, 
Best Online Vashikaran Expert, Great Expert from India Astrologer and 
vashikaran specialist. 
Astrology in Bengaluru, Astrology in Kerala, Astrology in Thiruanantpuram, 
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Our Special Services For Successful Life- 
 
1) Love And Romance consultancy: 
Love marriage, Live in Relation ships are becoming popular in these days and 
and thus the use of astrology is also become necessary so that the couple will 
not indulge in any problem after the marriage. 
Read About Vashikaran For Successful Love Life 
 
Why Astrology is necessary in Love marriage? 
This is very important to follow the astrology guidance before going for love 
marriage or live in relationships because in love marriage mostly kundli match is 
not done and it is good but it is my personal experience that it is better to consult 
an astrologer to make our after marriage life smooth.  
An experienced astrologer will guide you and advice you some ways or 
anusthaans which will make your life good and fruitful.  
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So consult now before going for love marriage and Live in Relationships. 
Read here About Hypnotism| Vashikaran Services  
 
You can also consult to know about - 
When to move for the live in relation ships i.e. good time to move. 
Compatibility with the Partner. 
Whether it is good to marry with the partner or not.  
Where to live after deciding to live together i.e. whose home to choose etc. 
 
2) Want To Success in Dating: 
If you want to make your impact positive and want to reside in the heart of your 
love ones then do consult to get some important tips and yantra or pendent for 
successful dating hours.  
 
3) career Consultancy: 
If you want to change job, if you want growth, if you want to change job place 
then astrology will show you the right time to do so. If you take the help of 
astrology to move in your professional life then definitely you will get the desired 
growth. So always consult an astrologer to move smoothly in life.  
You may be interested in knowing that - 
Is any change is possible in the running assignment? 
Is any change is possible in the place of work? 
When a new job is possible? 
Is it good to move away from the native place for job. 
Will it possible to come back in the mother land. 
When it is possible to come out from the difficult time. 
When to be more attentive to save the job.5 
What are the ways to go smoothly in job etc. 
 
4) Chronic Diseases: 
If you are suffering from chronic diseases and not getting proper benefit from the 
treatments then don't wait silently. Consult now because astrology can show you 
the right direction to overcome from your problems easily.  
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You may be interested to know that - 
What is the reason of disease? 
What to do to get rid off from the diseases. 
What gems stone to wear for good time? 
What are the anusthaans to overcome from the chronic diseases. 
What are the astrology treatments for the diseases. 
Totkay to overcome from chronic diseases. 
Sleeping problem and astrology remedies. 
How to overcome from the alcohal habit? 
 
5) Behaviour and Emotional Problems Solutions: 
Very important aspect of successful life is to control our emotions and behave in 
a balance way. But many of are unable to do so and because of this they pay a 
lot in personal and professional life. In this age most of the persons are suffering 
from the frustration, jealousy, rage, annoyance etc which not only harm other but 
disturb the personal life too.  
Astrology will help you a lot to overcome from the Behaviour and emotional  
 
6) How To Use The Power and Courage In Right Direction? 
This is the main problem with the unsuccessful persons that in spite of having the 
calibre courage and other resources they are unable to workout in the right 
direction which lead them to live a common life. But astrology shows you the right 
path to move and tell you the ways to move in right direction to make the life 
fruitful.  
 
7) Children And Progeny Consultancy: 
Are you facing problem in having children even after having all the necessaries 
actions then you must consult an astrologer for this. Astrology is a miraculous 
science which help you to over come from any type of problems. By taking the 
necessary steps you are able to have a cute baby which will make your life full of 
happiness and complete. 
 
8) Black Magic Solutions: 
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I am getting emails regarding problems due to black magic like as someone has 
done black magic to get the wealth or property, some one has done black magic 
to marry a certain girl, some one has done black magic on business, some one 
has done black magic to finish a family or a particular family member, Some one 
has used this evil lore to make a person dumb and so on.  
This type of problems are increasing in this competitive age and it is very 
important to protect ourselves from this to live a good life. You can take our 
consultancy to over come from from black magic and evil eye effects.  
 
9) Planetary Problems Solutions: 
Due to effects of planets in life we suffers a lot and this is the main issue here. 
We wander here in their in search of right solution for the planetary peace. Due 
to the mahadasha or antar dasha of malefic planets our life gets disturbed and 
we are not able to move smoothly. So it is necessary to take the right step to live 
a successful life.  
 
Don't hesitate to ask any questions related to any 
thing.  
 
 
Here in astroshree continuous research are going on to give the best to the 
society. Our research are done for the upliftment of the society. Remedies are 
provided only after complete analysis of horoscope through various methods for 
the best results.  
Horoscope is analysed personally. Remedies are give on the basis of several 
years of experience.  
Contact Us For Special Astrology Guidance 

 Get Analysis of your birth chart by trusted astrologer on-line 
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Best Vashikaran Expert 

Best Vashikaran specialist, Famous Vashikaran Specialist, Popular 
Hypnotist, Top Vashikaran Specialist of India, Best Indian Astrologer, Best 
Sammohan, Best Online Vashikaran Expert, Great Expert from India 
Astrologer and vashikaran specialist. 
 
To control the mind of any person is vashikaran, To stop the mind to do anything 
negative through spells and meditation power is vashikaran, To make the person 
favorable is sammohan or vashikaran, To fullfill our wish through tantra, mantra 
and special meditation is vashikaran.  
 
Vashikaran is used by many males and females who are not getting success in 
life in different segments like as love affairs, career, married life, business life, 
social life etc.  
 
But due to ignorance and not having proper knowledge they use the unsafe 
method of vashikaran which not only harm them but also is lost of money too. So 
it is good to know every thing before marching towards vashikaran or sammohan. 
 
The best astrologer and vashikarna specialist, the famous vashikaran specialist 
who uses the safe and secure way to help you always. Here in astroshree world 
wide consultancy is available. Through distance healing clients over the world 
are taking benefit.  
 
Our Aim is to keep alive the mysterious lores of India which are beneficial for the 
society. This is the trusted online vashikaran service center.  
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From the various field and sectors people contact to get solutions through 
vashikaran. The famous and best vashikaran specialist provide the effective 
solutions of Love Problem, Job Problem, Career Problem, Horoscope Reading, 
Kaalsarp dosha, Pitra dosha, Mangal dosha , Business Problems, Personal 
problem, Health Problem, Black Magic Protection, Evil Eye effects Protection etc. 
Contact Now To Make Your life Better 
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Best Vashikaran specialist, Famous Vashikaran Specialist, Popular Hypnotist, 
Top Vashikaran Specialist of India, Best Indian Astrologer, Best Sammohan, 
Best Online Vashikaran Expert, Great Expert from India Astrologer and 
vashikaran specialist. 
 
Vashikarn Process is Best and Effective - 
If You want to increase your potential. 
If you want to increase your powers. 
If you want to success in business life.  
If You want to make your positive image in society.  
If you want to get success in politics.  
If you want to make special image in your school and college life.  
If you want to really enjoy your love life.  
If you want to enjoy your married life.  
 
You can't believe that only one consultancy will make your life bright and open 
the way of success.  
 
You will get the Quality services from Astroshree: 
a) Proper Diagnosis of problems.  
b) After scrutinizing the details proper method of vashikaran is used for effective 
results.  
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c) Proper mahurat or auspicious time is used to start the vashikaran process.  
d) Total reliable and trusted vashikaran. 
e) Confidentiality is the core key point of astroshree.  
f) Proper totkay, pooja of vashikaran is clear to the clients for instant effect.  
 
Best Vashikaran specialist, Famous Vashikaran Specialist, Popular 
Hypnotist, Top Vashikaran Specialist of India, Best Indian Astrologer, Best 
Sammohan, Best Online Vashikaran Expert, Great Expert from India 
Astrologer and vashikaran specialist. 
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Astrologer and vashikaran specialist. 
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Philosophy of Destiny With Astrology 
What is life, What is destiny, What is real perfection, Importance of 
astrology in life. 
 
Destiny is being a mystery for the decades. People are regularly trying to know 
what exactly the destiny is? how to change the destiny? How to get success in 
life.  
 
Lets Understand the life first: 
In this universe life is present in two forms ist is in Animals and 2nd is in plants. 
Human beings comes in category of animals. But among animals human being is 
the most beautiful creation of god. Being a human being is a boon because the 
intelligence and other qualities are only present in human being. Only human 
being has the power to become God through spiritual activities. Only human 
being has the capability to get the salvation which is the real aim of life.  
 
Some important facts about Human Being: 
1. Human being is the most creative art of god.  
2. Only human being has the power to become god and to become the devil only 
because of his activities or karma.  
3. Only human being has the power to do the work for the upliftment of subtle 
energies like as our pitra, pisaach, negative energies, divine powers etc.  
4. Even deities want to take birth in the form of human being so that to achieve 
some special powers by doing some good work.  
5. No two humans are same.  
6. only human being has the caliber to know that what is wrong and right.  
7. Only human being has the power to do any thing in this life by using his will 
power.  
8. As a human being we have the power to create our own destiny with our 
karma. 
9. Only human being has the power to undergo with the dharma, artha, kama 
and Moksha. No other form of living being has this right to have these 4 priceless 
things.  
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Birth and Death are two important happening in life. we can also say that life is 
the travelling of a living being from birth to death.  
 
Now let's understand the concept of Time- 
We can know time as a moment which is changing continuously No time is same. 
If time has moved it will never come again.  
 
Human being faces ups and downs in life because of time. Those who 
understand the importance of time are success in life.  
 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
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Do You Want Perfection and Complete Success in 
Life? 
Of course Yes! Not only you but every one want success and perfection. And it is 
the right of human being to live life completely. But the problem is that this 
perfection is not achieved by every one. It doesn't mean that perfection is not 
possible in life but in the absence of proper guidance and knowledge people are 
unable to live the life successfully.  
 
Best Astrologer, Famous astrologer, Popular Astrologer, Top Astrologer of India, 
Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic Astrologer of India, 
Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
Vedic astrology, Indian astrology and Vastu science Service provider. Services 
Include astrology,horoscopes,vastu, spiritual healing ,Mantra Healing,Tantra 
Healing is available .Contact now to boost Your life with Astrology. Consultancy 
via email and Phone is available. 
 
What is real Perfection? 
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Only having good monetary power and good health is not perfection. But to have 
the spiritual development with physical powers is the only way to have a perfect 
life.  
 
Concept of Destiniy? 
The uncontrollable happenings of life is destiny. It is the result of our past karmas 
as per sacred epics. We cut what we sow. In Bhagwad gita Lord Krishna says 
that "We both have taken many birth but i am aware of all but you don't Arjun". 
this lines proved that we have taken many birth and in all that we have done 
many karmas bad and good. And all of them has made our destiny.  
 
Importance of Astrology- 
It is a fact that we can't change our destiny but we can make our life smooth with 
the help of astrology principles.  
 
Astrologer can help you to understand the life happenings and to move smoothly. 
By studying the horoscope of a person it is possible to know the reasons of 
problems in life and after that it is also possible to minimize the bad effects of 
planets by special ways.  
Astrology can help you to over come from various types of problems like as - 
Business Problems 
Personal problem 
Health Problem 
Black Magic Protection 
Evil Eye effects Protection 
Love Problem 
Job Problem 
Career Problem 
Horoscope Reading 
Kaalsarp dosha  
Pitra dosha 
Mangal dosha  
Uncontrolable situations in life.  
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Astrology not only guide you to make your physical life better but also tell you 
how to make spiritual life successful.So it is always better to consult an 
experienced astrologer to live a successful life. 
 
Best Astrologer, Famous astrologer, Popular Astrologer, Top Astrologer of India, 
Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic Astrologer of India, 
Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
Vedic astrology, Indian astrology and Vastu science Service provider. Services 
Include astrology,horoscopes,vastu, spiritual healing ,Mantra Healing,Tantra 
Healing is available .Contact now to boost Your life with Astrology. Consultancy 
via email and Phone is available. 
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Kalajadu Effects and Remedies 

 
Kalajadu effects and remedies, How kalajadu is done, Things used in 
kalajadu, Some symptoms of kalajadu on victim, How to find that a person 
is suffering from kalajadu, best Protection ways.  
 
Because of increasing negative competition kalajadu is also getting increased. 
This is the easiest and dangerous way to harm any one. Kalajadu is the negative 
use of occult science. The user of kalajadu don't know one thing that it destroy 
the user too. There are many family in my contact who used the black magic in 
earlier time but now they are suffering a lot. Sudden death of family member, 
chronic diseases are present in their family. Kalajadu is done only by the greedy 
persons who wants to get things by hook or crook soon.  
 
What is kalajadu? 
A very important question and it is very necessary to know the answer of this 
question that what is kala jadu and how it is done. As i said earlier that kalajadu 
is the misuse of science. In this by using the mantra power tantrik controls the 
spirit and get their things done. In this some special things are also used after 
activating it's power. In kalajadu evils powers are used to get the things done. It 
is used by the destructive minded persons. A little knowledge is sometime very 
dangerous and this seems in this world who are using kalajadu just for earning 
name, fame and money. They don't know that this will ruin their future and then 
no one can save them. 
 
How kalajadu is done? 
Kalajadu is a very dangerous to practice but it is necessary to know that how it is 
done. For knowledge i am providing here some information. Kalajadu is done by 
using some special types of mantra and things and on special time to harm other. 
In this generally amavasya is used, grahan time is used, dark nights are used. It 
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is done from cremation ground, graveyard, kabristan etc. In this help of evil spirit 
is taken by tantriks. In this tantrik give offer things to the evil spirits and compel 
them to do the specific works for them. 
Kalajadu is done with some special types of totkay too. In this some negative 
things are put in rivals places and the game of destruction started. So it is a very 
destructive way which not only harm other but also ruin the user too. But due to 
lack of knowledge people use this lore. 
It's my humble request to not use kalajadu in any case and also keep yourself 
away from this types of persons who try to use kalajadu. 
 
Things used In Black Magic: 
Impure things as per common persons are used in this like as excreta, toilet 
water, nails, cloths, different parts of animals, blood, soil, puppets, Lemon, Pins, 
skull, bones, hairs etc. 
 
Let's find some impacts which will clear you that the 
person is affected from Kalajadu: 
1. Person fears to enter in temple or sacred place. 
2. Person become angry very soon.  
3. On special time abnormal behavior is seen.  
4. Body become lean very much.  
5. The color of eyes become change. 
6. Some times victim feels pain in whole body. 
7. Some times person talks with himself. 
 
Now I am telling you some best protection ways which 
if you follow you will be able to protect your self and 
your family members from kalajadu: 
1. Always sprinkle holy water after coming from cremation ground. 
2. For female it is good to not cross any intersection of 4 roads during 
menustration time. 
3. It is good to do proper utara if you have any doubts of kalajadu effects. 
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4. If you think that you have hidden enemies then do wear special protection 
siddha tabij. 
5. Install siddha Yantra in your house after consultation.  
6. There are some special things which if charged and buried under the main 
gate then no negativity is able to enter in house. 
 
How To Over come From Kalajadu? 
After knowing that a person is suffering from kalajadu it is very necessary to tak 
proper treatment. Here i am providing some ways which will give some relief to 
live life smoothly.  
1. Have patience and bring sindoor of Hanumanji and put dot on the person daily.  
2. Do utara with rai and salt. 
3. Contact the person who knows about this to help you better.  
4. There are some powerful temples of hanumanji like mehdipur balaji where the 
treatment of this is done. 
5. There are some dargah where also this type of treatment is done like jawra in 
M.P. 
6. Sprinkle holy water on the victim. 
7. There are some people who know how to treat person affected from black 
magic. 
8. There are special tabij which can protect you from any evil energies. To get 
evil protection tabij you can contact me.  
 
I have cleared here some things which can definitely help you to understand 
kalajadu. If you think i can help you in any manner then do contact me. 
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Kalajadu effects and remedies, How kalajadu is done, Things used in 
kalajadu, Some symptoms of kalajadu on victim, How to find that a person 
is suffering from kalajadu, best Protection ways.  
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Marriage problems and powerful remedies, best astrologer for marriage 
problems, best solutions of after marriage problems, What are the reasons 
of after marriage problems, What are the solutions of marriage problems 
through occult sciences?, Tips to make marriage life smooth.  
 
It is said that marriage is the biggest gambling in this world. 2 unknown persons 
hand over there every thing to each other only after spending some times with 
each other or even just having some times with each other in case of arrange 
marriage.  
 
some problems in marriage life is a part of life but if the problems increases day 
by day in spite of handling it carefully then it means that there is something 
special power is working behind it. There are many reasons of marriage 
problems like as due to change in planetary positions couples gets dissatisfied, 
some times due to negative energy impacts it also happens.  
 
Some times happy couples take step for divorce because of evil eye effects. 
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To sort out the marriage problems very deep analysis is needed of husband and 
wife. It is a very serious matter because marriage is life, our partner is our life. So 
you need the best astrologer to know the best solution of your marriage 
problems.  
 
Daily i got many cases from the world over regarding problems in marriage and 
after marriage.  
 
Some of the main reasons in after marriage life is due 
to the following: 
1. Some times the bride is facing problems from the in-laws side. Mother in law 
try to interfere in every matters due to which contradiction arise in couples.  
 
2. Some times due to misunderstandings in one of the mind fighting starts 
between husband and wife.  
 
3. Some times due to not giving proper attention to partner also create problems 
in marriage life.  
 
4. Some times due to official pressure also disturbance arises in marriage life.  
 
5. Some times due to malefic planets positions in marriage place, problems 
arises after marriage life.  
 
6. Due to black magic done by very near by person also problems arises after 
marriage. 
 
7. Due to evil eye effects it is also possible that the couple gets separated.  
 
8. Due to greedy nature of one of the partner which comes out after marriage is 
also one of the reason of after marriage life problem.  
 
9. Progeny problem is also one of the major reason of separation.  
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10. High mangal dosha(Malefic Mars Effect) is also one of the major reasons of 
after marriage life problems.  
 
11. High pitra dosha(Problems due to ancestors soul) is also a reasons of family 
problems.  
 
12. Vastu dosha(Problem in Structural Science) is also responsible for the after 
marriage life problems.  
 
So there are many reasons of after marriage life problems. So before going for 
any remedies it is very necessary to find the right reasons of after marriage life 
problems then only it is possible to find the right solutions. 
 
Planets always make impact on our life so if proper attention is not given on 
pooja, wearing gems stones, grah shanti then there is very possibility of after 
marriage life problems.  
 
Marriage problems and powerful remedies, best astrologer for marriage 
problems, best solutions of after marriage problems, What are the reasons 
of after marriage problems, What are the solutions of marriage problems 
through occult sciences?, Tips to make marriage life smooth.  
 
If you are facing some of the important problems then 
go through the following links : 
 
If Divorce case is arising then go here to know about Divorce Reasons and 
Remedies. 
 
If progeny problem is arising then go here to Know More About Reasons and 
Remedies of Kids Problems. 
 
If black magic is creating problem in your life then go here to know about How to 
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Protect From Black Magic. 
 
If any third person is trying to make hurdles in your life then Read Here for more 
details and solutions.... 
 
If there is a breakup problem read here for more details On Break Up Reasons 
and Remedies. 
 
If there is a planetary problems then Read More Here For Powerful Solutions To 
Minimize The Negative Impact of Plantes. 
 
If you want solution of unmatched Horoscope or kundli or birth chart then go here 
to know the solutions through Astrology For Unmatched Kundli Solutions. 
 
If mangal dosha is creating problem then go here to know more about Impact of 
Mars and Solutions Through Astrology. 
 
Remedies of Marriage Life problems: 
So there is no problem in this world without any solution but the main thing is that 
we should follow the right path to reach at the destination. If proper guidance will 
be given to you then definitely you will get success in this life.  
There is a solution of marriage problems and after marriage problems through 
Siddha yantras, Pooja or siddha anusthaan, Gems stones.  
Some difficult cases can be solved by using the Tantra practice or special 
totkays. But before using them it is good to consult properly with the best 
astrologer for marriage problems.  
 
Get the Remedies From the best marriage problem remedial expert. Get the 
Online Consultancy Now 
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Hindi Alphabests 
And Zodiac Belt 

Hindi Alphabets and Zodiac Sign | Raashi Akshar 
Want to know your zodiac sign, Want to know how you are affected by raashi or 
zodiac sign then this article will help you. 
 
In vedic astrology with the first letter of alphabet we decide the raashi or zodiac 
sign. In whole the life person has the impact of this zodiac sign. Here i am giving 
the list of alphabets and the related zodiac sign. 
 
1. Zodiac Sign: Aries or मेष 

Related Alphabets: च ू, चे , चो , ला , ल� , लू , लो , अ 

 
2. Zodiac Sign: Taurus or वषृभ 
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Related Alphabets: इ, उ , ए , ओ , वा , वी , व ू, वे , वो 
 
3. Zodiac Sign: Gemini or �मथनु 

Related Alphabets: का, क�, कु , के, को, घ , ड़ , छ , हा 
 
4. Zodiac Sign: Cancer or ककर्  
Related Alphabets: ह�, हू , हे , हो, डा,डी , डू , ड े, डो 
 
5. Zodiac Sign: Leo or �सहं 

Related Alphabets: मा , मी, म़ू , म�, मो, टा , ट�, टू , टे 

 
6. Zodiac Sign: Virgo or कन्या 
Related Alphabets: टो , पा , पी, पू , पे, पो, ष , ण , ठ 

 
7. Zodiac Sign: Libra or तुला 
Related Alphabets: रा , र�, रू, रे, रो, ता, ती , तू , त े

 
8. Zodiac Sign: Scorpio or विृश्चक 

Related Alphabets: तो, ना, नी, न,ू ने, नो, या यी, यू 
 
9. Zodiac Sign: Sagittarius or धनु 
Related Alphabets: ये, यो , भा , भी , भू, भे, फा , ढा , ध 

 
10. Zodiac Sign: Capricorn और मकर 
Related Alphabets: भो, जा, जी , खा, खी, खू , खो, गा, गी 
 
11. Zodiac Sign: Aquarius और कुम्भ 

Related Alphabets: ग ू, गे, गो , दा, सा , सी , सू , से, सो 
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12. Zodiac Sign: Pisces or मीन 

Related Alphabets: द�, द ू, दे, दो, चा, ची, थ, झ, त्र 

 Hindi Jyotish 
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What about Zodiac Signs in the Year 2013 
 
Hindi Alphabets and Zodiac Sign | Raashi Akshar 
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Indian Astrology Study a horoscope on the basis of Planetary positions, zodiac 

signs(raashiya) and stars i.e. nakshatra.Now it is very important to know what are 
zodiac signs , planets and Stars or nakshatra. In this article we will learn about 
these important key words of Indian astrology. 
Zodiac Signs or Raashi means group. This group represent the group of Stars 
or nakshatra.Zodiac signs are named as per the scattered Stars make shape in 
the sky. One zodiac sign represent many stars or nakshatra.  
The Planets orbit the Sun. Now Let's Understand Zodiac Signs, Planets and 
Stars in details. 
 
 
1) Zodiac Signs(Raashi) : 
There are 12 Zodiac Signs, 27 Stars or nakshatra and 9 Planets present in the 
universe.By seeing the the positions of Zodiac Signs,stars or nakshatra and 
Planets in the universe at the time of Birth , Horoscope or kundli are made and 
predictions are given. 
 
Get The Details Of Your Horoscope Now ...... 
 
Every zodiac signs represents some particular hindi alphabets,on the basis of 
which names are kept. Chart of 12 zodiac signs with its correspondent Hindi 
alphabets is given below for your convenience : 
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Zodiac signs by their nature divided into the following categories : 
1) Aries(mesh),Gemini(mithun),Leo(Singh),Tula(libra), Saggitarius(dhanu) and 
Aquarius(Kumbh) are said to be male zodiac signs. 
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2) 
Taurus(vrishabh),Virgo(kanya),Cancer(kark),Scorpio(vrishchik),Capricorn(makar) 
and pisces(meen) are put in Female Category. 
 
3) Aries(mesh), Cancer(kark), Tula(libra) and Capricorn(makar) are also said to 
be the Motile(chr) zodiac signs. 
 
4) Taurus(vrishabh),Leo(Singh), Scorpio(vrishchik)and Aquarius(Kumbh) are said 
to be stable zodiac signs. 
 
5) Gemini(mithun),Virgo(kanya),pisces(meen) and Saggitarius(dhanu) are said to 
be dual nature zodiac signs. 
These Zodiac signs represent the following Element(Tattv): 
 
1) Saggitarius(dhanu), Leo(singh),Aries(mesh) have the Fire element. 
 
2) Capricorn(Makar),Virgo(Kanya), Taurus(Vrishabh) have the Earth element. 
 
3) Cancer(kark), PIsces(Meen) and Scorpio(Vrischik) have water element. 
 
4) Gemini(Mithun), Libra(tula), Aquarius(kumbh) have the Air element. 
 
Zodiac Signs are also divided into 4 categories on the basis of Hue(varn), 
details are given below : 
 
1) Cancer, scorpio and Pisces comes under Brahmin Hue. 
 
2) Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn comes under Vaishya Hue. 
 
3) Aries, singh and Saggitarius comes under kshatriya hue. 
 
4) Gemini, Libra and Aquarius comes under Shudra Hue. 
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Get The Details Of Your Horoscope Now ...... 
 
 
2) Planets : 
There are 9 Planets Sun(Surya), Moon(Chandra), Mars(Mangal), Mercury(Budh), 
Jupiter(Guru), Venus(Shukra), Saturn(Shani), Dragon's Head(Rahu), Dragon's 
Tail(ketu).These Planets are Master of the following Zodiac Signs : 
 
A) Sun - Leo(Singh) 
 
B) Moon - Cancer(kark) 
 
C) Mars - Aries(mesh), Scorpio(vrishchik) 
 
D) Mercury- Virgo(kanya), Gemini(mithun) 
 
E) Jupiter- Saggitarius(dhanu) and pisces(meen) 
 
F) Venus - Taurus(vrishabh), Tula(libra) 
 
G) Saturn - Capricorn(makar), Aquarius(Kumbh) 
 
Rahu and ketu are separate  
 
3) Stars or nakshatra : 
There are 27 Stars are present in indian astrology and every star or nakshatra 
has alloted some particular hindi alphabets  
List is given below for your convenience : 
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Get The Details Of Your Horoscope Now ...... 
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Who is chanakya?, history of chanakya, What is Chanakya Niti?, 
Importance of chankaya Niti, Personality development with chanakya niti, 
How to make our life successful with chanakya sutra?, Views of astroshree 
on chanakya niti. 
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Chanakya was the founder of Naurya empire. He is known for his super 
intelligence and cleverness.The principles which he has followed has become the 
milestone for politicians Chankya has studied the human psychology in very 
deep that's why chankya has well said on different aspects of life. I must say that 
if any one follow the principle of chanakya then it is not possible for the person to 
get defeat in any field.  
 
Let's see the history of chanakya- 
 
The king of Magadh country was very luxuriant and was habitual of humiliating 
the maid sons time to time. No body dare to protest him as he was the king. Bt  
 
Chandragupt maurya who was also a maid son was of something different 
mentality. He was in the sense of rebellion.  
One day the king nand asked him to bring a brahmin on the occassion of his 
father shraddha. When chandragupt was crossing the forest he saw a very 
strange person who is not at all beautiful, blackish colour having a long choti in 
head. He was pouring Mattha on the root of grasses. When chandragupt asked 
him about that he said that the thorns of grasses hurt him that's why he is pouring 
mathha to root out them. 
 
When chandragupt heard this he became happy and thought that this is the right 
person and if i take this brahmin to the king. If Kind Nand humiliate this brahmin 
then he will destroy the king and the same thing happened. 
 
When king Nand saw the brahmin, he shouts and said who is this inauspicious 
person, blackish?, why he came in the darbaar?. The king Nand looking at him 
with hatred.  
 
He ordered him to get out of his palace. By this behaviour of king Chanaky 
became full of anger and open his choti and took a vow that until i take down you 
from your  
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power, i will not tie my choti. This brahmin will destroy the whole Nand race 
completely. 
 
And he did this with his cleverness and passion. He destroyed the Nand vansh 
and founded the empire of maurya. After fulfilling his vow Chanakya went to 
forest to spend the left life in praying.  
 
Chanakya has written many epics but the Chanakya niti is the most popular book 
of his in which he has described the practical principles on the basis of his 
experience. He has given his view on every aspect of life. 
 
Any one can get the key to success by reading the chanakya niti. 
 
As per my view chanakya niti is a really awesome. When you read the principles 
of chanakya you will be compelled to agree. Because they are based on real 
human life psychology. 
No matter who you are, no matter what you are doing, no matter how you are 
doing. If you want success then this article will help you a lot. The thoughts of 
chanakya is quite motivational. The real knowledge doesn't see the color or caste 
but it thrives in the mind of person who really seeks. 
 
Chanakya Niti With Astroshree: 
 
Originlly Chanakya niti was written in Sanskrit but here i am providing the 
explanation in English. 
I providing some principles which i liked very much and hope that it will be helpful 
for you too. 
 
What Chnakya said about Ideal Wife? 
A wife makes the home but it is necessary that she must be sacred, smart and 
have proper knowledge to take care of home and family. Only being a female is 
not enough.  
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How to get work done from people? 
control the greedy person by giving temptation satisfy the conceit of obstinate 
person if you want to control him, understand the need of fool person and fulfil it 
to control a fool and if you want to please a scholar then just say the truth.  
 
Greedy person is hungry of money. No body can predict the mind of a fool 
person and intelligent person pleased with truth. It is a fact. 
 
How To Practice Different lores: 
If you want to do tap then do it alone, if you want to study then do it with some 
one(2 can do better study), 3 are good to practice any song, For Journey group 
of 4 person is good, to sow a field 5 persons are ok and for a battle many are 
needed. 
 
Some Points To Remember: 
Don't discuss on any epic or shastra if you are not practising it, neither intake 
food nor go to any party if your digestion is not good and don't make relation with 
young female if you are old. 
 
Medium of happiness: 
People with grief are able to get peace only at three place- Women, Children and 
with good people. 
It is a fact that the interaction with devoted wife, good children and good people 
or sages always give peace.  
 
Universal Truth: 
Protection of religion through Money power, Protection of lore through continuous 
practice, protection of politics through kind behaviour and protection of home is 
through a sacred lady.  
It means that in the absence of money it is not possible to perform the religious 
work, without practice it is not able to remember the lores, if the king do hard 
behaviour then the people do not give honour and if the wife is not supporting or 
good then no good persons enter in house. 
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How To Choose Place To Live: 
Don't live on the place where you are not getting the honour medium of 
livelihood, relatives and where there is no medium of gaining knowledge. 
 
To Be Continued.................... 
 
Chanakya Niti is one of the best book which shows the path to success.  
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How to increase the hypnotic power without using any occult sciences 
practices?, How to Attract richness?, How to attract abundance?, Best 
ways to get success in life, Best ways to attract the prosperity, 9 Tips to 
attract people, Behavioral way to attract the worldly things.  
 
So you want to increase hypnotic power, you want to spread the rays of love 
every where, you want to attract the prosperity, You want to attract the positivity. 
It is very good, if you are really want to increase your attraction power without 
using any occult sciences then no problem. In this article i am going to tell you 
some special ways to make every one close. You will be able to attract the 
persons, things, animals every one if you follow the given tips.  
 
1. Believe That You Are a Part of Super Power: 
It is a fact that the energy which created the universe is within us. So we all have 
the power to do any thing. So also we have the power of attraction within. The 
only thing is to activate it.  
 
2. Try To See The Possibilities: 
This is a practice which is necessary to develop the positive powers of our 
personality. When a person start thinking in the direction of possibilities he 
automatic links with the positive energies and soon ways of success will be 
opened for him or her. 
 
3. Focus on your Ideas, Consideration, thinking: 
Remember we create our own world as per our thinking. If we think negative, we 
will attract the negative minded persons and our life will go towards failure, 
complications etc. But if we start thinking positively then no doubts our rays will 
attract the positive minded powers and we will automatically move on the way of 
success.  
 
4. Develop a confidence: 
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Believe on your self that you are able to attract any thing. Repeat the following 
sentence many as many times in a day as you can "I am able to attract any one, i 
am able to attract anything". 
 
5. Always make effort to increase your creativity, kindness, love, beauty etc. 
 
6. Try To Be in Present Fully: 
Due to the fickleness of mind it is not possible for every one to live the present 
moment fully. But it is not impossible. If you try regularly to live in present then in 
a very short period of time you will be able to enjoy the present moment fully and 
by this you will find that you are grasping many thing which will help you to live a 
successful life. A great change in your personality will come after getting success 
in this excercise. 
 
7. Try To Feel Good: 
If you are feeling good and other are feeling good with you then you are 
attracting the blessing of GOD. There is a difference of Single 'o' in GOD and 
GOOD. So be ready to attract the divine powers by being a good with our self 
and others too.  
 
8. Come Out From Any Type Of Inferiority Complex: 
Don't ever feel inferior any where because god has given the powers equally to 
every one. The feeling of inferiority is the insult of god so just leave this habit and 
think you are too powerful to perform any thing. 
 
9. Make Success Your Passion: 
This is the ultimate key principle of getting success in life. But be careful to not 
divert your mind in negative direction to get success. If you want success then 
you will definitely start working to achieve it. This passion will remove your 
carelessness, your many physical hurdles etc.  
 
Remember one thing that the core principle of hypnotic power is love and it 
happens only when you are positive for your self, it happens when you are 
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confident about your self, when you love with your self. So think positive , love to 
all and soon you will find that people and things are coming towards you. You will 
be able to attract the abundance, you will be able to attract the success.  
I wish my readers for a great and successful life............... 
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Videos For Success 
 
Motivate Your Self Know 1 
 
Feel Good Quotes  
 
Impossible is Nothing 
 
 
1) Smooth Roads Never Make Good Drivers,Smooth Sea Never Makes Good 
Sailors, Clear skies Never Makes Good Pilots, Problem Free Life Never Makes a 
Strong Person, 
So Be strong Enough To Accept The Challenges Of Life. Don't Ask Life," Why 
Me ?" Instead Say , " Try Me !" 
 
2) 7 Lovely Logics : 1) Make peace with your past so it doesn't spoil your 
present.2) What others think of you is none of your business. 3) Time Heals 
almost everything, give the time, sometime. 4) No one is the reason of your 
happiness except yourself. 5) Don't compare your life with others, you have no 
ideawhat their journey is all about. Stop thinking too much, Its alright not to know 
all the answers. 7) Smile, you don't own all the problems in the world. 
 
3) Simple Lines great meaning : " Speak in such a way that others love to listen 
to you. Listen in such a way that others love to speak to you". 
 
4) Opportunities are equal for all. But the difference is that Successful person 
gives results and unsuccessful person gives Reasons. 
 
5)There are Million of people in the world, So Why Are you born? The REason is 
God is expecting something from you,Which is not possible by million......... 
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6)Earning a relation is the reward of your trust, maintaining the same is the result 
of your sacrifice,and strengthening the same is the result of your care. 
 
7) Life is very complicatedso don't try to find the answers because when you find 
answers life changes the questions. Enjoy your life. 
 
8) Main Difference between Attitude and Ego is Attitude makes you different from 
others, While Ego makes you alone from others. 
 
9) Time is always with the people who tries and have the courage to fly, Not with 
the people who stand on the ground and watch the sky. Keep up the spirit of life. 
 
10)Happiness is crazy mathematics. It multiplies when you start dividing it. 
 
11)If you manage to smile at any situation. You are the winner of Heighest 
number of hearts in this world. 
 
12) Storming message : When you lift the phone you say HELLO. Do you know 
what is the real meaning of HELLO? It is the name of a girl! Yes and do you 
know who that girl ? Margaret Hello...She is the girlfriend of Grahmbell who 
invented the telephone. One can forget the name of Grahmbell but no this 
girlfriend.!That's true love. 
 
13)Nice Saying " Every one has a best friend during each stage of life but only 
lucky ones have the same friend in all stages of life. 
 
14) Written at the reception of a corporate Company : We don't pay you for 
having Brains, We only reward you for using it intelligently. 
 
15)When time is never ready to wait for us, then why should we always wait for 
the right time ? No time is wrong to do the right thing. 
 
16) Never worry about the delay of your success compared to others because 
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Construction of TAJMAHAL takes more time than an ordinary building. 
 
17) Every struggle of your life has shaped you into the person you are today. Be 
thakful for the hard times they canonly make you stronger. 
 
18) A smile can open a heart faster than a Key can open a door, smiles are free. 
don't save them, brighten the world with your smile. 
 
19)Live life like a pair of walking legs,the foot that's forward has no pride and foot 
behind has no shame, because they both know there situation will change. 
 
20) Best Om is Hariom, Best Age is Courage, best Mile is Smile , Best Stand is 
understand, Best End is Friend, Best Day is today. so enjoy today. 
 
21)Do Good to everyone without any expectation.As an old proverb says " 
Fragrance always remains in the hands of those who distribute Roses." 
 
22)Ants crawl up the wall, No matter how busy they are they still stop and 
communicate with each other let's be like them, busy but in touch always. 
 
23)Life is very similar to Boxing Game. Defeat is not declared when you fall 
down. It is declared, when you refuse to get up. 
 
24) A successful person is one who can lay a firm foundation with the bricks that 
others throw at him or her. 
 
25) Some one asked god, What is difference between God, Allah, Ishwar and 
Waheguru? He replied the same as in Mom, Maa and Babe . 
 
26) It feels good to stand on the ground and watch up high t your aim. But it feels 
great when you stand up high and others watch you as their aim. 
 
27)Excellant Lines from Dr. Abdulkalam: What is Success ? In simple words 
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when your Signaure changes to Autograph, That's the real success. 
 
28) A lesson taught in IIm : " Start working to fulfill your dreams otherwise some 
day someone will put you in world to fulfill his dreams". 
 
29)6 Things are god gifted - 1- Mother love, 2- Father advice, 3- Brother Care, 4- 
Sister Fights, 5-True Love and Me. 
 
30) Amajing Facts: Masjid = 6words, Church = 6words, Mandir = 6 words and 
Quran = 5 words, Bible = 5 Words, Geeta = 5 words, They all say the same 6-5= 
1, God is One. 
 
31) Two Things are difficult : 1- To plant your idea in someones's head. 2- to 
plant someones's money in your pocket. the one who succeeds in both is called 
WIFE. 
 
32)The 4 Looks of Life : 1- Look back and get experience, 2- Look forward and 
see Hope.3- Look around and see reality,4- Look within and feel confidence. 
 
33) Two Wise Advices: 1- Never laugh at your wife's choices, you are one of 
them.2- Never Be proud of your choices, your wife is one of them. 
 
34) Reality of Life - When you give importance to people they think that you are 
always free, but they don't understand that you make yourself available for them 
every time. 
 
35) A good heart and a good nature are 2 different issues. A good heart can win 
many relationships, bu a good nature can win many good hearts. 
 
36) Simple but superb thought by Bill Gates - " In life and in business if you wnat 
to go fast , Go alone,And If you want to go FAR then Go together." 
 
37) Never Hate those people who are jealous of You but respect their jealousy 
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because theyare the once who think that you are better than them. 
 
38) Thousands of Happiness can't remove one pain in heart. But One pain can 
remove thousands of Happiness in Heart. 
 
39) All Successful and unsuccessful people have 1 thing in common 24 hours a 
day. It's how you use them that makes the Difference. 
 
40) Friend is like a stapler, Its easy to attach and difficult to remove, and the 
worlst is when you remove it, It leaves the paper damaged. for ever. 
 
41) God has no blackberry but he is my favorite contact, He is not on facebook 
but he is my best friend, He is not on Twitter but I still follow him. 
 
42) Don't Expect anything from life, Because Expectations Hurt and When we 
don't expect , every Moment is a surprise and every surprise brings happiness. 
 
43) Cute Lines: If you can't find the right words to certain situations, just give a 
smile. Words may confuse ,but a smile always convinces.Loud Voice of Aarti in 
Temple, namaz in Maszid,Prayer in Church is herd by people not by God. God 
hears the silent voice which comes from core of heart. 
 
44) A Compromise is the art of dividing a cake in such away that everyone 
believes that they have the biggest piece, that's Life. 
 
45) Participation is more important than winning.When you win you don't learn 
but when miss out you learn a lesson bigger than a win. 
 
46) Our Capabilities may be limited, like seeds in an Apple. But our potential is 
unlimited like apples in a single seed. 
 
47) A Very Nice observation : The world's happiest couples never have the same 
nature, they just have the best understanding of their differences. 
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48) Loud Voice of aarti in temple , namaz in maszid , prayer in church is herd by 
people not by god. god hears the silent voice which comes from the core of 
heart. 
 
49) Expectations is a gift not curse, When people expect something decent from 
u, it means u have given them reasons to believe In you. 
 
50) True People never go out from your life easily, But when it happens , they 
always comeback at right time without expectation. 
 
51) There are thousands of languages around this world but smile can beat them 
all because smile is the language even a baby can speak ! 
 
52) Living in the favorable and unfavorable situation is called part of life, But 
smiling in all those situations is called Art of Life. 
53) One who wins in First Effort wins the life. But who fails in first effort, can win 
the world because wounded mind is more powerful than a normal mind. 
54) It's common 2 ask - How are you ? How is your Life going ? Let me ask U 
something different - Did U smile today? If not do it now. If yes do it again! 
55) If you miss anything don't fill your eyes with tears, it may hide yet another 
beautiful thing standing in front of you. 
56) Be strong when you lose and be calm when you win. Changing the ace can 
change nothing but facing the change can change everything. 
57) Very sensitive message : Minimum Love is friendship and maximum 
friendship is love. 
58) Never conclude a person by his present status, because time has 
immaculate power to change an invaluable coal into a valuable diamond. 
59) Think on this thought : Power does not mean that you can treat people way 
you like but it means people cannot treat you the way they like. 
60) True Fact : We can save many relations if we understand a simple fact that , 
people aren't difficult , they are just different. 
61) A quote that inspired me to work hard and realize the value of time. Every 
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drop of sweat at young age will reduce my 10 drops of tears in old age. 
62) The weakest part of relation comes when one of the person has to give 
explanation to prove trust. 
63) Life is like playing chess with god, after every move he makes the next move. 
your moves are called choices and his moves are called challenges. 
64) Don't be so much emotional in your life that it hurts you and don't be too 
much practical in life that it hurts others. 
65) Anger or smile anything in this universe gives life long result but anger 
separates u from every one and smile makes u closer to everyone. So always 
keep smiling. 
66) Trust is like an eraser. It can erase all type of doubt inour mind but don't 
forget, It gets smaller after each mistake. 
67) Very touching line by Shakespear from hi snovel : I am MAD for her......but 
why I am not MADE for her. 
68) 3 hard realities of life : 1) you think a lot about the person you are trying to 
forget. 2) You hurt people the most you love the most.. 3) You usually fight with 
people from whom you expect a lot. 
69) The longer you stare at phone b4 picking up the call, Bigger the lie you tell 
after picking it up. 
70) Just 3 keys to enjoy life : Ctrl , Alt, Del. Control your self, look for alternative 
and delete the situationwhich gives you tension. 
71) Relationship with good persons like u is like a sugarcane. U break it crush it 
squeeze it even beat it or grind it Still u will get only sweetness. 
72) Great Truth - " Tears doesn't come when u miss a person, it comes when u 
dont want 2 miss a person" 
73) Sometimes in life it's difficult 2 decide what's wrong? " A lie that draws a 
smile on our face or the truth that brings tears in our eyes. 
74) Fantastic Answer by Abdul Kalam to a question asked in BC.... Define Birth 
Day, kalam: The only day in your life your mother smiled when you cried. 
75) Time and Smile are 2 critical things in life, Sometimes time makes you forget 
how to smile . Some times Smile makes us forget time. 
76) A Saint was asked, What did you Gain by Prayer and meditation? 
He said "Nothing but I lost Anger, Depression, Jealousy, Irritation , Insecurity and 
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Fear". 
 
Quotes In Hinglish : 
 
1) Kishmat Pehle hi likhi ja chuki hai to koshish karne se kya milega? Best 
Answer Ever : " Kya pata kismat me likha ho ki KOSHISH SE HI MILEGA" So 
Always Try ..... 
 
2) Read Slowly and Think About It ; Kiski Samjhu Keemat- Ae Khuda Tere Is 
Jahan Mein..Tu Mitti Se Insan Banata hai or Wo Mitti se Tujhe .!!!! 
 
3) Sach hi kaha hai kisi ne ki waqt ke saath har koi badal jata hai, Galti uski nahi 
jo badalta hai , Galti uski hai jo pehle jaisa reh jata hai. 
 
4) Dukh bhi bahut hai pareshaniyan bhi bahut hai,Zindgi me laabh hai to 
haaniyan bhi bahut hai,kya hua jo rab ne koi jakhm de diya, uski hum par 
mehrbaniyan bhi bahut hai. 
 
5) Insaniyat insan ko insan bana deti hai, Lagan har ushkil ko aasan bana deti 
hai,Log yuhi nahi jate mandiron me puja karne, Aastha hi to patthar ko bhagwaan 
bana deti hai. 
 
6) Parwah Nahi kuch bhi chahe dunia, raasta wahi chunna jo sachha aur saaph 
ho. 
 
7) Agar tamam baatein Taqdeer me likhi hoti to khuda apne bando ko kabhi dua 
maangnaa na sikhata. 
 
8) Zindgi jab kisi dorahe par aati hai, Ek ajib si kashmakash me pad jaati hai, 
Chunte hain hum kisi ek rah ko, par dusri rah zingi bhar yaad aati hai. 
 
9) Wo Insaan is dunia me sabse jyada dukhi rahta hai jo dunia ko to badalna 
chahta hai par khud ko nahi. 
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10) Karni hai khuda se ek gujarish ki teri dosti ke siwa koi bhi bandgi na mile, har 
janm me mile dost tere jaise yaa phir kabhi zindgi na mile. 
 
11) Just Feel the lines : Bus ke conductor jaisi ho gai hai zindgi yaaro, safar B 
roz ka hai aur jana bhi kahi nahi hai. 
 
12) Zindgi jab kisi dorahe par aati hai, Ek ajib si kashmakash me pad jaati hai, 
chunte hain hum kisi ek rah ko, par dusri rah zindgi bhar yaad aati hai. 
13) Golden Words : Tazurba insaan ko Galat Faisle se Bachata hai .........magar 
Tazurba Bahut se galat faisle lene ke Bad hi ata hai. 
14) Ek Lafz hai Mohabbat isse karke dekho tum tadap naa jao to kehna. Ek lafz 
hai Muqaddar Isse ladke dekho tum haar na jao toh kehna ! El Lafz hai wafa 
Zamane mein nahin milt. kahin dhoond pao to kehna. Ek Lafz hai Aansu Dil mein 
shhupa kar dekho .Tumhari aankhon se na nikle to kehna . Ek Lafz hai judaai 
isse seh kar toh dekho tum toot ke bikhar na jao to kehna. Ek lafz hai bhagwan 
usse pukaar kar to dekho sab kuch paa na jao to kehna. 
15) Beautiful Prayer : He Ishwar agar hum wo na kar sake jo aap chahte ho . to 
itni samajh jaroor dena ki hum wo bhi na kare jo aap nahi chahte . 
16) Why a group of friends is called friend circle? Because A square has 4 ends , 
A triangle has 3 ends, A line has 2 ends, only circle has No End. Just Think. 
17) Chehre par Ashko ki lakir ban gai, Jo na chaha tha wo taqdir ban gai, Humne 
to chali thi ret par ungli, Gaur se dekha to unki Tasveer ban gai. 
18) Jinhe sapne dekhna achha lagta hai, unhe raat chooti lagti hai aur jinhe spne 
pure karna achha lagta hai unhe din chhota lagta hai. 
19) Kisi gumnam shyar ne kya khoob kaha hai ki Tanhaai is kadar raas aa gai 
hai ki --------------apna saaya bhi sath ho to bheed si lagti hai. 
20) Tere is jahan me kiski keemat samjhu ae khuda. tu mitti se insaan ko banata 
hai aur insaan mitti se tujhe . 
21) Itna sajo mere janaze ko yaro, ki unki ankho se ansu na aye. sari uamar to 
nafrat thi unhe humsekam se kam janze se to mohabbat ho jaye. 
22) Hamara achha samay duniya ko batata he ki hum kya hai aur Bura samy 
hume batata hai ki kunia kya he. 
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23) agar pana hai manjil to apna rehnuma khud bano qki..wo aksar bhatak jate 
hain jinhe sahaare mil jate hai. 
24) Behtareen Insaan apni Mithi Jubaan se jana Jata hai ......Varna Achhi Batein 
to Deevaro par bhi likhi Hoti hai.......... 
25) Galib ye kya raz hai ki -Zindgi ki uljhane shararaton ko kam kar deti hain 
..Aur log samajhte hai ki hum samajhdar ho gaye . 
26) Ek Bahut Achchhi baat jo zindgi bhar yaad Rakhiye ---" Aap ka khush Rahna 
hi Aapke Dushman ke iye sabse badi saja hai. 
27) The real definition of Yaad : Yaad wo nahi jo akelay tanhai mai aye, Yaad to 
wo hai jo mehfil me aye or tanha kar jaye. 
28) Pearl for the life time: I don't have an attitude problem, but i believe "Jhuko 
wahi jaha kisi k dil mein kisi ko jhukane ki Jidd na ho" 
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Success And Super Intelligence Part 1 

 

Super Intelligence for success 

Our Desire, Success and Super intelligence,As We Thinketh, so we 
becometh, We CAN TOO DO THE WONDERS, Why we Need Super 
Intelligence, Astrology And Super Intelligence ...... 
 

Have you ever dreamt of being a Super Intelligent, Super Star, Super Person, 

Eminent Person? Of Course, yes. Are you trying to achieve this feat Certainly 
Yes. 
I know that this positive reply will come from your end because you have a 
staunch(pakka) beliefin brighter achievements and Super Intelligence. This 
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Article testifies your this will that you are one of those wonderful 
chaps(person)who wish to steal teh lime light and those who blend into 
backgrounds to complete a beautiful picture that called an incandescence(uddipt 
or bright career) career. 
Do you know that you are what you think? Virtually you are what you think. This 
is one of the most important facts about you. So Think vividly to acquire super 
intelligence and bright your future. If you don't think about it, you can not have it. 
 
You have vast potenttialities to alter your life by altering only your attitude of 
mind, and then you can even endeavour(achieve) to touch the glowing stars. 
Therefore, get rid of your worn out thoughts. Fill your mind with fresh, new 
creative thoughts and be ready to adopt the effective parameters those are 
absolutely capable to increase your intelligence. Your this improved intelligence 
is the only parasol(small umbrella used by females) to give you shelter from the 
fierce(prachand) competitive world. If you really wish to be a successful in your 
life, then don't try to quench your thirst of being a super intelligent, and keep it 
never ending. Perhaps you are not aware that everyone of us always longs for 
extra-ordinary intelligence, and a minute irresponsibility in creating super 
intelligence can lead you to great despair. This is the era of tough competition. 
Particularly last two decades have witnessed the inflammation of competition in 
every sphere of existence. Every where, there is a flamboyat tangle of people for 
a few openings. Only one is successful in this battle-field who is able to withstand 
the severe shocks of competition. And you can be well equipped to cushion this 
shock wave by providing the shock-absorbers of your super intelligence. 
In fact, success and super intelligence are the two faces of same coin. I 
reiterate(repeat) your thoughts and it is true in rare cases that extra ordinary 
intelligence may be hierarchical or God gifted, but it is equally true too that the 
super intelligence can also be crafted. And no one is better creator of your super 
intelligence than YOU. 
You are really master of your unique existence which have immense capabilities 
to create the super intelligence. Because you are one of the best possessors of 
wonderful instrument, the Mindthat prompts always to transform your intelligence 
into super intelligence. 
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Contact For The Astrology Ways For Bright Future..... 
 
WHY WE NEED SUPER INTELLIGENCE ? 
What you are is the nature's gift to you and what you make yourself is your gift to 
thenature. The nature endowed you this versatile existence not merely to play a 
dream but to create and aura of glaring personality.  
By creating your extra ordinary individuality you not only please your friends, but 
the mother nature as well. Your family, your society, your country all derive great 
happiness and joy from your transformed personality.  
Perhaps you are not aware that the Almighty, God has gifted you such a finest 
piece of its kind filled with extra ordinary powers to brighten your existence. You 
are a possessor of bonzer(uttam) excellent mind having great lust to develop its 
friendship with you and to see you as a super intelligent. Equipped with not less 
than 12,00,00,00,000 neurons, Your brain and mind virtually weeps sometimes 
on your heedlessness and negligence towards it, It is absolutely true that you are 
not paying proper attention to your brain. And You are not accompanying it 
properly in your endeavors to get your desired success. 
Due to your carelessness, almost 90% neurons of your brain are lying empty, 
and unused . That's why your brain has severe passion to get these cells utilized 
by you. But strangely you are so harsh towards your brain that you don't try to 
enhance the utilization of brain cells more than 10%. Now your brain, the mind 
appeals you to ensure objective use of the remaining brain cell's capacity so USE 
IT.  
Just consider, while merely 10% of brain cells are capable to furnish you in such 
afine personality, then what can not be achieved by a little more use of these 
brainy neurons.  
And it is not impossible that you too could succeed to transform your existence 
into glowing stars like Albert Einstein, Thomas Alva Edison, Leonardo da Vinci, 
Abraham Lincoln, William Shakespeare, jamshedji Tata, Aditya Birla, Bill Gates, 
Ambani etc. 
 
AS WE THINKETH, SO WE BECOMETH : 
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Actually you have achieved only a small fraction of what you could. As you start 
to think about proper use of your neuronal cells, you tend to do so. As well as 
you think to satisfy your desire to succeed, you can dot it excellently. Because " 
What a piece of work is a man !moving, how express and admirable !In action, 
how like an angel ! In apprehension, how like a god!"  
 
Thus spoke sir William Shakespeare of the human body and soul and certainly 
you. It is not hyperbolic that you are better than you think, you are brighter than 
you think, you are more creative than you think, and even you are more 
intelligent than you think. The generosity of nature makes you to believe in this 
fact. So think well and become well.  
"Nothing in this world is so powerful as an idea whose time has come," so said 
Victor Hugo. And this single idea is enough to transform your intelligence into 
super intelligence that can change your life completely, and can lead you to the 
path of great excitements, great popularity and great success.  
 
ACKNOWLEDGE THE EXCELLENT IDEA THAT 
CROPS UP IN YOUR MIND : 
The flashing idea in your mind to create super intelligence is ready to trnsform 
you, since you are a powerful and self-directive human being. Are you really 
enjoying the thrill of living ? Are you getting the most out of your life? Have you 
become better acquainted with your secret super intelligence which can bring 
you everything in the world you want? 
If yes , good luck to you. If not it doesn't matter at present, but be prepared to 
recognise your mind and getting along with its supreme capabilities. Thus 
understand your mind, control it and use it. 
The product of your mind, the super intelligence is backed with amazing 
12,00,00,00,000 cell -powered brain. It is the bare fact that nothing is important in 
your life than the control and constructive use of your inner power, the mind 
power, the brain's neuronal power. No any goldmine could pay you bigger 
dividends than what you can fetch by using your this tremendous mental 
treasure. 
Contact For The Astrology Ways For Bright Future.....  
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WE CAN TOO DO THE WONDERS : 
The bitter truth about you is this that you have so much but you use so little. You 
would wonder to know that out of 12,00,00,00,000 brain cells, every tiny single 
cell is capable of storing more than 1,000 informations in it. You have been 
equipped with such a tremendous power of themind that's why christ declared 
that "the kingdom of God is within you !"  
Hence forth, realise first the great power of your mind, your miraculous 
intelligence that makes you enable to do the wonders. And then everything you 
wnat shall be added to you. The christ also emphasized that "The things that I do 
you also shall do and greater things than these shall you do."Noted philosopher 
william james perhaps said correctly about you ," The human individual lives far 
within his limits. He possesses powers which he habitually fails to use ". 
Some days before the death of Alva Edison, he was asked to define electricity. 
Edison replied, " It exists. Use it!" No one has ever been able to define the 
electricity and no one may ever be able to define the wonderful power of your 
mind. Nevertheless, it exists. use it. Do not allow it to be wasted even for a 
second. USE IT. the Chinese philosopher Lao -tzu said some 2 hundred fifty 
years ago that " He knows others is clever, but he who knows himself is 
enlightened. He who overcomes others is strong, but he who overcomes himself 
is mightier still." And when you learn to overcome your paradoxical barriers, You 
becomes mightier indeed to perform magnificent deeds.  
Theefore , it is very essential for you to have acquaintance with how to use the 
tremendous power of your super intelligence that can take you anywhere you 
want to go, that can give you anything you wnat in your life. 
 
DO WE REALLY NEED SUPER INTELLIGENCE ? 
Yes, ofcourse . we are in dire(bhayanak) need of creative super intelligence 
because : 
1) our super intelligence is an architect and builder of our brighter career. 
2) our super intelligence is the master of innovation and the sumo(akhada) of 
career arena. 
3) There is always a new world to win with the help of super intelligence because 
sky is not the limit. 
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4) The premium performance in every sphere of life is absolutely depends upon 
our super intelligence. 
5) Fortune not favours only the brave but the craftsmen of super intelligence too , 
which is the real cource of turning convictions into core competency. 
6) Through super intelligence We are able to get Name, fame, money and every 
thign which we want to be a successful person. 
Surprisingly, we all have intelligence that can be transformed into super 
intelligence, but we do not tend to accelerate it on the right track to catch the right 
ambition It is the high time to create your super intelligence to thrust you towards 
the high altitude of career.  
Achieve, therefor, the power of super intelligence and recharge your success 
giving battery. 
 
ASTROLOGY AND SUPER INTELLIGENCE : 
Astrology is also a very powerful tool to develop super intelligence. Because 
astrology reveals the secret that which planets are responsible to increase the 
intelligence and thus by using proper astrological way we are also able to 
increase it.  
Later on we will also come to know the way How to develop creative and super 
intelligence? 
Contact For The Astrology Ways For Bright Future.....  
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9 simple ways to bring real and true love in life, 9 golden rules to fill our life 
with true love, Easy way to attract love in life, How to make life full of love? 
 
Do you think that your life depriving of love, the lack of love has disturbed your 
life, the wish to get real love is getting deteriorated. If this is so then i must say 
that you are really missing something very important in life. 
 
 

• Love is the essence of life. 
• Love is a soul of this life.  
• Love gives aim to live a life.  
• Love increases the importance of this human life.  
• Love makes our life cheerful. 
• Love makes our life powerful.  
• Love gives a feeling of heaven.  

 
 
So in the absence of love a person is deprived of the above things. It is very 
necessary to make our and others life full of love in order to feel the real power of 
love. So in this article i am providing you the 9 real ways to get and to feel the 
real love.  
 
Fact About Love: 
Actually it is very easy to get the real love in life, there is no need to pretend to 
get real love. Real love means the natural love which comes from within. 
Generally people ask me "I am doing so much effort in life to get love but nothing 
is happening, i am frustrated, my life is getting hell and so on". But i want to say 
that we make efforts to get real love. It's a natural process. Since we are the 
creations of god and god loves every one and that's why we all have the right to 
get love. But we don't have to pretend in a special way for this. The only thing is 
that we have to follow the natural laws to get the real love in life. 
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Let's see the 9 Golden Rules To Make our Life Full 
With Real Love:  
 
1. Distribute Your Own Natural Smile To Every One- 
Just Smile once in front of mirror and see how beautiful you are, how smart you 
are and how innocent you are. Now just share your smile with every one. You will 
find that you are attracting love from every where. 
 
2. Give Compliments To People Whom You Meet Daily- 
This is a very powerful technique to make any one ours. Try to see that what is 
new in the person who is before you and just give compliment of his any one 
good quality. Gradually you will find that you are attracting love from all the 
direction. A positive mind is a magnet which attract the natural love from every 
where.  
 
3. Spend Some Time With Yourself only- 
This is a very necessary part of life to spend some time with our self and do the 
introspection that about our deeds and also it is necessary to know the source of 
real love within. For this it is necessary to sit silently alone for sometime and 
focus on breathe and enter within. 
 
4. Help Others: 
Help means to serve others. If you are serving any one it means you are 
spreading the feelings of love. So help others, don't worry about you know the 
person or not, if you think that any one is in need and you are able to help him or 
her then just take a step ahead and feel how love will surrounds you. 
 
5. Every Action Has an Equal an Opposite Reaction: 
Remember this that what ever you spread it will come to you. So if you spread 
love and positivity, you will also get the same. So spread love, spread positivity 
and see, you will be fulfilling your life with the same. 
 
6. Nurture Everything: 
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It's a very powerful tool to get true love. Nurture a plant, nurture a tree, nurture a 
garden, nurture an animal, nurture an Idea, Nurture good feelings and you will 
find that you are filling your life with the love.  
 
7. Meditate For Love: 
Do this perfect process to attract the divine love. Meditate and think that divine 
love is entering in your body, My Life is thriving with love and happiness. 
 
8. Spend Some Time With Nature: 
Nature is the real representative of real love. Every natural thing is spreading the 
real love without any discrimination.  
Just sit in garden, spend some time near bank of river, spend some time under a 
tree, spend some time near spring and you will find a good change within. 
 
9. Try To See Beauty In Every Thing: 
This universe is the creation of god and every thing here is beautiful but due to 
our own thinking we say that this is beautiful and this is not. But do a practice try 
to find beauty in every thing and see what happen in some days.  
 
So let the love enter in your life from all the direction. Let the love enter in your 
personality from all direction, let the love flows from your life to others. Feel the 
real love, Feel the power within. 
If you think that this article is helpful for you just share your views......... 
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Siddha yantra are source of energy. As per the vedic science yantra are able to 
provide the energy of 5 elements- Earth, Fire, Water, Air and Sky. If yantras are 
charged with powerful and sacred mantras then they are ready to give benefit to 
any one who uses it. Vedic science shows the different yantras to worship 
different god and goddess. Yantras can be made in different ways like as on 
copper, silver, gold, crystal, bone, Leaf of trees like bhoj patra etc. People use 
yantras to make their present and future bright. There are different types of 
yantras are available as per the need.  
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Benefits of Siddha Yantras: 
As we have studied that yantras are powerful source of energy so they are being 
used for the decades to solve many problems of life. yantras are able to give 
dharm, arth, kaam and Moksha. But the main thing is that it must be charged with 
sacred mantras. Because of this Yantras are expensive as Charging is not 
simple. 
 
Let's see some benefits of Siddha Yantras: 
1. Siddha Yantras are able to protect you from Negative energy. 
2. Siddha yantras are able to remove the vastu problems. 
3. Siddha yantras are able to protect you from black magic. 
4. Siddha yantras are able to increase your own confidence. 
5. Siddha yantras are able to open the way of success in life. 
6. Marriage problem can be solved by using siddha yantras. 
7. Kaalsarp dosha can be minimized with the help of siddha yantras. 
8. Mangal Dosha can be minimized with the help of siddha yantras. 
9. Health problem can be minimized with the help of siddha yantras. 
10 Wealth problem can be minimized with the help of siddha yantras. 
11. Debt problem can be solved with the help of siddha yantras. 
12. Spiritual growth is possible with the help of siddha yantras. 
13. Social growth is possible with the help of siddha yanatras. 
14. Personal growth is possible with the help of siddha yantras. 
15. Love marriage problem can be solved with the help of siddha yantras. 
16. Hypnotism or Vashikaran is possible through Siddha yantras. 
17. Malefic effects of planets can be minimized by worshipping siddha yantras.  
18. You can develop your business with the help of siddha yantras. 
 
So yantras are able to give you anything which you want. But the only thing 
is They must be charged with proper mantras. 
 
Types of Yantras Available : 
As per the need our epic provides different types of yantra like as --- 
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1. yantras for Health are available. 
2. yantras for Wealth are available. 
3. Yantras for Prosperity are availble. 
4. Yantras for Sammohan are availble. 
5. Yantras for Business growth are available. 
6. Yantras for protection from black magic are available. 
7. Yantras for social status are available. 
8. Yantras to get rid off from debt are available. 
9. Yantras for Vashikaran are available. 
10. Yantras for marriage are available. 
11. Yantras of different god and goddess are available. 
12. Yantras for the rectification of vastu doshas are available. 
13. Yantras to protect vehicles from accidents are available. 
14. Yantras for spiritual growth are available. 
15. Yantras to win in politics are available.  
 
So there are lots of yantras are available in market but it is very necessary to 
make it charged with special mantras and techniques too to get the benefit from 
it.  
 
How and where to Install The Siddha yantras: 
As a siddha yantras are very powerful and are ready to fulfill your wishes but you 
can't place it anywhere. There are special rules and regulations for different types 
of yantras and it is also cleared in our epics that it is very necessary to install the 
siddha yantras at proper place in proper time and date to enjoy the benefits.  
For this it is good to consult an experienced astrologer or yantra specialist.  
Some yantras are placed in worship places, some yantras are placed inside the 
lockers, some yantras are placed on the wall in proper direction, some yantras 
are buried in the earth. So as per the need there are different ways to install the 
Siddya yantras.  
So don't use your own mind to install yantras. Only proper guidance can open the 
way of success for you.  
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Auspicious Time or shubh muhurth for yantra Anusthaans: 
It is very important to do the charging process in siddha muhurth. some common 
days are Navratri, Amavasya, Night of Dipawali, Grahan, Pushya Nakshatra etc.  
 
If you are passing through any negative period, any trouble time, any falling 
period of your life then use siddhay yantras to get success in your life or to 
minimize the problems in your life.  
 
Consult Now For Siddha Yantras  
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Powerful Siddh Yantra 
For Sucess 
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In the previous article Siddha Yantra For Success- Effects and Power, we have 
already read about what are siddha yantras and what are the benefits of siddha 
yantras. In this article we will find out some important and popular sidddha 
yantras for success.  
These siddha yantras are popular for the decades to get success in physical and 
spiritual world. So read about these yantras and find out which yantra is best for 
you.  
Siddha yantras can be used for the rectification of vastu problems, planetary 
problems, astrology problems, black magic problems. It can be used to get power 
from the different god and goddess. So for over all development Siddha yantras 
are very useful. 
The best way to understand the power of siddha yantra is by installing it 
properly in proper time.  
 
Here are the list of some powerful siddha yantras For 
Success- 
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SHREE YANTRA- 
As it's name shows that this is the best yantra to attract the shree i.e. wealth, 
money and the grace of goddess laxmi. If any one regular worship shree yantra 
then definitely health and wealth will reside in him or her home for ever. It also 
provide peace in the family.  
Shree yantra has tremendous power to bring the health, wealth and prosperity to 
it's user. Shree are available in different metals like as copper, silver, gold and 
even isphatik or crystal and bhojpatra shree yantra are also available.  
By consulting an experienced astrologer you can find the best shree yantra for 
you which will open the way of your success.  
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
KALSARP YANTRA: 
A yantra to get rid off from the problem of kaalsarpdosha. This yantra is able to 
protect you from the evil effects of kaalsarp dosha. 
This dosha makes the life full of struggle and due to this person don't get the real 
benefit of the work. So it is good for the persons suffering from kaalsarp dosha to 
install a Siddha kaalsarp yantra. This yantra will minimize the effects of kaalsarp 
dosha and open the way of success.  
 
BAGLAMUKHI YANTRA: 
If you are engaged in any legal case or if you are hurt by enemy in this 
competition age then Baglamukhi yantra is good for you. It is also good if you are 
suffering from black magics or any other type of evil eye effects. If it is installed in 
vehicle it will protect from accidents.  
 
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
KUBER YANTRA: 
Kuber is the lord of Monetary power, if you get the grace of lord kuber then you 
will get the money from all the sides. Kuber yantra is the most powerful yantra to 
attract the money. If you want to become financially powerful, if you want to have 
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money power, if you want to enjoy all the luxuries of life then you must install the 
Siddha Kuber yantra in your business place, money places, cash box, office etc. 
This yantra are charged on deepawali, dushera, navratri, grahan etc.Kuber 
yantra is very effective for financial power.  
I suggest to install this yantra at your office, cash box, industry, factory, business 
place, home etc.  
 
VASHIKARAN YANTRA: 
Vashikaran yantra is very useful for the person who want to get their love back or 
who want to get success in love. This yanra is one of the miracle of indian 
science. It is a science that energy imitates from the lover's mind contineously 
and if this vashikaran yantra is used by the lover with a special process to attract 
the opposite sex then difinitely he or she will get success.  
If you love someone deeply, if you don't want to live without your love, if you don't 
want to live without your life parner then you can use this siddha vashikaran 
yantra.  
 
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
VAASTU YANTRA: 
If there is vastu dosha in your premises, if you and your family are facing 
problems due to vastu defects, if you are facing business problems due to vastu 
defects, if you are facing health and wealth problem due to vastu defects then 
this yantra will help you a lot.  
You can use vaastu yantra in your home, office, building, specific room, plot etc 
to rectify the vaastu defects. 
Depend upon the circumstances and need vaastu yantra is buried under the 
earth with proper ritual and in proper time and tithi or date. 
 
MANGAL YANTRA:  
If you are suffering from the malefic effects of mars or if you want to increase the 
power of mars or mangal, if you want to over come from the marriage problems 
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due to mars planet or mangal, if you are facing accidents, injuries very shortly 
then siddha mangal yantra is good for you.  
This yantra has also shown it good effects to the patients of high blood pressure, 
it also helps to get rid off from abortion problems, it is also helpful in paralysis etc. 
 
VYAPAARVRIDDHI YANTRA: 
If any one is engaged in business and want to increase the business better then 
vyapaarvriddhi yantra will help a lot.  
It is also helpful to get job. This yantra brings both wealth with happiness. This 
yantra boost your business miraculously. It also helps to regain the business 
loss. This yantra increases the opportunities in business.  
 
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
MAHAMRITYUNJAY YANTRA: 
If you want to get the grace of lord shiva- the lord of kaal, the lord of time then 
mahamrityunjay yantra is good. This yantra can help you to get rid off from the 
fear of unusual death, illness.  
Mahamrityunjay yantra will bring health-wealth, fame-happiness in your family.  
This yantra has magical effects in curing diseases. If it is worshiped with proper 
mantra then the devotee will definitely get the blessings of lord shiva.  
 
KAMA YANTRA(To Enjoy the after marriage life): 
If you want to fulfill your very personal desire i.e. after marriage desire, If you 
want to live in good physical relation with your life partner, if you want to 
overcome from your physical weakness then this kama yantra will help you a lot. 
You can easily increase your internal power with this kama yantra. You can also 
get this yantra in tabij form.  
 
KARYA SIDDHI YANTRA: 
If you want to get success in any specific work, if you want confidence to get 
success in any special work then this karyan siddhi yantra will help you a lot.  
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It protects the user from the invisible negative energy which try to create 
obstacles in work.  
Karya siddhi yantra is again a miracle of indian science.  
 
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
 
BAAL GOPAL YANTRA: 
If you are facing progeny problem, if you are facing problem of children, if you are 
facing abortion problem then baal gopal yantra will help you a lot.  
This yantra will fulfill the wish to have baby. So if you want to complete your 
family life without any problem then you have to use this magical baal gopal 
yantra.  
 
NAVGRAH YANTRA: 
If you want to get grace of 9 planets, if you want to get the power of 9 planets 
then navgrah yantra is very powerful and this will bless you with health, wealth 
and prosperity.  
It is good to install this yantra if most of the planets in our horoscope are 
generating malefic effects. Navgrah yantra has all the nine yantra i.e. surya 
yantra, chandra yantra, mangal yantra, budh yantra, guru yantra, shukra yantra, 
shani yantra, rahu yantra and ketu yantra.  
 
So by having the knowledge of these yantras i hope that you have understood 
many important things related to siddha yantras. So you can use these yantra 
with trust to get the best result.  
 
Don't forget to consult an experienced Astrologer or knower of yantra and 
use always charged or siddha yantra for success. 
 
Contact Now To Get Siddha yantra  
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Prosperity, Name, Fame, Money is the wish of every one but very few of us are 

able to get all these things in life and the person who have are in the list of 
successful persons. To Be a successful person is not an easy task it is a 
continuous process which must be continued till death. Not Only Hardworking is 
enough to be a successful person but your luck must be with you.  
 
There are many person who are lucky from the birth but what about the common 
person so here in this article we will see how to be successful by using some 
simple Totkays for prosperity. By doing these totkays regularly with trust and 
confidence you will find a great positive change in your life. 
 
Rules must be kept before doing any Totka : 
 
1) Keep in mind the exact time to do the totka. 
2) Do the totka alone. 
3) Don't Revela about the totka to any of your familiar. 
4) Have full trust and confidence. 
5) Don't be fear. 
6) If You are going to put any thing in chouraha aur river or any where then 
becareful to not turnaround when you are returning to home after leaving the 
things. 
7) Sprinkle some holy water after returning to home after leaving any things 
outside the home. 
8) Continuous pracitice with trust and confidence is the key to success. 
9) Success also depends upon the purity of the substances used in totka also 
siddha or charged things will assure your success. you can get the siddha yantra 
or other things by contacting through mail. 
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Totkays For Prosperity: 

1) If you want the grace of goddess mahalaxmi then do offer clove daily to any 
goddess temple. 
 
2) Take Seven gomti chakra, eleven kodis,seven sulemaani Hakik, put turmeric 
powder tilak on these things, in yellow cloth make potli by tying all the things and 
put it into your cashbox or at your temple. By this you will get the blessings of 
goddess laxmi. 
 
3) Having problem in finding job then do this take a lemon and goto chouraha 
where 4 roads intersecting eachother, cut it into 4 piece and throw them to 4 
directions as fas as possible, do it for 7 days starting from sunday and see the 
result. Success will be yours. 
 
4) To enhance the sale of your shop do this- start making swastik on both side of 
your shop door by first wash it with gangajal and offer a bit of molasses(gud), 1 
or 2 piece of gram and show agarbatti or stick of gugal. Gradually you find 
increase in sale.Do this daily. 
You can also do this practice in your home too for prosperity and rapid result. 
Read more on click here...... 
5)For Maintaining good relations between husband and wife keep 11 siddha 
gomti chakra in sindoor in home. Happiness will come and stay in your home. 
 
6) If you are affected by evil eye effect then do this first take 8 siddha gomti 
chakra on wednesday, take 2 first and rotate it 21 times and throw it to south 
direction then take 2 more rotate it 21 times throw it to west direction and thus in 
north and east. Effect of evil eye or tantric karm will be dissolved. 
 
7) In case your business is flopping or sales is getting down continuously then 
make a potli of 11 siddha gomti chakra in a red cloth and tie it on the main gate 
of entrance.you will get relief. 
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8) For Business Siddha Indrani Yantra, siddha kuber yantra and other SIddha 
business Enhancer Yantra are very beneficial. If you install a Siddha yantra at 
your shop you will definitely be benefitted. 
 
9) If you are facing any legal problems then before going to court keep 5 siddha 
gomti chakra in your pocket and also keep that side of foot first which side of 
breathing is going on.chances of success increases. 
 
10) Those who are facing problems in promotion if offer 21 siddha gomti chakra 
to shiva on auspicious time shall get off from the hurdles and way of promotion 
will be opened. 
Read more on click here...... 
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Vashikaran Totkay Online 

 

11) If you are suffering from nightmare then bring a branch of peepal tree by 
inviting him properly and wash it with gangajal and keep it in the pillow cover. 
your problem will solve. 
 
12) Mop up with whole salt(natural) water once in a weak in your home and 
business place. 
 
13) If you are facing problems in materializing the marriage proposals of any boy 
or girl then take 7 dry coconut worship them and rotate it 7 times around then 
head of boy or girl and put it in flowing river. 
 
14) Offering a mixture of Water, milk and sugar to a peepal tree regularly on 
saturday will remove many hurdles of life. 
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15) Government employees if want transfer then do offer water to rising sun 
having 21 red chilly seedin it. Soon you will get the desired result. 
 
16) Smoke of Neem Leafs is very beneficial to getrid off from the superficial 
hindrances. 
 
17) A specil type of mixture is also very useful to overcome from the problem of 
superficial hindrances i.e. mix alum, gugal, loban,whole salt(khada namak),white 
sandal powder and give smoke regularly in your home or affected area. 
 
18) To protect your business place from evil eye effect take a lemon on saturday 
evening and move round along the wall of your business place. cut it in 4 pieces 
and throw it to any chouraha i.e. where 4 roads intersect. 
Read more on click here...... 
 
Want To Donate For Astrology Research  
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Read More On : 
Top Reasons of Divorce and Remedies 
Divorce problems and solutions 
Gems Therapy For Success 
How to Get Better Life Partner? or What To Do To Get Better Life Partner? 
Astro remedies For better relationships 
How To Get Great Fame Through Astrology? 
How To Satisfy our Partner? 
Vashikaran To Stop Breakup 
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Some Important Siddha yantras- Effects and Powers 
Tantrik Products and their Power 
Free Totkays For Success 
Vashikaran For Success 
 

 
Rules To Do Any Totka, Things Important In Life, Totkay For Prosperity, 
Best ways to increase prosperity, astrologer for prosperity problems,  
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Mantra Activation Process 

 
How To activate mantra shakti, How to activate any spell, How To Choose 
right mantra, what are the processes to activate any spell or mantra? 
 
Mantra or spell activation is not very easy process. Very hard practice is needed 
to activate a single spell or mantra. In this kalyug every mantra has been tied by 
lord shiva so that it should not be used by common person for destruction. That's 
why it has become more complicated to activate any mantra.  
 
How to Choose right mantra? 
This is the first process in mantra activation. Choosing right mantra is very 
important and a hard calculation is done before choosing any mantra. There are 
some specific ways by which right mantra is selected. There are different 
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mantras for different zodiac signs and for different types of work. It is also a 
strange things that for the same work there are various types of mantras. So from 
those we have to select the best for us. So Minute analysis is done before 
selecting any mantra or spell. That's why it is said that it is good to do the tantra 
practice under guidance of any scholar.  
 
Purification of Mantra: 
There are many types of doshas are there in mantra which must be rectified 
before proceeding. For that also there are different types of process.  
 
Utkilan of Mantra: 
It is a strange name for the common people. But as i said earlier that every 
mantra is kilit or tied by lord shiva for protection of society. That's why it is very 
necessary to do the utkilan process before chanting any mantra then only it is 
possible to activate mantra. Otherwise results are very difficult.  
 
After utkilan many other processes are done like as chanting the mantra in a 
specific manner and in specific numbers. After then hawan is done, tarpan is 
done, marjan is done, Proper daan is done.  
 
 
So it is not simple as it is heard and read in books and serials. It's not good to 
make any impression about anything just by hearing any rumour. First of all it is 
good to have proper knowledge of any subject then only proceed to practice it if 
you have interest on that subject.  
 
Only the person who knows the right process can help you to follow the tantra 
way. Only a good scholar can help you to activate any mantra or spell.  
 

• Patience and devotion is needed to practice tantra. 
• A perfect master is needed to practice tantra. 
• Passion is needed to understand the subtle world.  
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• Pure heart is needed to understand tantra.  
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Read More On: 
What is Tantra? 
What Exactly Happens In Tantrik Processes? 
How To Chant A Mantra Or Spell? 
 
How To activate mantra shakti, How to activate any spell, How To Choose 
right mantra, what are the processes to activate any spell or mantra? 
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How To Chant Mantra Or Spell? 
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Chanting Way 

 
How to chant any mantra or spell, things used during mantra chanting, 
Steps of chanting mantra or spell. 
 
Mantr chanting is a very systematic process and scientific too. The chanter gets 
many tremendous benefits in life if utter the mantra in a systematic way. Nothing 
is impossible for the person who know how to chant mantra.  
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Mantra can be chanted in 3 ways: 
1. Vachik Japa- in this mantra will be chanted loudly.  
 
2. Upanshu jap- In this jap is done in very slow voice so that only the chanter can 
hear the voice.  
 
3. Mansik or mental jap- In this chanting is done mentally with the breathing 
system. This chanting is done for spiritual development.  
 
Things Required For Chanting: 
There are 3 things which are very necessary for every chanter or spiritual 
practitioner.  
1. Asan - There are different color of asans. As per the work the chanter has to 
choose the asan. One thing must be keep in mind to use the woolen asan 
always.  
 
2. Mala- This is used to count the mantra. mala is also of different kinds like as 
rudraksha mala, haldi mala, hakik mala, kamalgatta mala etc. As per ther 
purpose mala is selected. But commonly rudraksh mala is used.  
 
3. A special small bag known as gomukhi which is used to hide the mala. It is 
said that while doing chanting no body should see the mala. so chanter do the 
mantra jap by keeping the hand in this gomukhi. 
 
Steps To Sit in Mantra Japa: 
I am telling here the steps of mantra japa which will help you a lot- 
1. First all decide a fix time to chant mantra or spell. 
2. Just get fresh and wear a fresh cloth in which you will feel comfortable.  
3. Now clean the surface where you are going to chant mantra. 
4. Spread your asan. 
5. Site in a comfortable position. 
6. Now Light a deepak of oil or ghee, also use a good dhoop or fragrance stick. 
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7. Now first of all remember your guru or master, gods and goddesses and pray 
to give you success. 
8. Now do pranayam for some time.  
9. Then start chanting the mantra.  
10. If you are using mala then be sure to not cross the sumeru. 
 
Important Things To Know: 
1. If you want to fulfill any worldly desire then do vachik japa or upanshu. 
2. If you want to do japa for spiritual development then mental japa is needed.  
3. Try to focus on your third eye while doing japa.  
4. After jap try to meditate for sometime which will make you powerful.  
5. During the menstruation period female must not use asan for japa. 
6. Try to do the japa on a fix time for success. 
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Top Reasons To Boost Divorce And Remedies 
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Top reasons which act as a catalyst in Divorce Problems, Top reasons 
which boost divorce cases, Solutions of divorce through Top Reasons to 
Boost Divorce, Astrology reasons of Divorce, Best Divorce solutions, Best 
astrologer to solve divorce problems, Remedies of divorce problems, 
solutions of marriage problems. 
 
The increasing cases of divorce in the world is really a serious matter. Now this is 
the time to analyse why this is happening, now it is important to find some 
solution of divorce problems, now this is the time to minimize the divorce cases. 
It is only possible by analyzing the reasons of this misshapen in life.  
 
Why the youth is not able to continue with the responsibilities of marriage life? 
Why the partner is not able to cooperate during the struggle time? 
Why conceit become so much important in personal life that it lead to divorce? 
Why after living a very good life for years divorce happens? 
Is Astrology helpful to guide or to solve the marriage life problems? 
Why after a few years your relationships get diminished? 
Why we are unable to renew our marriage life every day? 
why To take divorce? 
Why we don't think on the after effects of divorce on families? 
What are the top reasons of divorce? 
 
If we really think and analyse on these questions we will definitely do something 
for the successful marriage life.There are many factors or reasons which are 
responsible for divorce cases. Lets study them point by point. I hope that this will 
definitely help couples to lead a refreshing life. 
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1. Unaware about our own desire: 
This is the foremost factor which always create problems in every segment of life. 
If we are not aware about our own desire and qualities how can we take correct 
decision. This is why most of the people fails while deciding about the life 
partner. Life is very important and if we know what we expect from life and what 
is our nature then only we are able to take the correct decision. So do the proper 
analysis of your self so that to make the life smooth.  
 
2. Callousness Towards Life: 
Some times due to struggle, due to family problems, due to diseases, due to 
unwanted happening it may happen that person the feeling of callousness arises 
towards life which is very dangerous for the marriage life. To live a healthy life it 
is must that we must think positive and try to make our partner positive. Day and 
night comes daily so there is no need to worry about any thing in life that what is 
happening and why. The most important thing is we must believe that "the 
circumstances will change". Try to make life entertaining. 
 
3. Trying To Be More Responsible: 
Some times it is also seen in life that one of the spouse regular try to give best to 
other and due to this after some time he or she gets disturbed due to over 
responsibility which leads to divorce. So remember one thing that marriage 
means to get a partner to share our happiness and sorrow both. So don't try to 
be over responsible which may make your life disturbed.  
 
4. Unaware About the Sexual Relationships: 
Making sexual relationship with the partner is one of the important part of our 
marriage life. And if there is lack of physical closeness or intimacy then it may 
generate serious problems which lead to divorce. so always give importance to 
the mood of spouse which not only make him or her happy but bring happiness in 
your whole life too.  
 
5. Suspicious Nature: 
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This type of nature is very dangerous. If one of the spouse have any doubt on 
other than definitely the relation will not go smooth. It will make the taste of 
relationship bitter in long run.  
 
6. Lack of Cooperating from one of the Spouse: 
This is again a very important reasons of dissatisfied marriage life. Cooperation 
is a very powerful way to make anyone close. The lack of cooperation will make 
any one far. So if partner not cooperate in success of other then don't think that 
the relation will go smooth in long run.  
 
Top reasons which act as a catalyst in Divorce Problems, Top reasons which 
boost divorce cases, Solutions of divorce through Top Reasons to Boost Divorce, 
Astrology reasons of Divorce, Best Divorce solutions, Best astrologer to solve 
divorce problems, Remedies of divorce problems, solutions of marriage 
problems. 
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Astrology Reasons For Divorce: 
 
1. Unsatisfactory Match Making: 
If in spite of not having proper match if the marriage done in any pressure then 
this is a fact that this will not be in favor of both the male or female. In long run 
the bad effects are seen. In many cases the relation may end. Some times the 
reasons are not predicted physically but only through astrology it is known that 
what exactly happened. 
 
2. Mangal Dosha: 
This is also seen in many divorce cases that during marriage mangal dosha is 
ignored and not proper remedies done to minimize the mangal dosha. In long run 
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some unexpected problems arises and due to this problem increases in life and 
finish the personal life.  
 
3. Naadi Dosha: 
This is a very important factor which is considered during match making. This 
causes the unexpected problem in personal life, it may create health problem, it 
may create divorce, it may create misunderstanding So it is very important to go 
for the remedy if there is any naadi dosha in horoscope or kundli.  
 
Read my article Solutions of unmatched kundli or horoscope 
 
4. Use of Black Magic on Any Spouse: 
This may put you in surprise but this is a truth. I am getting many cases daily in 
which use of black magic has ruined the life of couples. This is also a bitter truth 
that black magic is done by familiar person. So always be alert to make your 
married life protected. If you think that there is something abnormal happening in 
your personal life then do contact immediately for the Best Solution of Black 
Magic. Take precaution to protect yourself from divorce. Don't let your beloved go 
away.  
 
5. Malefic Effects of Planets: 
It is happened so many times that due to effect of malefic effects smooth life 
become full of thorns. It is due to come of any negative planets in mahadasha or 
in pratyantar. So it is better to go for Shanti process for that planet to avoid the 
divorce or any other problem in personal life.  
 
6. Not Having Proper Hypnotic Power To Make Positive Impact on Opposite 
Sex: 
This is due to the weak planetary power and is very important in marriage life. It 
is seen many times that due to weak planetary power one partner is dominated 
by other. But by using some special technique when proper actions taken the 
partner got the proper planetary power which help to live a successful marriage 
life.  
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Top reasons which act as a catalyst in Divorce Problems, Top reasons which 
boost divorce cases, Solutions of divorce through Top Reasons to Boost Divorce, 
Astrology reasons of Divorce, Best Divorce solutions, Best astrologer to solve 
divorce problems, Remedies of divorce problems, solutions of marriage 
problems. 
 
Powerful Remedies of Divorce problems : 
After analyzing the reasons of divorce then it is possible to take the proper 
remedies to rootout the problem. There are many ways through which we can get 
solution of divorce like as - 
1. By doing the shanti process of planets.  
2. By using the Proper Siddha or charged Gems stones for successful married 
life.  
3. By Using proper Charged Yantra.  
4. By Powerful vashikaran Process it is also possible to stop divorce.  
5. Mantrik anusthaan or spells to change the mind of partner is also used to stop 
divorce cases.  
6. Shukra Vashikaran prayog is also a powerful process to get our beloved back 
in life.  
7. Sarwarist nivaran prayog is also a good one to solve our problems.  
8. There are powerful totkays to live a good marriage life and to avoid divorce.  
9. In occult science there are ways to save our marriage life, to live a successful 
life, to get our beloved back in life.  
 
So don't delay if you are facing any problem in your love life, in your 
marriage life, in your personal life. Consult now to get the powerful solutions, 
perfect solution. Now you don't have to suffer more to live a perfect life with your 
partner. 
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boost divorce cases, Solutions of divorce through Top Reasons to Boost Divorce, 
Astrology reasons of Divorce, Best Divorce solutions, Best astrologer to solve 
divorce problems, Remedies of divorce problems, solutions of marriage 
problems. 
 
Read More To Save Your Marriage Life: 
Ask From Yourself Before Going for Divorce 
Divorce Problem and Solution Through Astrology 
Reasons and Remedies of Divorce Problems 
Vashikaran To Get Your Love Back  
Astro remedies to prevent break up 
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Divorce Problems and Solutions Through Astrology 
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Divorce problems and solutions through astrology, End of emotional 
problems, Solutions of Divorce problems, Marriage problems and 
Solutions. 
 
Divorce is the end result of marital problems. It is the culmination state of 
Marriage problems or couples problems. Now a days divorce cases are 
increasing much. It is due to various reasons. I am writing this article as i have 
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got so many cases of divorce in which one of the partner is asking me to help to 
stop the divorce cases. This shows that Divorce is not a solution but is a way to 
run away from our resposibilities.  
 
Ask Some important questions from yourself that - 
1. Is it good to take divorce only because of to satisfy our conceit.  
2. Is it good to take divorce just because of you are unable to take cooperate with 
your partner.  
3. Is it good to take such a complecated decision in a very short period of time.  
4. Are you so weak that you are unable to change the mind of yourself or your 
partner to lead a successful life.  
5. Is your problem is really big or important than this life.  
6. Do you really think that you can live a better life without your beloved.  
7. Do you think that Divorce is really a solution? 
8. Do you think that you are going to accept divorce without intention.  
9. Do you think that any negative energy is compelling you to take divorce. 
 
I really want to say that divorce is not the solution we must do to stop the divorce. 
We must give one more try to live with partner. SO don't worry. Astrology will 
definitely help you to come out from your divorce problem.  
Make Your Life Fruitful With Astrology Tips 
Divorce problems and solutions through astrology, End of emotional 
problems, Solutions of Divorce problems, Marriage problems and 
Solutions. 
 
Reasons of Divorce from the astrology side: 
1. As per Indian Astrology system 7th and 8th place is very important from the 
point of view of marriage. So if these two places are affected badly then divorce 
situation arises.  
 
2. If 7th and 8th place has impact of any malefic planet heavily then definitely you 
will find problems in married life and at the culmination it leads with divorce.  
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3. Some times due to Malefic effects of Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Sun also 
married life get disturbed.  
 
4. Some times due to some paranormal effects also situations go beyond control. 
 
5. Due to evil eye effects it is also possible that a playful couples get away from 
each other.  
 
6. Some times it is also seen that when malefic planets come in mahadasha or 
pratyantar then also divorce situation arises in life but if proper guidance taken at 
that time then every thing get in control.  
 
So the necessary thing is that we should take proper guidance if adverse 
situation arises in life. Remember one thing that we are just puppet and astrology 
is a subject which disclose the reasons of unwanted happening in life. So if you 
are in a touch with an experienced astrologer then you will definitely get ridoff 
from your problems.  
 
Astroshree is a online consulting service and is a trusted site for your very 
personal problems like marriage life problems, divorce problems, getting your 
love back in life, getting back your lost love, removing the misunderstanding in 
love life, removing the misconception in married life.  
Divorce problems and solutions through astrology, End of emotional 
problems, Solutions of Divorce problems, Marriage problems and 
Solutions. 
So don't worry - 
If you are facing divorce problem in life.  
If you have got the notice for divorce.  
If you are feeling that you may get any negative decision from your partner side.  
If you are in phobia of getting away from your beloved.  
 
Every circumstances is due to the planetary positions in our horoscope so by 
adopting the proper way it is possible to control any negative situation.  
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Many cases have been solved just by doing some special rituals or 
anusthaan in a specific way. There are powerful ways to overcome from 
divorce problem, there are powerful totkays which can protect our personal life, 
there are powerful pooja to protect our married life, there are trusted ways to live 
life smoothly. 
The only thing is to get the trusted astrologer or a person who can clear you the 
right way to move.  
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problems, Solutions of Divorce problems, Marriage problems and 
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Read More To Protect Your Marriage Life: 
Ask From Yourself Before Going for Divorce 
Divorce Problem and Solution Through Astrology 
Reasons and Remedies of Divorce Problems 
Vashikaran To Get Your Love Back  
Astro remedies to prevent break up 
Marriage Life Problems and Instant Solutions Online 
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Astrology for better life partner, what to do to get life partner as per our 
wish, how astrology helps to make our married life successful, Totkays to 
get better life partner. 
 
A very important part of life is marriage. The incident which change our life 
completely. It is said that if a person get good partner life become heaven but in 
case it not happen life become curse, hell.  
So every one try to get best partner in life who can make his or her life beautiful, 
smooth and easy going. Some times in spite of making effort person is unable to 
find good partner. Here in this article i am going to clear why person faces 
problems in finding life partner, how to get good partner, how to make marriage 
life successful? 
 
Marriage Place in Horoscope: 
In our kundli or horoscope or birth chart 7th house is the marriage place. The 
study of this house clear that what type of partner we will get, how will be our 
married life, Is there any chance of divorce etc.  
But wait only study of this house is not sufficient, while studying the horoscope 
for marriage we will also check the power of moon, Jupiter, Venus. It is also 
checked that how the 7th house is seen by other planets.  
 
Some Reasons of not finding good life partner: 
1. If 7th house is affected by any malefic planet then person faces problem in 
finding right life partner.  
2. If any neech grah or planet is present in 7th house then also it is not good for 
the marriage life.  
3. If venus is not supporting the person then also it is seen that person is not 
getting the satisfaction in personal life.  
4. Some times because of malefic jupiter female suffers in personal life.  
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5. Some times due to malefic effects of mars or mangal problems arises in 
marriage life or there is delay in marriage.  
6. Some times due to grahan yoga in 7th place or happiness place also create 
problem in finding good life partner.  
 
Happiness Place and impact on life partner or 
marriage life: 
The study of happiness place is also very necessary while analyzing about the 
life partner or married life. 4th place is the happiness place and if it is powerful 
then person get all the happiness in life. But in absence of good power in 4th 
house of horoscope it is found that person faces problem in finding good partner 
and also some times even after getting good partner dissatisfaction arises in 
married life.  
So if this place is affected badly then it is good to take remedial action to make 
our marriage life smooth and sound.  
 
Lagna and impact on life partner or marriage life: 
Lagna i.e. first house of birth chart or kundli or horoscope is very important. If this 
house is powerful that also it is very good for the person. Planet in this house see 
the 7th house directly and that's why if this house has good planetary power then 
it makes the 7th house strong and thus increase the chance to get good life 
partner in life. if 7th house is affected by malefic or negative planet then by taking 
good remedial action we can easily get good result in personal life.  
 
What To Do To Get Better Life Partner: 
If the person's kundli or birth chart is good then there is no doubt that he or she 
will get good life partner. But if some rituals, totkay, pooja will be done properly 
then it makes our life heaven, smooth and easy going. The couple will enjoy 
every moment of life together.  
Anusthaan are a way to attract the divine graces to make our life smooth.  
 
It is said that: 
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"Problems are given by God to Change our Mind but 
Prayers are the way to change the God Minds" 
 
So don't worry if you are not getting life partner, don't worry if you are having 
problem in your marriage, don't worry if you are in search of best astrology 
consultancy to get better life partner. In astroshree you will get the best 
consultancy to make your life bright. You can get the real ways to get success in 
personal life. One consultancy will change your mind and life too. 
 
There are many ways through which we can make our 
planets powerful to get good life partner: 
1. Through special pooja, anusthaans we can make our life better.  
2. By wearing proper Gems stone we can make our married life better.  
3. By shukra vashikaran prayog we can get power of venus.  
4. Some times guru vashikaran process is necessary to increase the power of 
guru to get good life partner.  
5. Some times by using marriage totkay we can open the way of our marriage.  
6. There are yantra which can if installed in house and rituals are done before 
them can open the way of success.  
 
But the main thing is that if you take proper consultancy then definitely you will 
get success. By doing process by just reading the process in not good. As there 
are many secrets of doing some totkay or pooja.  
 
So don't worry consult now To Get Good life Partner 
in Life.......... 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
 
 
Read More On: 
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Remedies of Unmatched Kundli or Horoscope 
How To Get Love Back With Vashikaran Spell? 
Remedies To Prevent Breakup 
Free Flicks or Totkay 
 
Astrology for better life partner, what to do to get life partner as per our 
wish, how astrology helps to make our married life successful, Totkays to 
get better life partner. 
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Astro Remedies For better relationships 
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Astro Remedies For better relationships, Astro remedies for husband and 
wife relationships, Tantrik remedies for better relationships, totkay for 
smooth relationship, How to make marriage life smooth, Vashikaran 
Remedies for good relationship. 
 
Relationship is very important in life. One healthy relationship is better than 100 
normal relationships. It doesn't matter how many friends you have in your life but 
it is important that how many real friends you have in your life.  
 
Wife or husband are very important for each other from the point of true 
relationship They always live together and also take bow to cooperate in every 
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stages of life. If both are aware of their responsibilities than life become smooth 
and they can make heaven in earth.  
 
Some times it happens that relationship comes to end 
because of different reasons like as- 
 
1. Due to planetary effects contradiction arises in relationships.  
2. It is seen that due to black magic done relationship also come in very 
dangerous situation.  
3. Due to negative energy also problem arises in marriage life.  
4. Due to misunderstanding also marriage relationship come in danger.  
5. Due to ego problem also sometime relationship gets broken.  
6. Some times due to addiction also sourness arises in relationship.  
 
Some times by using every type of physical measures relationship doesn't come 
in line. One of the partner oppose to cooperate and thus result to end of 
relationship.  
 
Reasons of Mishappening in Relationships: 
Researches shows that every problem is due to some planetary effects in life. 
When any malefic planets start attacking in life then the life of person become 
hell. Circumstances starts opposing. Mind gets disturbed. No psychologist can 
then treat the family or person. At that time we need the help of astrologer. This 
great science reveal the reasons of every problem in life and also provide the 
right solution to get-rid off it.  
 
Many types of questions arises in the mind of victim 
like as- 
A) Why our relationship is breaking? 
B) What is the reason of this mishappening? 
C) How to overcome from this problem? 
D) How to make my partner cooperative? 
E) How to save relationship? 
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F) Who can guide us to save relationship? 
G) How can i protect my family with the help of occult science? 
H) How to get my beloved back? 
I) What is the best remedies to protect relationship? 
 
These are very important questions which are the result of problems arises in 
relationships. So I just want to say that only an experienced astrologer can tell 
you the real reasons of your problems and by using the occult sciences it is 
possible to solve the problem.  
 
If you are not wrong, if you don't want to break your relationship, if you don't want 
to leave your partner, if you want to live life smoothly then don't worry. Do contact 
for easy solutions of your problems.  
 
You can Get remedies through Best astrologer, best vashikaran astrologer, 
experienced astrologer, Best consultant and spiritual healer. You will get perfect 
remedies to solve your family problems and to make your relationship better. 
 
One consultation can change your life.  
One consultation can make your relationship better.  
One consultation can make your partner with you.  
 
Don't wait for the luck to heal you. Just Take a Step To 
Make yourself better. Contact Now 
TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

 
Read More On : 
Astroremedies to prevent breakup 
Astro Remedies to keep a person close to family 
Top Reasons of Divorce and Remedies 
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Divorce problems and solutions 
Gems Therapy For Success 
Astro remedies For better relationships 
How To Satisfy our Partner? 
Vashikaran To Stop Breakup 
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Great Fame In Horoscope 
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Great Fame Through Astrology 

 
Great fame in horoscope, how to know the fame in life through astrology, 
Hurdles in getting fame, planets responsible for fame in life, what to do to 
get the great fame in life? 
 
Fame in life is a very important thing. Fame in life shows our importance in 
society. To get fame in this society is not as easy as it seems. Because there is a 
cut throat competition and so only working is not important but smart work is 
needed to get the real fame, the great fame. If the planets are not supporting in 
horoscope then also it is not easy for the persons to get the fame. If any person 
is having good power of planets then no doubt the person will get the great fame 
easily.  
 
What a great fame means? 
Great fame in the society means getting such position in society that people love 
to spend time with us, people like to learn things from us, people like to hear our 
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voice, people like to follow our thoughts etc. Fame is a mile stone in the journey 
of success.  
 
Let's See Some Planetary positions To Find the Fame In Life: 
1. If the Center houses of horoscope are positive and powerful then there is a 
very good yoga to get the real fame in life. 
2. If the Powerful Jupiter is present in horoscope then also the person is able to 
get fame in life.  
3. If the Sun is supporting properly then also it helps to get great fame in social 
life.  
4. There are some special combinations of planets which if form in kundli or 
horoscope then also the person is able to get good fame in life. 
5. Gajkesari yoga, raj yoga, hansa yoga etc are such yoga which give fame in 
life. 
6. If the lagna, 4th house, 7th house, 5th and 9th house are generating positive 
impacts then also there is a great chance to get good fame in social life and 
professional life too.  
 
 
Hurdles In Getting Fame: 
Hurdles are obstacles which lead to see downward in life. If any person is not 
able to get the fame in life then definitely the person has some negative impacts 
of  
 
planets in horoscope. It is very necessary to know about some of the obstacles 
which create problems in achieving fame.  
 
1. If Sun is malefic in kundli or birth chart then be careful because malfic Sun 
generate yoga of defame. 
2. If there is any type of grahan yoga in horoscope then also it will create problem 
in achiving real fame. 
3. If there is good yoga in horoscope but if they are not strong then also the 
person will not able to get the desired fame. 
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4. Any type of pitra dosha, kaalsarp yoga, kemdrum yoga etc also deprive the 
person from fame. 
5. Weak destiny is also responsible for not having fame in life.  
 
What To Do To Get Great Fame In Life? 
If the destiny is not supporting, if the planets are not in favour if there is any type 
of dosha in kundli then don't worry there is a solutions of every problem. If you 
really want fame in life then you will definitely get the way. It is said that "where 
there is a will there is a way". Through special ways of occult sciences it is 
possible to rock in this world. 
A) By using right gems stone in right finger will bring great fame in life.  
B) By installing siddha yantra in home and business place it is possible to get 
fame. 
C) By reciting good spell or mantra properly it is possible to win the world.  
D) By using meditation in right way it is possible to get great fame. 
E) By using the self hypnosis also it is possible to open the way to get fame. 
 
So there are many ways through which it is possible to achieve the fame. No one 
can stop you to achieve the real name and fame. But you should move in right 
direction.  
Consult now for the real success in this world through occult sciences. 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

How to get fame through astrology 

 
Read More On: 
How To Get Name, Fame And Power Through Astrology 
Free Totkay For Prosperity 
Raj Yoga In Horoscope 
Highest Positions As per Planetary Powers 
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Great fame in horoscope, how to know the fame in life through astrology, 
Hurdles in getting fame, planets responsible for fame in life, what to do to 
get the great fame in life? 
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How Astrology Helps To Satisfy Our Partner? 
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Satisfy your partner with 
Astrology 

How astrology helps to satisfy partner, what to do to satisfy male partner, 
what to do to satisfy female partner, How to make married life smooth and 
powerful, how to enjoy the live in relation in a better way. 
 
Life is very important and every one is trying to live a better life with his partner. 
But unfortunately it is not possible by every one. Because some thing happens 
which is not expected by us. Why unexpected happened is a mystery for those 
who don't know the astrology science. Astrology has the answer of every 
question like what has happened and why. What to do to over come from the 
problems.  
However here we are taking the subject How astrology helps to satisfy partner, 
what to do to satisfy male partner, what to do to satisfy female partner, How to 
make married life smooth and powerful, how to enjoy the live in relation in a 
better way. 
 

• If you think that your partner is not satisfied with you.  
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• If you feel that you are weak in comparison of you partner.  
• If you think that you are dominated by your partner every time.  
• If you think that you are unable to get the cooperation from your partner in 

night.  
• If you think that every effort of you is failed in maintaining the relation with 

partner.  

 
 
Don't worry! it happens only because of the game of destiny, it happens because 
of the planetary positions, it happens because of the malefic effects of planets in 
our life, It may happens because of evil eye effects, It may happen because of 
black magic done by very close member.  
 
Through astrology science and paranormal ways it is possible to find the exact 
reasons of the problems and than only it is possible to minimize the problems.  
 
Reasons of Dissatisfaction: 
Normally we can say that if we are unable to satisfy our partner then we are not 
having the power on our power place, marriage place and destiny place in the 
horoscope or kundli.  

• It may be possible that mars and Venus are not supporting us. 
• It may be possible that they are weak in our horoscope. 
• It is possible that our happiness place is disturbed.  
• It is possible that the happiness place, partner place, destiny place is 

viewed by negative planets.  
• Some times it may be possible that you are unable to understand the 

feelings of your partner.  
• Some times due to some internal problems it is also possible that you are 

not getting cooperation from your partner or it may be possible that you are 
unable to disclose you problems before your partner.  

• There may be some type of fear which is causing the distance between 
you and your beloved.  
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• There may be some kind of pressure on him or her. 

 
 
So there may be several reasons for dissatisfaction. The only thing is to predict 
the reasons and then take the necessary steps to rectify the problems.  
 
What are the ways to improve relations with the partner? 
So if you are agree that there is some problem with you partner. It is good to 
accept the reality, this is the first step on the way of success.  
You will definitely get successful life, you will definitely get cooperation from your 
partner, you will definitely make your personal moment memorable, you will 
definitely make your sexual life interesting.  
 
After detecting the problem there are various ways to 
rectify the problems like as - 
1. Through vedic pooja it is possible.  
2. Through tantrik pooja it is possible. 
3. By using the correct gem stone it is also possible to make changes in life.  
4. By using the homeo treatment it is also possible to make every thing ok in 
personal life.  
5. Some times it is necessary to use the vashikaran process to control the mind 
of partner.  
6. Some special totkays are also usable in making relation ship better.  
 
Only an experienced astrologer, best astrologer will guide you better to make 
your life wonderful, fruitful. Get full guidance life long for better life.  

One consultancy will change your life.  
 
Our special technique: 
You will get remedies after analysis of you horoscope minutely by Dr. Om 
Prakash the famous online astrologer and spiritual healer, distance healer. We 
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use very safe and secure method to heal and to make every thing ok. No side 
effects will be seen in present in long run.  
Click to consult for you any internal matters......... 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
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Astrology Tips To Satisfy Partner 

 
So don't worry about any problems Now you will get the solution of problems 
easily like as -How astrology helps to satisfy partner, what to do to satisfy male 
partner, what to do to satisfy female partner, How to make married life smooth 
and powerful, how to enjoy the live in relation in a better way. 
 
 
Read More About: 
Sex And Astrology 
Astro remedies to prevent break up 
How to Control Mind  
How To Increase Seducing Power Through Astrology? 
Make Women Want You Through Power of Astrology 
How astrology helps to satisfy partner, what to do to satisfy male partner, 
what to do to satisfy female partner, How to make married life smooth and 
powerful, how to enjoy the live in relation in a better way. 
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Vashikaran | Vashikaran Spell | Vashikaran For Success 
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Real Vashikaran Power 

Vashikaran Expert- About Us, What is Vashikaran,  
Real Vashikaran Expert, Vashikaran To Fulfill Wish, Vashikaran Mantra, 
Vashikarna Specialist, Vashikaran Totkay or vashikaran Totkays, 
Vashiakaran Tilak, Vashikara Pooja or Worship, Vashikaran Yantra, 
Vashikaran Prayer, Vashikaran Taabij, Protection From Negative 
Vahsikaran. 
 
In this competitive age Relationships are become complex. People are in search 
of true relationships but every one is not lucky to get a single true relation ship. 
Disloyalty, Deception are very common in these days and due to this we need a 
strong solution, we need a perfect solution. 
It is a fact that the mysterious science of vashikaran has the power to provide a 
good relationship and love if it is used very carefully and systematically. 
Astroshree provides a services realated to Tantra, Mantra, Yantra solutions with 
powerful vashikaran service, Black magic remedies, Yagna, Hypnotism science 
etc. 
 
Real Vashikaran Expert,Vashikaran Mantra, Vashikarna Specialist, Vashikaran 
Totkay or vashikaran Totkays, Vashiakaran Tilak, Vashikara Pooja, Vashikaran 
Yantra, Vashikaran Prayer, Vashikaran Taabij, Protection From Negative 
Vahsikaran. 
 
TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 has opens the door of mysterious science of 
vashikaran for the people who are suffering in life because of any type of 
deception or disloyalty from the opposite sex. We provide perfect vashikaran 
service all over the world. Only one consultancy can change your life.  
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Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
assure that we don't use the negative vashikaran practice to harm any one or 
to destroy anyone. We don't use vashikaran for any bad intention.  
 
We also want to say that Don't use the vashikaran practice without proper 
gudance because it is not as simple as it is provided in different types of books in 
the market.  
Vashikarna is a very mysterious science and it is used only in a specific manner 
with proper things if want real success.  
 
We provide very effective services related to 
Vashikaran which will not harm anyone but only make 
the life smooth and successful: 
Vashikaran service to get the love back in life.  
Vashikarna service to get rid off from unwanted person in life.  
Vashikaran Mantra 
Vashikarna Specialist 
Vashikaran Totkey or vashikaran Totkays 
Vashiakaran Tilak 
Vashikara Pooja 
Vashikaran Yantra 
Vashikaran Prayer 
Vashikaran Taabij 
Protection From Negative Vahsikaran. 
Vashikaran to make impression in society.  
Vashikaran to open the earning source to make strong financial power. 
Vashikaran protection from enemy.  
 
Attraction vashikarn Mantra, Attraction spells, Sammohan mantra, Money 
attraction spells, Money vashikaran Mantra, kala jaadu protection mantra, Enemy 
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protection spells, Black magic protection spells, Online Trusted vashikaran 
service provider.  
 
Make your life smooth with the use of vashikaran.  
Make your married life successful with the use of vashikaran. 
Make your professional life successful with vashikaran spells.  
Get business success with the use of vahsikaran spells.  
Get your love life successful with the use of vashikaran spells.  
Vashikaran or hypnotism is a way or tool which can increase the hypnotic power 
in our personality and open the way of success. 
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Online Vashikaran Services 

Read More About: 
Power of Vashikaran 
Is Vashikaran Successful 
What is Vashikaran,  
Real Vashikaran Expert 
Vashikaran To Fulfill Wish 
How To Control Mind 
Vashikaran Mantra 
Vashikarna Specialist 
Vashikaran Totkay or vashikaran Totkays 
Vashiakaran Tilak, Vashikara Pooja or Worship 
Vashikaran Yantra 
Vashiakaran For Success 
How To Improve Sexual Relations |Powerful Tips 
Navratri and Its Power 
Sex and Zodiac Signs 
Sex and Astrology 
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Ravi Pushya Importance | What To Do For Success? 
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What To Do On Ravipushya? 

Ravi Pushya Importance, What to do on auspicious day of ravi pushya, 
tantra of ravi pushya, totkay on ravi pushya, What To buy on ravi pushya, 
What to do for prosperity on this auspicious day of ravi pushya? 
 
A very important nakshatra among the 27 is 'pushya nakshatra'. When pushya 
nakshatra falls on sunday it is called 'ravi pushya', a Very auspicious day to start 
new work, to buy new things to do spiritual process for success, to make 
ayurvedic medicines, to do some specific tantrik prayoga or totkay.  
 
Generally people used to buy Gold jewelry on this auspicious day. It is said that if 
we start good work on this auspicious day then no doubt prosperity will come, 
happiness will come, success will come.  
 
Let's see the benefit of 'Ravi Pushya': 
 
1. This ravipushya yoga is very important to install any siddha yantra like as 
Shree yantra, business enhancer yantra, prosperity enhancer yantra etc.  
 
2. If sun is generating malefic effects on horoscope and if on this day good 
process will done then the victim will definitely get good results.  
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3. If sun is good in horoscope and if Ruby is worn on this auspicious day of ravi 
pushya then person will get tremendous results.  
 
4. Marriage blockage can easily be removed by doing special pooja on ravi 
pushya.  
 
5. Powerful rituals can be performed on this day for prosperity, financial power.  
 
6. If some one is affected by chronic diseases then proper remedial measures 
can be start on this day will give satisfactory result.  
 
7. Special processes are possible to perform on ravipushya for special power, 
hypnotic power.  
 
8. Powerful prayog, rituals are possible to perform for business success, 
personal life success, social success on the auspicious day of Ravi Pushya.  
 
9. There are many totkay for prosperity and success which is possible only on 
ravi pushya day.  
 
So don't worry if you are suffering from any health problem, business problem, 
prosperity problem, social problem, financial problem etc. Just use the speical 
muhurth of ravi pushya which will change your life and make your life smooth.  
 
Through proper analysis of horoscope we can easily 
find- 
 
1) Business Problems and solutions 
 
2) Marriage problems and solutions 
 
3) Disease problems and solutions 
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4) Industrial Problems and solutions 
 
5) Personal problems and solutions 
 
6) Bhagyoday problem and solutions 
 
7) Education Problems and solutions 
 
8) Status Problems and soluitons 
 
9) Job Problems and solutions 
 
Use the ravipushya yoga for your prosperity, use this ravipushya yoga for getting 
power to live a successful life.  
Contact For Minute Analysis of Your Horoscope 
Scientifically 
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Auspicious Time For Prosperity 

 
Read More On: 
Siddhya Yantr For Success 
Types of Siddha Yantra With Its Powers  
Very Useful tools  
Astrology Ways To Open Bank Account 
Reasons of Unwanted Happenings In Life 
Free Totkays For Success 
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How To Empower Our Personality?  
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Personality Development Through 
Self Hypnosis 

How to empower our personality, Best ways to empower our personality, 
How occult science helps to empower our personality?, Best Success 
ways, Self-Hypnosis for Empowering personality. 
 
Success is the dream of every one and to get soon success is also an inner wish 
of generally every one. But it is a truth that there is not short cut to success.  
 
It is said that "Victory isn't a dream, it is not imaginative and not impossible to 
achieve. It's just the state of mind, If you have mindset to Win, You can't Loose". 
 
Our personality is one of the most important factor on the way of success. You 
can make the first impression with your personality. So the person having 
hypnotic personality get success easily in life. So it is very important to make our 
personality imp-active. 
 
Understand Personality: 
Personality means the qualities of a person which makes him or her from other. 
Personality includes the way you walk, the way you speak, the way you look, the 
way you express your feelings, the way you makes other comfortable or 
uncomfortable. So Personality is a very important thing. 
 
Types of Personality: 
I am here expressing my views as per my understanding. There are 2 types of 
personality One is personality which is visible to every one and 2nd is invisible 
personality i.e. the rays which comes out from every individual. I am talking 
about the aura of any one.  
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Don't underestimate this concept because The invisible rays are very important 
from the point of view of making positive impact on any one. If you have very 
powerful aura then no doubt you can impress every one who gets in touch with 
you easily.  
 
Let's understand this concept more practically. Many times you might have 
found that you feel comfortable with some one who comes to you first time but 
many times you also might have found that you got restless when some one 
come near by you. Why this happens? The answer is simple because of the 
invisible rays which the person is imitating.  
 
Negative minded persons, cruel persons always generate a negative rays which 
creates negative feelings while positive persons imitates positive rays due to 
which people likes to be with them.  
 

Mystery of Success: 

So now have you got the point of success. The invisible rays which can't be seen 
but is felt by every one. The person who knows to increase these positive rays 
can do miracle in this world.  
 
Here in this article i am going to reveal this mystery of success. How to empower 
our personality through increasing positive rays?, how to use self-hypnosis to 
increase power, how to make positive impact on others easily.  
 
How to Develop strong Aura or positive rays? 
Now this is the main question that how to develop positive rays or how to 
increase the power of our own personality. So don't worry because it is not a 
difficult process but yes it needs a continuous effort.  
 
Self-Hypnosis is the best technique to increase our own personality power. It is 
a miraculous science to make our own self divine. Through this technique you 
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are not only able to empower your self but you can also able to empower others 
in advance stage.  
While practicing the techniques of self-hypnosis you will be able to increase your 
aura as per your wish. You can fulfill your every wish through this technique. You 
can get success in personal and professional life. You are able to get a powerful 
status in life, you are able to get a new sight to see the happenings around you. 
A powerful change will come in your personality during practicing this lore.  
 
Don't think that it is impossible or difficult, it is very easy. You don't have to leave 
your work or house to practice this lore, you don't have to leave your food, There 
is no need to leave partner or family member. You can practice this in your home 
or where you are living.  
This human life will not come again and if you want success in this life, if you 
want to achieve the culmination of success, if you want to empower your 
personality with positive powers then do join the online course of self-hypnosis 
now and feel the power your self.  

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Personality Development With Meditation 

 
Read More on: 
Self Hypnosis For Complete Development 
What is Possible With Self Hypnosis? 
 
How to empower our personality, Best ways to empower our personality, 
How occult science helps to empower our personality?, Best Success 
ways, Self-Hypnosis for Empowering personality. 
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Power of Mind 

 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 

DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 

Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
Power of mind, How to develop mind, How to Destroy enemies through 
mind power, How to Win enemies through mind power, How to develop 
mind through astrology and occult science, tips to develop mind.  
 
'Mind' a powerful medium to perform any thing in this universe. Mind if moves 
positively then makes a person god and if moves towards negative direction can 
make a person demon or monster. Every spiritual practice shows a path to 
control the mind.  
 
Mind is so fickle that with in a second it can travels from so many places.  
The person who is able to control the mind is called 'Yogi'. The scholars or 
spiritual practioner devote their whole life in learning the ways to control the 
mind.  
If any one is able to control the mind then he or she can do the impossible things 
possible. Mind has tremendous power to create and destroy the universe.  
If one can understand own mind then every ones' mind is open for that person. 
So if you want success in any field then it is very necessary to control the mind. 
In bhagwat geeta a great epic also shows the importance of controlling the mind. 
Lord krishna says to arjun that this mind is very difficult to control, it's nature is 
fickling and by meditation it is possible to control the mind only.  
 
Many types of questions are asked to me regarding 
mind like as: 
1. Is it possible to control other mind through our mind power?  
2. Is it possible to destroy enemy through mind power only? 
3. Is it possible to attract any one through mind power? 
4. Is it possible to win the world through mind power? 
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5. Is it possible to get business success just by using mind power? 
6. How to use mind to get success in personal and professional life? 
 
These are very important questions and every one should have the answer of 
these questions. Let me clear every thing. I must say 'YES' Every thing is 
possible through mind. One can control others mind, one can destroy enemy, 
one can change the mind of others through mind power, one can reach at the 
culmination of success only through mind power. It's is not just a gossip, it is 
proved by the successful person.  
 
It is said that "where there is a will there is a way". It is also said to the scholars 
to think positive only because a positive mind can create the positive world and 
success will definitely come. 
 
The Most important thing: 
If you really want to know the power of mind than only reading this article is not 
enough. You have to work out hard to feel the power of mind. You have to follow 
the rules of the lessons which are given to control the mind. During the practice 
you will be able to know the power of mind. 
 
How to develop mind is the most important question. Now let me tell you some 
thing that the first thing in doing the practice of controlling the mind is breathing 
practice. Go here to read more about the breathing exercises. 
Next is a very important technique known as self-hypnosis. Through the ways of 
self vashikaran techniques it is possible to control the mind very easily and it is 
also possible to get success in desired field.  
 
Power of mind, How to develop mind, How to Destroy enemies through 
mind power, How to Win enemies through mind power, How to develop 
mind through astrology and occult science, tips to develop mind.  
 
What happen when a person developed a mind 
power? 
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You will be amazed to know that there is no work in this universe which can't be 
done with mind. Suppose if you have controlled your mind to fickle then by 
practicing more you will able to do the following things too- 
A) You can develop super intelligence. 
B) You can develop super mind power.  
C) You can gain divine powers by practicing more very sincerely.  
D) You will be able to control any one's mind by some specific practice of mind 
power.  
E) A student is able to get good marks in exam with the help of mind power.  
F) A businessmen can increase the business easily with the help of mind power.  
G) A Couple can understand each other in a better way after having a good mind 
power.  
H) If i talk about today's digital world i want to say that a blogger if developed 
good mind power then he or she will be able to write good and impressive blogs 
with in a short period of time.  
I) Name, Fame, Money every thing will come to the person who has a developed 
mind.  
 
Very Important Thing About Mind: 
Mind is a creator and destructor too. A positive mind can create a universe but a 
destructive mind can finish a universe. So it is very necessary to use the mind 
power patiently It is because it is very easy to change the mind of a enemies to 
and make them friend. 
 
How Astrology Helps To Develop or Control Mind? 
This is a very important question that how to increase the mind power or how to 
control the mind through astrology. In this context i want to say that astrology is a 
great science through which it is possible to find out why the mind of a person is 
fickling and in how much extent. What are the planets which are responsible for 
the fitful mind. Now if the reasons are diagnosed correctly then it becomes easy 
to control the mind. Suppose if the mind is wondering too much due to any 
malefic planet then by using the grah shanti process it is possible to give relief in 
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some extent. Another way is using the gems stones in a good way to control the 
mind.  
For that it is very necessary to analyze the horoscope, kundli or birth chart.  
 
How To Develop Mind Through Occult Sciences? 
Occult science provide great ways to develop mind power some of them are 
using special spells or mantra in a specific way, using meditation techniques, 
using pranayama- special breathing techniques, Tratak process etc.But it is very 
necessary to learn those process from competent master if you really want rapid 
success in this matter.  
 
Join our online course to control mind and to win the world. Get the hypnotic 
power to get real success in this world.  
Consult know to Win your self and to win the world. 
For any doubt email to  

Dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 

DR.RUPAK NATH ) 
email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 

Speak to me : +91 9954375906 
 

Read More: 
How To Control One's Mind Through Occult Science? 
How To Control One's Mind Through Astrology? 
Astrology Ways For Extra Ordinary Intelligence 
Self Hypnosis For Complete Development 
Game of Ready Made Virtue 
Power of mind, How to develop mind, How to Destroy enemies through 
mind power, How to Win enemies through mind power, How to develop 
mind through astrology and occult science, tips to develop mind.  
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How To Be a Successful Manager? Astrology Tips 
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Tips To Be a Successful Manger 

How To be a successful manager, planetary positions to be a successful 
manager, tips of astrology to be a successful manager, Planets responsible 
to be a successful manager, How to increase power through astrology to 
be a successful manager? 
 
So You want to be a successful manager, you are interested in administration, 
you want to manage any firm, factory, industry, office, staff etc. No doubt that if 
you want to be a manager you will be but here in this article i will tell you that how 
our horoscope shows that a person will become a successful manager and how 
we can use the astrology ways to increase our managing power.  
 
First of all lets see what are the responsibilities of a 
manager- 
1. A manager has to coordinate with all the senior staffs. 
2. A manager has to plan to get the work done in proper time. 
3. A manager has to report to their higher authorities for the happenings. 
4. A manager has to handle different minded workers at the same time.  
5. It is the duty of manager to maintain a harmonious atmosphere in the office. 
The above are some of the common responsibilities of a manager but there are 
many more and some responsibilities varies as per the organisation. 
 
By seeing the the responsibilities we come to know that a managerial position is 
a very key core position and to be a manager versatility is must. Because 
management is not a very easy work. To handle the different minded person at 
the same time needs smart thinking.  
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Astrology will clear that who is able to become a good manager and what to do to 
be a good and successful manager. 
 
Planets Supports To Be a Successful Manager: 
1. Jupiter is a planet which if powerful in horoscope and if it is present in 1st 
house then the person has the power to be a boss. 
 
2. If good Jupiter is the master of working place or destiny place than also the 
person has the ability to be in administration.  
 
3. If the good sun is present in working place in horoscope and is master of 
working place or lagna or destiny place then definitely the person has the power 
to manage. This type of person is not able to work under any one.  
 
4. If good Mercury is present in lagna or it is the master of Ist house of Working 
place or 7th house then no doubt the person is diplomat and know how to 
manage people. This type of person has a good speaking power and a very 
smart mind to get the work done. 
 
5. If there is a Budaditya yoga form in lagna or working place or partnership place 
or destiny place then also the person has the power to manage. This type of 
person got the power to make positive impacts on the surroundings persons and 
thus they are able to get their work done. 
 
Managing is a work which is done through the mind power. So it is very 
necessary that the mind place must be good in horoscope. If it is so then there is 
no doubt that the person will rock in managerial field. 
 
How To Gain Power Through Astrology To Be a 
Successful Manager? 
This is very important question and if you want to be a good and successful 
manager then it is very necessary to increase the power of supporting planets in 
horoscope. Now if you want to increase your managerial skills then first of all it is 
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necessary to analyze the horoscope and then there are various ways to increase 
the power like as- 
 
1. Suppose if the master of lagna is mercury but it is not generating a good 
power in horoscope then by wearing a siddha emerald in a proper metal it is 
possible to increase the mind power to get success in managerial field.  
 
2. Suppose if any planet is creating obstacle in managing people then by doing 
the proper daan and grah shanti process it is possible to root out the problems. 
 
3. If any evil eye effects is creating problem in career then by using a proper 
kawach or shield it is possible to increase our power. 
 
4. It is also possible to install a siddha yantra in the office from where a person is 
managing all the affairs. By the  
 
charged yantra the area become powerful and the manager gets good energy to 
take good decision for success. 
 
5. There are some special tabij which increases the hypnotic power of a person 
which helps to get the work done in proper time.  
 
6. There are specific powerful rituals or anusthaans which are done to get the 
blessings of divine energies to get success in the desired field.  
 
7. There is great way of self hypnosis, if you learn this then you are able to 
increase your power tremendously naturally.  
 
So there are many ways to increase the managerial skills through astrology and 
occult sciences but the main thing is that we have to believe on the occult 
science ways and must follow the instructions of the consultant properly. 
 
Be a good manager with the help of astrology ways.  
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Increase your power to manage people through occult science ways. 
Rock in the managerial field through astrology. 
 
Consult now to get the real power through the astrology and occult sciences to 
get success in Managerial field. 

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
DR.RUPAK NATH ) 

email Me : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 
Speak to me : +91 9954375906 

Solutions of Managerial Problems Through Astrology 
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Competitive Exams and Astrology 

Competitive exams and astrology, how to pass competitive exams, what to 
do to enhance our luck to clear the competitive exams, what gems helps to 
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pass competitive exams, what pooja helps to come out of competitive 
exams, totkay to pass competitive exams, Astrology tips to clear 
competitive exams.  
 
Competitive exams are very important from the point of view of any struggler who 
want to make career in a specific field. A person works very hard to clear any 
competitive exams. But there are many person who in-spite of having good 
command over the subject and in-spite of doing hard work whole the year not 
able to pass the exam. And there are some persons who with out doing any extra 
effort easily get success. Now here the question arises Why?  
 

• Why it happens that a knowledgeable person is unable to pass the 
competitive exams? 

• Why an incompetent person selected? 
• why a person get ill at the time of exam and loose the game? 
• Why a person forget the answers at the main exam time? 
• Why a person deprived of the seat just by only 1 number. 

 
 
Luck is very important in life. If luck favors you then you can kick the king and if 
luck is not with you then in spite of being a king you are unable to perform any 
task. So if you want to get success in competitive exams then you must put some 
efforts in increasing your luck too.  
Think parents are investing a lot of money in coaching, books, laptops, mobiles 
etc. just because they thought that these will help to get success in exam but with 
this if some investment will be done on astrology ways then no doubt the 
chances of success will increase.  
 
Did you ever think that if 2 person got the same number in competitive exam in 
that case why one is selected and not other. The answer is simple, Luck.  
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Lets understand how through horoscope we can know 
that whether we are able to win the competition exams 
or not. 
 
1. If the destiny place is generating good power in horoscope then no doubt the 
person will win the game. 
2. If the master of destiny place is generating good power then also it is a good 
sign of getting the favor or luck. 
3. If during the competition exam time if the mahadasha of any positive planet is 
going on then it also supports the person who is sitting in exam.  
4. If the person has good knowledge but if any malefic planet is going on in 
mahadasha or antar dasha then it creates some obstacles. 
5. If the lagna is supported by any positive planet then it is also very beneficial for 
the person.  
6. If the master of lagna is also very powerful then it also helps the person to do 
the best in competitive exams. 
7. If the 5th place of horoscope is also powerful then also there is good chance 
that the person will get the benefit of his knowledge.  
8. If the master of 5th place is also supporting then it increases the chances of 
win.  
9. If Jupiter, Mercury or any other planet is supporting too much to win the 
competition then no doubt the person will pass in the competition exam.  
 
To the real chances and to to right remedies it is good to analyze the birth chart 
and then take right decision regarding what to do to pass the exam. 
 
Ways To Increase Chances To Pass The Competitive 
Exams: 
To get the right remedy to get through the competitive exam it is very-very 
necessary to analyze the birth chart because the same remedy will not work for 
every one due to difference in planetary positions. If proper analysis is done then 
we can use the following ways to pass the competitive exams. 
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1. By using proper gems combination it is possible to increase our luck to get 
success in competitive exams. 
2. By using the self hypnosis method it is possible to increase our mind power to 
clear any exam. 
3. By using proper totkay of occult sciences it is possible to increase our chance. 
4. There are some powerful rituals which if done properly then it removes the 
hurdles of life and open the way of success. 
5. There are some special kawach which are used to increase our hypnotic 
power to clear the interview or exams. 
So there are various ways to overcome from the fear of competitive exams but 
the main thing is that you must trust on occult sciences and must invest on these 
mysterious lores to develop your career, to develop your life to make your future 
bright. 
 
Use my paid services for proper analysis of horoscope and to get the proper way 
to pass the competitive exams.  
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Ways of astrology to pass Competitive Exams 
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How To Meditate For Vashikaran? 
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Meditation For Vashikaran 

How to meditate for vashikaran?, how to attract some one through 
meditation, Is it possible to attract some one through meditation only?, tips 
to meditate for vashikaran, power of yoga meditation, steps used in doing 
meditation for Vashikaran,Benefits of Meditation for Vashikaran. 
 
So you are interested to meditate or vashikaran. It means that you want to 
control some one's mind. It also means that you want to attract some one. ok, 
this is a good thing that you want to attract some one by your own mental power. 
But it is not easy and in the same time it is not impossible. With in a few days you 
can feel the power of your mind. 
 
It is the mind which if think positively can make you king and if think in negative 
direction can make you beggar. So deal with mind patiently.  
Meditation is very wonderful and miraculous science. If you practice it nothing will 
be impossible for you. You will be the most happiest person in this world after 
some days. What ever you think will be fulfilled. So don't worry if you are not 
getting success in any field, don't worry if you are having problem in fulfilling your 
dreams. Just take one step towards meditation.  
 
Now let's move towards how to meditate for 
vashikaran? 
As i told in my earlier articles on meditation that it is a science. Meditation starts 
with focusing on breathing. When the practitioner is able to stable his mind on 
breathing then the next step will be opened for him or her. 
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Let me clear you the steps used in doing meditation for vashikaran- 
1. First step is to stable the mind on any subject and for that breathing is used. It 
is the real medium. And there are many benefits of this which will be taught 
during practice time. 
 
2. Next step is to fill the body with energy for which special type of pranyam is 
done.  
 
3. Next step is to bring the image of that person whom we want to attract. 
 
4. The next step is the use of special type of instructions to ourself.  
 
What Happens At This Time? Science of Vashikaran: 
While doing the special meditation for vashikaran a special type of rays comes 
out from the mind of practitioner which enters in the mind of the targeted person 
and generate the feelings in his mind and heart and thus the person is insisted 
invisibly to think about the practitioner.  
 
Benefits of Meditation for Vashikaran: 
1. You can generate the feelings of friendship on the minds of enemy through 
this meditation.  
2. You can call any one through the invisible rays of minds. 
3. You can develop your own mental power very perfectly.  
4. You can increase your positive will power with this meditation for vashikaran. 
5. You will be able to make positive impacts on other with this special type of 
meditation. 
6. Success will be yours after practising this powerful meditation technique. 
7. You will be able to enter in the miraculous world of energies. 
 
Keep in mind that nothing is impossible for any one. Only a commitment is 
needed with our self. If you think that you are able to do hard practice to win your 
self then this course of meditation for vashikaran is for you.  

BY TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( 
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Magic of Meditation 
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How To Activate Third Eye ? Third Eye Activation 

 

Third Eye Activation Tips 

What is Third Eye?, Where is The Third Eye? Benefits of Third Eye, Steps 
To Activate Third Eye, Experiences During Third Eye Activation 

How To Activate Third Eye or Divine eye ? 

Third Eye a place in the body which when activate gives you the power to see 
the past, present and future,and the subtle energies. We can also say that Third 
eye when activate we will have the power of microscope as well as telescope. 
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Activation of third eye will give you any thing which you want in this life. so the 
question is this what is this third eye, where is the third eye , what are the benefit 
of activating third eye and how to activate the third eye. 
 
So here is the answer of your all these question.Third Eye which is also called 
the 6th chakra in the body.It is the Energy center in the body and is present 
between the eyes. With the help of third eye one can see he aura and other 
subtle energies.It s a very powerful tool to see, hear and feel very higher or 
subtle frequency realities.  
 
Benefits of Third Eye Activation: 
1) We are able to See, Feel and hear subtle energies or we can say we will be 
able to see, hear and feel higher frequency realities. 
2) By Continuous practising on third eye, we will be able to probe into the past, 
present and future. 
3) We will be able to find solutions of any problems. 
4) We will be able to make contact with Divine energies in the universe. 
5) Astral travelling is possible with the help of third eye. 
6) We will be able to see the reality of our life. 
7) Our beliefs will change after seeing the reality of the world. 
8) We will become more independent. 
9) We will become more happy. 
10) We will become more satisfy. 
11) We will gt the power of microscope. 
12) We will get the power of telescope. 
 
So after having the knowledge about the benefits of Third eye activation we will 
definitely try to activate it but the question is how.so here is the process to 
activate it. Actually there are many types of practices are available to activate the 
third eye for e.g. Through shaktipat, Through regular meditation, through tantra, 
Through Mantras etc. But here i am going to tell you the simple way to activate 
the third eye which will not harm you but only give benefit. 
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Steps to activate THIRD EYE : 
 
1) sit straight by keeping your back straight. 
2) sit in yog mudra i.e. join your index finger and thumb top to make a circle. 
3) Relax your mind and body by keep taking and releasing deep breath. 
4) Now close yoru eyes ,take your index finger and rub it for a while to warm it 
and then start rubing in the middle of the forehead region clockwise for about 2 
minutes, but keep focusing on the third eye by keeping your eyes closed to feel 
the subtle sensations. 
5) After that make your breathing normal but keep focusing on the third eye 
center. 
6) Bring your conscious to the third eye place to see and feel what is happening 
there. 
7) When you start feeling something then don't be excite , keep practicing to feel 
more subtle energies. 
8) AS much you practice as more you feel. 
 
NOTE: Do Regular practice to feel this divine world with your third eye. But after 
activation you have to practice more to enter into the world of divinity, to get 
answers of all your questions, to get rid off from all your problems etc.After 
awakening of third eye u have to work more to function it properly and to 
experience the subtle energies clearly. 
Contact for Any consultation  
Some Common Experiences which practitioners have during Third Eye 
meditation : 
1) Some see sparkling lights. 
2) some here different types of sounds. 
3) Some feel different types of sensations which cannot be explained by words. 
4) some see god and goddess they worship. 
5) Some see dark tunnel. etc 
 
But Remember Only regular practice may take you to the Reality.So Good luck 
and start Meditating Now. 
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Read About Kundlini shakti by clicking here  
 
 
What is Third Eye?, Where is The Third Eye? Benefits of Third Eye, Steps 
To Activate Third Eye, Experiences During Third Eye Activation 
 
Don't For Get To Read About: 
Inner Awakening For Real Success 
Secrets of Breathing 
Health And Chakra 
Kundlini shakti, the spiritual Energy 
God Within The Body 
How To Activate Third Eye 
Divine Nada Yoga Meditation Process For Success  
Learn Self Hypnosis For Complete Development 
Game of Ready Made Virtue 
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How To Get Desired Job From Vashikaran? 
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Desired Job With Vashikaran 

How to get desired job from vashikarn, how to get desired job through self-
hypnosis, Way to get desired job, Tips to get desired job and success. 
 
Job is a very important question not only before freshers but it is also very 
important for the already employed persons.  
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Because the main problem is the desired job. It is very difficult to get the job as 
per the wish of any one. The persons are lucky who got the job as per their wish.  
 
Don't worry if you have not got the right job. 
Don't worry if you are a fresher and in search of a good job. 
Don't worry if you are in job and want a good jump in professional life. 
Don't worry if you want diversion in professional life.  
Don't worry if you want to change your career. 
 
There is a very powerful way through which you can get your desired job, desired 
field, desired income, desired status in society.  
 
Before reading further let me clear you that there is no shortcut to success. So if 
you want the desired success you have to practice some special method of 
hypnosis, vashikaran or sammohan which will open your way to success.  
 
If you are ready to make your self strong, if you are ready to make yourself 
powerful, if you want to learn a special way of success, If you want desired job or 
business success, if you want to enter in the world of occult science for success 
then this article is for you.  
 
Here i am going to clear you the mystery of self hypnosis for success. Now i am 
revealing you the truth of self vashikaran power. 
 
Many times persons asked from me that whether it is possible to get desired job 
with vashikaran, is it possible to get success in interview with the power of 
vashikaran or hypnosis.  
 
How to get desired job from vashikarn, how to get desired job through self-
hypnosis, Way to get desired job, Tips to get desired job and success. 
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My answer is 'yes it is possible' but it is not a game. You need to practice hard to 
do that. You need to practice perfectly to generate power within you to impress 
the world.  
 
Self-hypnosis is a process through which you can get success as per your desire 
and in your desired field. It is a very powerful science through which you can 
make yourself strong and powerful. Through this occult science you are able to 
develop your super intelligence Through this occult science you will be able to 
imitate hypnotic rays which will make very positive impact on the surroundings.  
 
There are many benefits of this self-Hypnosis for the 
job seekers: 
1. You will be able to attract good job for you.  
2. You will be able to face the interview properly.  
3. You will be able to come out of your phobias through self vashikaran process.  
4. You will be able to make impression among your colleagues, friends, relatives.  
5. You can impress your higher authorities easily.  
6. You will be able to win the heart of people through self hypnosis or self 
vashikaran or self sammohan.  
7. You can control your bad habits live a smooth and successful life.  
8. You will be able to make yourself calm in adverse situations. 
9. You will be able to enter in your desired career through self-hypnosis process.  
 
How much time is needed to practice this lore? 
Don't worry it will not take your much time. If you give half and hour daily 2 times 
then with in 30 days you will find tremendous changes in yourself. 
 
So if you want desired job through vashikaran, if you want satisfactory job 
through vashikaran, if you want to develop yourself for ever, if you want to enter 
in your desired field then self hypnosis is the best way to attain this.  
If you want to make special image in society, if you want to develop your mind at 
super level then don't worry just proceed for self hypnosis and see the miracles in 
your personality.  
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Your dream job will be before you, your dream designation will be before you.  
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Desired Job Through Vashikaran meditation 

 
For more details read my articles : 
Self-hypnosis for success 
Benefits of Self-Hypnosis 
Depressions Solutions through Self-hypnosis 
Astrology Job Tips 

 
How to get desired job from vashikarn, how to get desired job through self-
hypnosis, Way to get desired job, Tips to get desired job and success. 
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Solution of Depression 

 
What is depression?, Reasons of depression, treating depression through 
self-hypnosis, how to over come from depression?, Best remedies of 
depression through self-hypnosis, Best Online treatment of depression. 
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Depression is a very special negative state of mind in which a person think 
negative for himself. In this the person is surrounded by the feelings of despair, 
frustration, hopelessness, discouragement, despondency, sadness,desolation, 
disappointment.  
 
It's a very dangerous stage of a mind when a person can harm him self. Many 
times it causes death. So it is very important to treat the depression at very early 
stage.  
 
Reasons of Depression: 
There are many reasons of depressions for examples- 
1. Due to regular failure in any field person gets depressed.  
2. Due to not getting good marks in exam student gets depressed.  
3. Even sportsmen also fall in depression when not winning the game after many 
efforts.  
4. In unemployed time also not only youth but even younger falls in depression.  
5. If anyone is unable to get rid off from any diseases after a long time 
depression arises.  
6. Loss in business is another reason of depression.  
7. Many times due to not getting suitable partner in life also person gets in 
depression.  
8. Not getting marriage in proper time is also a reason of depression.  
9. Introvert person easily falls in depression.  
 
Symptoms of Depression: 
When a person falls in depression many strange types of activity is seen like as- 
1. The person starts living ascetic life.  
2. He or she shy to come in front of any one.  
3. During talk the person shows only negative feelings.  
4. Some times the person starts crying before very close ones.  
5. Special type of phobia is seen on the face of a person.  
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6. Some times i have seen that depressed people starts talking unusually just to 
show that they are not weak.  
 
If you think that you are useless, you are worth less, you are humiliated easily by 
others and this all make you a weak person. Then don't worry you can be the 
winner by a special transformation process known as SELF-HYPNOSIS.  
 
Remember nothing is impossible in this world and human is the only creation 
who can do the impossible thing possible.  
 
What is depression?, Reasons of depression, treating depression through 
self-hypnosis, how to over come from depression?, Best remedies of 
depression through self-hypnosis, Best Online treatment of depression. 
 
If you are depressed then some important guide lines for you: 
1. Don't try to prove your power to others just make yourself strong be powerful 
before you only.  
2. Always try to share views with your best friends, spare some times daily with 
your friends and talk openly in any topic.  
3. Try to be in positive environment. If you think that any one is talking negative 
just leave the place.  
4. Watch motivational movies of kungfoo.  
5. Try to go for outing some times.  
6. Use the self-hypnosis technique to power your self.  
 
Depression and Self-hypnosis: 
I just want to give you an assurance that self-hypnosis is a very good technique 
to make our self powerful only by using special type of meditation process. A 
person is able to get every thing in life with this technique. It is a powerful way to 
increase the personality power with in a few days.  
 
Here i have used the combination of astrology, yoga and prepared a very good 
lesson which can transform you life. You can increase you beauty, you can treat 
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your self, you can heal your self, you can get the desired job through self 
hypnosis. You can get your powers back in life.  
Nothing is impossible through Self-hypnosis. It is a scientific process which will 
change your whole life. You can become super power within some days.  
 
So don't worry about the failure in life just see ahead about the 
opportunities in life which are ready to welcome you.  
 
Remember depression is a state of mind and if the mind changes the state will 
change.  
You will never get the human life again so just try to achieve every thing in this 
life through the best possible efforts.  
 
Contact now to know the reasons of depressions in 
your life and to get the real remedies of it - 
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Depression and Self Hypnosis 

 
Read More on: 
Self-hypnosis for complete development  
What is possible with Self-hypnosis? 
Desired Job With Self-Hypnosis 
How To Increase Will Power Through occult science? 
 
What is depression?, Reasons of depression, treating depression through 
self-hypnosis, how to over come from depression?, Best remedies of 
depression through self-hypnosis, Best Online treatment of depression. 
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Astrology For Highest Position 

Planets responsible for high positions, What planets in horoscope give 
high positions in society, Which planets supports to give high positions in 
job, How to get high positions in Job or society through astrology?, Best 
tips to get high positions in Job or society. Occult Science ways to get high 
positions. 
 
So you are interested in getting high position in job and society. It is very good 
because this shows your ambitiousness, this shows your desire to get success in 
this life and where there is a will there is a way. So i am confident that you will 
definitely get the desired success in your life.  
 
Here in this article i am going to reveal the astrology ways and the ways of occult 
science which will definitely help you to get the highest positions in your desired 
area.  
 
If you have the capabilities and you are not getting the deserve positions then 
this article is for you. 
If you have the calibre and you are struggling for the highest positions then this 
article is for you.  
If you want to develop the qualities to get the highest positions then astrology 
and occult science will help you a lot.  
It doesn't matter that in which field you are working, you can get the desired post 
if you really want it and if you are ready to follow the ways of astrology and occult 
sciences. 
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Are you working in any company, are you working in any industry, are you 
working in any NGO, are you working in Bollywood or Hollywood, are you 
running your own  
 
business, are you providing services etc.. and you are not getting the desire 
success then don't worry, you are in right place.  
 
I will tell you how to get the desired success by using the astrology and occult 
sciences. Many people around the world are using the astrology ways to lead a  
 
successful life then why can't you.  
 
Success need continuous efforts in right direction. Through astrology it is 
possible to know how to move in right direction so that desired success will 
come. From the ancient time people are using this science to win the world. 
Planets responsible for high positions, What planets in horoscope give 
high positions in society, Which planets supports to give high positions in 
job, How to get high positions in Job or society through astrology?, Best 
tips to get high positions in Job or society. Occult Science ways to get high 
positions. 
 
 
Mystery of Planets For high positions: 
Do you want to know which planets are responsible to give the highest positions 
in job or society. Do you want to know how to achieve the desired positions 
through  
 
best astrology ways. Just cool down and read the further article patiently to know 
the mystery of planets. 
Many times questions are asked to me from my honourable visitors that how can 
i get the highest position in my organization, will it be possible for me to get the 
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deserve positions as per my abilities?, What i do so that to get promotions 
easily? 
 
I always tell that if you are working hard with honestly and if the higher authorities 
are not giving attention on you then definitely it is because of the planetary 
positions in your horoscope and it is possible to get the highest positions by 
taking right step as per astrology and occult sciences. 
 
Let's understand some important concepts of horoscope, birth chart or 
kundli for highest positions: 
1. If strong planet is present in 10th place and is generating positive energy then 
it is easy to get the highest positions. 
2. Sun, Jupiter if are very powerful in horoscope then person easily get the 
highest positions. 
3. If the mind place, happiness place, destiny place and working place is in 
impact of positive planets then don't worry you will definitely get the deserve 
positions in life.  
4. If the above place is also viewed by good planets then it will definitely give you 
the desired positions.  
5. If the needed planet is weak then it is possible to make it strong and get the 
desired results. 
6. There are various ways of astrology through which it is possible to get the 
highest positions easily. 
 
Note: One thing is very important to know that it is not necessary that if only 
the Sun or Jupiter is supporting then only a person is able to get the highest 
position It is a misleading concept. The main thing is that every planet has its 
own power and if any planet will support positively in full power then it can open 
the chance to get the highest positions in different field. 
 
Some Special ways to get the deserve positions in 
calculated time: 
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In astrology and occult science there are ways through which we can easily 
achieve the decided target. Some of the ways are as follows: 
1. By using the appropriate gems we can easily increase the planetary powers.  
2. By worshipping the right god in a good manner it is easily possible to attain the 
desired positions.  
3. By doing some special rituals it is possible to attract the desired things in life.  
4. There is a way of self-hypnosis through which we can develop our own 
hypnotic power to achieve the desired success.  
5. There are special tabij which can support you to increase the power.  
 
Very Important Thing To Know: 
Before adopting any ways it is very necessary to get proper guidance from 
experienced astrologer who can guide you in a better way. Only after proper 
analysis of horoscope or kundli or birth chart it is possible to find the right 
remedies to attain the desired goal. 
 
So don't worry if you want highest position, don't worry if your planets are not 
supporting you, don't worry if you are a victim of leg pulling, don't worry if you are 
not getting any attention from higher authorities. 
One consultancy will change your life. Consult know to get the best ways of 
astrology and occult science to get the highest positions in Job or society. 
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Tips of astrology to get Highest Position 
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How To Increase Confidence Through Astrology? 
Astrology For Online Entrepreneur  
Best Gems Stones For Success 
How To Increase Will Power Through Astrology Ways? 
Philosophy Of Destiny 
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Astrology For Self Employed Persons 
Astrology Job Tips 
Powerful tips to get a Good Government Job 
How To Get Great Fame Through Astrology? 
Planets responsible for high positions, What planets in horoscope give 
high positions in society, Which planets supports to give high positions in 
job, How to get high positions in Job or society through astrology?, Best 
tips to get high positions in Job or society. Occult Science ways to get high 
positions. 
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Power Astrology 

 
Make your presence felt, make other know about your qualities, how to to 
make other knows about you- astrology guidance, how to increase the 
persuasive power through astrology, how to get a impressive personality 
through astrology?, what to do as per astrology to make a long lasting 
impact?, astrology and personality. 
 
It happens with many persons male and females that they are unable to make 
others feel about their presence. Due to their introvert nature their qualities are of 
no use. But in today age it is very necessary to show the qualities of yours to 
others so as to make impression and this also lead you to live a respectful life.  
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If you are dominated by others then this article is for you, if you are suffering from 
inferiority complex then this article is for you, if you want to make you hypnotic 
personality then this article is for you, if you want success in over all life then this 
article is for you, If you want to win others then this article is for you.  
 
Astrology is the eyes of vedas, through this it is possible to know that why a 
person is behaving like a particular way and if we use the best remedies under 
proper guidance then no doubt it is possible to change the behavior to lead a 
successful life.  
 
Let's know why a person is unable to put impact on 
others as per astrology: 
1. If the lagna is weak and in that case struggle increases in life.  
2. If the Center houses of horoscope or kundli are empty then it is very difficult for 
the person to make positive impacts on others. 
3. If none of the planets are strong in horoscope then also it is very difficult for 
the person to please the persons around him or her. 
4. The disturbed destiny place is also one of the reason to feel inferior in society. 
5. If the grahan yoga is forming in lagna, 3rd house, 4th house, 9th house in 
horoscope or kundli then also the person will face difficulty in proving his or her 
presence. 
6. Any Strong malefic effects in the above houses also increases the struggle.  
 
Impacts of Above Conditions in Horoscope: 
Due to weak power of planets person is unable to express his feelings before 
others and due to this many types of problems arises in life like as- 
1. Inferiority complex arises in mind. 
2. Some time person enter in depression state. 
3. Due to weak planetary position in-spite of having good quality person is unable 
to present at the right moment due to which it is not possible to en-cash the 
moment. 
4. Due to weak lagna some time the person is unable to get the right thought to 
impress the surroundings.  
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5. Due to weak mercury it is possible that the person may not get the right words 
to impress the mob. 
6. Due to above the person has to sacrifices with many things in life. 
7. No honor, no respect, no good return on investment. 
8. Temper increases due to failure in personal and professional life.  
9. Life seems like a burden. 
 
So there are many negative impacts a person feels if he or she is unable to make 
their presence felt. So it is very necessary that you must do something better to 
make others know about your quality, your talents, your powers.  
 
Make your presence felt, make other know about your qualities, how to to 
make other knows about you- astrology guidance, how to increase the 
persuasive power through astrology, how to get a impressive personality 
through astrology?, what to do as per astrology to make a long lasting 
impact?, astrology and personality. 
 
What To Do? 
1. The first step is to believe on yourself- Feel your own important, feel the 
importance of this life. You will not get the human life again, so why not to enjoy it 
fully. why to shy, why to cry, why to become depress, why to keep your feeling in 
heart?. 
 
2. The next step is that just believe that nothing is impossible for a human being. 
So you can do any thing.  
 
3. The next step is to consult a good and experienced astrologer who can guide 
you properly from all point of view.  
 
4. Follow the instructions as it is. 
 
5. Wear proper gems stones, do proper meditation, do proper pooja and move 
towards a successful life.  
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Occult sciences gives us the way to develop our qualities day by day to lead a 
very successful life. So why are you waiting for, just use the astrology to know 
about yourself, know your strengths and weaknesses and know about the 
remedies.  
 
Use astrology to make yourself powerful,  
Use astrology to know your powers. 
Use occult science to increase your power. 
Use occult sciences to develop your personality.  
Get the way of success through astrology.  
 
Get the best best consultancy and the ways to get success in professional and 
personal life in  
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Solutions of Weak Personality Through Astrology 
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Rajyoga in horoscope 
How To Control Others Mind Through Occult Sciences? 
How to develop Personality through Self Hypnosis? 
Make your presence felt, make other know about your qualities, how to to 
make other knows about you- astrology guidance, how to increase the 
persuasive power through astrology, how to get a impressive personality 
through astrology?, what to do as per astrology to make a long lasting 
impact?, astrology and personality. 
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Name, Fame And Power Via Astrology 
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Name, Fame And Power Through 
Astrology 

Fame and Power through astrology, Enter in glamour world, Make a special 
place in glamour world, Get hypnotic power to make success in the 
society, Glamour world and astrology, Tips to make success in glamour 
world, Game of name, fame and power and astrology. 
 
The foremost dream of every young heart is to make fame and powerful status in 
society. He or she wants to have the desired things in life. This is a very hidden 
desire of every one to be in the mind of every one. People must know him as a 
great person, famous person. 
Very few of us can achiev this life. This is not because it is not possible but they 
don't put their full effort in every direction.  
 
Here we will see how astrology helps you to make name, fame, power in the 
society. I am going to clear the mystery of glamour world, i will show you how you 
can also reach at the top most level of your desired field. I will tell you the 
problems in horoscope or kundli and their solution or remedies.  
 
I am not sure but very sure on my ways and research. You will definitely be 
benefitted from the ways i have discovered. You will get the powerful ways to get 
the power in the society, you will get the powerful tips to get attention from the 
persons around you, you will get the desired fame in the glamour world.  

• Don't worry-If you have not get success till now.  
• Don't be disappointed if success has not touched you.  
• Don't worry if other's are ahead you.  
• Don't be upset if you are not getting the right way.  
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Remember making of castle takes time.  
 
Fame and Power through astrology, Enter in glamour world, Make a special 
place in glamour world, Get hypnotic power to make success in the society, 
Glamour world and astrology, Tips to make success in glamour world, Game of 
name, fame and power and astrology. 
 
Secrets of Power Through Astrology: 
There are some planets which are very important and if they are in good position 
in our horoscope then person will get the name, fame, glamour, money etc. 
easily.  

• Jupiter represent the knowledge of a person. If this planet support you then 
you will become intelligent. 

• Venus represent the glamourous world, luxury, sexual relations etc.  
• Sun is the planet which gives the status in group, society etc.  
• Mercury controls the speech of a person. So if this planet is in good 

position in horoscope then you will be a master in using word game which 
can make impression among the public or group.  

So these planets are very powerful and useful so if anyone want to become rich, 
powerful, famous, eminent etc. then he or she must do the process to make 
these planet powerful if they are not in good position.  
 
On the other hand if these planets are generating malefic effects then the 
person will not get the desired satisfaction in life. He or she will be dominated in 
society. Struggle will go further ahead.  
 
Some it is also seen that in spite of having these planets in good position 
person is not having the name, fame, money, power and of course i have 
also analysed all that horoscope and found that if this is the case that they 
are present in good position but are powerless.  
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So to find a better way first it is very important to diagnose the 
problems in horoscope or kundli and then only we can do something better to 
make our life better and powerful.  
 
Here in astroshree you will get minute analysis of you horoscope or kundli and 
every thing will be cleared to you what is happening and what are the main 
reasons of that.  

One Consultancy will change your life ! 
What Are You Waiting For?  
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So you will definitely get the Fame and Power through astrology, Enter in 
glamour world, Make a special place in glamour world, Get hypnotic power to 
make success in the society, Glamour world and astrology, Tips to make success 
in glamour world, Game of name, fame and power and astrology. 
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Special Astrology Services For Successful life 
How To Dominate Enemies Through Astrology 
Vashikaran To Fulfill Wordly Desire 
Social Networking In Astrology Ways 
How To Get Great Fame Through Astrology? 
 
Fame and Power through astrology, Enter in glamour world, Make a special 
place in glamour world, Get hypnotic power to make success in the 
society, Glamour world and astrology, Tips to make success in glamour 
world, Game of name, fame and power and astrology. 
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India, Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic 
Astrologer of India, Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
 
Study of Stars is astrology, Study of hidden qualities and loop whole through 
stars or planetary positions in horoscope is astrology, The science to predict 
future is astrology, to know the reasons of happening through stars is astrology. 
So astrology is a great subject which makes you aware about problems and also 
clear you the solutions.  
For the years eminent persons take the services of Best and famous astrologers.  
 
Dr.Om Prakash Bhatnagar the famous astrologer, the best astrologer is 
providing services for the years. He has satisfied clients all over the world. He is 
known for his trusted online services.  
 
People from all the direction contact him for different types of problems like as- 
Business Problems 
Personal problem 
Health Problem 
Black Magic Protection 
Evil Eye effects Protection 
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Love Problem 
Job Problem 
Career Problem 
Horoscope Reading 
Kaalsarp dosha  
Pitra dosha 
Mangal dosha  
 
Vedic astrology, Indian astrology and Vastu science Service provider. Services 
Include astrology,horoscopes,vastu, spiritual healing ,Mantra Healing,Tantra 
Healing is available .Contact now to boost Your life with Astrology. Consultancy 
via email and Phone is available. 
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Best Astrologer, Famous astrologer, Popular Astrologer, Top Astrologer of India, 
Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic Astrologer of India, 
Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
 
If you want to know about your potential. 
If you want to know about your powers. 
If you want to know the reasons of unwanted happenings.  
If you want to know a reasons of failure.  
 
You can contact the best astrologer, the famous astrologer Dr.Om Prakash 
Bhatnagar.  
Get successful marriage life through best astrology advice, Get successful 
professional life with astrology guidance, get successful business life, Make your 
love life comfortable, Solutions of your debt problems, Get remedies of your 
every problems through astrology.  
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One consultancy will change your life. One consultancy will open the way 
of success.  
 
Best Astrologer, Famous astrologer, Popular Astrologer, Top Astrologer of India, 
Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic Astrologer of India, 
Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
 
Quality of Astrology Service: 
 
1. You can get highly effective and easy solutions of your problems.  
2. Predictions are made only after deep analysis of problems study of planetary 
positions and stars personally by TANTRA SIDDHA MAHAYOGI 
PARAMAHAMSA GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK NATH ).  
3. Now you don't have to bother about your personal life problems, career 
problems, marriage problems, children problems, health problems, debt 
problems, Promotional Problems.  
4. You can get best compatibility check. 
5. You can get best muhurat or auspicious time to start your work or activities. 
6. Get the secret of your horoscope now.  
7. You will get the reliable and trusted astrology services online.  
8. You will get the effective pooja, totkay to overcome from problems.  
9. You will get the reasons and remedies of your problems easily with the 
astrology science.  
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Online Astrologer 

Philosophy of Destiny With Astrology 
What is life, What is destiny, What is real perfection, Importance of 
astrology in life. 
 
Destiny is being a mystery for the decades. People are regularly trying to know 
what exactly the destiny is? how to change the destiny? How to get success in 
life.  
 
Lets Understand the life first: 
In this universe life is present in two forms ist is in Animals and 2nd is in plants. 
Human beings comes in category of animals. But among animals human being is 
the most beautiful creation of god. Being a human being is a boon because the 
intelligence and other qualities are only present in human being. Only human 
being has the power to become God through spiritual activities. Only human 
being has the capability to get the salvation which is the real aim of life.  
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Some important facts about Human Being: 
1. Human being is the most creative art of god.  
2. Only human being has the power to become god and to become the devil only 
because of his activities or karma.  
3. Only human being has the power to do the work for the upliftment of subtle 
energies like as our pitra, pisaach, negative energies, divine powers etc.  
4. Even deities want to take birth in the form of human being so that to achieve 
some special powers by doing some good work.  
5. No two humans are same.  
6. only human being has the caliber to know that what is wrong and right.  
7. Only human being has the power to do any thing in this life by using his will 
power.  
8. As a human being we have the power to create our own destiny with our 
karma. 
9. Only human being has the power to undergo with the dharma, artha, kama 
and Moksha. No other form of living being has this right to have these 4 priceless 
things.  
 
Birth and Death are two important happening in life. we can also say that life is 
the travelling of a living being from birth to death.  
 
Now let's understand the concept of Time- 
We can know time as a moment which is changing continuously No time is same. 
If time has moved it will never come again.  
 
Human being faces ups and downs in life because of time. Those who 
understand the importance of time are success in life.  
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Do You Want Perfection and Complete Success in 
Life? 
Of course Yes! Not only you but every one want success and perfection. And it is 
the right of human being to live life completely. But the problem is that this 
perfection is not achieved by every one. It doesn't mean that perfection is not 
possible in life but in the absence of proper guidance and knowledge people are 
unable to live the life successfully.  
 
Best Astrologer, Famous astrologer, Popular Astrologer, Top Astrologer of India, 
Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic Astrologer of India, 
Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
Vedic astrology, Indian astrology and Vastu science Service provider. Services 
Include astrology,horoscopes,vastu, spiritual healing ,Mantra Healing,Tantra 
Healing is available .Contact now to boost Your life with Astrology. Consultancy 
via email and Phone is available. 
 
What is real Perfection? 
Only having good monetary power and good health is not perfection. But to have 
the spiritual development with physical powers is the only way to have a perfect 
life.  
 
Concept of Destiniy? 
The uncontrollable happenings of life is destiny. It is the result of our past karmas 
as per sacred epics. We cut what we sow. In Bhagwad gita Lord Krishna says 
that "We both have taken many birth but i am aware of all but you don't Arjun". 
this lines proved that we have taken many birth and in all that we have done 
many karmas bad and good. And all of them has made our destiny.  
 
Importance of Astrology- 
It is a fact that we can't change our destiny but we can make our life smooth with 
the help of astrology principles.  
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Astrologer can help you to understand the life happenings and to move smoothly. 
By studying the horoscope of a person it is possible to know the reasons of 
problems in life and after that it is also possible to minimize the bad effects of 
planets by special ways.  
Astrology can help you to over come from various types of problems like as - 
Business Problems 
Personal problem 
Health Problem 
Black Magic Protection 
Evil Eye effects Protection 
Love Problem 
Job Problem 
Career Problem 
Horoscope Reading 
Kaalsarp dosha  
Pitra dosha 
Mangal dosha  
Uncontrolable situations in life.  
 
Astrology not only guide you to make your physical life better but also tell you 
how to make spiritual life successful.So it is always better to consult an 
experienced astrologer to live a successful life. 
 
Best Astrologer, Famous astrologer, Popular Astrologer, Top Astrologer of India, 
Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic Astrologer of India, 
Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
Vedic astrology, Indian astrology and Vastu science Service provider. Services 
Include astrology,horoscopes,vastu, spiritual healing ,Mantra Healing,Tantra 
Healing is available .Contact now to boost Your life with Astrology. Consultancy 
via email and Phone is available. 
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Astrologer For Destiny Problems 

 
Read More On: 
Best Horoscope Reader 
How To Increase Confidence Through Astrology? 
Best And Trusted Astrologer 
How to get Highest Positions Through Astrology Ways? 
 

Philosophy of Destiny With Astrology 
What is life, What is destiny, What is real perfection, Importance of 
astrology in life. 
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Horoscope Reader 

 
Best Horoscope reader, Kundli reader, birth chart analyzer, Why horoscope 
analysis with astroshree.in, How to get success through astrology?, Why 
To use astrology?, Power of vedic astrology, Method of horoscope 
analysis. 
 
Horoscope reading is not a game. It is a deed of hard practice and experience. It 
is not a fun. People come to an astrologer for solution of problems and thus 
shows great trust on them. So it is very necessary for an astrologer to be calm in 
every situation and make proper analysis of horoscope, birth chart or kundli. 
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Dr.Om prakash Bhatnagar is one of the best Indian Astrologer who provide 
online consultancy world wide through email and phone. He is working in the field 
of astrology, vastu, palmistry, Hypnosis, remedies of black magic and negative 
energies for the years and devoted his life to keep alive the spiritual lores of great 
India.  
People from various fields and country contact him for different types of problems 
like as personal life problems, love life problems, marriage life problems, 
education problems, child birth problems or progeny problems, financial 
problems, foreign tour problems, Industrial problems etc and he provides a good 
and easy solutions through is experience and from the ways of occult sciences. 
He is a well educated, highly qualified and experienced best astrologer of great 
India. He is a full time astrologer and make continuous research on occult 
science to keep alive the spiritual lores of India.  
 
Dr.Om Prakash Bhatnagar a famous and experienced astrologer and spiritual 
healer of India understand English and Hindi languages and that's why world 
wide clients are getting benefits from him. His approach is scientific and his 
remedies are also very easy to adopt. He also has a good knowledge of 
palmistry because of which if any person doesn't know his or her birth details 
then consultancy also given by analyzing the palm of person. He is a paid 
astrologer now. Earlier he was giving free consultancies but as per the 
experienced he says that people take astrology as an entertainment so he has 
decided to not give free consultancy to any one know. A real seeker doesn't 
bargain for fees and want real solutions of problems. But the people who don't 
want to pay fees just want to pass time and waste time of both. Also horoscope 
reading is not an easy task. Full focus is needed with energy and time too.  
 
Dr. Om Prakash Bhatnagar is an eminent astrologer in social media too like 
linked in, Facebook twitter etc.But He maintain full privacy of clients because he 
understand the meaning of dignity of every one. No data in any case is leaked 
from astroshree.in. People who faces very personal problems contact astrologer 
so it is the main key rule of an astrologer to maintain privacy of clients. By his 
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services all over the world online he has proved that he is an international 
astrologer, he is a famous astrologer, he is an online astrologer.  
 
Dr. Om Prakash Bhatnagar has also studied the tantra and practicing it too. He 
says that tantra has taught him one thing that every thing in this universe has 
energy in it and if you want success in life then you should give respect to every 
thing.  
 
Positive thinking and honor for every thing is the real way of getting success. 
Tantra process is very useful while dealing with negative energies.  
 
Gems stones therapy is also given in astroshree.in . Gems are the source of 
energies and if any one wear a good gem stone then no doubt he will be able to 
get rid of problems easily. But to find the real gem stone it is very necessary to 
analyze the birth details minutely. Dr.Om Prakash personally analyze every 
horoscope and suggest the best gems stones for success. It is seen many times 
that just by wearing gems stones in auspicious time and date and properly 
charged with sacred mantras gems stones has shown great results in solving 
critical problems of life.  
 
Vedic astrology runs on the time of birth, place of birth and date of birth. If any 
one has the correct time then no doubt vedic astrology is the best way to predict 
the future and if you come in contact with the best astrologer then no doubt you 
will get the best solutions, best consultancy to move smooth in life.  
 
Now The Question is that Why To Take Consultancy 
From Dr.Om Prakash Bhatnagar(www.astroshree.in)? 
This is the trusted site for astrologya and occult science. 
Dr. Omprakash himself check every case and guide personally to over come 
from problems. He is not only practicing astrology but also well known 
practitioner of alternative medicines, tantra, mantra and Yantra remedies. By his 
intense research he has found some short and sweet ways to get success in this 
world. He said that it is not necessary that a person who pay much only get relief. 
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There are various ways through which it is possible to get rid off the problems 
without much expense.  
Astroshree.in is not engage in selling gems stones and yantra for money only. 
Here you can get only charged yantras, kawach,gems stones etc.  
Scientific approach is used to solve cases.  
He also gives importance in developing the internal power so that person get 
over all success from his own power. Nothing is impossible in this life. So it is the 
right of every person to get success in this life. That's why he has also started 
self-hypnosis online class. Here it is taught how to increase the hypnotic power 
and how to develop mind to get the over success.  
Here you will get the desired solutions of black magic problems. Here the occult 
science is not used in negative ways but it is used for the welfare of the society.  
You can also get the solutions of chronic diseases here through astrology, gems, 
tantra, mantra and yantra.  
 
Vedic Astrological Predictions, Online Astrological Predictions, Online Astrology 
Predictions, Online Astrology India, Online Astrologers, Online Astrological 
Readings, Online Astrology, Phone Astrology, Phone Astrology India, Online 
Astro, Phone Astrology Delhi, Phone Astrologers, Best Horoscope reader, Kundli 
reader, birth chart analyzer, Why horoscope analysis with astroshree.in, How to 
get success through astrology?, Horoscope reader, Horoscope reading through 
vedic astrology principles, Best birth chart reader, best kundli reader, Deep birt 
chart reader, True birth chart reader.Why To use astrology?, Power of vedic 
astrology, Method of horoscope analysis.Phone Astrology, Phone Astrologers 
India, Phone Astrologers Delhi, Phone Astrological Advice, Astrologers Online, 
Astrologers Online India, Astrologers on Phone in India, Astrologers on Phone in 
Delhi, Telephonic Astrology, Telephone Astrology, Telephone Astrology India, 
Telephonic Astrology Consultation, Live astrology, Live Astrology Chat, Live 
Astrology Reading, Online Horoscope Reading, Online Horoscope Prediction, 
Horoscope Reading on Phone, Horoscope Reading by date of birth, horoscope 
interpretation, horoscope analysis. Famous Astrologers in India, Best Astrologers 
in India, Astrologers in India, World Famous Astrologers in India, Good 
Astrologers in India, Indian Astrologers in India, Astrologers in India Delhi,Best 
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Vedic Astrologers in India, Top Astrologers in India, Top 10 ten Astrologers in 
India, Top five 5 Astrologers in India, List of Astrologers in India, List of Top 
Astrologers in India, Leading Astrologers in India, Good Astrologers in India, 
Vedic Astrologers in India, Online Astrologers in India, Directory of Astrologers in 
India, Celebrity Astrologers in India, India's Famous Astrologers, India's Top 
Astrologers, tantrik astrologer, vashikaran astrologer, India's Best Astrologers, 
Top Indian Astrologers, Best Indian Astrologers, Famous Indian Astrologers, 
Eminent Astrologers in India, Renowned Astrologers in India, Great Astrologers 
in India, Expert Astrologers in India, Professional Astrologers, Horoscope 
Readers in India, Top Jyotish India, Psychic Reader India, Clairvoyant, Fortune 
Teller India, Future Teller India, Top Most Astrologers in India,Most Famous 
Astrologers in India online astrology consultancy is going on In Whole India like 
as in Andhra Pradesh,Online astrologer of Arunachal Pradesh, Online astrologer 
of Assam, Online astrologer of Bihar, Online astrologer of Chhattisgarh, Online 
astrologer of Goa, Online astrologer of Gujarat, Online astrologer of Haryana, 
Online astrologer of Himachal Pradesh, Online astrologer of Jammu and 
Kashmir, Jharkhand, Online astrologer of Karnataka, Kerala, Online astrologer of 
Madhya Pradesh, Online astrologer of Maharashtra, Manipur, Meghalaya, Online 
astrologer of Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Online astrologer of Punjab, Rajasthan, 
Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Online astrologer of 
West Bengal. Online astrologer of Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Online 
astrologer of Chandigarh,Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, 
Lakshadweep, Online astrologer of Puducherry.  
 
India is very rich in occult science that's why it is said to be the spiritual master of 
the world. From the decades sages of India are showing the way of success all 
over the world. The real peace is possible only by practicing the spiritual 
sciences. The real work of astrologer is to predict the future and show the right 
path to move and also to show the real goal of life. In www.astroshree.in you will 
not only get the astrology guidance but also get the real way of success. You will 
get the knowledge of spiritual sciences for complete development. Occult science 
is a sea which has no end. So when a person dive in this sea he is unable to 
come out of it. It shows a wonderful world of energies.  
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Why To use Astrology? 
Every thing in this universe has energy and magnetic field so every thing puts 
some impacts on every one. If you are in touch with good people, good things 
then you will feel good. In the same way if you will be with good color, good time, 
good date then no doubt you will get the real success in this life. Through 
astrology it is possible to know that which time will be good to start a new work. 
Through astrology it is possible to know which is the auspicious time to get 
success, through astrology it is possible to know which color is good for us, 
through astrology it is possible to know which work is good for us, through 
astrology it is possible to know which direction is good for us, through astrology it 
is possible to know which gems stone is good for us. So you can't leave 
astrology. Astrology is with every one every time.  
Astrology is said to be the eyes of vedas. We can easily see the future and will 
be able to move as per the vision so as to get success.  
If any one is facing problems in personal life then astrology can clear why it is 
happening, if any one is facing problem in love life then birth chart can show why 
it is happening, if couple is facing progeny problem after marriage then astrologer 
can guide you better. If chronic diseases is not leaving the body the experiences 
astrologer can tell you what to do. Get the best out of your time, money and life 
with astroshree.in and enjoy the life completely. 
Get the details of horoscope, Know about the ascendent and descendant 
planets, know about the malefic effects of planets, 
 
know about what will happen in life as per current planetary positions, know the 
remedies of shani sadesati, knows the remedies of kalsarp dosha, knows the 
remedies of angarak yoga, know the remedies of chandal dosha, know the 
remedies of kemdrum yoga etc. Get the powerful remedies of every problems 
know. success is justa step away from you. Use your email and phone to contact 
for the best astrology services online. 
 
 
Read More On: 
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What is Astrology? 
What is Possible With Self Hypnosis? 
Destiny And Astrology 
Best Astrologer Online 
Philosophy of Destiny With Astrology 
 
Best Horoscope reader, Kundli reader, birth chart analyzer, Why horoscope 
analysis with astroshree.in, How to get success through astrology?, Why 
To use astrology?, Power of vedic astrology, Method of horoscope 
analysis. 
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How To Increase Confidence Level Through Astrology? 
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How to increase confidence level through astrology?, Gems stones to 
increase confidence level, houses of birth chart or kundli or horoscope 
responsible for confidence level, best Tips to increase confidence level. 
 
My view for Confidence level is a will power which makes a person to do 
something perfectly without any fear. Confidence is the key factor in getting 
success in any work. It is the core quality of a winner. Lack of confidence lead to 
non success while good confidence will increase the winning chances.  
 
Many types of problems found in personality like as: 
In spite of having good knowledge some persons have lack of confidence.  
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A special type of fear always try to disturb the confidence.  
By seeing the confidence of other also people looses their own confidence.  
Some have over confidence which also lead to failure.  
Some faces low confidence for a period. 
Now the question is that why some person has good confidence right from birth 
and some has no confidence in spite of having the qualities and powers.  
 
So here i am revealing the mystery of confidence from 
astrology view: 
I have told many times that the horoscope is the mirror of any person. So by 
analyzing the kundli it is possible to know the right reasons of lack of confidence 
or over confidence.  
1. The Ist house of kundli or birth chart represent the mind of a person. If this 
house has good power of planets and is also viewed by good planets then 
definitely the person will have good confidence.  
 
2. The 3rd house is also an very important house which decide the power of any 
person. if this house is in good positions then also it supports to develop good 
confidence.  
 
3. If the 5th house and the 9th house is powerful then also it helps to develop 
good confidence.  
 
4. Some time it is seen that when the mahadasha or dasha of any malefic planet 
goes on in that period also person faces lack of confidence.  
 
5. Some times when a more competent person comes before us whose planets 
are more strong than also our confidence gets affected. 
 
Now the main thing is that how to make our planets strong to maintain our 
confidence level, what are the gems stones which help to maintain the 
confidence level. What are the best ways to maintain the confidence level. 
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Ways to Develop Good confidence Level: 
1. The first step in this way is the analysis of horoscope properly. After this it is 
possible to find the right gems stone to increase confidence. 
For e.g. suppose if the Jupiter is good but weak in the kundli then it is very 
possible that the person will loose the confidence soon in that case it is good to 
wear a charged yellow sapphire and so on.  
 
2. There are some spells or mantra which if chants properly daily can increase 
the confidence but before using that mantra it is also good to show our 
horoscope to any experienced scholar or know-er who knows about these spells. 
Because there are so many mantras for different horoscope people. 
 
3. Suppose if any malefic planet is going on in mahadasha or dasha then it is 
good to proceed for its shanti the cooling process to minimize the impact of that 
planet.  
 
So if you are facing the confidence problem, if you want to develop a good 
confidence through astrology ways, if you want to speed up your success 
way then do contact now for getting the best astrology solutions. Email- 
dr.rupnathji@gmail.com 

 
 
Read More On: 
How To Get Highest Positions As Per Astrology 
Philosophy of Astrology and Destiny 
Astrology For Extra ordinary Intelligence 
How to increase confidence level through astrology?, Gems stones to 
increase confidence level, houses of birth chart or kundli or horoscope 
responsible for confidence level, best Tips to increase confidence level. 
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Best Vashikaran Specialist 
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Best Vashikaran Expert 

Best Vashikaran specialist, Famous Vashikaran Specialist, Popular 
Hypnotist, Top Vashikaran Specialist of India, Best Indian Astrologer, Best 
Sammohan, Best Online Vashikaran Expert, Great Expert from India 
Astrologer and vashikaran specialist. 
 
To control the mind of any person is vashikaran, To stop the mind to do anything 
negative through spells and meditation power is vashikaran, To make the person 
favorable is sammohan or vashikaran, To fullfill our wish through tantra, mantra 
and special meditation is vashikaran.  
 
Vashikaran is used by many males and females who are not getting success in 
life in different segments like as love affairs, career, married life, business life, 
social life etc.  
 
But due to ignorance and not having proper knowledge they use the unsafe 
method of vashikaran which not only harm them but also is lost of money too. So 
it is good to know every thing before marching towards vashikaran or sammohan. 
 
The best astrologer and vashikarna specialist, the famous vashikaran specialist 
who uses the safe and secure way to help you always. Here in astroshree world 
wide consultancy is available. Through distance healing clients over the world 
are taking benefit.  
 
Our Aim is to keep alive the mysterious lores of India which are beneficial for the 
society. This is the trusted online vashikaran service center.  
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From the various field and sectors people contact to get solutions through 
vashikaran. The famous and best vashikaran specialist provide the effective 
solutions of Love Problem, Job Problem, Career Problem, Horoscope Reading, 
Kaalsarp dosha, Pitra dosha, Mangal dosha , Business Problems, Personal 
problem, Health Problem, Black Magic Protection, Evil Eye effects Protection etc. 
Contact Now To Make Your life Better 
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Online vashikaran services 

 
Best Vashikaran specialist, Famous Vashikaran Specialist, Popular Hypnotist, 
Top Vashikaran Specialist of India, Best Indian Astrologer, Best Sammohan, 
Best Online Vashikaran Expert, Great Expert from India Astrologer and 
vashikaran specialist. 
 
Vashikarn Process is Best and Effective - 
If You want to increase your potential. 
If you want to increase your powers. 
If you want to success in business life.  
If You want to make your positive image in society.  
If you want to get success in politics.  
If you want to make special image in your school and college life.  
If you want to really enjoy your love life.  
If you want to enjoy your married life.  
 
You can't believe that only one consultancy will make your life bright and open 
the way of success.  
 
You will get the Quality services from Astroshree: 
a) Proper Diagnosis of problems.  
b) After scrutinizing the details proper method of vashikaran is used for effective 
results.  
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c) Proper mahurat or auspicious time is used to start the vashikaran process.  
d) Total reliable and trusted vashikaran. 
e) Confidentiality is the core key point of astroshree.  
f) Proper totkay, pooja of vashikaran is clear to the clients for instant effect.  
 
Best Vashikaran specialist, Famous Vashikaran Specialist, Popular 
Hypnotist, Top Vashikaran Specialist of India, Best Indian Astrologer, Best 
Sammohan, Best Online Vashikaran Expert, Great Expert from India 
Astrologer and vashikaran specialist. 
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Trusted vashikaran services 

 
Read About Best Astrologer of India 
Vashikaran Power 
Philosophy of Destiny and Astrology 
Best Vashikaran specialist, Famous Vashikaran Specialist, Popular 
Hypnotist, Top Vashikaran Specialist of India, Best Indian Astrologer, Best 
Sammohan, Best Online Vashikaran Expert, Great Expert from India 
Astrologer and vashikaran specialist. 
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What is Astrology 

 
What is astrology?, How astrology works?, What is indian astrology?, what 
is vedic astrology?, Is Astrology Science?,Names of 9 Planets, Effects of 
Nine Planets in Life, Nature of 9 Planets. 
 

Astrology is a group of systems, traditions, and beliefs in which knowledge of 

the relative positions of celestial bodies and related details is held to be useful in 
understanding, interpreting, and organizing information about personality, human 
affairs, and other terrestrial matters.  
Astrology is mainly the science which treats of the influence upon human 
character of cosmic forces emanating from celestial bodies. It has been spoken 
of as the soul of astronomy. It has played a role in the shaping of culture, early 
astronomy, and other disciplines throughout history.  
Early Vedic astrology was only based on the movement of planets with respect to 
stars, but later on it started including zodiac signs as well. According to Vedic 
astrology there are 27 constellations made up of 12 zodiac signs, 9 planets and 
12 houses with each house and planet representing some aspect of human life.  
 
Can Astrology Change Destiny Read Here......... 
 

We can also understand astrology as a traditional method to know the past, 
present and future of a person. It is done by studying the locations and positions 
of the heavenly bodies like planets, sun, moon and stars in a horoscope.The 
main benefit of astrology is to find the problems before they arise in anyone's 
life.By this we become aware of some special happenings and thus protect our 
self from many dangerous incidents by keeping our self aware on some special 
periods. 
 
 
There are nine planets that affect the life of individual.  
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1. Sun: The position of Sun gives understanding about the physical 
representation of a person. It represents the basic behavioral traits of a person. It 
represents wealthy people or those people who are connected with church, 
temple or religious institution.  
 
2. Moon: It is beneficial to those who born in ascending moon cycle. A strong 
moon in chart indicates a happy mental state, emotional strength, makes for 
good relations and love for others.  
 
3. Mars: Mars is the strong for those people who are working in police 
department, defense services and the people dealing in copper and gold, fire 
arms manufacturing facilities, etc.  
 
4. Mercury: Mercury is a planet of logic therefore, powerful Mercury positions 
leads to a good reasoning ability and grasping power. It indicates professional 
like Astrologer, Mathematicians etc.  
 
5. Jupiter: It is the largest planet of the solar system and is associated with the 
expansion, growth and opportunity.  
 
6. Venus: Venus rules over arts and artistic sense. So people pursing arts 
(music, drama, dance) have strong Venus position in their charts.  
 
7. Saturn: It is dry and cool planet. It doesn’t make things easy; it rather 
commands to get to work. Discipline and responsibility are important to this 
planet.  
 
8. Uranus: Uranus leads to sudden changes and increase stress.  
 
9.Neptune: Dreams, illusions, deceptions, arts.  
 
Contact For Horoscope Details Now...  

 Vedic Astrologer 
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As earlier in my previous article i have already cleared about what is self 
hypnosis, what are the benefit of self vashikaran and why it is needed?.  
In this article i am giving details about what is possible through self-hypnosis 
technique? Which will make you more clear about this powerful technique. 
 
Self-hypnosis is not only used to develop mind power but with this many other 
healthy things are possible. It will not only make you mentally fit but it will help 
you to maintain physical body too. It will make impact in your every field 
positively.  
 
Many types of diseases can be cured with the help of self-hypnosis technique. 
Beauty can be increased with this divine way, Wishes can be fulfilled with this 
technique.  
 
 
I am clearing you here with details What can we 
achieve through self-hypnosis technique: 
1. We can come out of Anxiety easily after practicing this technique.  
2. we can make our mind more subtle to understand this world in a better way.  
3. We will come to know about our own hidden powers.  
4. Body enhancement is possible through this self-hypnosis.  
5. We can easily increase our own attraction power through which we can make 
impact easily on others mind. 
6. Depression can easily be root out through this method. 
7. Emotional nature can be controlled through self-hypnosis.  
8. It is a powerful way to come out of different kinds of fears and phobias.  
9. It helps in recovery from any diseases. 
10. Good luck can be attracted with this technique of self-hypnosis. 
11. Memory can be enhanced. 
12. Super intelligence can be developed with this powerful technique. 
13. We can build self-confidence easily. 
14. Sexual powers can be also build with this technique.  
15. It will be helpful to quit different kinds of addictions like smoking, drinking etc.  
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16. Spiritual development is also possible through this way.  
17. We can balance our chakra energies with this technique.  
18. It will a great helpful in Stress management. 
 
Benefits of self-hypnosis in Healing: 
As it is a way of powering our own self. so with this technique it is possible to 
cure many diseases too. Lets's see some more about it's healing power- 
1. Anxiety problems can easily be reduced with this technique.  
2. If a person practice this self-hypnosis technique then depression cannot enter 
in his or her life.  
3. Cancer can be treated with this technique. 
4. Pain management can be done through this way.  
5. Dreams can be controlled with this method.  
6. It is helpful in stroke recovery.  
7. Weight management can be done with this self-hypnosis method.  
8. Complicated sexual problems of male and females can also be managed with 
this powerful technique.  
9. Memory loss can be resolved with self-hypnosis technique. 
 
Self-hypnosis for Females: 
Ambitious females can use this way to achieve their goals easily and it is a 
panacea of many females need like as- 
A) This lore can be used to increase the beauty.  
B) This lore can be used to increase the breast size.  
C) This lore can be used to increase personal intelligence which can make you 
imp-active in society.  
D) It will change your personal completely.  
E) It will help to increase the height.  
F) This technique will be very helpful to increase the hair growth.  
G) Emotional feelings can be controlled with this technique.  
H) It will be very helpful to make the child strong during pregnancy time.  
I) Weakness of any kind, fears and phobias of different kind can be easily root 
out with self-hypnosis technique.  
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J) It helps to feel you good in adverse situations too.  
 
Self Hypnosis for Children: 
No doubt self sammohan will make a child dynamic. It helps in many ways- 
1. It will make the mind sharper.  
2. Child can make himself creative.  
3. Unbelievable memory can be developed with this technique of self-hypnosis. 
4. Inferiority complex may not enter in life.  
5. It helps to attain good marks in class.  
6. Child can make good position in class and among friends.  
 
Self Hypnosis For Business men and Professionals: 
With the help of this powerful way of self vashikaran business men and 
professionals can rock in the market and working place. 
1. Professionals can make better relations with clients.  
2. Business men can make better relations with buyers.  
3. It helps to deal with different mentality persons.  
4. It helps to be calm in adverse situations.  
5. By increasing the hypnotic power it will be possible to increase the sales, 
monetary power. 
6. It is possible to make a very positive and different image in the society, 
working place, business place etc.  
 
Self-Hypnosis for Couples: 
As i said earlier that it is useful for every one. So couples can also take 
advantage of this technique easily. 
1. Couples can understand each other much better after practicing this lore.  
2. Love relations can be powered with this self-hypnosis method.  
3. Family life can be managed easily by developing many powers with this 
technique. 
4. It helps in time management. 
5. It helps to make some different image in society.  
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So self hypnosis is a very sound way to increase our own power and to achieve 
the culmination of success. There is no need of any tantra, mantra etc. It is a 
scientific process, It is a yogic process, it is a game of controlling the mind, It is a 
way to get over all success.  
 
So Learn this Divine lore to make your life successful, Learn self-hypnosis 
to get status in society, learn self-hypnosis for spiritual development, 
Learn self-hypnosis to win your self, Learn self-hypnosis to know your own 
hidden powers.  
 
For more details email us : dr.rupnathji@gmail.com  
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What is destiny ?, Types if Destiny. How it affects our life ?, Who control's 
these destiny ? 
 
In Hindu dharm it is said that there is some relation between past life, present life 
and rebirth that is why we talk about birth and rebirth many times. This is about 
destiny. Destiny forms with the parents, children, wife, own work, deity etc.  
 
This is a mystery that how destiny forms and how to get rid off from the malefic 
effects of different things which affects our life. Now this is the time reveal a great 
mystery related with fate, destiny, fortune.  
Charm to live a good and luxurious life and not to understand the ephemeral 
world, the evanescent world and death with some unfulfilled desires are the root 
causes of rebirth. Perhaps person take rebirth with the past life Sankara which is 
said to be the destiny of a person. Because whatever a person does in his life 
creates a karma and every karma has it's effect which is to be taken by the 
person. Every one is suffering from different types of problems or we can say that 
persons are suffering due to their karma phal but this has been a mystery for 
decades. 
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If we categories the destiny then we find the 9 type of destiny which affect the 
human life.Let's see these in a table : 
 
SNo. Factor   Planet 
1 - Our Own Actions - Saturn or Shani 
2 - Ancestors Actions -  Rahu 
3 - Mother's Actions  - Moon or chandra 
4 - Forefather's Actions -  Sun or Surya 
5 - Wife's Actions   - Venus or Shukra 
6 - Children Actions  - Jupiter 
7 - External Diety Actions - Mercury 
8 - Home Diety   - Mars 
9 - Mother Ancestors -  Ketu 
 Actions 
 
Details As Per Destiny : 
1) Ist Destiny : 
Saturn in our horoscope provide the details of the good and bad works done by 
us in the past life and also provide the details that what we are pay for those 
actions of past in present. It means Saturn is the controler of person Ist destiny. 
so to make the Saturn strong do good work, it will make the destiny good and 
strong. 
 
2) 2nd Destiny : 
The effects of Ancestors works also falls on our life. We also pay for their actions 
too this is 2nd destiny and is controlled by Rahu. So to get the blessings of rahu 
give honour to the forefathers. 
 
3) 3rd Destiny : 
Person also pay for the mother's actions in her past life. This create problems in 
the way of bright future. The master of 3rd destiny is moon, so to make the moon 
strong and good serve mother and make her happy. 
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4)4th Destiny : 
This destiny related with father's actions in past life. Sun is the controller of this 
destiny so to make the sun strong, good and favorable respect father. 
 
5) 5th Destiny : 
If some one has given problem to her wife or any other female in past life then in 
this life he will get problems from her wife. Venus is the master of this destiny so 
give respect to your wife and become honest with her to make the Venus strong 
and good. 
 
6) 6th Destiny : 
children are very important, if a person has good children that means he has 
done good works in past life and vice versa. Jupiter is the controller of this 
destiny so to get the power of Jupiter make your children cultured and try to 
develop good habits. 
 
7) 7th Destiny : 
Company plays a very important role in anyone's life. If your company is good 
you will be good and if not you will suffer. A good person become finish because 
of bad company. Person pays because of his company deeds. Mercury is the 
controller of this destiny. To get the grace of mercury always try to make and live 
with good company and do cheat your friends. 
 
8) 8th Destiny: 
The house or home where a person live is very important. It affects a person life 
and Mars is the controller of this destiny. So keep your home pure and clean to 
get the grace of mars and make it good and strong.  
 
9) 9th Destiny : 
The actions of our Grand pa and grand ma past life also effects our life. Ketu is 
the controller of this destiny so to get the grace of ketu give respect to the 
members of Mother's family. 
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Online Astrologer 

Philosophy of Destiny With Astrology 
What is life, What is destiny, What is real perfection, Importance of 
astrology in life. 
 
Destiny is being a mystery for the decades. People are regularly trying to know 
what exactly the destiny is? how to change the destiny? How to get success in 
life.  
 
Lets Understand the life first: 
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In this universe life is present in two forms ist is in Animals and 2nd is in plants. 
Human beings comes in category of animals. But among animals human being is 
the most beautiful creation of god. Being a human being is a boon because the 
intelligence and other qualities are only present in human being. Only human 
being has the power to become God through spiritual activities. Only human 
being has the capability to get the salvation which is the real aim of life.  
 
Some important facts about Human Being: 
1. Human being is the most creative art of god.  
2. Only human being has the power to become god and to become the devil only 
because of his activities or karma.  
3. Only human being has the power to do the work for the upliftment of subtle 
energies like as our pitra, pisaach, negative energies, divine powers etc.  
4. Even deities want to take birth in the form of human being so that to achieve 
some special powers by doing some good work.  
5. No two humans are same.  
6. only human being has the caliber to know that what is wrong and right.  
7. Only human being has the power to do any thing in this life by using his will 
power.  
8. As a human being we have the power to create our own destiny with our 
karma. 
9. Only human being has the power to undergo with the dharma, artha, kama 
and Moksha. No other form of living being has this right to have these 4 priceless 
things.  
 
Birth and Death are two important happening in life. we can also say that life is 
the travelling of a living being from birth to death.  
 
Now let's understand the concept of Time- 
We can know time as a moment which is changing continuously No time is same. 
If time has moved it will never come again.  
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Human being faces ups and downs in life because of time. Those who 
understand the importance of time are success in life.  
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Do You Want Perfection and Complete Success in 
Life? 
Of course Yes! Not only you but every one want success and perfection. And it is 
the right of human being to live life completely. But the problem is that this 
perfection is not achieved by every one. It doesn't mean that perfection is not 
possible in life but in the absence of proper guidance and knowledge people are 
unable to live the life successfully.  
 
Best Astrologer, Famous astrologer, Popular Astrologer, Top Astrologer of India, 
Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic Astrologer of India, 
Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
Vedic astrology, Indian astrology and Vastu science Service provider. Services 
Include astrology,horoscopes,vastu, spiritual healing ,Mantra Healing,Tantra 
Healing is available .Contact now to boost Your life with Astrology. Consultancy 
via email and Phone is available. 
 
What is real Perfection? 
Only having good monetary power and good health is not perfection. But to have 
the spiritual development with physical powers is the only way to have a perfect 
life.  
 
Concept of Destiniy? 
The uncontrollable happenings of life is destiny. It is the result of our past karmas 
as per sacred epics. We cut what we sow. In Bhagwad gita Lord Krishna says 
that "We both have taken many birth but i am aware of all but you don't Arjun". 
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this lines proved that we have taken many birth and in all that we have done 
many karmas bad and good. And all of them has made our destiny.  
 
Importance of Astrology- 
It is a fact that we can't change our destiny but we can make our life smooth with 
the help of astrology principles.  
 
Astrologer can help you to understand the life happenings and to move smoothly. 
By studying the horoscope of a person it is possible to know the reasons of 
problems in life and after that it is also possible to minimize the bad effects of 
planets by special ways.  
Astrology can help you to over come from various types of problems like as - 
Business Problems 
Personal problem 
Health Problem 
Black Magic Protection 
Evil Eye effects Protection 
Love Problem 
Job Problem 
Career Problem 
Horoscope Reading 
Kaalsarp dosha  
Pitra dosha 
Mangal dosha  
Uncontrolable situations in life.  
 
Astrology not only guide you to make your physical life better but also tell you 
how to make spiritual life successful.So it is always better to consult an 
experienced astrologer to live a successful life. 
 
Best Astrologer, Famous astrologer, Popular Astrologer, Top Astrologer of India, 
Best Indian Astrologer, Top 5 Indian Astrologer, Best Vedic Astrologer of India, 
Best Online astrologer, Great Astrologer of India. 
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Vedic astrology, Indian astrology and Vastu science Service provider. Services 
Include astrology,horoscopes,vastu, spiritual healing ,Mantra Healing,Tantra 
Healing is available .Contact now to boost Your life with Astrology. Consultancy 
via email and Phone is available. 
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Philosophy of Destiny With Astrology 
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ABOVE ATTACHED PHOTOS & TEXT LINKS ARE IN SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION OF 
GURU DR.RUPNATHJI ( DR.RUPAK NATH ).Dr.Rupnathji is a scholar who has earned the 
Master’s Degree in Radiation Physics. Recipient of many medals and honours, He is at once a 
Physician, an astrophysicist and an applied mathematician. He is an author who has numerous 
publications, both technical and educational. He is a Professor and has been Distinguished 
Honors Visiting Lecturer at numerous universities throughout the World. 
Ancient Indian history, geology and archaeology also attracted his attention. Besides Medicinal 
Science, he is keenly interested in ancient Indian philosophy. Rupnathji is more than a scientist. 
He is a physicist-philosopher as well versed in Sanskrit, English Hindi and Bengali literature as 
in physics.University Professor Language Specialist Dr.Rupnathji ( Dr.Rupak Nath ) is an Expert 
in Sanskrit Grammer.  
Rupnathji is the collector and publisher of many old works, author of many research articles, a 
noted historiographer, and recipient of a number of awards and titles. 
Besides the knowledge of Sadhnas, Tantra, Mantra and Yantra, he resurrected Astrology to its 
past glory by making astoundingly precise forecasts in general and for individuals; and he 
authored no less than 1200 books on this subject. He was an authority on Allopathy and set up 
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special farms to grow the almost extinct herbs. Many disciples mastered the science of Ayurveda 
under him.  
Apart from Astrology, He authored more than 750 books on diverse subjects like Sadhnas, 
Kundalini Tantra, Palmistry, Paarad Vigyan (alchemy), Hypnotism, Meditation, Numerology, 
Allopathy , Signature Analysis, Yoga and other subjects of the spiritual field. He has also 
released hundreds of audio and video cassettes to detail the exact procedures of performing 
worship and to record the authentic sound vibration and pronunciation of the Mantras. Many of 
his articles have been published in leading newspapers and magazines. He accomplished 
significant spiritual and religious ceremonies at various religious places of pilgrimage in India 
and thus re-established the religious and historical significance of these places in the society. He 
presided over various Tantra and Mantra conferences and is recognized as the pillar stone of the 
field of the Tantra. He has been honoured with several titles of recognition in various fields. He 
was honoured with the title of “Maha Mahopadhyay” in 1995 by the then vicepresident of India. 
He was honoured with the title of “Samaj Shiromani” in 1999 by the then Vice-President of 
India. In 1998, he was honoured by the then Prime Minister of Nepal, for his unique and singular 
work in the social and religious fields.  
He was nominated as the President of the World Astrology Conference from amongst 
representatives of various countries in 1999 and has been nominated as President of most of the 
All India Astrology Conferences organised since 1997. He was honoured with the title of “Tantra 
Shiromani” by the Parapsychological Council in 1997. He was honoured with the title of 
“Mantra Shiromani” by the Mantra Sansthan in 1998.  
Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji attained great respect, both in India and abroad, and was 
honoured with many spiritual titles, among others the Hindu Dharma Samrat, which means the 
upholder of Sat Sanathan Dharma, the eternal ruling “religion” which is above all “confessions” 
and connects and unites all living beings.Please see his Books. 
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